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Introduction.

From 1960 to 1967, in Italy and in Croatia - considered within boundaries of the former Yugoslavia - a generation of artists, born in the Thirties, created electro-mechanical moving objects, manual and virtual, aimed to the research on visual perception. To built these works, they used oil and canvas, aluminum, plastics and glass, and they often formalized rational geometries, while in other cases they obtained less stringent results (figs. 1-14). From time to time, international art critics defined works as: kinetic art, programmed art, optical and Gestalt art. The works had a common public and international showcase, by several exhibitions held in Zagreb and entitled Nove tendencije or in a few of cases with the unusual Nova Tendencija, in Venice called Nuova Tendenza and in Paris called Nouvelle Tendance.

The variation corresponded, however, to a substantial difference in their meanings and purposes. The “new tendencies” – a provisional definition covering the different artistic research of the period - and their theory, in fact, were not a isomorphic phenomenon with Nove Tendencije exhibitions. For historical reasons, it was also necessary to consider Croatia not only as a single nation, but within the system of the Confederation of Socialist Republics of Yugoslavia.

Unfortunately, Croatian historiography today – in regard to that we could assume also an European and Italian interest in - has limited the contribution of Zagreb cultural ferment only to Croatian national culture. Between the Fifties and Sixties, however, Croatian artists belonged to a cultural system that, in addition to Zagreb, it enumerated also Ljubljana and Beograd.

Consequently, Italian and European artists and critics interacted with that the artistic system, whose history has recently been considered between 1918 and 1991, by art historians Dubravka Djurić and Misko Šuvaković.

With the aim of an historical analysis, therefore, Italian historiography was compared to Yugoslav one. Giving as examples Les Avant-Gardes de L'Europe Centrale of Krisztina Passuth and Modern Art in Eastern Europe by Steven A. Mansbach - two fundamental essays necessary to understand the history of the early Twentieth century avant-garde in Eastern Europe –, through cross-analysis of administrative documents, correspondence, and direct evidences between the critic literature and art of the period, we had reached the following statement: from the Nove Tendencije exhibitions emerged a 'New Tendency' which was briefly the critic strategy, supported by some Italian, Croatian, French and German artists and art scholars, and that in the Sixties defined special groups of works.

Among the protagonists of the movement, whom really helped to define the artistic landscape of the New Tendency, were artists Enzo Mari, N and T Groups, and Getulio Alviani or scholars as

Giulio Carlo Argan, Umbro Apollonio and Germano Celant. Among Croatian were artists Ivan Picelj, Vlado Kristl and Vjenceslav Richter or art critics and historians Matko Meštrović, Radoslav Putar and Vera Horvat-Pintarić.

Obviously, due to their importance in the history of New Tendency, we had considered very important all contributions came from Paris (where the Groupe de Recherches d'art visuelle (GRAV) had a central role) and from New York that, considered as the center of the art world, in the Sixties encouraged the international spread of new tendencies in their commercial aim, which was called Optical art.

The above-mentioned events were studied by means of the archive research that investigated mainly Zagreb archives as the Nove Tendencije Found - NT - kept in the Muzej Suvremene Umjetnosti - MSU - (Museum of Contemporary Art), the Vjenceslav Richter Archive and Arhiv za Likovne Umjetnosti HAZU ( Hrvatske Akademije Znanosti i Umjetnosti ) – ALUH (Fine Arts HAZU Archive).

In Italy the research was conducted in the Archivio storico per l’arte contemporanea - ASAC (Contemporary Art Historical Archive) in Venice, in which the private found of the curator Umbro Apollonio and folders of Venice Biennial from 1950 to 1966, have been crucial to understand relationships with Croatia.

In addition, documents preserved in the Adriano Olivetti Foundation Archive in Ivrea, in the Querini Stampalia Foundation Archive in Venice, in the Soroptimist Association of Trieste found, in the State Archives of Trieste, in the Albe Steiner Archive at the Milan Polytechnic and in the Historical Archive of the Municipality of Modena - ASCMO – have helped to complete the picture of the programmed art and Nove Tendencije exhibitions.

About the conservation of new tendencies art works, the Muzej Suvremene Umjetnosti in Zagreb has a rich collection of works dated between 1960 and 1971 which is one of the largest collection in Eastern Europe. Also, afoot to increase new tendencies studies, is been the comparison with three important collections: the collection of works owned by the National Gallery of Modern Art - GNAM - of Rome, the collection Volker Feierabend kept at the Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art of Trento and Rovereto (MART) and the more recent but no less important, the collection of the 900 Museum in Milan.
Chapter 1st. Historiographical fortune of the Nove Tendencijes exhibitions from 1978 to 2010.

1. Critic statements and historical analysis from 1978 to 1984 to revaluate the Nove Tendencijes exhibitions.

At the beginning, new tendencies, such as autonomous phenomena, developed in Italian cities, like Milan, Padua and, a little less, in Venice and Rome. Then they founded in Zagreb an ideal meeting center, comparison and than of Europe-wide disclosure. In Zagreb at Nove Tendencije exhibitions by the first two editions, respectively in 1961 and in 1963, and by the third Nova Tenedencija 3 in 1965, converged a lot of Italian artists and art critics in close dialogue with Croatian counterparts. In 1969 followed a fourth edition Tendencije 4, an exhibition in part retrospective, in other part proposals to computer works. In 1973, finally, held Tendencije 5 dedicated to computer visual art and to conceptual trend. Later there was an interregnum of the art criticism, moving with the times, exiled new tendencies.

At the end of the Seventies, the art critique faced an important aspect concerning how to isolate the phenomenon of new tendencies to see it in its autonomy, and to provide what kind of relationship new tendencies had with contemporary or slightly later researches. These, in fact, seemed to be linked with works – for geometry, design and environmental dimension – and theories – that in particularly always behaved by teamwork.

The choice to evaluate since 1978 the critic fortune of new tendencies, was suggested by two main considerations. The first concerns the fact that this date is about at the end of the decade started with retrospective exhibition of Zagreb in 1969, so it represents a correct laps of time between facts occurred and the following historiographical revision.

The second, between Italy and Croatia took place two contemporaneous critic reviews, by which we have begun to observe a New Tendency movement in contrast with general new tendencies, specifically for their theory and heritage. In Italy, in 1979, Umbro Apollonio gave a critical view of New Tendency phenomenon by his own essays written in the Sixties and collected in the anthology Le occasioni del tempo (The opportunities of the time).

In that work, Apollonio tied together texts that from 1961 to 1967 have told about the relationship between Italian and Croatian new tendencies. Further, according to Apollonio, the legacy of Eastern European avant-garde influenced the New Tendency, because of its origin from Zagreb exhibitions. Apollonio, whom was one of the most important critic link between Italy and former-Yugoslavia, made a critic review that at the moment passed unnoticed with respect to the

---

generalized phenomenon so called new tendencies. Representing an isolated case, which had any development in the following historiography.

Also in Croatia the term “Nove Tendencije” was used, and its still is used, in the plural; because that artistic movement is identified with exhibitions. Art critics Marijan Suvoski and Jerko Denegri⁵, in 1978, wrote the essay *Nova umjetnička praksa* (New artistic experiences), which analyzed artistic movements in Yugoslavia between 1966 and 1978. That decade was based on new tendencies achieves, which were considered as the first example of Yugoslav modernism according to two fundamental ideals: the socialist politic-ideological engagement and the attraction for technologic culture.

Their legacy, according to Suvoski and Denegri, would express itself on the one hand in research inspired by American and European Minimalism, on the other hand toward new conceptual and performing activities, which widely spread in the Seventies. In addition, they agreed with Germano Celat, considering the year 1966 as the ideal date of the beginning, or separation, between precedent new tendencies and new artistic activities.

However, critics paid attention to revalue Minimalist and Conceptual research, because just in 1968 were considered as typical phenomenon of Yugoslav culture – much more then new tendencies, which were quite internationalist. The matter about connections with Minimal research, few years later, was solved by Suvoski⁶ in 1983 with the exhibition *Minimalizam u Jugoslaviji*, which has became famous in following national historiography. According to Suvoski, new tendencies in Zagreb were a parallel phenomenon to Julie Knifer’s and Gorgona Group’s artistic research – exponents of a anti-programmed and New Dadaist line. They anticipated visual solutions of Yugoslav Minimalism. In that way, the mix-up with both researches was cleared up, but still missed a historiographical revision of the phenomenon called new tendencies as an independent artistic research.

A first attempt in that direction occurred in Italy, by the exhibition *L’ultima avanguardia: arte cinetica e programmata* (The latest avant-gard: kinetic and programmed art), made by Lea Vergine⁷ and the critic task of Enrico Francalanci up. The exhibition, opened in Milan in November 1983, was a partial attempt between historiographical investigation and critical assessment, in order to restore vitality to new tendencies history. First intentions, as confessed by Vergine⁸ in an interview in 1983, were to highlight above-mentioned artistic researches to Italian and European public.

However, because of various and unknown reasons, it was decided to choose a general idea of programmed art, chronologically included between 1953 and 1963. According to the author, 1953

---

referred to first kinetic and programmed works created of Yacob Agam, Bruno Munari and Enzo Mari; the second date referred to the year of the 4th International Biennial Exhibition of Art in San Marino, entitled *Oltre l’Informale* (Beyond Informal). N and Zero Groups they were equal first for the prize, declaring the success of new tendencies researches.

The exhibition in Milan was divided in three sections: the first was represented by historic Futurist, Costructivist and Abstract painting avant-garde. In the second one, artists as Munari, Mari, Alviani, N and T Groups, Ivan Picelj, were protagonists of new tendencies. In the last one, the exhibition collected all artists, whose research had been similar but less important, such as Italian Dada Maino and Enrico Castellani, and Croatian Vjenceslav Richter, Julie Knifer and Vlado Kristl.

However, artists as Castellani and Richter, defined as “parallel presences” by Vergine, had an important role in new tendencies research. Castellani put Mondrian’s painting and Neoplasticism first as a way to overcome the Informel painting *impasse*, while Richter influenced, from his ideological point of view, new tendencies bringing them to the identification with the industrial design and the architecture.

Vergine referred specifically to *Nove Tendencije* of Zagreb as the main exhibition in the history of programmed hypothesis. However, she confirmed that programmed art and new tendencies failed after 1963, because of a lack of agreement among exponents. In addition, artists in their research – as she has told in 1973⁹ - were not reflecting an industrial society. These two assertions were in contrast with the ideological commitment, which supported research made by Mari, N Group, Richter and Knifer, and at the same time it could not understand the main characteristic of new tendencies: to be one of the last moments of contemporary artistic research determined by technological changing moved with the times.

Ernesto Francalanci, moreover, proposed a critic historical *excursus* on the relationship between the historical avant-garde and researches in the Sixties. His critic investigation retraced roughly a genealogy of new tendencies following the model established, about in 1967, during an European critical discussion, thanks to the art critic Frank Popper¹⁰ and his essay *Naissance de l’art cinétique*.

However, in the history of new tendencies, that interpretation kept with the times, but by Popper it had been misrepresented. To artists as N Group, Mari or Richter, historical avant-gardes were not a visual source or a reserve of theories on kinetic art to plunder, much less, a quotation. Historical avant-garde, on the contrary, were considered as the beginning of artistic research, which new tendencies in the Sixties were seeking to continue and improve the same way as a scientific paradigm.


The followers, of course, did not fail but it was also a secondary phenomenon actually occurred after 1963. Finally, the year 1953 considered as the beginning of new tendencies, nowadays cannot be considered like that because all matters dealt by artists were completely different. In the early Fifties, someone of them moved on the occasion of the European Concrete Art, but it was not considered as opposed to Informel poetics and was related to the tradition of abstract painting in the Thirties - also in a technical sense. An important role of Concrete Art poetics, on the contrary, must be related to a renewed attention on industrial design, promoted by artists like Munari, Mari and Richter.

Consequently, in Croatia, Vergine’s exhibition was not kindly received and Vera-Horvat-Pintarić\textsuperscript{11} published an article titled \textit{Requiem za Nove Tendencije}, where she expressed her total disagreement. She discussed with Vergine because artists as Castellani and Knifer were crucial in the evolution of new tendencies. Horvat-Pintarić, in addition, thought that their relationship with industrial society had been real and positive, because it gave the hope for an alternative lifestyle. The aspect just mentioned, according to the author, was completely absent for example in last research as the “Transavanguardia” - according to Lara Vinca Masini’s\textsuperscript{12} interpretation.

An episode that has not a directed relation with the exhibition in Milan, but happened few months later, was the exhibition held in Zagreb at the Galerija Lotrščak, in March 1984. It was named \textit{Konstruktivizam}, and presented works by Croatian artist Richter, Kristl, Srnec, Picelj, Šutej and Knifer, whom belonged to the collection of Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti. The exhibition, even if closed only to Croatian artists, showed the renewed interest to the research of new tendencies, which were reconnected to their Constructivist origin. It was a very important aspect, because in that way it was related also to the ideal of Central European Constructivism, considered as the specific attitude of Croatian artists.

2. Between the Eighties and Nineties. A comparison between Italian and Croatian historiography. From painting of the 80’s to the art of the new technology.

The relationship, of course, has not established at the technique level, but at the “image” one in which artists created figurative works using, sometimes, same principles of the Gestalt, investigated by new tendencies. For example, in the great exhibition \textit{Aktuell ’83}, Thomas Lehnerer\textsuperscript{13} (1955), presented \textit{Doppelnatur}, a work that insisted on mirrored relations in order to demonstrate conceptually the divine “double nature” (figs. 15,16). Following years the exhibition in Milan were low in studies on new tendencies.

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Aktuell ’83. Kunst aus Mailand, München, Wien und Zürich}, catalogue, September 21\textsuperscript{st} – November 20\textsuperscript{th} 1983, Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, München, Lenbachhaus, München, 1983, pp. 140-143.
However, in Italy and in Croatia spread a return to the painting – identified with the Transavanguardia by Achille Bonito Oliva – and new electronic media influenced artists and art critics. A second question derives from the historiographical review of new tendencies: how to look at relations with the abstract painting revival that comeback, by significant variations in the Eighties. As a consequence misunderstanding, on both sides, were not lacking but that little-known story led to consider of new tendencies history within a discussion that one side supported to go back to the tradition of painting, the other looked to new media and its artistic use.

In 1985 Jerko Denegri\textsuperscript{14} published the essay *Apstrakta Umjetnost u Hrvaskoj* (abstract art in Croatia), whose second volume was devoted to geometric research – the first concerned the not-functional abstract and Informel Art.

Denegri draw a continuous line between EXAT51 Group (Experimental Workshop 1951) and Croatian new tendencies, between 1953 – the date was just shown by Lea Vergine, whose the author has considered critic approach by mentioning the Milan exhibition in 1983 – and 1973. In 1953 there was the first official exhibition of Ivan Picelj, Alexander Srnec and other Croatian artists still attached to the Concrete painting and in 1973 was held the exhibition *Tendencije 5*, dedicated to visual art produced by computer. In that period, after the 1961 first edition and the parallel activities of Gorgona Group, 1963 marked, according to Denegri, an important period of transition from the pluralistic direction of new tendencies to the unilateral one of New Tendency.

In addition it examined the ideology of *Nova Tendencija* 3 of 1965 in the light of the three foreign authors, who were the first that worked on it. The American Donald D. Egbert\textsuperscript{15} in the essay *Social radicalism and the arts* in 1970, Frank Popper with *Naissance de l’art cinétique* in 1967 - the author cites the Italian edition of Popper published in 1970 - and finally Filiberto Menna\textsuperscript{16} in the volume *Kinetic and Visual Art* in 1969. The three authors identified in the Yugoslav socialist matrix, the French influence of GRAV, the interaction with industrial design and technology, fundamental ideological ways in New Tendency theory.

After 1965, continued Denegri, for Croatia and Yugoslavia the third edition of *Trijenale Likovnih Umetnosti* (triennial of fine arts) in Belgrade had been important in 1967, where were outlined two situations. The first related to Croatian New Tendency considered as a mix of a patchy style under which were researches of different artists– that Denegri recovered from *Konstruktivizam* exhibition in 1984.

The second situation, on the contrary, was connected with the emergence of Minimalist abstraction – close to *Primary Structures* of 1966 - which influenced young artists. In later years

\textsuperscript{14} J. Denegri, *Apstrakta Umjetnost u Hrvaskoj* 2, Split, 1985.
the line tied to technological aspects of new tendencies, according to Abraham Moles, was renewed by experimental research that used computers such as merged with Tendencije 5 in 1973. In contrast, between 1968 and mid-Seventies, Yugoslav and Croatian art was imbued with the ‘Minimal’ line - which Denegri considered on the basis of exposure Minimalizam in 1983 - and conceptual, both aimed at the installation of environmental structures. That Denegri’s reading had the merit of preserving the autonomy of the new tendencies and treat them as a well defined historical phenomenon.

Indeed it was still absent an effective historiographical analysis that retrieved the real contribution of new tendencies in opposition to a general line of European painting abstraction. For example, in 1980, an art studious Dora Vallier published a revised and correct edition of his essay L’Art abstrait - published in Italy in 1984 – that held the primal setting of her analysis on, dated 1967.

Vellier gave an important contribution with the visual comparison between abstraction and scientific discoveries of the Twentieth century. He narrowed the field of abstract painting, and such identified in American Minimalism - favored by the exhibitions The Responsive Eye in 1965 and Primary Structures in 1966 - the last result, in order of time, achieved by abstract artists. Vellier quoted the 1964 Paris Nouvelle Tendance exhibition, without attributing to that any special significance. Since the kinetic and programmed art was considered as a resumption of Constructivism without any significant innovations in painting. It is evident that the fortune of Minimalism - critic and commercial fortune a - partly contributed to obscuring or deforming new tendencies achieves.

The critic intention to build an national line inner abstraction painting, geometric and not, it was also in Italy. Art scholars George Cortenova and Filiberto Menna in the exhibition held in Verona in February 1988 and titled Astratta. Secessioni astratte in Italia dal dopoguerra ad oggi (Abstract. Secessions abstract in Italy since the postwar), they considered events of programmed and kinetics works in continuity with different aspects of Italian abstract art from 1945 to 1988. Paradoxically, that exhibition bound together, on a model of absolute idea of abstract art (such as that expressed by Doris Vellier in 1984) programmed works and Concrete painting, the analytic one of the Seventies and the one of the Eighties, read in opposition to the Transavanguardia.

Although the programmed art has removed, at the form and technique level, from traditional abstract painting, was forced to become the ahead of next two decades researches, whose
abstraction were recovered by canvas, paints and brushes. Such a misunderstanding was perhaps due to the previous 1986 Venice Biennial\(^\text{19}\), where under the general topic “Art and Science”, in the section entitled Colore, merged all the research that from the historical avant-garde to the kinetic, programmed and optical art of the Sixties took turns on the horizon of international art - among exhibitors were remember Alciani, Biasi, Colombo, Devecchi, Munari, Varisco, Mavignier, Morellet and LeParc.

The general topic of 1986 Biennale, showed us the second level of the matter - the new electronic media – because it concerned the relationship between art and science in a way diametrically opposite to the one discussed during the Sixties.

According to Maurizio Calvesi, general commissioner of the edition, the value of art was the possibility to be considered as alchemical act and in that way had a pre-scientific relationship with science. Instead, in the Sixties, programmed works were intended as a recovery of a scientific objectivity that involved an experimental method at the base of their research. At the time, a limit for artists was, on the contrary, the difficulty in obtaining technical means to carry out works, in order to overcome their artisan attitude.

Indeed, a missed opportunity was the collaboration with Olivetti Company from Ivrea after the exhibition Arte programmata, which did not led to the expected technical assistance needed by Italian groups. Even in Zagreb, in fact, when Tendencije 5 held, the section dedicated to the computerized art, was possible thanks to companies like IBM or Siemens. In that means, the relationship between art and technology in the Biennale was identified with the electronic image\(^\text{20}\). Its fortune fell in an economic and cultural period in which - as also mentioned by Vera Horvat-Pintaric\(^\text{21}\) in 1984 – increased the spread and movement of hi-tech technology, relatively low cost.

Worldwide, new electronic media began to be easily available to artists - an Italian example in the early Eighties was Fabrizio Plessi (figs. 17,18) whose project of electronic installation acquired an autonomous pictorial value - which upgraded their installations with monitor, projections, closed-circuit video recordings and computer programming.

Although painting, sculpture and architectural space were again confused, the temporal dimension of perception returned to be the protagonist in many artistic pursuits. According to that perspective, Frank Popper\(^\text{22}\) in 1993 published the essay *Art of Electronic Age*, in which the first


\(^{20}\) Ibid., pp. 185-204.

\(^{21}\) V. Horvat-Pintaric, op.cit., 1984, pp.36-38.

part was dedicated to roots of the new electronic art. Popper, whom in 1967 contextualized, through post-Impressionist French research of the late Nineteenth century, the origin of kinetic art, identified origins of electronic work in research of programmed and kinetics works of the Sixties. The fortune and the gradual discovery of new tendencies began, secondly to a reading that considered them the precursors of a new artistic technological universe.


On the rediscovery of the Italian dimension of new tendencies, in the magazine «Flash Art», in 1992, the article of the art scholar Alessandra Quattordio23 revived what just had said by Lea Vergine in 1983. However, referring to the idea of 'instability' - psychophysical perceptive- which had been essential in the GRAV exhibitions in Italy and France between 1962 and 1963, she made a parallel with the artistic situation of the Nineties.

In both cases, according to Quattordio, the 'instability' was still a significant feature in contemporary art. In addition, the magazine «Flash Art», even within the limits of journalistic chronicle and sponsorship of Italian and foreign galleries, between 1989 and 1999 had the merit of keeping alive the interest in features of new tendencies.

That was due to a direct witness and artist very important in relationship between Italy and Yugoslavia in the Sixties: Getulio Alviani, thanks to his association with the Director Giancarlo Politi, for ten years about he held a personal column entitled Taccuino di un vecchio cinetico (Pocketbook of an old kinetic-artist).

On the pages of «Flash Art», Alviani told on the life of the galleries, especially in Milan, where performed artists like Colombo, Biasi, Castellani. Obviously Alviani told about artists and works in the Nineties and allowed to observe the way in which certain authors continued to relate to galleries and collectors, and how the memory of their glorious past was still spendable on the market.

The memory of the past, from the mid- Nineties, in historiographical works on new tendencies consisted on the recovery of documents related to the birth and evolution of every artistic research of the Sixties. It concentrated in affirming the value of relationships between groups and individual artists in order to highlight the value of the European new tendencies, in an area between Italy, France, Germany and Croatia.

In Croatia, after the Civil War of 1991-1995, the rapid resumption of normal conditions of life allowed in Zagreb – had become the capital of the new Republic of Croatia - the exhibition *Konstruktivizam kinețička umjetnost* (constructivist and kinetic art) made by Mirijan Susovski. The exhibition was inaugurated in April 1995 and presented the collection of constructivist and kinetic art works from the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti (GSU) in Zagreb.

Again a first section was dedicated to the EXAT51 Group and the second to new tendencies, including not only the Croatian artists, but for the first time, European ones. The major impact of that exhibition, compared to the formers, was to bring new tendencies within the international scene, joined masters of geometric abstraction in the Twentieth century such as Max Bill, Jean Arp, Avgust Černigoj, Alberto Magnelli, Victor Vasarely and André Block, to younger like Getulio Alviani, Antonio Costa, Marc Adrian, Alberto Biasi, Gianni Colombo, Dada Maino, Piero Dorazio, Edoardo Landi, Heinz Mack, Manfredo Massironi, Almir Mavignier, François Morellet, Bruno Munari, Otto Piene, Nanda Vigo, Scheggi Paul, Jesus Raphael Soto and Yvaral.

Another new factor was that the catalog was compiled bilingual Croatian-English, for international distribution and then to mark of the GSU the gradual ascent to the circle of contemporary art museums in Europe. Moreover, that operation had the aim to tie the Galerija birth - in 1956 – to the Concrete and Constructivist art, and its growth to *Nove Tendencije* exhibitions.

Even in Italy, only in the second half of the '90s and thanks to the careful critical and historiographical operation carried out by Marco Meneguzzo, began a similar process of historical revision.

In March 1996, Meneguzzo edited the exhibition *Enne & Zero, etc. Motus*, held at the Museion (Museum of Modern Art of Bolzano) and first moved to Padua and then in the Republic of San Marino. The credit of the exposure was to bring back to a critical attention activities of the N Group - whose most recent volume was written by Italo Mussa in 1976 - and its relations with the Zero Group in Düsseldorf and the MOTUS (then GRAV) of Paris.

Finally Italian programmed works were read within the context of French and German new tendencies and were reviewed main issues that marked their destiny in the Sixties. The relationship with the precedents of the European Concrete Art, with artists like Pol Bury and the controversy over the work of the group that occupied in 1963, after the Fourth Biennial of San Marino, were

---

contextualized in relation to other contemporary studies, such as the one of Achille Perilli and Tancredi. In this way the artistic research gained from the Informel and Italian new tendencies - and a small part European ones - were analyzed through their original qualities, in order to be considered within an independent framework of what had happened previously.

Among providers, appeared the Gallery of Modern Art of San Marino\(^27\), whose collection had been formed during the Sixties, by the Conference of Artists and Scholars of art Critics, and Niccoli Gallery of Parma, that in the Nineties became a driving force for the fortune of programmed and kinetics works. However, it was with the beginning of the new millennium that in Italy and in Europe fortunes of new tendencies had a serious increase - not only in marketing - of attention by scholars and museums.

In May 2000 Meneguzzo\(^28\) set an exhibition up dedicated to 1962 *Arte Programmata*, thanks to the Municipality of Galliate (No) patronage and the local Angelo Bozzola Museum. A second aim of the event was, in fact, to include the artist Angelo Bozzola in the art scene of the programmed research, but him did not involve in that art trend ever. For the occasion was made a facsimile copy of the first *Arte Programmata* catalogue.

Meneguzzo reconstructed the Milan art world of the early Sixties and, in presenting innovation at the time of programmed works, he carried a liaison with the electronic art of the Eighties and Nineties. The historical framework went beyond the historic date of 1962 and arrived at the end of the decade of the Sixties, including Zagreb exhibitions. That latter aspect was also highlighted in the section dedicated to direct marks of such artists as Alviani, Boriani Devecchi, Enzo Mari and Bruno Munari. The exhibition and its critical operation would be the anticipation of a second exhibition, always made by Meneguzzo, a few months later.

In December 2000, at the Gallery Niccoli of Parma was held the exposure *Arte cinetica e programmata 1958-1968* (*Kinetic and Programmed Art 1958-1968*), which is important from the point of view of the new timeline proposed by Meneguzzo\(^29\), to frame the phenomenon of the programmed and kinetic research. He believed that the phenomenon had begun around 1958, whereas, at that time, the Informel in Italy had reached the maximum spread, with the consequent decline in weary and rhetoric repetitions - a condition that was just registered in 1963 by Maurizio


Calvesi in the Livorno exhibition La pittura informale in Italia fino al 1957 (the informal painting in Italy until 1957).

The date *ad quem* 1968, however, was chosen to enhance the moment, not only Italian, of the so-called 'cultural revolution', which marked a significant turning point also for events of new tendencies. In fact, a second reason because that show had some relevance, related to the space dedicated to analyze the connection between works and industrial design, as an escape from rhetoric approach in which ended their theory and to implement the instance of aesthetic democratization of society. Even in this case the reference point remained the exhibition that Lea Vergine made in 1983 up, confirming the role she played as a watershed between two distinct periods.

In the late Nineties and the first decade of 2000, fortunes of new tendencies has been fraught with a myriad of small and large exhibitions, Italian and foreign, that often observed phenomena in their singularity - when in fact in some cases proved a mere commercial transaction - rather than to study their common affairs in the light of historical and critic reflection overall. As a result, studies had not contributed enough to a new view of the matter, herein will not be taken any notice of.

That still evident between 1990 and 2000 was linked, in fact, to historical and artistic studies. A lack has been partially filled, once again, by Jerko Denegri in 2000 - with the essay *Umjetnost Konstruktivnog pristupa: EXAT51 i Nove Tendencije* (A constructive approach to art: New Tendencies and Exat51), published in Zagreb and translated into English in 2004. Denegri, instead of analyzing individual situations of Croatian and European art, chose to reason about a common construction - and not constructivist, as the author explained.

From previous constructivist of the Thirties, quoting magazines «Zenith» in Beograd and «Tank» in Ljubljana, it reached the reworking in a Concrete Art view of the Fifties thanks to the
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EXAT51 Group, and by means of the Informel and the return to the New-Constructivism order, it moved to Nove Tendencije manifestations. However, Denegri expanded his field of inquiry, not merely to study the individual exhibited cases and consequently, Nove Tendencije exhibitions have been read in a complex exchanging system, in which Italy played a mediating role between European and Croatian artists.

The essay may be considered as one of the examples of academic historiography for the first time defined new tendencies limits. Denegri faced several orders of questions, especially the relationship between new tendencies and the idea of the avant-garde, entering into controversy with the 1983 critical operation by Lea Vergine. According to Denegri, new tendencies cannot be considered an avant-garde, and much less the 'ultimate avant-garde', as the vanguard of the Twentieth century was a limited phenomenon and defined by the historical society that produced it. In contrast, new tendencies, while promoting a new artistic language, a new role of the artist and using manifestos based on instances of social reform, did not reject the society of the Sixties, but they wanted to integrate with it, to improve it from inside.

A second point addressed by Denegri, concerns the relationship between new tendencies and Informel Art, that cannot be brand, as a simple opposition, formal and ideological, between an art subjected to technology and an other one subjected to human nature. Denegri proposes to consider new tendencies as a direct result of an anthropological change occurred in those years in which human nature was united to the new industrial landscape nature.

The third area addressed by Croatian critic, concerns the role of groups and individual artists whom moved the center of their attention from the artistic operation, understood as a subversion of traditional art values, towards extra artistic values.

Indeed, according to Denegri, the conceptual operation was essential to replace the equation “art equals art” with the other “art equal work”. Consequently, and by entering into the fourth order of the matter discussed in the essay, artists as workers politicized their activities by placing it on the same level of worker's struggles.

However, the '68 movement changed the conception of ideology thanks to artists much younger than new tendencies ones, while the latter were limited to a moral participation in student struggles, but without acting in the real mean.

Finally, the last important statement is about the relationship between new tendencies and science, especially the theory of perception, which according to Denegri has been misrepresented by many members of new tendencies. In fact, that matter had its fallout in the exhibition of 1965 The Responsive Eye, where many of works were a direct resumption of Gestaltpsychologie
manuals, and thus confirmed the suspicion of Giulio Carlo Argan, shared by Jerko Denegri, that works could be reduced to a continuous designing. There is no doubt that the value of the rate of Denegri was to reach an historical memory shared between Italy and Croatia.

4. The last decade: between marketing, collecting and electronic art myth.

Denegri's essay represents the current state of studies in Croatia, it is necessary therefore a short digression on certain collectable aspects that fostered the fortune of kinetic and programmed Italian works, not in Italy but in Germany. Kinetics and programmed Italian works had a collecting tied not only to individual enthusiasts, but also to financial groups such as the Italian Commercial Bank, for example, in 1992 published the book *Arte italiana - esperienze degli anni '60/'80 - arte concettuale, arte povera, costruttività, arte cinetica nella collezione della Banca Commerciale Italiana a Francoforte* (Italian Art - experiences of the '60s / '80s - Conceptual Art, Poor Art, Constructiveness, kinetic art in the collection of the Italian Commercial Bank in Frankfurt), whose critic notes were edited by Flaminio Gualdoni. In 1994 the Commercial Bank presented its collection at the Rotonda della Besana in Milan in an exhibition entitled *Arte Italiana. Palazzo Besana. Arte Cinetica e programmata, ...* (Italian Art. Besana Palace. Kinetic and programmed art, ...). The two exhibitions offered an example of Italian collecting who failed to have the same effect that instead from Germany was due to the collector and businessman Volker Feierabend.

Feierabend during the Eighties collected a large amount of Italian programmed works - when the market of these works had not great ambitions of profit - and destined to form the original core of the collection of Italian art from 1945 onwards, of the Frankfurt homonymous Foundation. Since 2000 works were left in storage at the MART in Rovereto and in 2001 formed the core of an important exhibition in Europe cured again by Meneguzzo.

By the title *Luce, movimento & programmazione* (Light Motion & Programming), the exhibition was inaugurated at the Ulmer Museum in Ulm, in September 2001 and became an itinerant between Germany - in 2001 at the Städtische Kunsthalle Mannheim, in 2002 at Stadishes Museum Gelsenkirchen, at the Stadtgalerie Kiel and at the Staatliches Museum Schwerin, - to arrive in December 2002 until March 2003 in Austria, at the Alpen-Adria-Galerie of
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Klagenfurt. This show was a revival of the one held at the Niccoli Gallery of Parma. Even if it did not make any significant contribution to historical survey, it has been fundamental in promoting the Italian programmed research, and because other works came from many other museums in Germany, it announced a further affirmation of German historiography and critical reading.

To confirm the above, in fact, Meneguzzo organized at the Papesse Palace of Siena a retrospective exhibition devoted to relations between Italy and Germany. Zero. 1958-1968 tra Germania e Italia (Zero. 1958-1968 between Germany and Italy) was inaugurated in May 2004 and presented through a thorough historical investigation, relations between the Zero Group in Düsseldorf, whose works came from various German collections, the group of artists of Azimut, from Italian collections, and finally, the N and T groups, and Alviani, whose works came mostly from the collection of Feierabend.

Within the reports Zagreb Nove Tendeicije exhibitions have been quoted as milestones of European art and realized once again within the span of the decade 1958-1968. Furthermore, it was ideally the final part of a trilogy begun in 2000 at the Niccoli Gallery and continued at the Ulmer Museum in 2001.

However, in November 2003, always in Siena, but at the Magazzini del sale of the City Hall, was hosted the exhibition EXAT51 1951-1956/Nuove Tendenze 1961-1973 (EXAT51 1951-1956/New Tendencies 1961-1973). It showed for the first time in Italy, albeit in a superficial way, Croatian protagonists of the Concrete painting season of EXAT51 Group and artists whom from that group passed to Nove Tendencije. The exhibition was set by Marijan Susovski up, under the Muzej Suvremene Umjetnosti (already Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti) patronage, the supervision of the new director Snjezana Pintaric and under auspices of the Croatian Department of Culture.

The exhibition is intended more as a political operation than cultural, but also a milestone in Italy for a journey still ongoing to reach a shared memory of the experience of Nove Tendencije. The exhibition also was a re-edition of a former one, which had been held in Portugal at the Centro Cultural de Cascais (Cascais) from May to June 2001 and entitled Exat 51 & New Tendencies... Just in the title showed that such exhibition, compared to the Italian latter, was organized with a careful selection of works and an in-depth historical analysis of Croatian art events from the Twenties to the Sixties.

Then two exhibitions in Portugal and Italy, the first major retrospective of *Nove Tendencije* was held in Germany in September 2006 at the Museum für Konkrete Kunst in Ingolstadt, edited by Tobias Hoffmann\(^39\), entitled *Die Neuen Tendenzen - Eine Europäische Künstlerbewegung 1961 - 1973* (The New Tendencies - A European artistic movement in 1961 -1973). It exhibited in most part works of Zagreb MSU, whose setting up was supervised by the director Snjezana Pintaric. That show in detail, and thanks to the NT Found in the MSU archive in Zagreb, partially documented *Nove Tendencije* exhibitions from 1961 to 1973. It also highlighted the European character of the events of Zagreb and identified links of continuity that presented works, especially in *Tendencije 4* and *Tendencije 5*, between 1969 and 1973, would entertained with video and computer art.

In a way not unlike from what explained by Frank Popper in *The Art of Electronic Age* of 1993, new tendencies in their turn became an artistic tradition in which artists of later generations could have seen, and how each tradition also had created its own mythology.

In that means new tendencies have been read as a part in the “Teutonic view of Konkrete Kunst”, by placing in the background, although the exact historical statements, Italian, French and paradoxically Croatian researches: to confirm that, for the occasion the text of Udo Kultermann, just published for the exhibition *Monochrome Malerei* in 1960, was reedited by the author to adapt to the times. It came true also in that case an identification between artistic movement and exhibitions that, instead, were opportunities of meeting and international exchange.

In addition, were also included *Tendencije 4* and *Tendencije 5* that should be rather considered as situations out of time from a history between 1961 and 1965.

A merit of the Ingolstadt exhibition was to gave an international importance at the Zagreb MSU collection, and at the same time recognized the important role of Getulio Alviani\(^40\), as a collector and witness of the *Nove Tendencije* history. In fact, the Italian artist, in conjunction with the German exhibition in December 2006, published an article on «Flash Art», almost ten years from the end of his column, to express his opinion on facts occurred in the Sixties.

According to his direct experience, told with fictional accents, new tendencies had short-lived because of the market and internal rivalry among artists, demonstrating the heterogeneity of theories and researches, not enclosed within summary label as 'new tendencies'.


international [nove] tendencije Computer und visuelle Forschung. Zagreb 1961-1973, (figs. 19, 20) set with a main focus on Tendencije 4 and Tendencije 5 up, by Peter Weibel and Margit Rosen\textsuperscript{41}.

According to the authors, Computer visual art in Europe, it had warning signs on such occasions, and on the «BIT» journal - that between 1969 and 1973 became the official press of events in Zagreb. Nove Tendencije exhibitions from 1961 to 1965, therefore, have been read as moments of the germ of new Computer visual art research. ZKM therefore, being one of the major European centers to study and popularize new electronic media, considered the research presented in Tendencije 5 of 1973, as precursors of interactive electronic installations.

These are the assumptions upon which the project of Margit Rosen and Peter Weibel\textsuperscript{42} is based on, from 2008 to 2010, they brought it to fruition with the publication of the book *A Little-Known Story about a Movement, a Magazine, and the computer's Arrival in Art* *New Tendencies and Bit International 1961-1973*. The main intention of the essay was to uncover the fundamental role played by Zagreb Tendencije 4 and Tendencije 5 exhibitions for the emergence of art form that in the Seventies began to use the computer as an artistic medium (fig. 20). However, compared to the exhibition of 2008, the essay was expanded with the scientific collaboration of Jerko Denegri, whom has been involved in the synthesis of Croatian history of new tendencies starting from Exat Group 51, and Darko Fritz\textsuperscript{43}, Croatian designer, whom technically restored some of works.

In addition, the radius of the analysis was expanded to involve also exhibitions more or less related to the Zagreb Nove Tendencije and Tendencije ones. In fact, were finally taken into serious consideration the Italian, French and U.S. exhibitions from 1962 to 1965 for the definition of the artistic paradigm of new tendencies. The curator Margit Rosen wanted to enclose the whole art scene seen by several short essays that make up the volume, under the label of 'new tendencies'. In addition, there has been a systematic collection and illustration not only of art exhibitions as well as documents relating to them, preserved in the NT Found and in private archives of single artists and art scholars.

The ambition of that collective work, protracted, was to rewrite the history of new tendencies through what happened after 1968, on the Computer Art and its legacy in today electronic arts.

The essay has been defined by its editor as an 'User's manual' which summarizes two decades of criticism and historiographical proposals, which had started since 1983 Milan exhibition.

Consequently, for the purposes of this present study, leaving each merit on the second part, we can advance on the first observations. A general observation on Rosen’s work, concerns the large amount of documents on complex events that made some simplifications, in some cases tendentious to encourage once again a uniform and seamless continuity view between the phenomena examined. For example, *Nove Tendencije* occurred between 1961 and 1965, have been placed on the same level, considering the first exhibition of 1961 at the same plan of the next, without investigating what led to the birth of the Zagreb event and why it had been unknown at the time, outside the borders of Yugoslavia.

Indeed, international recognition came only from the second edition, to reach its peak in the third. In this regard, Rosen has not been slow on the matter concerning the differences between the classifications adopted with time and in different geographical locations, preferring to use the overall name of 'new tendencies'. Also it was not given the consideration to structural changes – that for reasons intrinsic to new tendencies theory it can not be define as 'stylistic' - occurred in works between 1961 and 1965.

On the contrary programmatic and critical texts have been enhanced, but unfortunately often texts did not tie with real artistic experiences. However, the essay edited by Rosen is a fundamental tool for the art historian, with a rich visual repertory, bibliography, and an important collection of documents. Its creation marked an important step towards a shared memory between Germany, Italy and Croatia of what happened in Zagreb in the Sixties, but at the same time, it wrapped new tendencies within the new myth of electronic art.

In conclusion, three were decisive moments in the history of new tendencies. The main merit of the exhibition set up by Lea Vergine recognized in 1983 was to close a period that was left over and then allow the start of a second phase more sensitive to the historiographical reworking than to the critic one. However, research of new tendencies in the Italian situation, suffered critical anxiety to historicize programmed works within quiet confines of a pictorial tradition that could only be explained by considering the international success of the *Transavanguardia*.

Compared to Croatian history, there was still missing a real discussion about the birth, development and heritage of research about Italian new tendencies. This occurred tanks to Jerko Denegri in 2000, however, even if shared in most of his arguments, he maintained critically valid the identification between *Nove Tendencije* and the artistic movement of new tendencies. Similarly, it must be recognize that in the powerful essay by Rosen in 2010, the network of relations between Europe and the former Yugoslavia remained in the shadow, without whose study *Nove tendencije* exhibitions can not be effectively contained within a common international history.
Just emphasizing this perspective we can retrieve the network of relations between Italy and Croatia and at the same time implement a proper balance between different national influences. Moreover, giving a specific value for each exposure, it is apparent that *Nove tendencije* exhibitions were not isolated phenomena, as were not a unitary phenomenon without interruption. In fact, with this work, we want to reconsider the critical proposal advanced in 1979 by Apollonius, trying to separate exhibitions from artistic concepts, in order to reconstruct, on a bilateral basis, events of the New Tendency.
Chapter 2nd. The Neoplasticism revival between Italy and Croatia: from Mondrian to the first Nove Tendencije in 1961.

Kinetic and programmed art researches developed following some directions, which refused paintings techniques of the so-called Informel Art, and the recovery of the abstract tradition, which is identified with Piet Mondrian’s1 paintings and Neoplasticism – Concrete Art of Theo von Doesburg.

The element, which contributed to a renewed success of Neoplasticism theory and painting, could be found in the need of a composition order, which could free the gestural and material painting from the chance. That was degenerated in an academic rhetoric, which was perceived as a dependence on art trade rules. Furthermore, it allowed to reconsider the artist role, meant not to represent a romantic rebellion of Informel Art but a positive force of the social change. The rediscovery of Mondrian and De Stijl happened due to the spread of works and the Neoplasticism theory.

The rediscovery, at the European level, was supported by the Amsterdam Stedelijk Museum2 (fig. 1) - thanks to the engagement of its director Willem Sandberg - and by the Denise René Gallery3 in Paris, thanks to the critic engagement of Michel Seuphor4. The first promoted its own collection of Neoplasticism works; the second organised some exhibitions dedicated to the Dutch artist, as for example the retrospective of 1957 in connection with the 1956 Venice Biennial.

At the Italian level, the museum activities promoted by Sandberg and critic statements by Seuphor were reference points for other museums and scholars. However, the art myth of Mondrian and De Stijl succeeded by means of the 1956 Venice Biennial and to the monograph by Ottavio Morosini5. As a consequence there was among artists, between Padua and Milan a renewed attention supported by the young people for the rationalism and Constructivism historical vanguards. It was that specific area because there Informel Art had represented the urgency to establish again some links with the European tradition.

The rational and Constructivist historical vanguards communicated their theories between the Twenties and Thirties through an industrial society ideology, which thirty years later appeared again in the Italian and European cultural debate6. However, the first industrial society transformed in a technological one, where scientific applications on the electronic technique had
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5 O. Morisani, L’astrattismo di Piet Mondrian, Neri Pozza Editore, Venezia, 1956. The essay has a large appendix, which included Mondrian’s writings.

The Neoplasticism and Expo’ were first fundamental episodes of mutual cultural exchange between Italy and Yugoslavia, for artists and intellectuals born in previous twenty years. In the 1956 Venice Biennial, the young Croatian art historian, Vera Horvat-Pintarić (1926), won the award for a short essay in a foreign language, with *Etica ed estetica dell’assoluto* (Ethic and Aesthetic of the Abosolut), where she underlined the influence of the calvinist ethics and considered it the basis of Mondrian’s art and philosophy.

In addition, during the 1958 Expo’, Vjenceslav Richter (1916-2004) created the Yugoslav pavilion, according to the historical Constructivism revival. Horvat-Pintarić and Richter came from Zagreb where, in that period, new instances emerged in the cultural circle of the magazine «Čovjek i Prostor», which was an ideal laboratory for the critical activity of young scholars Matko Meštrović (1933) and Radoslav Putar (1929-1994). The latter two were going to elaborate the original ideology of the international display *Nove Tendencije*, observing new artistic impulses and matching them with the technological society.

1. The rediscovery of Mondrian, the return to Neoplasticism and the 1958 Expo’s technological culture.

In Milan, during the Thirties, there had been a painting trend derived by Mondrian, where painters as i.e. Bruno Munari, Mario Radice and Manlio Rho had adopted French models, but that had been forcibly interrupted. Only after the Second World War it began to exist again following Parisian Concrete Art abstraction thanks to the Movimento Arte Concreta (MAC) (Concrete Art Movement). However there was a lack of some specific critical thoughts regarding the Neoplasticism painting, which had the first success only after the 1956 Biennial of Venice (figs. 2 – 5). The retrospective of Mondrian was interpreted by many scholars such as a compensation for the Italian art which had been deprived from its modernity – identified with Neoplasticism – because of Fascist twenty years⁸.

Giulio Carlo Argan⁹ explained that the Mondrian’s heritage was the change inside the painting, where the eye is the responsible for perception, from the world representation to the pianification of visual experience. Equally the architecture changed from one “made of facades”

⁷ V. Sinobad, *S venecijanskog biennala. Istočna Mondriana*, «Vjesnik», June 10th 1956, Zagreb, p.6. In that period Pintarić signed herself like Sinobad she was assistant professor at the History of art department in University of Zagreb. See appendix p.


into one “made of plans”. The younger Maurizio Calvesi\textsuperscript{10}, instead, moved away from the Neoplasticism architectural dimension to indicate a renewal inside the painting, through a renewed spatial sensibility. Interpretations made simpler two directions which artists and architects followed to relaborate the Neoplasticism painting and architecture. Among Italian painters, from the second half of the Fifties, leaving those whom had continued the Concrete and Informel Art, there were two examples which clarified positions of Argan and Calvesi: Piero Dorazio and Tancredi Parmeggiani.

Dorazio\textsuperscript{11}, foundation member of the Form 1 group and the International Art Club - which in 1951 organised the exhibition \textit{Concrete art in Italy} in the GNAM of Rome – knew directly Mondrian works and his heirs\textsuperscript{12}. Consequently Dorazio imprisoned the free Informel gesture in a composition scheme in order to regularize the sign and to present painting becoming a \textit{texture} inside limits of the canvas ideal space (fig. 6). He showed the process explained by Argan\textsuperscript{13}, whom in 1959 for the exhibition of Dorazio in the Springer Gallery of Berlin highlighted in the canvas not only the Mondrian’s heritage but also that of Moholy Nagy. Roma artist was, as regarding science, the result of a technical process and its test, against the Informel chance.

Tancredi, instead, referred directly to models by Jakson Pollock and the American \textit{action painting}, thanks to the collector Peggy Guggenheim when his had been in Venice, and in 1963 illustrated that his change from an Informel abstraction to a sketched and gestural figuration was in the painting of Mondrian\textsuperscript{14} debt. Consequently, as Calvesi understood, through the consideration on Neoplasticism, Tancredi recuperated a new spatial scheme on the canvas (fig. 7), where he regained an ideal centre which had lost its value with Informel Art. The cases of Dorazio and Tancredi represented in the Sixties, two directions to go beyond the Informel Art manner.

In the architecture, the second field of Mondrian’s heritage, an example was Carlo Scarpa, whose poetry focused on the role of perception, as Argan described, and at the same time


thought about the architectural dimension of Mondrian’s works. After Venice, in fact, the retrospective of the Dutch master was moved to Rome in the autumn 1956 and in the first months of 1957 to Milan.

In both presentations Scarpa worked, according to Giuseppe Mazzariol, to create some white aseptic environments to give visitors a complete contemplation of art works. Furthermore, between a room and another, passages disposition represented orthogonal modulations, separated by moving panels recalling Constructivism (figs. 8,9). Carlo Scarpa was at the very beginning of the serious Mondrian’s theory, in some ways preferring a point of view more similar to Frank Lloyd Wright, but one of them did not put aside the other and viceversa.

Actually, Neoplasticism morphology in the architecture, in the version given by Theo Van Doesburg, had been conceived by Bruno Zevi, since 1953, as an important element to implement the following experimentations because it was able to reach a continuous renewal. His most fundamental element was the orthogonal grid which, as Gillo Dorfles affirmed, was a symbolic synthesis, between an antique and new conception, transmitting an absolute modernity. Actually, hieratic geometric forms by Mondrian had a certain level of indetermination which emerged through irrational surreal pulses of the Informel painting.

Consequently we recognized that Neoplasticism’s theories were playing a decisive role in many paintings of the Fifties and at the same time its modernity level was used to support the most contemporary art. An example regarding relations between Neoplasticism and Informel Art, was the retrospective De Stijl exhibition at the GNAM in Rome held between December 1960 and January 1961, accompanied by the monograph written by H.L. Jaffé. Also a symposium where Giulio Carlo Argan sustained that De Stijl movement had not invented a new language as Informel Art did, but a new visual grammar.

16 B. Zevi, Poetica dell’architettura neoplastica, Libreria Editrice Politecnica Tamburini, Milano, 1953. «V’è poi un’altra considerazione che induce a studiare il neoplasticismo: è una poetica non ancora esaurita, anzi continuamente riaffiorante nelle esperienze architettoniche contemporanee[…] Benché io non ritenga che il neoplasticismo, come tutti i derivati del cubismo, sia oggi integralmente attuale, va riconosciuto che la sua influenza è ancor viva e positivamente operante» p. 11.
17P. Mondrian, Il Neoplasticismo, Ascondita, Milano, 2008. «[…] Benché nella plastica architettonica si manifesti una forma, essa non è definita e delimitata: più della composizione dei piani rettangolari a colori del neoplasticismo in pittura. La forma reale è chiusa, o tonda, o curva, in contrapposizione alla forma apparente del rettangolo, in cui le linee si intersecano, si toccano, ma non per questo si interrompono» pp. 20,21.
18 G. Dorfles, Il divenire delle arti, Einaudi, Torino, 1959. «[…] è evidente che la volontà di Mondrian – e quella di buona parte del gruppo De Stijl – di giungere ad un’arte che fosse ormai la sinesi delle tre arti visuali, e s’identificasse con una superiore architettura. […] I nostri tempi, invece, hanno dato una smenita all’ideale razionale e lucido di De Stijl[…] Tuttavia l’importanza storica di De Stijl è una cosa, l’importanza artistica di Mondrian è un’altra[…] Ogni dipinto, ogni frammento d’un suo dipinto porta con sé quel tanto d’indeterminato, d’irrazionale, di “fatto a mano” d’artigianale, di non meccanicistico, che basta a redimerlo» pp. 115-117.
A second example, derived from the first regarded the grammar and its implementation to promote the *Cultura Italiana d’oggi*\(^{22}\) exhibition (Today Italian Culture), which was held in Copenahen, at the Lousiana Museum, from March to April 1961, where Italian painting, sculpture and design were presented by a manifesto wearing a Neoplasticism “style” (fig. 10). That last incidence showed a distortion to which the Dutch movement was submitted especially in Italian studies. Here the element of team work to define a modern style was isolated from De Stijl unitarian theories which recently has been denied by Carel Blotkamp\(^{23}\).

The team work aspect, existing previously in historical vanguards, became again preponderant in the scientific research field. The reasoning about Neoplasticism went on together with the issue of the relationship between art and technique, elaborated in the European cultural debate, and German debate in particular, in the previous fifty years\(^{24}\). An example of the scientific discoveries divulgation, from atomic energy to the cybernetic theory, was the publication of the *L’ère atomique* in 1957 which was translated into Italian by the title *Enciclopedia della Civiltà Atomica* (Encyclopedia of the Atomic Culture) in 1959. The editor of the work consisting in ten volumes, was the philosopher and scientist Abraham André Moles, which was also the author of first studies in Europe about the Theory of Information applied on aesthetics, entitled *Theorie de l’information et perception esthetique*\(^{25}\).

Giulio Carlo Argan\(^{26}\) was asked to illustrate the “atomic culture” aesthetics, whom described modern art as if it was regulated by experience data and by the space-time continuity. Architecture developed from a single houseplant together with the city plant, becoming urban demonstrating that a single life continued in a group life. Various forms of art were connecting with science and they were divided in ‘pure perception’ and ‘informel’, illustrated by works by Gabo, Pevsner e Bill, Munari, Pollock. Among them the industrial design and the rationalist architecture were respectively represented through Necchi sewing machine, designed by Marcello Nizzoli, and through Walter Gropius’s Bauhaus and the Luigi Nervi’s Sport Centre type de métaphysique. ‘De Stijl’ n’invente donc pas nouveau langage, il a inventé une nouvelle grammaire ; aujourd’hui l’art informel recherche, au contraire, des valeurs concrètes sous la surface trompeuse des mots. ‘De Stijl’ n’a pas exprimé le nouveau structuralisme, mais seulement une exigence de structure ; les peintres actuels expriment au contraire un pessimisme éthique qui n’est partagé, hélas, per aucun des principaux architectes contemporains» p.3.

23 C. Botkamp, *De Stijl. Nascita di un movimento*, Electa, Milano, 1999. «[…] è un luogo comune, in quanto un collettivo di artisti così inteso, De Stijl non lo è mai stato, almeno non nel modo in cui lo furono altri movimenti di avanguardia della prima metà di questo secolo[…]. Nel periodo in cui la rivista era una realtà, non fu mai tenuta un’esposizione o una mostra alla quale partecipassero tutti i collaboratori, né alcuna riunione a cui intervenissero contemporaneamente più di tre o quattro di essi; neppure agli inizi, quando invece avrebbero potuto esserci dei motivi per discutere le modalità di collaborazione e fissare i principi in base ai quali creare e proiettare la propria immagine verso l’esterno. […] L’immagine esistente di un De Stijl inteso come collettivo con un programma artistico ben definito, ancor più rigoroso di quello di altri movimenti di avanguardia, esige chiaramente una qualche rettifica», pp.9-11.
Argan’s global message was that art as well as physics and modern logic did not participate to the technological society with its forms but with its signs. That cultural atmosphere gained the most international relevance during the International Exhibition in Brusselles in 1958, which was dedicated to science and technique wonders carrying some new values in a technological society. The most succeeded example of fusion between artistic and scientific researches was to be found in the Philips pavillion, commissioned by the homonymous electronics company, planned by Le Corbusier accompanied with the Concrete music by Edgar Varese and fluctuating projected images onto the structure internal space. The pavillion was important because it mixed together visual arts and electronic machines, which contributed to offer spectators a tactile visual and sound experience (figs. 14,15).

1958 Expo gathered a wide publicity on divulgative press and on the specialist one. According to Bruno Zevi, the Italian pavilion was less spectacular than the one by Le Corbusier, but it presented a sober architecture thanks to efforts made by Lodovico Belgioioso, Ignazio Gardella, Enrico Peressutti and Ernest N. Rogers, in contradiction with the giants made of steel and glass were built for other nations. A side of pavillion was occupied by Olivetti type machines, displayed upon pedestals like sculptures to symbolise the best industrial Italian design. As a consequence they gave the industrial product an independent artistic dignity and at the same time they invited the spectator to feel a tactile experience regulated through their function (figs. 18,19).

As Argan had just suggested, a possibile artistic renewal could be transported by an industrial design, not only conceived at a formal level but at a deeper level to make the artist again an active force in the society, after many years of romantic isolation transmitted through Informel Art poetics. Aspects bound to Mondrian and Neoplasticism revival, of the relationship between art and science and the importance of art social function resulted to be driven to the 1958 Expo in Brusselles.

29 Adriano Olivetti Foundation archive, Ivrea, Documentary Units 1950 - 1960. Various Folders. Brochure for the Exposition Universelle et Internationale de Bruxelles, 1958. «The theme of Bruxelles 1958. Balance sheet for a more Uman World. Commissariat General of the Government. Bruxelles 1958 Universal and International Exhibition. […] Nobody can deny that our age is dominated by scientific and technical progress in many countries “spiritual authority” has given place to scientific authority and its technical applications. […] We shall find that deep disturbances in social, geopolitical and psychological spheres have followen an accelerated scientific evolution. […] There can be only one solution, for each day brings increasing evidence in support of it – that of reconsidering the Modern World. in terms of man, the essential factor of race, civilisation and genius. […] It therefore follows that it would be futile to display the most efficient of machine tools, the most outstanding mechanical brain or the perfect nuclear reactor unless at the same time attention is drawn to the human considerations concerned in the invention od production of the item or th the repercussions which the item has had on the daily life of man» pp.6-13.
In Italy nevertheless the real economic cultural challenge of the modernity was played between Ivrea and Milan. In Ivrea thanks to the industrial activity by Adriano Olivetti, whom aimed to unify every single aspect of scientific and humanistic technical productions, a Centre of Studies was created and welcomed many intellectuals such as Paolo Volponi, Giorgio Soavi, Ottiero Ottieri, and artists and designers such as Marcello Nizzoli, Bruno Munari and Enzo Mari. A modernity which Adriano Olivetti by himself tried to realize at the national level when, after becoming a politician, he desired to conciliate the American pragmatism with the Yougoslavian factory socialism, improvements of technique with care about the human psychology in order to improve the worker’s life.

In addition, in Milan neighbourhood, Olivetti built one of the first experimental centres to conduct some researches on electronic computers. A considerable relevance was obtained through researches about the Information and Gestalt psychology by Cesare Musatti.

Milan, consequently, was the second important place where industrial and cultural activities had their headquarters and an ideal meeting place in which the changed Milan Triennial, during the Fifties, stimulated large debates among artists, designers and architects. In the 1951 and 1954 Triennials, discussed topics were considering the role of the artist in the industrial society.

Artists such as Lucio Fontana and Max Bill participated to meetings. Fontana represented the Spatialist Movement where it was thought according to futuristic clauses the electronic technical contribution among visual arts. Some direct examples were the neon ceiling which Fontana created for the 1951 Triennial (fig. 20) and the 1952 *VI Spatialist Manifesto*, where the new art form was still connected to an Informel Art morphology. It based its own values upon the ‘colour’, ‘movement’, ‘time’ and ‘space’ categories. On the other side, Max Bill, played a central role in the 1954 Triennale, dedicated to the first Industrial Design International Congress, in which participated Giulio Carlo Argan, Luciano Anceschi, Tomas Maldonado and Konrad Wachsmann. Each interlocutor agreed that Mondrian, De Stijil and Bauhaus were the basis of the modern European society.

30 G. Soavi, *Adriano Olivetti. Una sorpresa italiana*, Rizzoli, Milano, 2001. A simililar desplaying of typemachines was just experimented in New York at the Olivetti shop opened in 1954 on the 5th Avenue. Giorgio Soavi remembers that they displayed the typemachine on a pedestal, like a sculpture, to show the machine to people walking by outside the shop. « [...] I passanti potevano scrivere una lettera, e poi sfilare il foglio sul quale avevano scritto e andarsene per i fatti loro» p. 102.


32 G. Giani, *Spazialismo. Origini e sviluppi di una tendenza artistica*, Conchiglia, Milano, 1956. The first editing of this manifesto was in 1951 during the Milan Triennial « [...] Conquistato il tempo, la necessità del movimento si manifesta pienamente. [...] L’esistenza, la natura, la materia sono una perfeta unità e si sviluppano nel tempo e nello spazio. Il movimento, la proprietà di evoluzione e di sviluppo è la condizione base della materia; questa esiste ormai in movimento e non in altra forma, il suo sviluppo è eterno, il colore ed il suono sono i fenomeni attraverso il cui sviluppo simultaneo s’integra la nuova arte. [...] si va formando una nuova estetica, forme luminose attraverso gli spazi. Movimento, colore, tempo, e spazio i concetti della nuova arte».

33 L. Molinari (edited by), *La memoria e il futuro*, Skirà, Ginevra-Milano, 2001. « [...] 1) la funzione dell’artista non è di esprimere se stesso, ma di creare degli oggetti armoniosi al servizio dell’uomo; 2) l’artista in quanto responsabile della cultura umana deve occuparsi dei problemi della produzione in serie; 3) la base della produzione è di
According to Argan, the artist became a designer would find a solution for the conflict between the capital and work, through the team work. Max Bill disagreed and participated as the director of the Hochschule für Gestaltung of Ulm—a reborn Bauhaus—and considered important to avoid anonimousity to held firmly the artist role, even if he was inserted in the industrial production. Two points of view would be discussed in the following years until the aut aut was substituted for identifying the artist with the designer.

In the relationship between art and design, a leading role was played by MAC which from 1948 to 1958 tried to perform the art synthesis. Two artists whom represented best results were Bruno Munari and Enzo Mari. Bruno Munari in his works and writings mixed together the juvenile participation to Italian Futurism, the MAC Concretiste research and the work as designer. His ludic projects, as unuseful machines, in the Fifties accompanied with a severe geometrical abstraction and extreme graphical linearity technique painting. In 1960 Munari, in Milan, published Il Quadrato: a visual atlas dedicated to the square form, such as a constant element in every human handwork, privileging at the artistic level the Neoplasticism works. The illustrations—some of ones were taken away from the Enciclopedia della civiltà atomica—reproduced also works by Josef Albers, Max Bill and studies about composition of modular elements from Bauhaus course.

Among images, especially one was inserting itself in the debate between art and technology. It reproduced an electronic memory CPU, whose semiconductors circuits texture, made functional to the electric transmission, highlighted the new aesthetics flavor derived from first electronic computers and which started to appear in the panorama of visual artists (figs. 21,22).


35 T. Sauvage, Pittura italiana del dopoguerra, Schwarz editore, Milano, 1957. On December 1952, Munari wrote the Manifesto del macchinismo for his solo exhibition personale at the Galleria dell’Annunciata. In a paragraph, Munari told about art by the Futurist manner. «Il mondo, oggi, è delle macchine» Also, artists were ablo to preserve the humanity from risks of the machine power. To help the world, artists had to interest by themselves in machines, to give romantic paintbrushes, palettes, canvas and stretchers up; they had to kow the mechanic anatomy to understand the nature in itself of machines, building artworks by machines. The new techniques had to use plastic matters materie, sinthetyc rubbers and resins. He strongly says «la macchina deve diventare un’opera d’arte!» from Manifesto del Macchinismo p. 241.


37 B. Munari, Il Quadrato, ed. Scheiwiller, Milano, 1960. «[…] con le sue possibilità strutturali ha aiutato artisti e architetti di ogni epoca e di ogni stile a dare uno scheletro armonico ove fissare I, la costruzione artistica. […] è statico se poggia su di un lato, è dinamico se poggia su di uno spigolo» p.5; Munari alla scoperta del quadrato, editorial, «Domus», no.369, August, 1960, Milan, pp. 41-44.
The painter and designer Enzo Mari, younger than Munari, in 1958 thanks to MAC held his first personal in the Helicopter room in Milan. Mari interested in researches about distorted plain geometric figures and their three-dimensional development until the architectural scale level. Researches aimed not only to deceive our human eye but to enter its perceptive tactile dynamic space. As Munari thought, he felt as an artist and designer at the same time, as demonstrated by his industrial object production for the Milan company Bruno Danese38.

That was also a gallery at an international level, which in February 1960 held the Opere d’Arte Animate e Moltiplicate (Multiply and Animated Works of Art) exhibition, where multiplied objects seemed to derive from a fusion between visual arts and design. The exhibitors Pol Bury, Jean Tinguely, Diter Rot, Victor Vasarely, Bruno Munari and Enzo Mari brought mobile works, built by means of industrial materials such as plastic, paper, electrical small engines and metals (figs. 23,24). Among the peculiarities there was the fact that they were matching with each other, in open or closed forms (Munari), they had manual or mechanical movement (Vasarely, Tinguely, Bury, Rot) they played with the probabilities calculation (Mari).

Regarding the field of industrial design we can say it was submitted to the industrial object serial logic. Vasarely39 in Notes pour un manifeste in 1955, had just asserted the art myth end of the unique art work in order to facilitate standard objects which are always perfectible and their standard production had had to meet economic reasons and simple construction. The exhibition occurred in a critic passage in which the unique and unrepeatable existential act of gestural painting was replaced by the artistic planning and object produced in series.

§ The artistic research in Milan around 1960. Legacy of the Informel Art and his overcoming by the Miriorama generation.

The need to consider in an objective way the artistic performance and the work was contrasting the arbitrary of the Informel Art painting, which nevertheless began to experience a historical morphological codification. An example was the essay Morfologie autre by Michel Tapié40, published by the Turin Experimental aesthetics Centre in December 196041. Tapié singled out that in the “art autre” - such he defined it since 1951- repeated constant elements

38 Vasi di ferro, editorial, «Domus», no.358, September, Milan, 1959, pp. 31-34.
40 M. Tapié, Morfologie autre, International Center of Aesthetic Research, Torino, Fratelli Pozzo Editore, 1960. This book, such as a lot of other ones, among catalogues and magazines edited between the Fifties and Sixties, was in the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti Library of Zagreb. The collection showed as aheads and art historians of the Gallery brought up to date on contemporary art matters. Nowadays the library is a department within the Muzej Suvremene Umjetnosti (MSU).
which regarded continuity and the limit between real and ideal painting space, or inside the surfaces between repetition and the rhythm of signs bundling.

That morphological analysis, however, considered only the two-dimension canvas, while another critic, Guy Habasque, just in 1959 in *Au delà de l’informale*, had distinguished the overcoming of Informel Art by the three-dimension work. Borders between a lyrical abstraction and a constructive one had become vague because in the painting of Piero Dorazio as well as in the constructivism of Nicholas Schöffer (figs. 25,26) and Victor Vasarely there was the painting space acentricity of Pollock and indirectly of Mondrian. There were common elements such as the light research, the virtual or mechanical movement and the space-color dynamism.

Schöffer and Vasarely could reach an architectural function: the viewer’s real space was integrated inside the work by lights, sounds and perceptive distortions. The three dimension was following also the monochrome which could fill in a surface or an object. The relationship between second and third dimension, which monochrome made ambiguous, in the Italian situation, according to Emilio Villa on September 1960, was shown in the young artist such as Franco Angeli, Francesco Lo Savio, Mario Schifano and Giuseppe Uncini - regarding the Roma area - and Piero Manzoni and Enrico Castellani - for the Milan area.

In Rome the origin of young painters came from Dorazio and Forma 1, while in Milan the situation was more divided. There was MAC and on the other hand Nuclearist and Spatialist researches. Spatialism and MAC relied on scientific progress instead the nuclearist movement felt a deep distrust in the technology. Among new representants of Nuclearism, in 1957 Manzoni signed the manifesto *Contro lo stile* (Against the style), with Enrico Baj, Sergio Dangelo, Yves Klein and Pierre Restany, where undermined the monochrome importance which could bury De Stijl, conceives as a unitarian style and still discussed due to fashion.

In addiction, in September 1959, a last Nuclearist event was the manifesto *Arte interplanetaria*, signed also by Giovanni Anceschi. In the manifesto it was going on a debate with the Milan Concrete Art school and the Informel Art as a New-naturalism, supported by Francesco Arcangeli. Nevertheless, the metaphors were borrowed directly from science -

---

46 Ibid.
gravity force, sodium vapors and lithium crystals - to oppose themselves to the painting made by drained brushes squeezed directly on the canvas. Everything showed a profound distrust in art and in the technique which in Piero Manzoni and Giovanni Anceschi did not maintain the existentialists tones by Bajo Dangelo, but it assumed some marked Dadaist undertones.

In the history of the Twenties vanguards, De Stijl and Dada were not opposed phenomena, but the De Stijl took from Dada a social renovation instance, while the Dadaists read the constructivist works to oppose themselves against ‘easel art’\(^48\). A great difference, considering their predecessors, was that Manzoni and Anceschi mix together both points of view in their works. The Azimut Gallery, which Manzoni founded together with Castellani –and with the brief collaboration of Agostino Bonalumi -, represented an essential laboratory, actually, for new researches of the period.

Giovanni Anceschi, in the autumn 1959, with Gianni Colombo (1937-1993), Gabriele Devecchi and Davide Boriani, at the gallery Pater in Milan, formed a group called “T” for “Time”\(^49\). The name connected to the introduction of a kinetic factor, in their works, which materialize the observing time. In Informel Art, for example, the gesture represented time, but that was finished in the creation act, while T Group built mobile works, working manually or mechanically, which presented time not as a conscience datum, but as a crucial element for the experience happening.

On January 15\(^\text{th}\) held the first exposition Miriorama\(^50\) where T Group exposed several works, introducing a second Dadaist or Surrealist element: the collective signature which recalled surreal games which in the past were aimed at the work spersonality by psychic automatism. The last factor which was also considered by Informel Art painters. The difference between the latter and the former consisted in substituting psychic automatism – which remained inside human nature borders - with the machine automatism, which, implied a work dishumanization because it was artificial.

An example was the Grande oggetto pneumatico (Great pneumatic object) made by politene tubes where an electric pump injected compressed air at regular intervals. The plastic transparent material and the mechanical movement, accompanied by variations of volume of tubes in the space of the observator, summed up with the industrial production materials. It was reproducible in series. In continuity with Nuclearists, according to Tristan Sauvage, T Group wrote a manifesto for the occasion which outlined their art theory – time and space gathered together and

cosa immensa che non vi dà tregua, perché la sentite vivere tremando fuori, entro di voi: strato profondo di passione e di sensi, felicità, tormento» p. 34.


\(^49\) L. Meloni, op. cit., 2004.

\(^50\) Miriorama, catalogue, January 15 - 17\(^\text{th}\) 1960, Galleria Pater, Milano, 1960. The first T Group’s manifest said: «Ogni aspetto della realtà, colore, forma, luce, spazi geometrici e tempo astronomico, è l’aspetto diverso dello SPAZIO-TEMPO o meglio: modi diversi di percepire il relazionarsi fra SPAZIO e TEMPO. […] noi ravvisiamo nelle arti una tendenza ad esprimere la realtà nei suoi termini di divenire.[…]con questo noi non rifiutiamo la validità di mezzi quali colore, forma, luce, ecc., ma li ridimensioniamo immettendoli nell’opera nella situazione vera in cui li riconosciamo nella realtà, cioè in continua variazione che è l’effetto del loro relazionarsi reciproco». The others Miriorama happened from 1960 to 1962; often they were solo exhibitions and a few of them were collectives.
works made by industrial materials – and paid tribute to «Baj, Fontana, Manzoni, Munari and Tinguely».

Every one of artists had contributed indirectly or directly to the research of young people in Milan. For example, Tinguely and Manzoni, especially had faced the pneumatic object theme also. Tinguely\(^51\) presented in 1959 at the *Première Biennale de Paris. Manifestation Biennale et internationale des jeunes artistes* (First Biennial of young artists of Paris) the *Meta-matics n.17*: a machine endowed with a convulsive movement where a ball was inflated until it exploded, while it was creating on paper or canvas by Informel way some paintings (fig. 29).

Tinguely denounced the empty Informel Art academy and at the same time his machines – mindful of his *Homages to Malevitch* built in 1955 - gave a pattern to the time using the movement and unfortunately destined to their autodestruction.

Manzoni, instead, built between 1959 and 1960 the *Corpi d’Aria* (*Air Body*) – derived from the Dadaist joke of his contemporary *Fiato d’artista* (*Artist’s breath*) – otherwise called *sculture pneumatiche*\(^52\) (pneumatic sculptures) and exhibited on January 4\(^{th}\) 1960 in *La nuova concezione artistica* (*The New artistic conception)*. *Corpi d’aria* were some balls inflated resting on a base which was firing jets of compressed air, in order to make the balloons could fly and swing in the air.

The *Grande oggetto pneumatico*, *Meta-matics n.17* and *Corpi d’aria*, possessed an environmental dimension which, neverthefees, had been just experimented by Gutaj Group\(^53\) – shwon in Turin in 1959\(^54\). The work by Akira Kanayama in 1955, *Ballon*, occupied the room volume through the unstable presence of the gigantic sphere (fig. 31). Besides the extraordinary chronological proximity, all these works had in common the idea of a spectator’s space invaded by movements of machine and air bodies.

To transform the spectator from passive to active, was another aim which accumulated works which members of T Group exhibited singularly in the next *Miriorama*. At the end of January, in *Miriorama 2*, Boriani showed the *Superfici magnetiche* (*Magnetic Surfaces*), where a magnetized rotor, placed under a monochrome background, moved some iron filings (fig. 32). Thus fulfilled the random configurations - not dissimilar from experiments on magnetism (fig. 33) - and visually debtors to Informel painting, without any preordered intervention.

In *Miriorama 3*, between January and February, Devecchi exhibited the *Scultura calciabile* (*Sculpture by kicking*), formed by rectangular foam and operated by spectator’s kicks (fig. 34);

---


\(^{54}\) L.M. Barbero, op. cit., 2010, p. 5-6.
in a similar way, in Miriorama 4, the foam was used by Gianni Colombo\textsuperscript{55} for the Superficie Pulsante (Beating Surface), where small modular orthogonal units, were activated by a hidden ropes system due to the spectator intervention (fig. 35).

Another work by Colombo was Spazio in divenire (fig. 36) (Becoming Space) where pulling some ropes someone could create several depressions on the surface causing a perceptive ambiguity between second and third dimension. Debtor to “holes” by Fontana and to elastic surfaces by Pol Bury (figs. 37,38). At the end, for Miriorama 5, Giovanni Anceschi presented the Tavola di possibilità liquide (Liquid possibilities table), close to the work by Mari of 1959, which instead of geometric shapes, contained some colored liquid. That was moving on the surfaces of plexiglas forming some casual configurations according to hydrodynamic simple laws (fig. 39).

Considering again the first exposition Miriorama, it included also a didactical section where precursors of T Group were identified with futurists. The success of the Italian Futurism\textsuperscript{56}, between 1958 and 1960 experienced an important episode of critic review and public divulgation\textsuperscript{57}. To the first one contributed the publication Archivi del Futurismo (Futurism archives), and to the second one the Venice Biennial of 1960\textsuperscript{58}. Guido Ballo pointed out the continuity factor between Futurism and contemporary art in the declaration by Boccioni:

\textit{«We’ll put the viewer in the middle of the paintings»}\textsuperscript{59}.

And Pierre Francastel\textsuperscript{60}, finally, linked the myth of Futurist machinery with the new technological dimension of the atomic culture. The rediscovered modernity of Futurism was

\textsuperscript{55} Miriorama 4, Gianni Colombo, catalogue, February 9 – 18\textsuperscript{th} 1960, Galleria Pater, Milano, 1960. «Da tempo ho cominciato a stabilire su piano del ‘quadro-oggetto’ dei dis livelli, in modo che l’occhio dello spettatore, scorrendo sulla superficie, fosse costretto a salire e scendere da spessori, ad entrare e uscire da cavità indagando gli aspetti che la luce in naturale variazione determinava nel quadro. Solo nei quadri che ora espongo un autentico variare si attua contemporaneamente a quello dell’occhio (e dell’umore) dell’osservatore»


\textsuperscript{57} G. Mazzariol, \textit{La via dei futuristi italiani}, «La Biennale di Venezia», nos. 36-37, July – December, Venice, 1959. «[…]La mostra romana di quest’anno e la pubblicazione, nel 1958, del primo volume degli Archivi del Futurismo, rappresentano senza alcun dubbio, a tutt’oggi, il più sincero e impegnato avviamento alla revisione critica di quella stagione artistica. […] Con ciò non si intende, sen’altro, di sottoscrivere i punti di vista generali e particolari di quella impostazione critica, ma di condividere, di preferenza, l’istanza fondamentale, per lungo tempo inavvertita, di revisione di un momento storico, che le polemiche, le esaltazioni, il discredito, le congiunture etico-politiche avevano posto nell’equivoca controtre di una complessa, e senz’altro deteriore, situazione di costume» p. 11.

\textsuperscript{58} XXX Biennale Internazionale d’Arte di Venezia, catalogue, June-October, Giradini di Castello, Ente La Biennale di Venezia, Venice, 1960, p. LXVII.

\textsuperscript{59} Ibid. «il Futurismo appare ormai senza equivoci come una delle avanguardie fondamentali nello sviluppo della cultura artistica del nostro tempo. […] da questa premessa boccioniana, i motivi fondamentali diventano l’ambientazione dinamica, con un’azione che tende a coinvolgere lo spettatore, per renderlo partecipe; e quindi la vita moderna è sentita come il simbolo principale, nel contrasto e nei richiami di linee-forza, dinamismo simultaneo come sensazione, compenetrazione dei piani, complementarsimo dinamico, stati d’animo plasticì» p.6.

\textsuperscript{60} P. Francastel, \textit{Il Futurismo e il suo tempo}, edizioni Ente autonome La Biennale di Venezia, May 1960, Venice. «[…]Senza paradosso, gli uomini dell’atomo assumono nei riguardi della natura e della società un atteggiamento di cui i Marinetti e i San’Elia sono stati tra i primi iniziatori. […] Non c’è oggi un’arte futurista che ci si presenti, alle soglie del nuovo avvenire, come la prefigurazione di uno dei vari universi resi possibili dai progressi dell’economia e della tecnica. […]Notiamo, del resto, che per i futuristi il problema del movimento non si poneva, nel 1910, sotto lo
used also by some foreign observers, as in the magazine «L’Oeil» of January 1961\(^{61}\), to underline a continuity between the Italian Futurism and research of T Group. It always resulted more evident that the new research gained in Milan, apparently, meant to pass over the Informel Art, in order to build a genealogical line with historical vanguards.

\[\textit{§ Between Azimut and N Group: from the absolute of Mondrian to the social role of the artist of De Stijl.}\]

The relationship between the “continuity” and “new” was the focus of the intervention, which Enrico Castellani held in January 1960 on pages of the homonym magazine «Azimuth» of the Azimut Gallery. The second and last issue was published in occasion of the group exhibition \textit{La Nuova concezione artistica}, which was attended by Manzoni, Yves Klein, Heinz Mack - founder of the Zero Group in Düsseldorf in 1957 - and Almir Mavignier, a Brasilian young painter and graphic designer, whom had studied between 1955 and 1958 at the Hochschule für Gestaltung of Ulm (in 1962 also Giovanni Anceschi, advised by Gillo Dorfles, will enroll at the school, where he would be graduated in 1966). According to Castellani\(^{62}\), his own and others’ art were in “continuity” with what Mondrian thought on the ratio between the surface of the canvas and also sought the absolute geometric orthogonality (figs. 40, 41). The “new” is bound to they consider the area - often monochromatic to the point being a-chromatic - as head of stimuli for retinal perception without bending expressionist\(^{63}\).

That consideration derived from another intervention, in the same magazine, by Udo Kultermann\(^{64}\), whom as the director of the city museum of Leverkusen, on March 1960 would have received the new concept art in the exhibition entitled \textit{Monochrome Malerei}\(^{65}\). The monochrome, in fact, was another way to reach the level of necessary depersonalization to distance the research by Manzoni, Castelani and Klein from personalization of the Informel Art

\[\textit{stesso angolo nel quale appare nel 1960, dopo mezzo secolo d’elaborazione delle forme e dei contenuti della cultura moderna. Oramai, l’identità di tutti i fenomeni e la loro riduzione al dinamismo fondamentale della materia fa parte delle nozioni comuni. [...]Il concetto, oggi corrente, di un universo della mobilità in cui lottano forze in fragile equilibrio, estranee le une alle altre in apparenza, identificabili nell’essenza, è conquista di questo ultimo mezzo secolo e sarebbe ingiusto opporlo alle problematiche del Futurismo negano a queste un carattere veramente moderno}\]

\[\textit{pp.5-14}\]


\(^{64}\) U. Kultermann, \textit{Una nuova concezione di pittura}, «Azimuth», no.2, January, Milan, 1960. «Mentre il tachisme intende come formazione dinamica le forze attive emozionali, ma nello stesso tempo fisiche emergenti nel corso dell’attività pittorica, che, anche se soltanto accennata, ha una proiezione nell’opera, i nuovi artisti cercano di rendere meccanici la materia, gli elementi cioè della formazione stessa, di dar loro un’intensità concreta di effetto, ciò che fa del quadro in sé una struttura dinamica[…], la nuova pittura vuole oggettivare gli strumenti dell’azione, tanto che la costellazione e la vera natura della stessa materia formatrice, diventano punto di partenza e modulo di effetto, e la struttura oggettiva e reale si mette al posto della vaga traccia di forme personalistiche di espressione.», pagine non numerate.

\(^{65}\) \textit{Monochrome Malerei}, catalogue, March 18\textsuperscript{th} – May 8\textsuperscript{th} 1960, Städtisches Museum Leverkusen, Schloss Morsbroich, 1960.
painting. Furthermore, in works by Castellani because of depressions and reliefs on canvas, or in ones by Mavignier (fig. 42) where the colour was concentrated only in single points in relief, it emerged the ambiguity between the second and third dimension, which moved their works from the painting field to the object field.

However, a third line research, beyond that of the T Group and Azimut, on Autumn 1959 developed in Padua, where Alberto Biasi, Ennio Chiggio, Antonio Costa, Edoardo Landi and Manfredo Massironi gathered together under the mathematical symbol “N” (as n natural number) – preceded a short while by the group, which artists themselves with others baptized “ENNEA”. Padua was important for some reasons: the University, thanks to the role of some scholars such as Sergio Bettini, was a bridge towards the Eastern Europe; the Psychology Institute from 1943 to 1973 thanks to Fabio Metelli, student of Cesare Musatti, concentrated his own researches about Gestaltpsychologie66 and in the end the industrialization was reaching its maximum level.

Within that framework, it was profitable for N Group, its relationship with the Circolo del Pozzetto67, whose business was divided between the cultural promotion - from philosophy, sociology and cybernetics - and political militancy in the Italian Left-wing. Consequently the guideline followed by N Group unified the team work, according to the industrial model, together with scientific equip and political action, finding in De Stijl its own artistic referent. In a manifesto dated 1959, it praised the action of De Stijl and Russian Suprematism were and brought to the architectonic scale and targeted to the recover of the social dimension of the artist, on which N Group68 based its own theory.

In 1959, Manfredo Massironi69 entered in contact with the Milan artistic scene, when he participated to the San Fedele Award, with the work Momento 1 (fig. 43), which, at first was refused and then admitted again thanks to the intervention by Lucio Fontana. Momento 1 was a surface of corrugated cardboard for packing, cut vertically by a “zip” made of the same material and due to simple Gestalt principles transmitted a virtual vibration. Alberto Biasi, in the same year, realized Trame, using perforated cardboard and used in the sericulture, which were set in frames overlapping and penetrated by light, built a virtual volume inside the spectator space (fig. 44). At first sight the works could appear simple exercises of composition and analysis of perception, but they were targeted to create a scientific relationship between the eye and the observed object, to avoid the arbitrariness of aesthetic judgments.

---

68 MSU Archive, Zagreb. NT Found. Folder N Group. Typewritten papers on which heading was written «alberto biasi ennio chiggio toni costa edoardo landi manfredo massironi scritti dal 1959 al 1961»; the latter ones follows the formers, and contained only writings dated in 1962. We could hypothesize that writings went to Zagreb just then 1963.
69 Massironi. La dinamica dell’oggetto visivo, op. cit., 2009.
On April 1960, thanks to the relationship with Azimut, the last exhibition at the Circolo del Pozzetto was dedicated to La Nuova concezione artistica which came to Padua, including Biasi and Massironi (figs. 45, 46). The manifesto was elaborated by both artists – helped by Ettore Luccini, the director of the Pozzetto –, proposed to overcome the sentimental individualism in favour of an aesthetics of collective life; the abandonment of the limited space painting in favour of a multi-dimensional space and at the end the light was conceived as a determinant aesthetic factor. The exhibition was accompanied with a conference held by the art scholar Luigi Ferrante that tracked down ideal origins of artists of the La Nuova concezione artistica in the Bauhaus and in Mondrian. Massive extractions from the historical vanguards were implemented at a formal and ideological level, not without a risk of rhetoric repercussions and scholastic revivals.

Nevertheless, the action of N Group was fundamental to transfer contacts with Azimut, Zero Group and the French Motus Group from Milan to Padua and, as a consequence, to the Italian North-east. The latter formed by Francois Morellet, Joel Stein, Garcia Miranda, Servanes and Yvaral (son of Victor Vasarely) was born in the atmosphere of Denise Renè Galerie – became then GRAV (Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel) with Demarco, Sobrino and Le Parc, with whom collaborated the Hungarian Vera (1922) and Francis Molnar (1924-1993) and they influenced the group with their middle European constructivist inheritance.

On April they exhibited at first by Azimut (fig. 47) and then on the following May at the Le stagioni gallery in Padua, thanks to the solicitude of N Group. In occasion of the exhibition a foldable cardboard made the Italian public aware of strong points of their research: the denial of the ècole de Paris and the Concrete painting. It was exalted, instead, the collective work and the use of contemporary scientific discoveries in the artistic production. Their last goal was to eliminate any sentimentality as it was in the tachiste painting, and reject also the mysticism of the form as Mondrian did in his paintings. Ideas found immediately some similarities with N Group’s ones, which ever on May 1960 exhibited in Milan at the Azimut gallery in a collective with Almir Mavignier. The scientific attitude of N Group was central in their work, in which when they abandoned painting manuals, their reading turned one side toward Ars as experience.

---

70 W. Feierabend, L. Meloni, op.cit., 2009. «La “nuova concezione artistica” è essenzialmente ricerca, si pone al di fuori di qualsiasi tendenza schematizzabile. Nasce dalla struttura molteplice della vita moderna. La “nuova concezione artistica” deriva dal superamento dell’ “arte per l’arte” è l’ “arte attraverso l’arte”, perché supera l’individualismo sentimentale. La “nuova concezione artistica” respinge il determinismo causale e l’indeterminato casuale per una ricerca di verità, che risulta da una adesione collettiva sempre più estesa. La “nuova concezione artistica” abbandona lo spazio limitato delle due dimensioni per uno spazio più vasto di cui la luce è l’elemento determinante. La “nuova concezione artistica” supera l’estetica tradizionale per difendere un’etica di vita collettiva. Biasi, Castellani, Mack, Manzoni, Massironi» p.44.


72 Enne & Zero, Motus etc., op. cit., 1996.


74 Stratégies de participation. Grav – groupe de recherche d’art visuel. 1960/1968, op.cit., 1998. On the invitation card, whose graphic was by N Group, we can read «Di fronte alla ‘Scuola di Parigi’ decadente MOTUS esiste a Parigi. […]MOTUS è contro la personalità. Le sue ricerche illustrano delle preoccupazioni puramente formali, visuali, secondo un’andatura quasi-scientifica e non ‘artistica’ di cui tutto il lirismo soggettivo è bandito» p. 53.
by John Dewey, Antonio Banfi for the applied phenomenology to the aesthetics of the industrial design, La psicologia della forma by Wolfgang Köhler and La teoria della percezione by David Katz (figs. 48,49). The latter readings were common also to Mavignier whom in Ulm had attended courses of Gestalt psychology and the Theory of Information (fig. 50).

A last but fundamental difference between the T Group and N Group regarded their relationship with the art trade. T Group had used the collective work only for determined objects, but his member continued to exhibit as singles, in places such as the Pater Gallery and Bruno Danese in Milan, and San Matteo in Genoa. The ideological engagement of N Group, based on Azimut, GRAV and Circolo del Pozzetto, pushed him to try a complete autonomy from the trade, through the opening on November 1960, of the N Studio, which partially recalled the architectonic planning studio and partially the Studio F of Ulm, founded by Kurt Fried in 1959. The N Studio was destined for a gallery and a laboratory, were group exhibitions took place and other ones with didactical feature about historical vanguards and Informel Art experiences, from Fontana to Wols.

The first exhibition of N Group in its own studio was entitled Nessuno è invitato a intervenire (Nobody is invited to take part in), held on December from 11th to 13th 1960. The door of their studio was barred put under accusation the galleries and the cultural establishment of Padua (fig. 51). In their declarations echoed expressions such as “new society” and “new art”, directly mutated from the Neoplasticism vanguard and the same invitation cards were black, red, yellow and blue (fig. 52). Nevertheless to prohibit the public access reminded to a Dadaist attitude, whose antecedents were in two exhibitions held by Iris Clert Gallery in Paris: Le void by Yves Klein of 1958, where the gallery was emptied and as a result dematerialized; and Le Plein, direct answer realized by Armand Arman to Klein, on October 1960, where the

---

76 W. Köhler, La psicologia della gestalt, Feltrinelli, Milano, 1961. «Con un modello costante di stimoli possiamo vedere nella fig.9 due forme diverse: o quella di una croce con quattro bracci sottili, oppure quella di un'altera croce formata da quattro triangoli più vasti. Finché abbiamo davanti a noi la prima forma, l'area della seconda resta assorbita nello sfondo, e la sua forma visiva non esiste. Quando emerge la seconda, scompare la prima. Si osserverà che in entrambi i casi gli stessi segmenti obliqui costituiscono i contorni limite delle forme che si vedono volta a volta. Le primo caso appartengono alla croce sottile, nel secondo alla croce larga» p.142.
77 D. Katz, La psicologia della forma, Paolo Borighieri, Torino, 1960. «La legge della vicinanza. Le parti di un insieme percettivo vengono raccolte in unità conforme alla minima distanza […] nella fig. 1, vengono raccolte in unità le linee e i punti che sono separati dai tratti spaziali più piccoli: nel settore delle linee si formano strisce che sono separate da intervalli maggiori, e nel settore dei punti si vedono, pure separate da intervalli maggiori, file di punti. È possibile, senza dubbio, di affermare tanto le linee quanto i punti in altri modi, ma si riesce a farlo soltanto superando una marcata resistenza (soggettiva). Legge dell'eguaglianza. Se lo stimolo da una moltitudine di elementi diversi, si manifesta – ceteris paribus – una tendenza a raccogliere in gruppi gli elementi fra loro simili. Così, per esempio, nella fig.2 da un lato le linee di uguale spessore, e dall'altro lato i cerchi vuoti e i cerchi pieni si uniscono in forme o configurazioni. L’identità può anche riferirsi a un contenuto parziale degli elementi, al colore o alla forma che è loro comune. Sovente un oggetto si presenta come ‘unità’, perché la natura o la mano dell’uomo gli han dato un colore uniforme» pp.41-43.
78 I. Mussa, op.cit, 1976, p. 118.
80 MSU Archive, Zagreb. NT archive. N Group folder. See appendix.
gallery was fulfilled by detritus and waste to prohibit the public to enter. The exhibitions and N Group’s one showed, consequently, their ulterior aim was to put into crisis exhibition spaces managed by the market and at the same time to displacing public expectations81.

§ 2. The Yugoslav situation and Croatian art critique. Abstraction painting as a social art.

In Italy the Yugoslav art had been considered a naïf painting, endowed with vague socialist realism and an abstraction connected to the natural element since the Second World War end. In 1956, when Vera Horvat-Pintarić interested in Mondrian, the Constructivism memory of the Twenties and Thirties, which regarded the Zenith vanguard between Zagreb and Beograd, had been resurfaced for a few years82.

After an interruption where the Yugoslav Communist Party had encouraged the Socialist Realism, in December 1951 painters Ivan Picelj (1924-2011), Vlado Kristl (1923-2004), Alexander Srnec (1924-2010) and architects Zvonimir Radić (1921-1985), Bernardo Bernardi (1921-1985), Vjenceslav Richter (1917-2003), Božidar Rašica (1912-1992) and Vladimir Zaralović founded the group EXAT 51 (Experimental Atelier 1951). Their intention was to conjugate the French Concrete Art, like in the painters Picelj, Kristl and Srnec, with an architectural planning reminiscent of European Constructivism and rationalism like in the architects Radić and Richter (figs. 53,54).

The synthesis of arts, in their interpretation, was removed by every influence of the “middle-class individualism”- according to the Realistim aesthetics by Andrej Zdanov (1896-1948)- and his goal became the common welfare of the society, through the research of visual communication83. Consequently a great attention received applied arts, especially for the creation of Yugoslav pavilions abroad and allowed some painters such as Picelj and Srnec to exhibit in Paris at Denise Renè during the 7th Salon des Realites Nouvelles in 1952. The global

81 B. O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube. The Ideology of the Gallery Space, University California Press, 1999. «The gallery’s implicit content can be forced to declare itself through gestures that use it whole. That content leads in two directions. It comments on the “art” within, to which it is contextual. And it comments on the wider context – street, city, money, business – that contains its p. 87.
83 J. Denegri, EXAT 51, 1951-1956, Galerija Nova, Zagreb, 1979. «See no connection between the actual framework of our artistic commitment on the one hand, and the space concept arising from a coordinated relationship between the productive and the social standard on the other; See no difference between so-called pure and so-called applied art; Consider that work methods and principles in the sphere of non-figural, or so-called abstract art, are not the expression of decadent aspirations, but, rather, think that the study of these methods and principles could develop and enrich the sphere of visual communications in our country; The Group intend to operate in actual time and space, assuming plastic requirements and potentials as a tentative point of departure; By understanding pur reality as an aspiration to progress in all forms of human activity, the Group believe in the need for struggle against outdated ideas and activities in the fine arts; Finally, the Group consider their major task to be, first, focusing artistic activity on the synthesis of all fine arts, and, second, emphasizing the experimental character of artistic activity, because any progress in a creative approach to fine arts is inconceivable without experiment; Consider the foundation and activity of the Group to be the positive outcome of the development of differences of opinion, which is a necessary prerequisite for the promotion of artistic life in this country. b.bernartdi, architect; Z.Bregovac, arch.; i. Picelj, painter, Z. Radic, arc.; B. Rasica, arch; V. Richter, arch; A. Srnce, painter, V. Zaralovic, arch.»
life of the Group was relatively short, in fact it dissolved in 1956, nevertheless, Picelj, Srnec, Kristl and Richter remained in contact with each other.

The activity of EXAT 51 was contemporary to a critical season where protagonists of the debate about abstraction were Grgo Gamulin (1910-1997), defender of the figurative modern painting but against Socialist Realism, and Dimitrije Bašićević (1921-1987), supporter of the abstraction as mean to come into line with western modernity. An open clash of points of view happened the day after the first abstract painting exhibition held in Zagabria at the Croatian Architects Association in February 1953, when exhibited Picelj, Kristl, Rašica and Srnec. To the attacks by Gamulin, Bašićević – mindful of the Mondrian’s poetics and the Moholy-Nagy’s didactics–answered, attributing to the EAXT 51 abstraction, an effective role in the Croatian public social life.

Furthermore, the Concrete Art was a defence against the American and European abstract Expressionism invasion, identified with very middle-class degeneration. Similarly intervened the critic Rudi Supek (1913-1993) whom accused the Abstract Expressionism of being supported by Christian academism, middle-class liberalism and European Marxist link. A third intervention in favour of Concrete Art, came by Richter whom claimed the relationship between applied arts and the abstract painting, based on Mondrian, Malevitch and Bauhaus, as the organic capacity to revolution relations system between industrial production and painting, national decoration and Croatian modernism, identified with the aerodynamic line of objects. Consequently the revaluation of Neoplasticism happened on the basis of materialism and the civil value of abstraction, as it would be successively meant, in the first Sixties, to promote new tendencies opposing the Pop Art and New Dadaism.

The critic activity of Horvat-Pintarić was, then, inside such cultural panorama, which was illustrated on the «La Biennale di Venezia» in 1959 by the young art historian. After the award
for art critique\textsuperscript{88}, in fact, tightened its relations with the conservator of the Contemporary Art Historical Archive, the critic Umbro Apollonio from Trieste.

Horvat-Pintarić presented the artistic researches between Ljubljana, Zagreb and Beograd, which since after the Second World War had been alternated in a similar way to what the Serbian art critic Oto Bihalj-Merin\textsuperscript{89} (1928-1999) described in the essay included in \textit{L’arte dopo il 1945} published in Italy in April 1959. According to Horvat-Pintarić and Bihalj-Merin, the Group EXAT 51 painting was linking to Mondrian’s one\textsuperscript{90}, while the synthesis of the arts, searched through the fusion with the architecture by Richter\textsuperscript{91}, was a fundamental revival of the middle European constructivist tradition.

\textbf{§ Artistic relations between Italy and Croatia in the 50s: The Industrial Design and the Informel Art in Zagreb.}

In Zagreb, Concrete painting and architecture had their best time of encounter in industrial design, when in 1956 was held the \textit{First Biennial of Industrial Design}, experience however, that ended in 1959 with its second edition. Among organizers there was Vjenceslav Richter, whom referring to such European events and especially to the Milan Triennale – in which, in the 1957 edition, with Ivan Picelj, was awarded for the Yugoslav pavilion - gave to the one in Zagreb in 1959 a precise ideological imprint\textsuperscript{92}.

Richter said that the ultimate goal of industrial design, as in other arts, was to achieve through the shape of objects, an democratic aesthetics in a society in which the value of worker


\textsuperscript{90} J. Denegri, op. cit., 2004, pp. 13-22.

\textsuperscript{91} In 1958 Vjenceslav Richter became a correspondent of the parisian art magazine «Aujourd’hui art et architecture», directed by Alexandre Bloch.

\textsuperscript{92} V. Sinobad-Pintarić, \textit{XI Triennale}, «Čovjek i Prostor», no.66, September, Zagreb, 1957, pp. 4-5.
management was strong and therefore cultural. In 1954 that allowed the Association of Croatians Architects in Zagreb to print the magazine «Čovjek the Prostor», which militated in favor of the synthesis of the arts and helped to import in Croatia, the European debate in that area, through interventions, among others, of Herbert Read, Walter Gropius, Max Bill, Henry Moore and Victor Vasarely.

Many of these texts were translated by the young art historian Radoslav Putar, which was accompanied by the original critical reflection of Matko Meštrović and Vjenceslav Richter. Their focus ranged from Olivetti to the Milan Triennial and from the École de Paris to the Concrete Art research of Espace Group and André Bloc, in order to weave a cultural plot dedicated, between the 50s and 60s, to the relationship between visual arts, architecture and design and between human and technical-scientific areas.

An analysis of the first report came on the issue of «Čovjek the Prostor» dedicated to 1958 Expo’ in Brussels, when an article by Bruno Zevi was published, just appeared on «L’Espresso» in 1958. Zevi indicated that the ideal motivation of the Expo’ was an international collaboration, through technology and science, to overcome the anguish of modern man. However, that purpose was frustrated in practice by pavilions were the expression of a neurosis structuralist, wherein participated also the Yugoslav. The structure was designed by Richter and decorated by Srnec. His rationalist idea was manifested in lines of cubic volumes and in large windows, reminiscent of Mies van de Rohe. The propaganda machine of Yugoslav society was given to Srnec, whom made a graphic design related to graphics layout of the Bauhaus and De Stijl (figs. 55, 57).

As for relations between the humanistic and scientific areas, on the «Čovjek i Prostor» in September 1960 Putar translated also Giulio Carlo Argan, in the article Koga čeka komanda? (Who controls what?). Argan outlined two options that were offered to the future of man: the first, according to Lewis Mumford, insisted on the positive interaction between man and

---

93 2 zagrebački triennale, catalogue, April 22nd – May 20th 1959, Umjetnički paviljon, Zagabria, 1959. The exhibition contemporaneously was set up with 40° anniversary of the Yugoslav Communist Party, showing the link between politicians and artists. Richter wrote the introduction to the catalogue. «Iako još u začetku – rješavanja ovog pitanja likovna umjetnost postaje društveni faktor takve demokratične kategorije na kulturnom planu, kao što je na društveno-političkom planu sistem radničkog i društvenog samoupravljanja».
95 J. Galjer, Expo 58 i jugoslovenski paviljon Vjenceslava Richtera, Horetzky, Zagreb, 2009.
96 G.C. Argan, Koga čeka komanda?, «Čovjek i Prostor», no.102, September, Zagreb, 1960, p. 7.
machine for the collective improvement of the society. The second possibility, more pessimistic, was expressed by Sigfried Giedion\(^98\), whom feared the complete alienation of man, because of objects produced by the machine. Argan agreed with Mumford, as arts, according to science, would have humanized the industrial production and the artist's work would become a professional technique and not more romantic.

In parallel in the exhibition practice, the update of Yugoslav art passed through the French Concrete Art, European Informel Art and Italian Nuclearism. In Zagreb, for example, in 1957 was held the teaching exhibition *Suvremene Umjetnost*\(^99\) (Contemporary art) organized into two sections. The first was a brief history of modern art from Van Gogh to Mondrian with particular attention to the Bauhaus. The second section contained silkscreens by Victor Vasarely, André Bloc\(^100\) and Edgard Pillet which represented the line of the French Concrete Art close to the Denise René Gallery (figs. 58,59). Italian contemporary art since 1945, was presented on October 1956 in the itinerant exhibition *Suvremene Talijanske Likovne Umjetnosti*\(^101\) (Contemporary Italian Fine Arts), and went on to Ljubljana, Skopje and Beograd. The works also discussed the latest research of Afro and Mirko Basaldella, Emilio Vedova, Renato Birolli and Alberto Viani (figs. 60,61).

It was an official occasion linked to diplomatic reasons with the former Yugoslavia where cultural openness, encouraged by the government in Bograd, was promoted by Croatian newspapers as a must to observe the most advanced Italian painting and sculpture\(^102\).

Also in Zagreb, a few months earlier on February was been inaugurated the exhibition *Devet suvremenih talijanski umetnika iz Milana* at the Museum za umjetnost i obrt (Museum for Applied Arts) by the art critic Josip Depolo\(^103\). Enrico Baj and Sergio Dangelo exhibited

---

\(^99\) *Suvremene Umjetnost I*, catalogue, April 1957, Gradska Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1957. In 1957 the Committee of the Galerija in Zagreb set up a didactic exhibition by several reproductions of Mondrian’artworks by Denise René Galerie. See J. Denegri, op. cit., 2004;
\(^100\) The Concretist painter and architect André Bloc was both director of the magazine «Aujourd’hui» and a founder member of the artistic group Espace. My study has a great interest in Bloc’activities, because a lot of issues of «Aujourd’hui», published between the Fifities and the Sixties, is maintained at the Richter Archive in Zagreb. The issues are valued for being visual sources utilized by Croatian artists like Vjenceslav Richter, Ivan Picelj, Vlado Kristl and Alexander Srnee.
\(^101\) *Izložba Suvremene Talijanske Likovne Umjetnosti*, catalogue, October 30\(^{th}\) - November 21\(^{st}\) 1956, Umjetnički paviljon, Zagreb, Gradska Galerija, 1956. However, Italian artists just were in Ljubljana to exhibit at the First International exhibition of graphic art in 1955.
\(^102\) V. Sinobad, *Korisni Susreti, uz izložbu suvremene talijanske likovne umjetnosti u Zagrebu*, «Vjesnik», October 14\(^{th}\), Zagreb, 1956. ALUH. Archiv za Likovne Umjetnosti HAZU (Hrvatska Akademija Znanosti i Umjetnosti), Zagreb. Folder *Izložba, suvremene talijanske likovne umjetnosti* : pictures of exhibited works and relative index cards. That exhibition was set up by ULUH (Udrženja likovnih Umjetnika Hrvatske) and Italian Ministry of education. In the Committee were Yugoslav Zoran Krzisnik and Marino Tartaglia; Italians Marcello Mascherini and Giovanni Carandente.
\(^103\) *Devet suvremenih talijanski umetnika iz milana*, catalogue, February 5 – 25\(^{th}\) 1956, Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, Zagreb, 1956. «Preko ove izložbe upoznajemo se, u prvom redu s najrecentnjim kreatorskim snagama suvremene
representing the Nuclearist research while Lanfranco, Fiorenzo Toma, Alfonso Sella, Gianfranco Ferroni, Caramel Cappello and Mauro Reggiani were, as wrote the local newspapers, more in line with the Italian figurative tradition, that thing was praised also by the establishment of Croatia (fig. 62).

The exhibition was born under auspices of Tito to the coexistence between the two nations, in which Milan was considered an important artistic center for the upgrade of Croatian artists.

In Italy, however, works of Yugoslav artists were known primarily through institutional opportunities, such as the Biennial in Venice where, after 1948 - when Yugoslavia did not participate - their presence was constant\textsuperscript{104}. Biennials prior to 1954, the year of the return of Trieste to Italy, suffered the political climate of the Cold War\textsuperscript{105}, when the Yugoslav Communist propaganda was opposed by Italian law enforcement agencies\textsuperscript{106}. Only during the Biennial of 1954 relations between the two governments shared a gradual thaw\textsuperscript{107}. Finally, the Biennial of 1956 marked an effective new political, economic and cultural life\textsuperscript{108} that would culminated in 1961. In every Biennials, the Yugoslav Commission presented artistic pursuits that were tolerated by the cultural line of the Yugoslav Communist Party.

The first major exhibition outside the Biennial, was \textit{Arte jugoslava contemporanea}\textsuperscript{109} (Yugoslav contemporary art) and it was held on December 1956 in Rome at the National Italije, jer se uistinu milanski slikarski kug može poistovjetiti sa slikarstvom čitave Italije». ALUH archive, Zagreb.

Folder \textit{Devet suvremenih talijanski: the catalogue and several no dated articles on the exhibition.} 1) \textit{Otvorena je izložba osmorice talijanskih umjetnika} u Zagrebu. 2) \textit{Izložba talijanskih umjetnika u Zagrebu.}


\textsuperscript{107} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Series countries 1940-1968. Unit 34 Yugoslavia 1939-1962. Correspondence between the commissioner prof. France Stele from Ljubljana and Rodolfo Pallucchini. Form February 1954 to April 1955. Letter by Stele to Pallucchini on 06.30. 1954 when the latter was been Lubiana, to thank him for hospitality. « spero che la collaborazione effettuata in questa occasione significhi l'inizio di vivace cooperazione culturale tra i nostri due paesi nell'interesse dell'umanità e del progresso del sincero accordo tra i popoli».

\textsuperscript{108} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Series countries 1940-1968. Unit 34 Yugoslavia 1939-1960. Correspondence between the commissioner Aleksa Ćelebonović from Beograd and Rodolfo Pallucchini. From March 10\textsuperscript{th} – October 25\textsuperscript{th} 1956. The 1956 Biennial have to be remembered as «Biennial of Mondrian». In fact, when the manifestation closed, the director of Studeljik Museum Willem Sandberg asked for exhibit Yugoslav artworks in Holland. Therefore, he asked to Autonomous Body for plead with the commissioner Ćelebonović, to send Yugoslav works and Mondrian’s ones altogether. Also, cf. E. Vrsaj, \textit{La cooperazione economica Italia-Jugoslavia}, Edizioni Rivista “Mladika”, Trieste, 1970.

\textsuperscript{109} Arte jugoslava contemporanea, catalogue, December 1956, Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Moderna, Roma; Jan.- Feb., 1957, Palazzo della Permanente, Milano, Editalia, Roma, 1956. «Constatiamo percio con grande piacere che la Jugoslavia, tra tutti i paesi di democrazia popolare, e quella che meglio si e resa conto di questo fatto; a giudicare dalle opere che ci ha mandato (del resto anche gia dall’ultima esposizione alla Biennale veneziana), essa mostra di rispettare ogni espressione d’arte che sia giustificata in quanto arte e di avere bene inteso che il miglior modo per farsi capire è parlare il linguaggio comune». 44
Gallery of Modern Art (GNAM) and then in early 1957 in Milan, at the Palazzo della Permanente. The exhibition, officially promoted by both Governments, explained to the Italian public that art passed the Yugoslav socialist realism, to prefer a reflection on the tradition of Cezanne within the scope of figurative works. Among exhibitors were Anton Gojmir Kos (1896-1970), Oton Gliha (1914-1999), Kosta Angeli Radovani (1916-2002) and Dušan Džamonja (1928-2009) whom, as the Italian curator Bucarelli Palma wrote, represented a reached modernity at the European level (figs. 63-66).

However, even in that exhibition was absent the Concrete Croatian painting and artists such as Ivan Picelj, whom had just had success in France, arrived in Italy in 1959. In that year in Venice and then in 1960 in Milan, Picelj participated at the Mostra nazionale dell’incisione jugoslava\textsuperscript{110} (National Exhibition of Yugoslav engraving), with an engraving work of particular interest since it declared a direct dialogue with the Russian Constructivist tradition, entitled Homage to Lissisky, by an oil of 1956 (fig. 67). In addition, the exhibition highlights the fortune of the Slovenian\textsuperscript{111} and Croatian printing, which by the second mid-Fifties with the International Biennial of Graphic Arts in Ljubljana and with the one in Zagreb entered the European art scene.

Finally, in July 1961 in Rimini, was held the III° Premio Morgan’s Paint (3rd Morgan's Paint Award) which was devoted to cultural relations between Italy and Yugoslavia. Interventions in the catalogue by Zoran Kržišnik (1920-2008), director of the Modern Galerija of Ljubljana, and the art critic Francesco Arcangeli described the contemporary painting and sculpture of Informel Art matrix. Kržišnik pointed out that the modern Yugoslav art, landed on the Informel horizon, had its roots in different national traditions. Arcangeli pointed to a

\textsuperscript{110} Mostra nazionale dell’incisione jugoslava, catalogue, July 25\textsuperscript{th} – August 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1959, Sala Napoleonica,Comune di Venezia, 1959. In the catalogue the commissioner Zoran Kržišnik, director of the Narodna Galerija of Ljubljana, explained the reasons and aims of the exhibition. It had a national origin and in the same time its aim was to show different artistic tendencies, especially the abstraction one. «L’arte jugoslava è oggi veramente nazionale, potremmo quasi dire pan jugoslava; essa ciòe comprende, oltrepassando i limiti delle singole nazionalità, l’intera estensione del territorio jugoslavo e attraverso questa sintesi , s’ inserisce nell’ampia corrente di creazione d’arte figurativa europea e mondiale, […] La fonte di ispirazione sarà per gli artisti jugoslavi la medesima che per gli altri artisti[…] si ispirano cioè al mondo degli oggetti e delle idee.[…] Tuttora forte è la corrente che è la corrente che prese origine dal fauvismo occidentale e dall’espressionismo dell’Europa Centrale[…] L’arte astratta si fece sentire lungo una duplice via: risvegliando elementi latenti nella tradizione slava nel dominio dell’arte figurativa astratta e nel contempo offrendo un largo appoggio alla così detta “pittura dei concetti”, pittura che conviene allo spirito speculativo dei nostri artisti contemporanei». As a reply to Kržišnik, the Italian Minister of trade Eugenio Gatto highlighted that «la prima grande manifestazione dedicata all’Incisione Jugoslava che sia stata organizzata in Italia dal dopoguerra ad oggi and, on the exhibited works, «lo sviluppo di questo sforzo creativo di relazioni umane, che vede già oggi Venezia al centro di un nuovo sistema di vivi e fruttuosi scambi internazionali […] con Lubiana, Zagabria e Belgrado[…]».

\textsuperscript{111} Ljubljana was the most representativ city in Yugoslavia for economical and cultural exchanges with Italy. Then the Trieste matter, the first international event was the Mednarodna grafična razstava (International exhibition of graphic), where Lojze Spacal won a prize as Italian artist. Often, in the relationship among Ljubljana – Zagreb – Beograd, Ljubljana was in the Yugoslav tour the first stage for Italian artists or international exhibitions, since 1955.
common cultural root to the two Adriatic coasts in the idea of 'province', in which freedom of action allowed to artists, was positively opposed to major international centers. Among the artists were Oton Gliha with the New-naturalist painting of karst landscapes and the sculptor Dušan Džamonja with its cellular forms in wood and welded nails. The works had a dialogue within the Informel views with Italian ones like Tancredi and Leoncillo (figs. 68-71).

The relationship of Yugoslav art with the Informel Art research, in fact, since the early Sixties became more intense, until it reached some artists, such as Croatian ones, with attempts to overcome the same Informel. In Zagreb, in fact, the painter Ivo Gattin\textsuperscript{112} became a point of reference for the update on the Informel Art (1926-1978). From the second half of the '50s, he experimented techniques of burning and tearing of material surfaces made by not pictorial materials, including wax, metals, sand and resins. Among painters whom passed from Concrete to Informel Art, there was Vlado Kristl whom in his first exhibition in 1959 exhibited the \textit{Positiv e Negativ}, surfaces on the edge of monochrome, black or white, that on one side were mindful of the Informel materter forms and on the other resumed the “PanSlavist” tradition of Suprematism by Kasimir Malevich with i.e. \textit{White on White} of 1918.

Overcoming of such practices occurred around 1960, when Julie Knifer\textsuperscript{113} (1924-2004), whom had the decisive encounter with Mondrian's painting during the Venice Biennial in 1956, came to an abstract painting based on the perceptual ambiguity and absolute squareness of forms. In fact, Knifer and painters Vaništa Josip (1924), Marijan Jevšovar (1922-1998) and Ivan Kožarić (1921) felt the urge to align with what was happening in Europe, and with art critics Radoslav Putar and Matko Meštrović formed the Gorgona Group\textsuperscript{114}. Thanks to them in Zagreb was manifested a line of marked New Dadaism inspiration, based on models of Fluxus and Azimut, of which Piero Manzoni became an important collaborator and admirer. Gorgona thus became the other way rather than the new costructivist one that would find the support of Almir Mavignier.


§ 1960: from the Biennial of Venice to the Nove tendencije exhibition.

New tendencies in Croatia, however, not always met the favor of the establishment government and especially for abroad exhibitions. As for the internal cultural policy, in May 1961 was held a group exhibition Slikarstvo Skulptura 61\textsuperscript{115} (Painting Sculpture 61) at the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti (Gallery of Contemporary Art), which presented the different Croatian artistic milieu (figs. 72-77): the Concrete Art of Vlado Kristl and Ivan Picelj, the Informel Art of Ivo Gattin, Oton Gliha, Vojin Bakić (1915-1992) and Dušan Džamonja, the New Dadaism of Gorgona, and eventually other artists within the figurative and naïve as Ivan Rabuzin (1921-2008).

Abroad Croatian new tendencies had no voice in official events, but Matko Meštrović, thanks to links with Mavignier, in June 1961 could lead to Ulm, at the Studio F, the collective Maler Jugoslawische\textsuperscript{116} in which the exhibitors included the Gorgona members as representatives of Croatian art research (figs. 78-80). The exhibition was important because during the stay of Meštrović in Ulm for the preparation of the exhibition, they had a match with Mavignier in which were placed the groundwork to organize the largest international exhibition of Nove Tendencije, that would be held in Zagreb in the next August. In a letter dated in February 24th, Mavignier\textsuperscript{117} was decided – although missing a definitive title of the exhibition - to invite among Croatian artists Ivan Picelj, Vojin Bakić and Frano Šimunović (1908-1995) and Italian ones Piero Manzoni, Enrico Castellani, Antonio Calderara and Piero Dorazio.


\textsuperscript{116} Jugoslawische Maler, catalogue, June 3\textsuperscript{rd} – July 2\textsuperscript{nd} 1961, Studio F, Ulm, 1961, Galerija Suvremena Umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1961.

\textsuperscript{117} M. Rosen, op. cit., 2010. Letter by Mavignier to Meštrović of February 24\textsuperscript{th} 1961. «Je suis très heureux de voir que les projets pour l’exposition des artistes yougoslaves marcheront bien. L’exposition chez freid semble que sera un succès mais, je vous prie de faire une selection impeccable. Encore une nouvelle : j’ai convenu m. freid de faire une exception dans le cas de ne pas presenter des sculpteurs. Il s’agit d’exposer le sculpteur bacic (celui que j’ai visité) je le considère un des meilleurs artistes chez vous. […] ne pas oublier pycel, simunovic et le peintre monochromiste (celui que fait des films). Pour moi, un de plus importante faits de cet exposition est qu’elle permetra qu’un des jeunes critiques comme toi puisse venir en alemanie et avoir de contact avec des gents, des artistes et qualques vous. […] Je pense de vous presenter à Bense, piene, mack, alors on va voir qu’on pourra faire.[…] pour l’exposition de groupe à zagreb. […] le groupe d’artistes que je proposerai sera international[…]. Il y a un point très important : j’ai la responsabilité d’organisation de l’exposition et à ce moment là, la liberté de choix des artistes[…] aussi necessaire, je crois, de declarer dans l’invitation que le peintre almir mavignier a été charger de choisir des artistes que selon son avis, forme un groupe international que travaille dans une ligne expérimentale de l’art dont les œuvres se font toujours le but de cet exposition est de presenter au publique yougoslave dont quelques uns pourront peut-être representer aujourd’hui ce qu’on appellera demain d’avant-garde[…]. Ici, les nome des artistes pour l’invitation : […] Italie : Piero Dorazio tableaux Rome Piazza Armelini 16 Piero Manzoni tabl. + scult. Milano, Via Cernaia 4 Enrico Castellani tableaux - Milano, Via Cernaia 4 ( chez Piero Manzoni) Antonio Calderara tableaux - Milano, Via Bianca Maria 35° pp. 59-60.
The idea of an international exhibition to be held in Zagreb had took shape in Almir Mavignier just in the summer of 1960, when the Brazilian artist after visiting the Venice Biennial saw on that event weighed on three issues: the organization of the Biennial was still tied to traditional categories of painting and sculpture, and suffered interferences of the cultural policies of participating nations, without any active role of exhibiting artists, in addition, the presence of Informel Art overhung the innovative research that were developing in Europe.

The issues, however, were not foreign to contemporary Italian critical discussion inner at the Biennial, where for example, Carlo Ludivico Ragghianti and Giulio Carlo Argan argued the need to overcome rigid categories of painting and sculpture, to introduce the industrial design, as the status of the artwork was turning toward that direction, as was the case in contemporary trials of N and T groups, Mari and Munari.

The new research, in fact, in the Biennial of 1960 were visible through works of Piero Dorazio whom, according to the art critic Bruno Alfieri, shared with industrial objects a process of production, which in both cases was the idea of continuous technical and formal improving. Finally, the active role of the artist was, according Mavignier necessary to avoid falling into the logic of politics, the art trade and consequently to allow maximum freedom of expression.

After Venice, Mavignier in Zagreb, thanks to the painter Frano Šimunović knew Ivan Picelj, whose art was similar to the Brazilian’s one, and while Matko Meštrović whom was interested in the school of Ulm and to the relationship between art and industrial product.

Thanks to the meetings was planned, with the collaboration also of Radoslav Putar, an independent exhibition from large international networks, in which bring together two main lines of research: the monochromatic abstraction derived from Tachisme and the geometric one of Concrete Art. These two currents denounced a flawed art by the artist's subjectivity and the need to bring chaos of the Informel Art to an objective order.

---

§ 3. The visual perception and tactile experience: Konkrete Kunst and Bewogen Beweging before Nove Tendencije.

The ideology of the exhibition in Zagreb, according to Mavignier Almir, Matko Meštrović and Radoslav Putar consisted in the rejection of the model of the Venice Biennial, but could not ignore other international exhibitional cases. Among these, two were ones directly considered: the exhibition *Konkrete Kunst* (Concrete Art) in 1960 and *Bewogen Beweging* (Movement in motion) in 1961. The two exhibitions faced separate problems, but had in common the aim of suggesting specific lines of contemporary artistic research.

*Konkrete Kunst* was held in Zurich in June 1960, organized by Max Bill in collaboration with Max Bense and Margit Staber, gathered historical abstraction with latest tendencies represented by European and American researches, in other words New Constructivism and Informel Art.

The first section was divided between the irrationalism by Vasily Kandinsky and the rationalism by Piet Mondrian, through masters of the Bauhaus. The second, exemplified on this division, illustrated the *tachiste* line with works by Ad Reinhardt, Mark Rothko, Mark Tobey, Mario Deluigi, Jean Debuffet and Goerges Mathieu, while the one constructivist with works by Bruno Munari, Ellsworth Kelly, Antonio Calderara, Enzo Mari, Piero Dorazio, Almir Mavignier, Victor Vasarely, Francois Molnar, Heinz Mack and Francois Morellet.

Max Bill, according to Dorfles, selected works which manifested the spatial function of the painting surface, whose organization originated the radiation center of a dynamic perception. Within the Constructivist line were created interesting parallels, for example, among works of Morellet and Dorazio, whom insisted on the common derivation from the grid of Mondrian, or between the work of Molnar and Munari, whose painting was based on the perceptive ambiguity between positive and negative derived from Vasarely (figs. 81-85).

Molnar, however, in the title of his work proposed a different way of conceiving the artwork: *Effet esthétique de l’inversion des fonctions par la fluctuation de l’attention* was a definition close to scientific experimentation - as well as in Morellet saw the common

---

participation to the GRAV – that to the traditional lyrical of Concrete painting. Finally, works of Mari and Mavignier approaching the industrial production, considered the common search inner to the design and graphic industry.

Konkrete Kunst had success in Italy and Croatia. In Italy, Gillo Dorfles in *Ultime tendenze nell’arte d’oggi*\(^{122}\) (Recent tendencies in art today), dwelt on the exhibition in Zurich, because it gave value to the Concrete Art, despite the ideological forces implemented by Bill. The Swiss artist, in fact, justified revolutionary instances of New Concrete tendencies, considering them as a direct derivation from the manifesto *De Stijl* of 1918 and from the *Manifesto of Concrete Art* by Theo van Doesburg in 1930.

In that regard, Margit Staber\(^{123}\) in the catalogue of the exhibition, identified the Concrete Art by a Gestalt foundation, in which visual perception was determined by organized structures without any metaphysical purpose. Staber's text was published in Zagreb in 1961\(^{124}\), accompanied by pictures of works of Kandinsky, Malevich, Balla, Mondrian and Lissitsky. The text was translated by Putar and it came with the new enthusiasm for the Neoplasticism and Constructivism revival that in the same year was felt in Zagreb, even by artists whom, like Alexander Srnec\(^{125}\), were slowly moving away from the Concrete Art to return to a direct reflection on works of masters such as Mondrian and Lissitsky (fig. 86).

The second exhibition, *Bewogen Beweging*\(^{126}\), was inaugurated in early March 1961 at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, organized by Jean Tinguely, Daniel Spoerri and Dieter Roth, directed by Wilhelm Sandberg and Pontus Hulten.

The main theme was the art movement in the Twentieth century from Marcel Duchamp, Man Ray, Alexander Calder to the mechanical insane sculptures of Jean Tinguely, that were main attractions for the public. Besides the Swiss artist, there were studies on the kinetic of bodies and on the perception of Jesu Raphael Soto, Pol Bury, George Rickey, Nicolas Schöffer and Italian Bruno Munari, T Group and Enzo Mari.

\(^{122}\) Ibid. «Il tentativo di dare – o di restituire – un valore al movimento è stato ottenuto da Max Bill attraverso un duplice meccanismo: quello di ‘storicizzare’ la mostra facendole percorrere le tappe che si snodano, a partire dal già citato acquarello di Kandinsky […], attraverso le prime opere astratte (concrete) di Frank Kupka […], fino a quelle futuriste più decisamente concrete […] sino alle ultime leve […]> p.110.


\(^{124}\) M. Staber, *Počeci konkretne umjetnosti*, «Covjek i Prostor», no.106, January, Zagreb, 1961, p.7. The text also was translated by Radoslav Putar and it became important because was published on the only issue – for economical reasons - of «Covjek i Prostor» in 1961.


Objects by T Group were reviewed on «Domus» by Munari pointing them as coming from the exhibition Miriorama 8 shows held in December 1960 at the Bruno Danese Gallery. The objects – among them there were *Abstract video* by Anceschi, *Superficie magnetica* by Boriani, *Rotoplastik* by Colombo, *Miriamondo* by De Vecchi and *Sferisterio semidoppio* by Varisco (which in the meantime joined T Group) -, like many of works presented in Amsterdam, called for the direct manipulation by the viewer, but they were still far from a scientific planning, since they were still immersed in a New-Dadaist dimension (fig. 87).

The entire exhibit, in fact, was considered as the expression of a “rhetorical Dada” by the “veteran” Hans Richter, whom was appalled by the participation of artists like Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns, whose purpose was not to break as in the original Dada, but to satisfy commercial aims of the art system.

Richter, on the contrary, considered positively works of constructivist matrix produced by Bruno Munari – as said Richter - with his wires hanging (figs. 88,89), Frank J. Malina and Nicolas Schöffer with their moving machines with light projections, adhering to technological models. The show stated that the function of car in art, no longer passed through the Futurist iconography of the representation of the movement, but through the presentation of the motion made by three-dimensional objects. Even in Zagreb the attention of the press focused on the latter figure, however, was highlighted the constructivist component of East European matrix and its aesthetic, ethical and political values.

Konkrete Kunst and Bewogen Beweging allowed, therefore, an international meeting of all that research organized around two main factors: the surface of the canvas was as an active field...
of visual perception and the movement of objects as tactile experience of the viewer. Both factors would be channeled for the international exhibition in Zagreb.

§ Origin of a name: Nove Tendencije.

Almir Mavignier over the years justified the adoption of the title Nove Tendencije as a direct shot from an exhibition that was held in Milan in December 1959 at the Pagani Gallery and entitled Stringenz-German New Tendencies were performed German artists including Heinz Mack, Otto Piene and the same Mavignier.

Gillo Dorfles called the artists as representative of an anti-taschisme trend, as well as Klaus-Jürgen Ficher, painter and organizer of Stringenz, wrote that artists were opposed to the rhetoric of Tachisme, because their works were conceived as a continuum painting where elements of paintings were independent from psychology and then objective.

Appealing to the Constructivist tradition, considered as a beginning point and not as a arrival one, for the methodological clarity that would be the basis of a new painting of the order. The theoretical position of Jürgen-Fichera, in fact, was found in the theory of the Nuova concezione artistica, in which had exhibited Enrico Castellani, Piero Manzoni and Almir Mavignier.

In addition Mavignier supported similar ideas in an interview on Croatian magazine «Telegram» in August 1961, which showed a dualism in the exhibition: the monochrome painting Tachiste-derived and research of Constructivist matrix developed within Germany,

---


132 G. Dorfles, op.cit., 1961. «...embedded into the framework of the new painting of the order. The theoretical position of Jürgen-Ficcher, in fact, was found in the theory of the Nuova concezione artistica, in which had exhibited Enrico Castellani, Piero Manzoni and Almir Mavignier.


134 Dijalog u prolazu. Na pragu novog?, editorial, «Telegram», no.68, 11 August, 1961. «...Situacija u umjetnosti u svijetu vrlo je kompleksa, postoje različita polazišta i različiti rezultati. […] Evo, poslije tašizma, što je proizišlo sigurno iz avanture Kandinskog, javljaju se umjetnici koji osjećaju potrebu za redom. Neki od njih su pokušali tražiti red u pojednostavljenju boje, što je dovelo do slikarstva sasvim monohromnog. Kad su stigli do monohronizma, susreli su s druge strane umjetnike koji već ranije rade na jednom drugom geometrijskom redu, umjetnike koji se zovu konkretizma. […] Dakle imamo umjetnike koji proizlaze iz tašizma i preko monohronizma se susreću s onima koji dolaze iz geometrizma; a preko konkretizma. Svi se ti umjetnici približuju jednoj zajedničkoj platformi, što se vidi i na ovoj izložbi u Zagrebu» p.15.
Switzerland and Italy. Taken together, works exhibited in Zagreb were in opposition to American Abstract Expressionist, whose influence weighed too long in European painting. François Morellet, in fact, in the same interview, claimed that the new artistic methodology took example from the Mondrian's *Boogie Woogie* and not from Informel Art abstraction.\(^{135}\)

However, the designation of *Nove Tendencije* - based on archival documents preserved at the Muzej Suvremene Umjetnosti (Museum of Contemporary Art) in Zagreb - came after a long period of reflection in Spring 1961.\(^{136}\)

The original group of invited artists were listed on a paper, dated on April 20\(^{th}\) 1961, in which appeared eighteen names and their works, including Italian Piero Manzoni, Enrico Castellani, Piero Dorazio and Antonio Calderara. In the subsequent letter of invitation, the Director of Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, Božo (Božidar) Bek (1926-2000) stated that artists had been invited on the advice of Mavignier and the aim was to highlight a new international avant-garde, referring to the exhibition that was initially titled as *Art Concret*.

Piero Manzoni and Enrico Castellani in their reply on April 27\(^{th}\) 1961, expressed some doubt for a show that they believed not in line with their artistic research. In addition, this letter probably followed the one which was written by Dada Maino, a young painter whom approached the
group of artists of Azimut. In March 1961 Manzoni delegated Dada Maino to respond to Meštrović, to inform him of his skepticism towards ideas of Mavignier.

An opposed consideration was however by Antonio Calderara that, in a letter dated on May 12th, become in the meantime a close friend of Mavignier – thanks to Mavignier his works attained success in Germany - enthusiastically agreed to participate in the exhibition Art Concret. That title, in fact, could call up the exhibition in Zurich that was oriented towards Taschisme and Concrete Art working way, in contrast with the poetry of Manzoni, Dorazio and Castellani were going into opposite directions.

The doubt coincided with a second proposal, put forward by Mavignier in the letter on May 15th to Bek, which proposed Avant-garde 1961 and extend the invitation to Joel Stein, Baumaister May, Herbert Oehme and Uli Pohl. Joel Stein, in fact, in a letter dated on June 10th, confirmed its presence by quoting the exhibition titled 1961 tendences nouvelles.

That indicated he had come to a definition of the title, between the second half of May and early June. To confirm that change, Mavignier in a letter to Meštrović on July 5th, stated the intention of the exhibition was to show to the Yugoslav public the “nouvelles tendences” - and not new vanguard - which had been disregarded by the Biennial of Venice. However, that reference was still vague. As a result of steps led to the definition of the title, we could be placed - between the letter of invitation to Baumaister on May 15th and Stein’s one on June 10th - an unpublished letter, sent from Bek to Meštrović, whom was in Ulm to organize Jugoslawische Maler, and dated on June 8th 1961.

Bek did not consider appropriate to name the exhibition “Avant-garde” and suggested instead, after reading the article by Alexander Leisberg on «Kunstwerk» (no.10-11) in April-May 1961, to use terms as “Neue Tendenzen” or “Nove koncepcije”. It was clear that in a few days the change of the title, also meant a new direction to the original plan of Mavignier. In fact, the membership of N Group for Nove Tendencije came at the invitation of Mavignier, with a letter dated on June 13th, so their works were added to ones of Morellet, Stein, Roth, Paul

---

Talman, Julio Le Parc, and among Croats, ones of Picelj and Knifer, reinforcing a rigorous research on the kinetic and perception of visual structures\textsuperscript{141}.

§ Nove Tendencije 1961: critic interpretations and formal differences in the exhibited works.

Nove Tendencije was held in Zagreb at the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti from August 3\textsuperscript{rd} to September 14\textsuperscript{th} 1961. The selection of European artists was entrusted to Almir Mavignier, while the director Božo Bek and critics Radoslav Putar and Matko Meštrović were occupied of local artists and critical exegesis of works.

The latter represent the main lines of research of new tendencies: from \textit{Achrome} by Piero Manzoni to \textit{Surfaces} by Castellani and Picelj, from grids by Morellet and Dorazio to \textit{pointillisme} by Mavignier and to \textit{Meanders} by Knifer, and from \textit{Dynamic Structures} by N Group to Le Parc and Paul Talman.

The structures of Biasi and Massironi were suspended in the space of the room, such as apertures through which light could cast virtual geometrical shadows on the wall. The display presented an analogy with the exhibition of the baker Giovanni Zorzon that a few months earlier, the N Group had inaugurated nearby its Studio. Other items of Chiggio and Landi were directly related to the urgent need to escape the Informel Art chaos, through a process of visual clarification, on the example of Mondrian\textsuperscript{142}.

In accordance with indications by Putar in the catalog, the formal values of \textit{Tachiste} matrix were found in Manzoni, Castellani, Dorazio, Mavignier and Knifer, while the Constructivism was present in works of the Group N and Picelj. The latter presented a series of \textit{surfaces} that were the result of a recent development of his concretist painting. In fact, Picelj in 1957 proposed to Richter to decorate the Yugoslav pavilion for 1958 Expo' in Brussels, by means of panels whose formal solutions were borrowed from Victor Vasarely. That architectural relif conveyed a research on the perception of the dynamic and luminous ambiguity caused by the structure of the \textit{Surface} which would be exhibited in 1961.

View all together, works were not large because their construction was conditioned from spaces offered by the ancient building, situated in the center of the old Zagreb, and consequently

\textsuperscript{141} Names of Calderara, Klein and Tinguely desappeared from the list.\textsuperscript{142} Archivio MSU. Fondo NT. Folder N Group. See appendix.
were hung on walls or placed on pedestals that ended up debasing the time of renewal, proposing instead a traditional layout of the museum (figs. 90-107).

As for texts in the catalogue\textsuperscript{143} were two types: on one hand the critical interventions by Matko Meštrović and Radoslav Putar, and on the other the writings by the same artists.

Meštrović continued the philosophical discourse, inspired by phenomenology, just addressed for the exhibition in Ulm, since that approach in the analysis of new tendencies was combined with the scientific attitude by which they were made.

Radoslav Putar, in his essay\textsuperscript{144} used the term 'program' (program) to indicate that the ideal program of the exhibition contemplated both Informel Art and Constructivist operative declinations. Using to define the programmatic intent of new tendencies in their Neoplasticism derivated by Theo Van Doesburg and the \textit{Manifesto of Concrete Art}, published in Paris in 1930\textsuperscript{145}.

The unification of \textit{Tachiste} drifts within the panorama of Concrete art had similarities with the operation by Max Bill\textsuperscript{146} in \textit{Konkrete Kunst} and with a text by Giulio Carlo Argan, published in Italy on «Il Verri» in June 1961\textsuperscript{147}. In fact, Argan indicated the absence of a program in Informel Art, corresponded to the programmatic statements of manifestos drawn by Constructivist and Neoplasticism tendencies, citing as example the \textit{Manifesto of Concrete art} in 1930.

New tendencies, therefore, had a program, perhaps not yet precisely defined, but still able to bring them within the panorama of historical avant-garde. Finally, return to the catalogue the

\textsuperscript{143} Nove Tendencije, catalogue, August 3\textsuperscript{rd} – September 14\textsuperscript{th} 1961, Galerija Suvremena Umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1961.

\textsuperscript{144} Ibid. «[…] veliko da pravom perspektivom životu, naivrednijm faktima i oblicima aktualne stvarnosti i predvidljive budućnosti. Uistinu, djela plasticara konkretna umjetnosti jesu svijetla i na svojoj frontalnoj liniji – beskompromisna afirmacija života. […] u konkretizacijama ‚apsolutnih vrijednosti‘ djela mondrianovih, u ideologiji bauhausa i u koncepcijama ruskih konstruktivista […] njihova imena, kao i ona drugih, koji su prisutni na ovoj izložbi, ne pripadaju sva nekoj određenoj, zatvorenoj grupi, a naziv ‚konkretna umjetnost‘ pristaje uz njihova djela u općenitom, djelomice uobičajenom smislu upotrebe toga termina. Prvi ga je upotrebo doesburg već 1930 godine kad je pokušao da ime ‚apstraktna umjetnosti‘ zamijeni nazivom ‚konkretna umjetnosti‘, a odnosio se na djelovanje smjera ‚neoplastičara‘ […] neuspjeh, promašaj i poraz ne mogu isključiti iz programa onih koji nisu zadovoljni s inventarom prošlosti i sadašnjosti, ali svatko pada u nekom smjeru».

\textsuperscript{145} The date ‘1930’ and Paris were also in Argan’s essay. The coincidence could suggest that Putar knew it. However in the Nove Tendencije found, exactly into Folder Putar – Venezia 1976, there is the copy of the catalogue Konkrete Kunst. That could mean both Argan and Putar referred to the Zurich exhibition in 1960, where the Van Doesburg’s manifesto was quoted in.

\textsuperscript{146} Konkrete Kunst, op.cit. 1960, pp. 23-24.

\textsuperscript{147} G. C. Argan, Salvezza e caduta dell’arte moderna, «Il Verri», no.3, June, 1961. «La possibilità di educare o formare o riformare la società through design, e cioè attraverso un training tecnico-progettistico, era dunque subordinata al fatto che l’artista-progettista potesse controllare e orientare lo sviluppo progressivo della tecnica e, in un ambito più largo, il comportamento attivo o produttivo della società: ciò che significa assumere la direzione politica della produzione. […] L’Informale non è una tendenza organizzata intorno a un programma e, soprattutto, non è una tendenza d’avanguardia perché, quando non si riconosce più nella storia il fondamento e il principio strutturale o diretivo dell’esperienza e dell’attività umane, non ci si può più collegare consapevolmente al passato né pretendere di considerare l’avvenir. […] siamo tutti d’accordo che l’Informale non è un’arte d’avanguardia: bisogna anzi andare oltre, e riconoscere senza tremare che la posizione attuale degli artisti, come di tutti gli intellettuali borghesi, è decisamente una posizione di retroguardia» pp. 4-30.
writings of artists, in some cases similar to aphorisms, was not a new idea, since it had already been used in *Konkrete Kunst* or in *Monochrome Malerei* catalogues, but it was useful to confirm the ideology of an event that was intended by the artists’ point of view and not by a cultural establishment or trade.

The statements were favourably received by the local press, which focused on Italian artists, and especially on N Group’s works. However, the latter were also used to denigrate the event, as for example in the section *Postscriptum* by art critic Nada Marinković 148 (1921-1998), the work by Costa in 1961, *Dynamic Vision*, ironically proved the exemplification of how new tendencies materialized their items in a short time compared to the long working of traditional arts. In addition, a *Visione Dinamica* by Biasi in 1960, was used in support of the second page of the «Telegram» 149. Le Parc also suffered darts of conservative critics. Peić Matko (1923-1999), in fact, claimed that Le Parc’s work was used for diagnose astigmatism 150.

In addition, the Massironi’s work made in 1960, *Struttura trasparente con occhielli* (Transparent structure with loops), appeared in the only article in favour of the exhibition, published on «Telegram» and written by Boris Kelemen 151 (1930-1983), critic and art historian, secretary of the Gallery.

He turned his attention to the principal factor, present in the works, which *Nove Tendencije* highlighted: the transition from easel painting to the object as structure of optical and dynamic values. Kelemen showed their historical matrix: Constructivism, Mondrian and the Bauhaus for N Group, Le Parc and Morellet, *Tachisme* for Mavignier and Castellani, and at last New Dadaism for Manzoni’s drifts. Also showed the anti-romantic character of new tendencies and their stringent current events, though still not understood by the public.

Finally, the work of Dorazio, *Orange* (1960), one by Marc Adrian and one by François Morellet were used for the promotion of *Nove Tendencije*, on the back cover of the magazine «Republika» 152. Compared with the probable exhibition poster, designed by Ivan Picelj, the datum that emerged indicated the presence of a graphic taste linked to pagination of Concrete abstract graphic 153 (figs. 107,108).

---

152 «Republika», n.9, September, 1961.
153 *Ivan Picelj: Kristal i phoba/ 1951-2005*, catalogue, April 3rd – May 15th 2005, Galerija Klovićevi dvori, Zagreb, Galerija Klovićevi dvori, Zagreb, 2005. The poster was redesigned by Picelj in 2007, by his memories because the original had been lost. In fact, in the early Sixties Picelj worked as graphic artist and used to apply similar forms to
Since 1959, in Milan, the young artists whom rejected the Informel Art painting, gathered around the Azimut Gallery, directed by Manzoni and Castellani, with whom Agostino Bonalumi collaborated for a short time. Artists, however, distinguished themselves in two different groups: T Group and N Group. For them, the main problem was how to escape the bonds of a style that was hypertrophied in the Informel Art painting, which reached the zero degree in their own language, disconnecting from society, putting the “world in brackets” and preferring subjective time with to the historical one.

In contrast the N and T groups, resumed the historical time, making it an object using kinetic works, or works in which the motion was virtual, produced by the perception of the viewer. The return to the social reality was mediated by Futurism, Dadaism, and Neoplasticism avant-garde traditions. However, they considered only plastic and visual aspects, through a process of reduction in the surface of works to its basic values of volume and color, to resume a direct dialogue with the viewer based on the tactile and visual experience.

In that first phase, differences between groups were not so pronounced, because both used industrial materials and flat or solid geometries to give shape to their creations, which in turn conveyed an important factor: the pursuit of objectivity and impersonality of the work, which found the first event in the Nuova Concezione Artistica in 1960.

That was opposed to Informel painters whom made impersonal painting through time of the unconscious and in the gesture of psychic automatism. However, from Informel young artists drawn a fundamental teaching on the surface of canvas as the field of random events and re-experienced by the viewer. The randomness, however, was mitigated by design - not yet an actual programming - that clarify the creative process for artists and viewers. In addition, groups referred to the past of the avant-garde to find a principle of continuity that lost with the Informel Art and at the same time began to move toward a vision of technology and rational ability to make a difference.

The latter new lines of Italian art had parallels in the Croatian art scene, in which Informel Art researches were not perceived as academy to overcome, but how modernity to incorporate.

design posters for exhibitions like Gliha, Slikarstvo skulptura 61, Kulmer, Jordan, Herman, held between 1960 and 1961 at the Galerija suvremene umjetnosti of Zagreb.
In fact, the direct continuity with historical Constructivism was warned in advance of the appearance of Informel Art research. As a consequence, Ivan Picelj, Vjenceslav Richter and Vlado Krtistl innovated the constructivist tradition, while others like Julie Knifer and Marijan Jevšovar, passed from Informel Art to New Dada solutions. In both cases, also in Zagreb arose the need to avoid in works any emotional and individualistic emphasis, supporting, to a greater extent than in Italy, the role of the artist engaged in society.

Such a cultural situation allowed Italian and European artists, in particular to find favorable conditions for groping to emancipate themselves from the art trade system. In that regard, a common element to both areas of art, Croatian and Italian, was to have re-read the work of Mondrian, according to two interpretation keys: in the first read Neoplasticism was considered the example of order and operational clarity in which, however, as stated by Enrico Castellani and previously by Vera Horvat-Pintarić, was predominantly a spiritual dimension, not metaphysical but ethical. The second read reconsidered the Neoplasticism order by scientific and rationalist bases, that found in psychological Gestalt a justification in materialistic and sociological terms. The two ways had long term repercussions even within new artistic researches. The first event of the Nove Tendencije, therefore, was encouraged by means of cultural exchanges among artists. On the other hand, was influenceed by the relaxed political athmosphere that Yugoslavia Gouvernament entertained in with other European nations. In conclusion, the exhibition could be regarded as a test for the development of early kinetic and Concrete art forms which afterwards would be known as “programmed”.

154 E. Castellani, op. cit., 1960. «[...] per quanto interessanti, i problemi della topologia non ci daranno mai che un’informazione molto parziale delle conquiste dello spirito, e, una volta posti, ci vuol ben altro che un quadro ad olio per risolverli; e la Gestalt Theorie in fase creativa non potrà creare che mostruosità estetizzanti per ché avulsà da ogni nozione di tempo».
Chapter 3rd. A new artistic form in the technological society times.

In the Summer of 1961, the sociologist Gianni Scalia\(^1\) identified in Italy a direct relationship between new business - during the economic boom - and contemporary Italian society, in which the urban landscape became 'industrial' and human relationships were enriched by the presence of machine. His action turned the «homo faber» to «homo tecnicus»\(^2\).

A first consequence from a philosophic and aesthetic point of view - albeit in a contrasting positions landscape - was the idea of “the death of art” corresponded to an integration phase between arts and technology. A second consequence, tied with the urgency to encode a language was able to express contents of such evolutionary process. The writer Elio Vittorini\(^3\), for example, believed, in his contemporary literature, Italian intellectuals regarded the factory by pre-industrial tones - borrowed from Nineteenth-century culture - which were not adapted to new developments in the worker’s life whom was experiencing the changing rhythms of production.

The debate gathered between 1961 and 1963, on the pages of «Tempi Moderni», «Menabò», «Nuova Corrente», «Il Mulino» and «Il Verri». Similarly in visual arts, artists and critics warned changes were not at the level of representation that painting and sculpture gave of an industrial nature, but how relating to objects produced by it. A solution was to consider the vanguard of the beginning century - Futurism, Constructivism and Neoplasticism - in order to rediscover the actuality to overcome limitations of the Informel Art research.

However there were two orientations: in the first the avant-garde were intended as likely sources of inspiration for the experimental research while in the second one were experienced as a recovery, sometimes naïve and rhetorical, of formal solutions were just been encoded. The new attention given to Mondrian, for example, in the essays by Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti\(^4\) - which covers the historical development of the Neoplasticism form - and Filiberto Menna\(^5\) - focused on

---

3 E. Vittorini, *Industria e letteratura*, «Menabò», no.4, Turin, 1961 «[…] è innegabile che la letteratura, in confronto all’evoluzione grandiosa e terribile che avviene nella realtà intorno a noi[…] risulta nel suo complesso storicamente più arretrata non solo della sociologia neomarxista o di alcune tecnologie ma anche di attività artistiche come la pittura o come la musica che almeno si sono lasciata alle spalle […] la loro dimensione melodica di vecchie complessi della natura» p.17.
the birth and subsequent relapse of the Neoplasticism theory - found between 1961 and 1962 new vigor was due to events like *La Nuova Concezione Artistica, Konkrete Kunst* and *Nove Tendencije*.

In Yugoslavia, in parallel, the relationship between art and the technology was studied by the art critic Oto Bihalji Merin⁶ whom read, for example, works of Mondrian and Gabo through their formal correspondence with the artificial world of the technological society (figs. 1,2). In addition, Yugoslavia helped to design the new industrial landscape during the *Esposizione Internazionale del Lavoro* (International Exhibition of Labour), held in Turin in 1961.

On the other hand, new Italian research from Milan and Rome, met in Lissone for its namesake Award in September 1961. Among these N Group showed symptoms of a change took place after the first *Nove Tendencije* exhibition, showing affinity with GRAV and leading their own research within confines of the debate on industrial design. Finally, on November 1961 thanks to Umberto Eco, Italian public was brought to the attention of the artistic direction taken by N and T groups and other authors, where the industrial culture was taken from an original aesthetic form.

§1. Places and topics: the debate on the society and arts in the industrial age.

The annual *Convegno Internazionale Artisti Critici e Studiosi d’Arte* (International Conference Artists Critics and Scholars of Art) of Verucchio in editions of 1959 and 1960 was the main point of the debate on the relationship between art and science. Among proposals set out therein, such as ones by the scholar of logic Raffaele Bosari⁷ offered a first attempt to combine mathematical sciences with the contemporary artistic research. In fact, Borsari insisted on the possibility the artistic process would be read by means of mathematical logic in order to achieve an objective aesthetic judgment.

According to Borsari, it could get an objective cognitive value, considering, in particular, the Informel painting and experimental sciences shared the absolute confidence in the datum of experience. However, the Informel painting was based on an process in which the phenomenon

---

was not repeatable, as in sciences, in laboratory and therefore that art was intended as a learning experience but pre-scientific.

The abstract painting, then, was not interpreted only by a formal level - according to principles of order or disorder of the sign - but through data of experience contained in it.

An opposite position, but focused on the same issue of the cognitive experience value, in 1960 came from Galvano Della Volpe in Critica del gusto. In the chapter Laocoonte 1960, Della Volpe through a sociological and Marxist reading, pointed out that signs, lines and colors were formally empty and varied according to changes in their function.

In Art - as in Giotto or in contemporary painting - for example, the straight line conveyed a content, which was experienced, but that was internal to the illusory space of representation. In contrast, the same straight line contained in a graph showing the market, referred to the outside world and then to secondary function shared by the observer.

Borsari and Della Volpe as a consequence did not confuse the art in science or science in art but, giving value to the experience, they attributed even a new importance to the role of the observer or user. These readings and others like them, however, were misunderstood and caused, between artists and critics, of the old guard of Italian culture, the alarmism about the “death of art” - not by Hegel’s meaning, but as disappearance of the idealistic category of the 'Beauty'.

On that view, for example, there was the philosopher Pietro Raffa, whom recovered on the one hand the positive sense of the “death of art” - which was foreshadowed by Mondrian - as a transformation of painting and sculpture in architecture, on the other hand, understood in negative the constant state of existential angst conveyed by Jackson Pollock. In fact, in the case of American painter, the “death of art” derived from having lost its ability to act in the real, because of the consumer society and the culture industry. That definition covers the system of art and the idea of avant-garde was transmitted by early Nineteenth-century artistic movements. The industrial culture, therefore, meant the contemporary avant-garde was not a break with tradition - such as Cubism against the painting of the Nineteenth century - but only with itself.

---

11 P. Raffa, Studi sulla “morte dell’arte”. «Nuova Corrente», no. 27, July - September, Genoa, 1962. «L’esteticità degli oggetti industriali non ci porta ad isolarcì dal piano pratico-esistenziale dell’esperienza, come invece avviene con le opere dell’arte bella, perché ciò non è conforme alla loro natura[…] Mentre nella fruizione dell’arte bella, attingendo quell’universo irreale […] facciamo un’esperienza squisitamente contemplativa, qui invece la natura dell’oggetto esige che l’atteggiamento contemplativo sia per così dire bloccato a metà strada e incorporato a mo’ di dimensione nel comportamento pratico-esistenziale, il quale non cessa affatto di essere tale, ma si arricchisce di un supplemento di coscienza estetica» p. 54.
Each innovative proposal, in fact, arose at the same time as avant-garde and tradition of another one previous or next. In that game of mirrors, as well as logical mathematical analysis, to the sociological and Marxist, was intended the phenomenological interpretation thanks to two philosophers, Antonio Banfi and Dino Formaggio.

According to Banfi\textsuperscript{12}, in a technological-scientific society attended the end of 'beautiful' art - understood as the traditional painting and sculpture were no longer able to reflect the actual industrial experience, while applied arts were no longer considered mere decoration. Consequently, the industrial design as it gave forms specific utility functions, was directly connected with the phenomenon lived from the experience. Dino Formaggio, between 1961 and 1962, starting from positions close to Banfi’s ones, focused on the relationship between ‘artisticità’ (artness) and functionality.

According to Formaggio\textsuperscript{13}, contemporary art was no longer aimed at the contemplation of nature, but assumed a specific function within the scientific society, its purpose was to free artwork matters\textsuperscript{14}. Formaggio then, referring to the speech given by Tomas Maldonado\textsuperscript{15} in the

\textsuperscript{12}A. Banfi, \textit{Filosofia dell’arte}, Editori Riuniti, Roma, 1962. From \textit{L’arte funzionale} (1955?), posthumous published on «Il Verto», n. 4, August, Milan, 1960. «La crisi dell’arte contemporanea si rivela nella sua evasività, compiacendosi di raffinatezze formali o di esasperazioni di anomali contenuti, fuori della concreta umana realtà. A ciò si rapportano l’isolamento dell’artista, la sua inquietudine, il carattere riflesso e la cerchia stessa dell’interesse artistico, l’indifferenza del pubblico, le stesse condizioni del mercato d’arte. […] Ora è caratteristico che di fronte a tal crisi dell’arte pura, l’arte minore, applicata, funzionale, manifesta un vivace risveglio, germogliando là dove l’altra di isterilisce, conquistando nuovi campi, ridestando nuovi valori. […] E mentre l’esigenza di un realismo sociale rinnova la problematica e la spinta dell’arte pura, si afferma il problema di creare un’atmosfera vivente di artisticità che penetrì e consacrì l’azione umana in tutti i suoi aspetti, nei suoi strumenti, nella stessa potenza meccanica della sua tecnica. Bisogna tuttavia riconoscere che solo un pregiudizio romantico può vedere una contraddizione tra l’arte e la produzione industriale in serie. Il pezzo unico, sul mercato artigianale, ha un valore morale e materiale che spesso poco ha a che fare col suo pregio artistico. E il lavoro industriale può garantire un progetto di grande perfezione, una materia adatta, una forma raffinata di accorgimenti tecnici, una sensibilità al variare e al diffondersi delle esigenze e dei gusti. Può soprattutto assicurare all’artisticità un sempre più largo campo, una sempre più immediata presenza liberatrice alla vita, a tutta la vita di tutti, da sé ed in sé consacrantesi, così che l’umanità vi si riconosca e vi si celebri, così che la benedizione dell’arte accompagni ogni nostro lavoro e ogni nostro riposo” pp. 138-139.

\textsuperscript{13} D. Formaggio, \textit{L’idea di artisticità. Dalla «morte dell’arte» al «ricominciamento» dell’estetica filosofica}, Casa Editrice Ceschina, Milano, 1962. Among thirty-six tesis by Dino Formaggio, the 29° concerned the art form in contemporary art: « essa non può essere considerata sullo stesso piano della tecnica ripetitiva o meccanica, e meno che mai limitata negli schemi chiusi della precettistica di mestiere. Al contrario, essa si pone, da un lato, come l’ideale stesso di liberazione di ogni mondo di lavoro, di ogni alienazione del lavoro in tecnica meccanica o industriale[…] ed allora la fenomenologia della tecnica artistica rivela l’ideale mondo di un lavoro e di una società interamente disalienati, liberati dai giochi paralizzanti della tecnica per la tecnica e dell’arte per l’arte; dell’altro lato, infatti, la tecnica artistica si pone – dopo aver frantumato le barriere che tengono in separazione mortificante il mondo della tecnica e del lavoro, da una parte, e dall’altra il mondo iperuranico e utopico dell’arte – come la legge stessa costrutturante del farsi della arte, come un momento essenziale dell’idea di artisticità, considerata nell’atto stesso del suo esistenza. L’arte […] torna ad incontrare il mondo della tecnica e del lavoro” p. 320.

\textsuperscript{14} D. Formaggio, \textit{Artisticità e funzionalità}, in \textit{Arte Figurativa}, no. 54, November – December, Milano, 1961, pp.42-49. Formaggio esplicita il nuovo senso storico che l’arte e la tecnica andavano assumendo «in tutto il mondo della tecnica, in ogni atto di tecnicità che l’uomo compie[…] vi è una uscita, od almeno un tentativo di uscita sul piano di qualche cosa che costituisce la intera liberazione significativa di quel cercarsi e di quel tentare; è allora che l’opera diventa opera d’arte» pp.47-48.

\textsuperscript{15} T. Maldonado, \textit{Disegno e le nuove prospettive industriali}, in \textit{Avanguardia e razionalità}, Einaudi, Torino, 1974. «Il disegno industriale non è un’arte, e il disegnatore industriale non è un artista. La maggior parte degli oggetti di “good design” esposti nei musei e nella gallerie sono anonimi, spesso creati in uffici tecnici da impiegati subordinati, che non si
opening of the 1958 Brussels Expo, noted that the industrial design met technical and artistic quality.

In industrial design, also the author's signature was no longer part of the work and therefore it was necessary to organize institutions were able to “educate engineers”, through a specific program which would bring together the art and technique at a methodological level. The relationship among the art, technology and use of mathematics in the aesthetics, and out of Italy and in the mid-Fifties, was analyzed by two important exegetes: Lewis Mumford \(^{16}\) and Max Bense.

In the U.S., Mumford was linked to American pragmatism, and his speculations were collected and published in *Art and Technics* in 1952. Mumford – whose Italian edition dates 1961 for the publisher Comunità \(^{17}\) - supported the positive and mutual exchange between arts and technology, the latter understood as a mental model for a rational understanding of the world. Furthermore, the technique represented a practical experience through objects produced by the machine that, by means to mass production, permitted improving the social welfare.

The other, Max Bense \(^{18}\), in Germany was a well-known scholar in the Theory of Information studies and in 1960 he published his fourth and final volume of *Aesthetica*, entitled *Programmierung der Schönen* (The programming of beauty). Bense took the theory of cybernetics, of the American Norbert Weiner \(^{19}\), to implement a reconciliation between new technological world of the first computers and research of artistic and Concrete rationalist abstraction \(^{20}\). At the base of his studies there was a mathematical calculation of the probability that from its application in industrial design ended up investing even a work of art, since in both cases objects were meant to convey a certain amount of aesthetics information (according to the scheme sender-message-receiver).

---

\(^{16}\) L. Mumford, *From Handicraft to Machine Art*, in *Art and Technics*, Columbia University Press, New York-London, 1952. «From my point of view, the greatest developments to be expected of technics in future, […] will not be, as we are usually led to think, in the direction of universalizing even more strenuously the wasteful American system of mass production: no, on the contrary, it will consist in using machines on a human scale, directly under human control[…].», p. 78. E come diretta conseguenza l’effetto delle machine nella produzione artistica è «to make us conscious of the play of human personality […]. The Artists who have taught us most about the values of the machine in our day – I would single out particularly Alfred Stieglitz, Brancusi and Naum Gabo – have been remarkable for this exquisite touch, for this sense of a perfection in form achieved by leaving the minimum human imprint on a natural form or a purely geometrical shape[…]» p.82.

\(^{17}\) L. Mumford, op. cit., 1961.


Therefore from the classical idea of artistic creation, uncontrollable and craft, it came to that of a programming and industrial production, so the possibility of useful design to define an exact aesthetic value in accordance with principles of the Gestalt. These two positions in Italy found the attention respectively of Giulio Carlo Argan, whom was an admirer of Mumford, and Gillo Dorfles whom disagree with theories of Bense. Argan, whose thought was part of a sociological aesthetics, indicated in the social function - and therefore the convergence with Mumford - the main purpose of art and technology. Dorfles, on the contrary, considered reductive the Bense’s thought, even if applicable to the Concrete painting, it was not to Informel Art. However, two orientations, the one concerned the function of the art work and the other the structure of the language used, were also at the centre of the debate on industrial culture, which was initially preferred in the field of literature.

The discussion climax took place in 1962 as part of the novel production, in which emerged a dilemma between industrial issue and correct language used to define it. The first term in question concerned the issue of the worker in the industry that was not a member of the political ideology of Italian Left-Wing, as new workers were also placed in the flow of mass consumption.

For example, in the novel by Giovanni Arpino, entitled *Una nuvola d’ira*, confrontation between old and new worker world was consumed in the powered Turin in 1961. According to Renato Barilli, that novel represented the new political-existential malaise of the average, while it was opposed to another contemporary novel, *Memoriale* by Paolo Volponi. In the latter, Barilli trace a new form of alienation experienced by the worker, whose main problem was not political but psychological.

However, both novels attended the second term of the dilemma between its language and industrial thematic, in fact they persisted in using a Neorealist language - that is adherent to the presumed people language which still derived from natural and romantic Nineteenth-century culture.

---


23 P. Volponi, *Memoriale*, Einaudi, 1981 (Garzanti, 1962). «La fabbrica mi appariva sempre più bella e mi sembrava che si rivolgesse direttamente a me, come se fossi l’unico o uno dei pochi in grado e ben disposto a capirla […] è […] bella la fabbrica, con i suoi vetri e metalli, con le grandi arcate azzurre e tutte le macchine in fila, quando è deserta e sembra che tutti gli uomini che lavorano a quei posti puliti, vicini ai banchi e alle manopole, debbano naturalmente essere sinceri e coraggiosi» p. 42 et seq.
The problem, for example, was highlighted by the critic Marco Bosselli²⁴, in *Taccuino Industriale*²⁵ by Ottiero Ottieri, in which the theme was innovative - factory work as a positive social experience - but the story was still the traditional kind. Therefore the solution proposed by Boselli was to practice a linguistics testing that buckled under conditions and timing of industrial production.

A third presentation was by Italo Calvino, whom enlarged the scope of the debate between tradition and experimentation, to all arts. Calvino²⁶ defended the rationalist line of visual culture of the Twentieth century, indicating in geometric abstraction, in architecture and industrial design inherited from the Bauhaus, the ability to redeem the mechanized world of human labor. Therefore, the artificial environment of the industry was naturalized, but it was opposed the other Informel Art nature - visceral and unpredictable - in mutual dialectical relationship. For the artistic avant-garde, then, two natures, in turn, were steeped in tradition and experimentation, without interruption.

A final meeting place for literary and artistic critique, in October 1963 in Palermo was the conference dedicated to avant-garde arts. For the occasion was formed the 63 Group²⁷, composed among others by the above-mentioned Barilli, Nanni Balestrini and Edoardo Sanguineti. It was attended by scholars and art critics Dorfles, Umberto Eco, Achille Perilli and Nello Ponente.

The avant-garde matter, according to Sanguineti, was not only linked to linguistic choices, to subvert recognized standards, but also to its ideological action. The concept of ideology, however, was in sharp contrast to the previous neo-realist avant-garde. According to Sanguineti²⁸, in fact, it

---

²⁴ M. Boselli, *Narrativa sotto accusa. A proposito di letteratura e industria*, «Nuova Corrente», no.25, January - March, Genoa, 1962. «[…]è proprio vero che la speranza umanistica e romantico-naturalistica è sempre viva nel cuore degli scrittori […] si dovrebbe pensare che quando lo scrittore sceglie per argomento l'industria o entra nella fabbrica, non ha bisogno di ricorrere al linguaggio o entra nella fabbrica, non ha bisogno di ricorrere al linguaggio sperimentale. È un problema che non lo interessa; ma egli ha torto perché la crisi del linguaggio derivante da l suo “consumo” in rapporto alla realtà industriale, non può essere progressivamente superata soltanto con la conoscenza diretta di questo nuovo ambiente, di queste “cose nuove”: occorre la sperimentazione linguistica» p.11.


²⁸ Ibid.
could not be argued Neorealist rationality was the heir of the bourgeois rationality of Enlightenment. It was necessary to overcome that concept to redevelop «a notion of rationality that it also includes a whole range of abnormalities, hitherto relegated to the margins of everyday experience». The instance also involved internal matter of visual arts, including the idea of a rhetoric and outdated avant-garde, and a possible trial of the continuous operation.

According Dorfles 29, in fact, the solution could be reached only by reflecting not only on works, even on the real absence of an audience to the edge, were able to grasp the actual innovation was made by artists. The task of the intellectual, then, would be to configure a new key of reading, not limited by the contrast between tradition and experimentation, to foster a sense of continuity contained in the process of 'becoming' (divenire) of arts in industrial society. The language of poetry was restored to its linguistic structure, as well as visual arts to their structural components in the perception field.

The tradition and experimentation, therefore, found both themselves within mixed researches of N and T groups or Castellani and Manzoni, whom attended but did not represent an industrial culture, directly through their works. The existent, finally, audience - which allocate works - was a topic originated a few years before, to celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of the Italian Unity, in which emerged a new visual and collective imagination were tied to the new economic and productive reality.

§. The Italian industrial world: Italia 61.

The show entitled Italia 61, from May to October 1961, celebrated the centenary of national unity. In Turin, held the most part of celebrations - at a cost of billions of lire 30 - and for that occasion was built the Labor Palace (figs. 3,4), colossal work by Pier Luigi and Antonio Nervi 31. By its 650000 cubic meters of volume, the structure collected regional pavilions, the Padiglione Unitario (Unit Pavilion) and pavilions of nations invited to submit a theme inherent in work.

29 Ibid.
In fact, the “man on the job - 100 years of technical and social development” was the second main topic of the event. Bruno Zevi\(^{32}\) compared to the engineering skill of Nervi, the building to its illustrious past - from Crystal Palace in London in 1881 to the Atomium in Brussels in 1958 - but he noted the monumental engineering had just exhausted the task of representing positivism of Nineteenth-century.

According to Zevi, the one of Nervi was an exhibition of engineering technology, but Luigi Carluccio\(^{33}\) was contrary. The critic of Turin praised the “way of truth” that the work of Nervi embodied, an example of science of construction. Carluccio showed the Nervi’s architecture, subject of the scientific principle of verification, did not hide its structure but, in contrast, urged to discover laws of its design. The Labor Palace, according to Carluccio, was intended as a machine because of the speed of execution by the industrial assembly. As a whole, then, building was an open door for Italians on the future.

After the “Unity” and “work”, the third major topic was the machine progress. Leonardo Sinisgalli\(^{34}\) said that machines were no longer a taboo, and showed the passion of Italian people for machines of any kind, because new machines were for the world the fountain of youth, freedom and truth. Consequently, according to Sinisgalli, their simplicity and their role in education acted on the moral and human physiology. The “toys” praised series compared to the piece, as an agent of change in social behavior, as just experienced in contemporary studies on industrial design and in recent artistic experiments of N and T groups.

A great machine, in fact, aimed at the vision, was the Circarama (fig. 5), installed not far from the Labor Palace. The Circarama was a cylindrical pavilion of thirty-two meters in diameter – just set up in the American Pavilion of the 1958 Expo -, and donated by Walt Disney - whom had the patent since 1955 - and built by FIAT industries\(^{35}\). That was one of the major attractions


of Italia 61 because in the same time, in addition to the contingency business, was growing the attention for the visual communication, perceptual aspects connected to it and the direct involvement of the spectators.

To realize that goal contributed Italian and foreign artists, past and contemporary, both in the preparation of ten sections of the Italian pavilion and in the great exhibition entitled *Moda Stile Costume* (Fashion Style Costume). Italian were Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, Ettore Sottsass, Marco Zanuso - whom designed a throw of rectangular advertisements and bright, reflecting the improved standard of living - Bruno Munari - whom created a visually “technological glossary” - Albe Steiner, Egidio Bonfanti, Franco Grignani, Max Huber - whom worked in *L’evoluzione della forma* (The evolution of form) - and finally artists Renato Guttuso, Fausto Melotti and Lucio Fontana. Melotti and Fountain realized works that were intended to engage viewers (figs. 6-10).

The first created a giant wall by ceramic plates near which were suspended in precarious condition of balance three large panels, which exerted a dynamic kinetic than the fixity of the wall. The other, Fontana, created an environment for the space dedicated to power source - sponsored by ENI - which, according to Carluccio, carried a strange mixture of «development baroque-inspired on breaks of De Stijl», which could be difficult to understand for spectators36.

As for other sections, there was one dedicated to “origins” of work in Italy, sponsored by Rizzoli, with graphics by Bruno Munari in which were identified ideal matrices of the Twentieth century in rationalism, humanism and spirit of enterprise37. In addition, the section on “scientific research”, sponsored by Pirelli Spa, was set up by the architect Franco Albini and the painter Guttuso. Another section was that devoted to the “industrial organization” to “productivity” and “market”. Sponsored by Olivetti and ordered by Luciano Gallino, Riccardo Musatti and architects Franco Albini and Egidio Bonfanti, that section was dedicated to technological productivity, the use of machines and in particular new automated operating machines produced by the Olivetti.

36 L. Carluccio, op. cit., 1961. «all’esposizione del lavoro il visitatore rimane letteralmente sconcertato. […] le invenzioni […] girano a vuoto […] Non si può […] non gradire la partizione dello spazio elaborato dal gruppo Monti, Steiner e Fontana nel settore delle fondi della energia […] è uno spazio che mostra lo sviluppo di un’ispirazione barocca su pause De Stijl: uno spazio che ha scioltezza di movimento e rigore di definizione nei singoli tempi del movimento […] e la pedaneria dei settori di servizio di una grande fabbrica. […] Il visitatore sale lentamente […] senza aver visto nulla: il contrasto tra la vitalità intuitiva del tema, la grandiosità dei mezzi e i risultati oggettivi è così stridente […] che il visitatore pensa che in qualche modo, del quale gli sfugge la logica, si sia voluto beffarlo» pp.8-9.

The key concepts expressed by authors of the pavilion Olivetti concerned the way to rationalize the management of the company, through means offered by the technology, wherein was applied the linear programming and information theory in order to make the factory more and more automated according to principles of the cybernetics. These concepts were also soon used to define the operational scope of artists like Mari, Munari and N and T groups, according to, of course, the aim which would have the Olivetti.

To latter sections, since June 9 was joined the great international exhibition *Moda Stile Costume* (Fashion Style Costume) (fig. 11), which enclosed inside three different exhibitions: the first on visual arts *Da Boldini a Pollock*, a second on *Forme Pure* and the last about the *Pane*.

The first had among its editors Franco Russoli, Luigi Carluccio, Michel Tapié and Marco Valsecchi. The main aim was to present the panorama of visual arts, from the age of Impressionism to Informel Art. As for the Informel Art, according to Tapié\(^{38}\), works were representing the richness of the “Baroque” current, which was in opposition to the functionalism triad of 'Bauhaus-LeCorbusier-Mondrian', accused of impoverishment of contemporary art.

It was no accident that Carluccio and Tapié approached the historical category of the Baroque to the Informel Art current one - represented by Fontana or Pollock - because at the level of phenomenological analysis was affirming the idea of “open form”, traced in both artistic tendencies. In opposition to such “open forms”, there was the second exhibition devoted to “Pure Forms”, sorted by Leonardo Sinissgalli involving engineers and mathematicians to create sculptures whose abstract forms were displaying mathematical calculations (fig. 12). The last show, then, was that about the “Bread”, understood as a fundamental element of the Italian cultural tradition, but innovated through the art of Franco Assetto (Turin, 1911-1991), which exhibited works by bread (fig. 13) - just displayed at the Bussola Gallery in Turin in 1953. On the pages of «Notiziario 61» stating that

«in the 'catino' [...] were placed gypsum blocks with 'abstract' forms. It is the realm of Leonardo Sinissgalli, [...] : wanted to show the material representation of abstruse formulas. [...] Sinissgalli called them 'pure forms'.

A curious parallelism, after the clamor that the “bread” exhibition had at *Italia 61*, was the interest by N Group and Piero Manzoni manifested for a Dadaist interpretation of the object-bread, between 1961 and 1962.

In Padua, N Group invented the figure of the baker Giovanni Zorzon to hit the cult of personality in art with an exhibition in March 18th 1961. The fight against the cult of personality collimated with that of GRAV, which opposed the individualistic romanticism that still pervaded the Art Informel current. The works of the Baker - sandwiches, bread sticks and loaves - were hung from the ceiling as “useless machines” as Munari’s style and finally their possible edibility reminded the exhibition that Piero Manzoni held in 1960, dedicated to works - eggs - which were intended to be eat. Moreover, the same Manzoni fused together his idea of *achrome* by bread, in works dated between 1961 and 1962, as a direct response to the N Group exhibition (figs. 14,15). However, the paradoxical exhibition of the alleged baker Zorzon still revealed a New Dadaist attitude that, after the first edition *Nove Tendencije*, the Padua group would have phased out.

As for the exhibition *Moda Stile Costume*, Italian critics was divided between excited and skeptical. Giulio Carlo Argan, in reference to the educational exhibition on the development of applied arts from Art Nouveau to Bauhaus – set up by Carlo De Carli -, lingered on terms “standard”, “technical”, “performance”, “project” and “type”, borrowed from the industry universe language.

Argan argued, at the socio-political level, that the positive nature of the industry ensured a high level of quality in the production to an audience of consumers no longer elitist. Items were standardized as the result of a specific function, they did not represent but assumed a value based on their performance. In addition their shape, indefinitely repeatable, would not have lost the value...
since the original product was not to be considered an object but a project whose technical value would be found in all objects in the series.

Argan repeated his own ideas in other occasions and at the same time he helped to define the theoretical framework in which the artistic research was acting in N and T groups. From the point of view of detractors, critics were shut, as in the case of Bruno Zevi, or Italo Calvino described the view presented by Italia 61, as a «belle époque inaspettata» (belle époque unexpected) bearer of dangerously nihilistic instincts.

Even in Zagreb the event Moda Stile Costume, was analyzed by Vera Horvat-Pintarić that on «Telegram» concentrated her attention on mathematical sculptures of Sinisgalli, since these represented an innovative investigation of the natural and mineral world both in the scientific sense and in the sense of involve also visual perception. In addition, works by Assetto, according to Horvat-Pintarić, were examples of current internal research about Informel Art lines by means of free rhythms of forms. Finally, the author praised the Yugoslav pavilion, showing it received the recognition of its value by the architect Nervi.

§ The Yugoslav pavilion: Vjenceslav Richter’s contribution to define the ideology of Nove Tendencije.

In the monumental Nervi’s Labor Palace, halls of host nations illustrating the theme according to different angles, from the economic to sociological or ecological ones. To Britain was given the topic of scientific research, to United States the one of technological development

43 C.L. Ragghianti, Vergogna ‘61, «SeleArte», no.54, November – December, Florence, 1961. «[…] semplicemente scandalosi gli stipendi e i compensi che sono stati distribuiti per una quantità di opere fatiscenti o precarie, che generalmente hanno riscosso critiche negative, o per opere architettoniche enormi, di pretesa faraonica, che resteranno senza che si sappia che cosa farne di utile, mentre sono nel compenso brutte, anche se dovute ad architetti di fama. […] in queste condizioni storiche e sociali, una manifestazione come quella di Torino è una prova di grossolanità, tipica di un Italia che somiglia in peggio, alla Francia bigotta e materiала lista dell’enrichissez-vous frustata da Daumier […] la futile festa torinese passerà senza traccia, lasciando solo un vuoto di cassa. Lo storico di domani, interrogando i documenti, confronterà la cultura e la vita morale e sociale italiana del 1961 con il baraccone celebrativo, e ne ricaverà forse quel giudizio di decadenza e di euforia bizantina, che non osa e non può dare chi è ancora impegnato a portare avanti l’eredità del Risorgimento» pp.48-49.

44 I. Calvino, La “belle époque” inaspettata, in Valori e miti nella società italiana dell’ultimo ventennio (1940-1960), «Tempi Moderni», no.6, July - September, Rome, 1961, «Quindi anni fa prevedevamo tutto, tranne una cosa: che il mondo sarebbe entrato in una fase di “belle époque”. Adesso ci siamo dentro in pieno. E’ il boom economico, un’aria di caccagna, ognuno bada ai suoi interessi[…]. Allo stesso tempo, ogni periodo di “belle époque” è pur sempre tempo di estremismi rivoluzionari e nichilismi ideologici».

45 V. Horvat Pintarić, Moda, stil i navije, «Telegram», no.71, September, Zagreb, 1961. «[…] s druge strane do njih je izložen još jedan ansambl neobičnih skulptura: u dimenzije statua i spomenika oprostorene matematske formule (Enneperova površina, modularna eliptična površina, konkavni polijedri itd.) i grafički prikazi simultanih diferencijalnih jednadžbi. U toj sekciji “čistih formi” suvremena znatiželja otkriva pod elektronskom lupom nova područja interesa u svijetu organskih materija i minerala ali ne samo u naučnom smislu nego i kao proširenje vizuelnih senzacija […] izložba kruha – od jednostavnih i funkcionalnih oblika do invencioznog izgrih – komponirana je u slobodom ritmu suvremenog informella» p. 8.
and to Switzerland the one on environment and industrial impact. To France was reserved the issue of intellectual work, to Finland the free time and relationships in the workplace.

Yugoslavia, in fact, instituted - or perhaps we should say touted - new working relationships, in which the worker directly participated in the administration of the company or institution, according to the principle of community in the investment and profits. That was the “collective management”\footnote{Esposizione Internazionale del Lavoro, op. cit., 1961. «Questi nuovi rapporti esistenti nell’ambiente di lavoro determinano un vivo interesse di ogni operai ai buoni risultati della sua impresa, esercitano una favorevole influenza sulla produttività, e sull’elevamento professionale di tutti e spromano l’iniziativa creativa di ognuno. […] In Jugoslavia la funzione del lavoratore non è limitata soltanto alla gestione nell’ambito dell’impresa. Essa si estende agli altri campi della vita sociale» p. 178}, which also involved spheres of the culture, as for example, the \textit{Nove Tendencije} exhibition in Zagreb, could be implemented thanks to a certain degree of the autonomy from Bograd, from the trade and the principle of free association among artists.

The Yugoslav pavilion – even if it had a look still didactic close to the one of the 1958 Brussels - was designed by Vjenceslav Richter, with the help of Ivan Picelj and Alexander Srnec, for decorations and informative boards (figs. 16-18). On Croatian magazine «Arhitektura»\footnote{Maketa jugoslovenskog paviljona u Torinu, editorial, «Arhitektura», nos. 3-4, Zagreb, 1961, p. 30.} in 1961 the plastic of the pavilion received a great attention. Richter seemed to overcame the rationalism reminiscent of Mies van der Rohe, organized according to parallelepiped in steel and glass, for a careful composition to the modularity of primary geometric elements.

In that case, Richter used triangles and circles for an organic and at the same time dynamic building. That technical and stylistic result was just shown in 1960 on «Čovjek i Prostor»\footnote{Vittoriano Viganò, Pier Luigi Nervi – Doprinos suvremenoj arhitekturi, «Čovjek i Prostor», no.97, April, Zagreb, 1960, pp.4-5.}, editorial dedicated to the competition held in Yugoslavia, to select the designer of the future pavilion which would set up in \textit{Italia 61}\footnote{Italja 61 Međunarodna izložba rada u Torinu, editorial, «Čovjek i Prostor», no. 103, October, Zagreb, 1960. «[...] na kojemu je pobijedio arhitekt Vjenceslav Richter s projektom koji se bazira na konsekventno provedenom konceptu slobodnih linija, te na taj način omogućava elastično rješavanje relativno teško predložljivog sadržanja» p. 3.} Richter, for his part, recognized also to Nervi to have influenced on its stylistic development. In Zagreb, in fact, the works of Nervi were just known for long time and were considered among the finest examples of contemporary architecture, and Richter included the same Nervi in that landscape, in a short essay of 1960.

According to Richter\footnote{V. Richter, Dilema suvremenog likovnog kretanja, «Čovjek i Prostor», no. 100, July , Zagreb, 1960. «Tri giganta suvremene likovne cjeline Mondrian, Le Corbusier, Mies Van der Rohe najčišći su i najajuć izvori likovne istine XX stoljeća[...] Geometrijska apstrakcija, iako nije stvorila kolektivno djelo sinteze, barem je tražila put k arhitekturi, stvarajući zajednički neoplastički jezik[...] štafelajnog slikarstva, studirajući vrijednosti plohe i proporcija, stavila se u istu kožu s arhitekturom. […] Relativna tehnička lakoca likovne prakse tažizma otvorila je vrata daleko većoj masi}, origins of the synthesis of arts, as in the case of EXAT 51 group, found itself in the triad Mondrian-LeCorbusier-Mies van der Rohe. However, their works, in the Marxist interpretation of Richter, were functional to collective design of socialist society.
As for visual arts, Richter argued - in opposition to Tachisme – the Neoplasticism grammar, fusing painting and architecture through the collective work, would lead to the democratization of art. Although Richter by that reading did not reach absolutely orthodox tones that Argan utilized to define the Nervi’s poetic, among Richter, Argan and Nervi the major contact point was in the vision of a society built according to rational principles. Democracy, moreover, would be conveyed by an architecture become engineering. Richter, finally, did not attend the first Nove Tendenze in August, but his influence would begin to occur in the second edition of 1963, so far as to contribute to its ideological definition.

§ 2. The 12th Lissone Award: the first national meeting among new Italian researches.

The analysis of sociology, philosophy, artistic and literary critique on the new industrial culture, which in Italy showed unprecedented consequences, outlined a positive picture of the situation. From artists point of view, however, there were two different attitudes, one conservative and one alert to new factors, which were distributed between the two generations, from the one born in the late Nineteenth century to one originated in the Thirties.

To the first generation belonged artists such as Mario Mafai and Gino Severini, that in an investigation appeared on «Civiltà delle Macchine», in June 1961, agreed with the different tendencies of painting since World War II onwards were indebted to the early Twentieth century. Both harbored a deep distrust in contemporary industrial society, whose production process was leveling and standardizing art research. Mafai, moreover, in that time was moving to an abstract and matter painting, paradoxically emphasized that situation had its definitive decline in the Informel Art poetic.

51 G.C.Argan, Pier Luigi Nervi, Editalia, Roma, 1969. «Lo spirito che nella architettura di Nervi si manifesta con efficacia non equivocabile è quello del mondo moderno, e quello di questa nostra civiltà […] Una civiltà integralista […] che si pone come redentrice e ordinatrice dell’intero orbe e, anzi, tenta audacemente la conoscenza, e dunque il dominio, extra-terrestre, può anche fallire, ma non può, nella sua vera essenza, interpretarsi come mera fatuità o come mero “gioco” di un visibilmente postulato “homo ludens”» p.3.


Mafai’s speech was explained considering his evolution towards abstraction took place after years of figurative painting and was drawing near, also in that case, to Gino Severini’s judgment about new generations. Severini, in fact, considered important for younger artists to avoid starting directly from Informel Art, but maintaining as model the art produced before 1914, referring to Futurism and contemporary Paris exhibition Les Sources du XXème Siècle, which outlined guidelines of Twentieth-century avant-garde. To the latter opinions, were opposed ones by Bruno Munari and Piero Dorazio about the investigation Death of painting, appeared on the «Almanacco Letterario Bompiani 1961», published in November 1960.

Munari, whom had participated at the second Futurism, believed all the painting could not agree until with industrial society. The artist had to learn, instead, to make art by all means provided from trade and technology, getting closer to positions of the N and T groups. On the other hand, the younger Piero Dorazio, instead, stated the Informel painting had to be replaced by a more attentive to visual perceptual values and then had to undermine the interpretative habit inherited from the historical avant-garde.

The four positions showed that artists were also sensitive to the review was carrying in the historiography about the avant-garde and at the same time they claimed, as Dorazio and Munari, a greater focus on structures of the visual language. Dorazio and Munari, also represented two main artistic centers of the Italian art, respectively Rome and Milan.

---


The two centers, as French art critic Luce Hoc'tin\textsuperscript{57} wrote in January 1961, were the poles on which gravitated major international awards since the strategies of critic militancy in Rome were directed by Giulio Carlo Argan and in Milan by the conservative Leonardo Borgese. In addition younger artists in Milan, from T Group to Castellani and Manzoni, had gathered around two main architects of the death of art, according to Hoc'tin, were Lucio Fontana and Bruno Munari.

Fontana decreed the end of the "easel painting", while Munari maintained the identity between art and daily life by means of practical and aesthetic objects. Hoc'tin’s critic discourse was in parallel to what the Italian art critique would take to put younger artists in continuity with the avant-garde of the Twentieth century\textsuperscript{58}. An example of that intention was the renovated 1961 Lissone Award\textsuperscript{59} in the twelfth edition.

The Secretary General of the award was Guido Le Noci, the director of the Apollinaire Gallery, and the Committee was composed by Giulio Carlo Argan, Umbro Apollonio, Francesco Arcangeli, Guido Ballo, Gillo Dorfles, H.L.C. Jaffê, Michel Tapié and Marco Valsecchi. In the section devoted to Italian artists, emerged critic figures of Argan and Apollonio. The first used the term “representative values” to highlight the research of Burri, Capogrossi, Fontana and Vedova, the most important representatives of Informel current. The second, Apollonio – whom in a correspondence, dated between May and July, with Guido Le Noci revealed as a co-author of the exhibition\textsuperscript{60} - carried out his critic and historian point of view to trace main lines of the non-figurative painting in Italy from 1945 to 1961.

Apollonio also affirmed the absolute continuity among the work of Munari, the rationalist abstraction and the art called “kinetic” - agreeing well with what is written by Dorfles on June 1961 - represented by artists of N and T groups. The latter participated in the section entitled Sezione Informativo-Sperimentale giovani pittori italiani (figs. 19-22) (Information and Experimental Section younger Italian painters) and edited collectively by the entire commission.

Among works presented were illustrated two polarities, from Milan and Rome, that were influenced, even according the Hoc'tin, respectively from Paris and New York. Milan artists -


\textsuperscript{58} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{59} XII Premio Lissone, internazionale per la pittura, catalogue, September 23\textsuperscript{rd} – October 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1961, Palazzo del Centro del Mobile, Lissone, Ente Comunale del Mobile di Lissone.

\textsuperscript{60} ASAC archive, Venice, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 5, Folder 1. Premio Lissone 1960-1961. Correspondence Apollonio-Le Noci, from April to September 1961.
including Manzoni, Biasi, Massironi, Bonalumi and Dadamaino also exhibited in Rome in 1960 at the Trastevere Gallery\(^61\) in the *Sculture tascabili, componibili, trasportabili, istantanee* exhibition (fig. 23) - marched through their works a closer attention to principles of the training and perception related to the Gestalt theory.

In addition, the Milan artistic area seemed to have found in operative modes of the team work - next to aforementioned N and T groups (fig. 24), Manzoni, Castellani, Bonalumi and Dadamaino exposed for the first and last time under the label of ‘Gruppo Milano 61’ - its own peculiarity (figs. 25, 26).

As for artists of the Rome area, Mario Schifano, Tano Festa, Francesco Lo Savio and Giuseppe Uncini, as Cesare Vivaldi wrote in the same year, these were surely influenced by the 'New York School'\(^62\) and its evolution in the current Pop and New Abstraction (figs. 27-30).

However, they shared with their colleagues in Milan, the work in an intermediate zone among New Dadaism instances, New geometric abstraction and New Realism (within the meaning given by Pierre Restany in 1960)\(^63\). For example, Francesco Lo Savio\(^64\), whom was very attached to Schifano and Festa art forms, declined his research starting from positions of Mondrian and De Stijl to direct it to social and ideological purposes, close to claims by N Group.

Another example was represented by Giuseppe Uncini, whose works, beginning from New geometric premises, were classified in the so-called Gestalt research\(^65\). Consequently all of their proposals were not yet clearly defined and, despite obvious differences, all participated in a joint industrial landscape. The 12\(^{th}\) Lissone Award, therefore, offered to new generations the place appropriate for a direct dialogue among them and mark deeply the distance from the Informel Art.

The works presented at Lissone, in fact, as stated by Marco Valsecchi\(^66\), were the answer to a situation that, arose within the industrial and mechanized company, was reported from the Informel Art but at the same time that was downgraded to simple academicism.

\(^{61}\) We should remember that on October 8th 1960, at the Trastevere Gallery in Roma, there was a group exhibition included Manzoni, Dada Maino, Bonalumi, Biasi and Massironi. There artists made a whole series of works entitled *Sculture da viaggio* (Sculptures by voyage) with boxed paper invitations, by an idea very similar to Duchamp's Dadaism. Cf. V. Feierabend, L. Meloni, op. cit., 2009, p. 44.


\(^{64}\) Ibid. «Nel ’54 cominciai i miei studi sull’architettura contemporanea, europea ed americana, sentendo precisi interessi per l’esperienza di Gropius relativa alla Bauhaus, nei suoi rapporti col movimento De Stijl e in particolare con l’opera di Mondrian. L’interesse di questa esperienza era soprattutto ideologico e sociale» p.224.


\(^{66}\) M. Valsecchi, *Il Premio Lissone*, «Il Tempo», November 25\(^{th}\), Rome, 1961. «Il nostro secolo, che è un secolo meccanizzato, industriale, di rigide economie e di irreggimentazioni di massa, fa dato corso, per rivolta o per compensazione, a […] ricerche sprofondate nei regni dell’azzardo lirico[...]». Ma ciò non impedisce di riconoscere che molte volte questa ricerca è stata fata a se stessa […] e molti pittori ripetono fino all’usura la loro cifra. […]qui vi sono
In addition, Valsecchi felt that the original existence passion of the Informel Art - well represented at Lissone by Cy Twombly, Adolf Gottlieb, Antonio Saura, Mattia Moreni, Emilio Scanavino and others – gave up to the formal “frieze” or to “Dadaist Toy”, without mobilize a morality rescue.

According Valsecchi, works of the Rome, Milan and Padua artists, attended the same back to the ephemeral Dadaism and with him agreed the critic painter Luciano Lattanzi\(^ \text{67} \) whom felt that the experimental section, because groups defined “New-Dada”, was far from painting and from the most serious theorization of the historical avant-garde. However, these critics and others missed an episode related to the N Group, which posted at the entrance to the experimental hall a brief manifesto, which was immediately removed, because not fair to other participants\(^ \text{68} \).

\[ \text{§. N Group and GRAV towards a convergence of purposes.} \]

Padua artists hung up a manifesto whose opening words read:

«the term ‘enne’ distinguishes a group of “experimental designer” united by the need to seek collectively»\(^ \text{69} \).

By that statement they claimed themselves no more artists but close to engineers or to industrial designers. In their intentions, rationalism and Tachisme as historical phenomena, accomplished their innovative role. Moreover, they hoped a synthesis among painting, sculpture, architecture and industrial product and also the refusal of the individual, as a crucial element of the History. These assertions, expressed by means of para-scientific terms, could be explained in light of reports that N Group entered with GRAV from Paris.

Both groups participated at the first edition of Nove Tendencije on previous August and, in fact, in texts of GRAV, reported in the Zagreb exhibition catalogue were reported similar...
expressions. For example, Julio Le Parc, François Morellet and Joel Stein used to describe their search terms like «neutralized form», «anonymous elements homogeneously divided», «changing every individualist intuitions and expressions», and finally «purely visual phenomenon» «impersonal elements » and «homogeneity».

Their works, in fact, than Padua artists’ ones, were strictly made following patterns of design corresponding to the parallel scientific and technical industrial production (figs. 31-34). N Group for Nove Tendencije described its work in a simple and clear way but without specifying a theory as the one presented in Lissone, so there is no doubt that the transition from Zagreb contributed to the definition of their theory.

GRAV, in addition, on the same September was not invited to the Deuxième Biennale et Internationale des Jeunes Artistes, held in Paris and for épater le bourgeois, according to the rhetoric of the historical avant-garde, it distributed a manifesto against the Biennial. That event, as judged by Pierre Restany, should have been an international comparison of the most advanced artistic pursuits.

However, that aim failed and were repeated same dynamics of previous events. GRAV entitled the manifesto Assez des mystifications in opposition also to participating artists, among which were Piero Dorazio and Otto Piene, whom also had been exhibited in Zagreb. The manifesto represented the intransigence of GRAV, but at the same time was a first recognition of Nove Tendencije outside of Croatia.

In fact, GRAV claimed the supreme artistic gesture that happened in Zagreb - which was quoted in French and in the singular “Nouvelle Tendance” - in which a tin can was presented containing «Merde d’artiste, poids net 200 grammes» (crap artist weighting 200 grams). That New Dadaist work has never been really presented in Zagreb. Although, was a provocation

71 Ibid. «la constitution matérielle de nos œuvres est simplifiée au maximum, la forme est neutraliste, sans valeur en soi elle devient anonyme homogéniquement réparti sur la base des lois simples dont les relations obéissent à un système rigoureux qui aboutit à une homogénéité totale. […] que cela la raison et l’esprit de recherche systématique doivent remplacer l’intuition et l’expression individualiste. […] un phénomène purement visuel […] la forme […] devient un élément anonyme, réparti uniformément sur la surface, la relation entre les éléments acquière une homogénéité et un anonymat[…]».
72 Ibid. «per mezzo di stratificazioni ripetibili, costruisce superfici otticamente dinamiche e indeterminabili […] costruisce strutture ottiche rese evidenti dalla luce e che l’osservatore percepite in maniera diversa a seconda dell’angolo visuale. […] costruisce visioni dinamiche in deformazione a seconda dei punti di vista. […] costruisce superfici ripetibili otticamente variabili alla luce, […] costruisce oggetti ripetibili a profondità illimitata».
related to the “crap artist” that Piero Manzoni made in May 1961, the Milan artist participated at
Nove Tendenicje with an Achrome.

Consequently, the importance of the Dadaist gesture, according to statements of GRAV, showed that the scientific and New-geometric breakthrough had not yet fully consumed and therefore N Group was experiencing a similar transition.

In the Paris exhibition, in addition, participated also the Yugoslavian artists Janez Bernik and Dužan Džamonja that at that time represented the development of Informel Art current between Slovenia and Croatia. For that reason, in Paris a direct witness of the event was Matko Meštrović 75, whom in those years was a correspondent for several Croatian newspapers. He attacked the system of the Biennial and showed the decline of Western art system by younger artists were also devoid of a social and collective moral, because they were standardized to conventions of the trade. Meštrović in the same period begun to attend GRAV’s artists and shared with them an aesthetic and political commitment, aimed to make the artist active in society.

§ The Visual arts and industrial design with respect to the Bauhaus’s legacy.

The merit of the manifesto by N Group at Lissone was to focus again the attention on the issue about the synthesis of arts and the relationship between art and industrial design as well as Meštrović 76 highlighted like a chronicler from Venice during the conference of I.C.S.I.D. (International Council of Societies of Industrial Design) held on September from 13 to 17th 1961 at the Cini Foundation.

The main topic of the conference was the appearance and function of industrial object, according to Meštrović, had a correct interpretation thanks to lecturers by Tomas Maldonado and Alberto Rosselli. Maldonado investigated the relationship between industrial designer, as a researcher of forms, and capitalist trade that commercialized those forms. In contrast to that report, Maldonado took as a good example what happened in Socialist Countries, where the industrial design had not only a commercial value but also social, because the business was managed by the State.
In line with the position of Maldonado, also Alberto Rosselli\textsuperscript{77} identified similar situation in Italy and put forward a solution by means of the creation of state institutions that were modeled on the examples of the Ulm Hochschule für Gestaltung and the Chicago Institute of Design. Within that debate, therefore, was justified the assertion contained in the manifesto of N Group, whose members called themselves “experimental design”.

In Italy, also in the same period of time, there was a flourishing of critical interventions concerning the relationship between art and industrial production system. For example, on March 1961 Filiberto Menna, referring to the essay \textit{L’integrazione estetica} (The aesthetic integration) by Rosario Assunto\textsuperscript{78}, suggested that the design represented

«the most lively and intelligent attempt made by contemporary art to overcome the gap between art and technique, and art and social life, which occurred with the advent of industrial civilization»\textsuperscript{79}.

Another example was the reading by Umbro Apollonio\textsuperscript{80} gave at the same questions. In a first article, on the «La Biennale di Venezia», Apollonio expressed a negative opinion about an artistic creation was too close to the method of industrial designers, because the constructive rationality was not combined with a sense of “Sublime irrational” as fundamental characteristic of art.

However, later Apollonio\textsuperscript{81} pointed out pure art was an open work - in reference to the Informel Art - and applied arts - such as industrial design - realized closed and strict forms, but as much important as in contemporary culture. In addition, the teamwork and anonymity, in the

\textsuperscript{77} A. Rosselli, Congresso dell’ICSID a Venezia, «Stile Industria», no.34, October, Milan, 1961. «L’allievo non compirà il suo addestramento nel solo ambito della scuola, ma sarà messo in condizione di studiare problemi concreti presso l’industria […] Le condizioni di continuo evoluzione, l’industria oggi manifesta, la rende contraria ad ogni fissazione in schemi definitivi e rende provvisoria ogni specializzazione[…]». Da qui la necessità che la scuola non sia ancorata ad ordinamenti statici» pp.1-49.

\textsuperscript{78} R. Assunto, \textit{L’integrazione estetica}, Comunità, Milano, 1959.


\textsuperscript{81} U. Apollonio, \textit{Struttura e forma applicata}, «La Biennale di Venezia», no.43, April – June, Venice, 1961. «Uno dei problemi più dibattuti nella cultura contemporanea è costituito per certo dalla differenza esistente tra le opere cosiddette d’arte pura e quelle cosiddette d’arte applicata. Non si può smontare infatti che le une si formulano sulla apparente di una forma aperta, non delimitata – si dicono appunto, oggi, informali – e le altre per converso sull’istituzione di una forma chiusa, rigorosa. […] molti aspetti nell’orientamento della civiltà contemporanea inducono ad ammettere il predominio del lavoro di equipe – altra volta osservammo il passaggio da uno studio tecnico a uno studio scientifico – e la stessa ardua identificazione dell’autore in gran parte dell’odierne produzione figurativa sta a dimostrare la regressione dell’individuo in favore di una creatività anonima […]». Da quanto esposto risulta, […] che nella società in cui viviamo vi hanno due maniere direttive per far vivere l’esteticità […]: da una parte l’espressione critica e aggressiva che pone l’uomo in cospetto di una situazione esistenziale […] e dall’altra la sollecitudine di alcuni deliberata a istituire una bellezza utilitaria» p.254-256.
industrial production, were a deterrent to the exasperated identification between work and author, as occurred in the Informel painting.

That perspective, according to Apollonio, realized the utopia of Mondrian and De Stijl - the materialization of a universal beauty in everyday life – because fell the separation between visual arts and architecture. In fact, also the methodology of Bauhaus returned to its German heirs Heinz Mack and Otto Piene, whose works were accessible in public spaces, because they insisted on a research related to the visual perception according to scientific parameters.

Ultimately Apollonio took note of two possible artistic behaviors: the existential denunciation or the research for a useful beauty. That last consideration, which was close to N Group’s theories, developed through a growing interest in the historical Bauhaus, which received at a European level a greater impetus from the birth of the Bauhaus Archive in Darmstadt in 1960.

The director Hans M. Wingler collected works and documents relating to students of the Gropius’s school, carrying out a fundamental operation of historical revision, never done before. In a correspondence - now preserved in the ASAC Archive of Venice - elapsed between Wingler and Apollonio, from November 1960 to July 1961, emerged the keen involvement of Apollonio for Wingler’s project. The Trieste art critic was interested in the consistency of the heritage raised, in its conservation and finally in the Darmstadt exhibition was inaugurated in April 1961, at the end of its possible representation in Italy, to set it in Milan or Venice up.

In Milan, in fact, the exhibition of the Bauhaus, edited by Romans Clemens, was held on October 1961 at the Palazzo Reale and was moved from November to December, at the Galleria d'Arte Moderna in Rome (fig. 35).

In Milan, on October 12th, the exhibition was inaugurated with a speech by Giulio Carlo Argan, whom made clear for the first time to the Italian public was offered the opportunity to learn directly - even if only by means of a photographic documentation - educational activities held at the Bauhaus. On «Stile industria», also was reported an excerpt from the introduction to the catalogue written by Walter Gropius, which clarified that the Bauhaus was a international school but had not created a 'style', as the same Gropius since the Thirties had repeatedly reaffirmed. The ideology of the Bauhaus, however, over the years become a myth of modernity -

---

84 Ibid.
especially in Central European cultural sphere - considered as an example to find a renewed synergy between artistic and industrial production.

§ 3. New Italian researches and first critic comparisons with the Informel Art tradition.

In 1961 Herbert Read published a revised and correct edition of the essay Art and Industry, published in 1936. In Italy that essay was published in 1962, thus entering into the debate, which emerged during the ICSID conference in Venice (1961), about the function and purpose of the industrial product as an artistic object. The fundamental question discussed by Read was concerning about the possibility by the side of the machine to produce works to account as art.

The design of the object turned the artist into designer and Read argued that the first encouragements towards that direction were detectable in Mondrian’s abstraction, in the architecture by Mies van der Rhoe and Walter Gropius, and then in the pedagogy of the vision taught in the Bauhaus. The artist also should not be subjected to industry, but should contribute to the welfare of society. Consequently, the role of the designer was able to reach a decision inside the production.

That order of statements in Italy took place in the special issue of «Il Verri», dedicated to the poetry of Informel Art and published in June 1961. Among speeches worthy of note were included ones of Giulio Carlo Argan, Gillo Dorfles and Umberto Eco.

Argan, whom had a profound respect of the Read’s thought, in his speech by the symbolic title of Salvezza e caduta dell’arte moderna (Salvation and fall of modern art) claimed through the Informel poetry, painting and sculpture were distinguished not more for materials and techniques used. That difference was continuing to exist, on the contrary, between art form and industrial production, in which the Informel artist was no longer an heroic reaction to the disorder of the

86 H. Read, Art and Industry, Horizon Press, New York, 1961. «[…] a new category of painting – virtually a new plastic art – has developed out of cubism, and this art, as practiced by painters like Mondrian and Ben Nicholson, and by sculptors like Pevsner and Naum Gabo, is very valuable as a “pure” art controlling the development of formal art in general. It will occupy, in the future, a relationship to industrial design very similar to the relationship pure mathematics bears to the practical science. Probably such artists will be as rare and remote as pure mathematicians, but they will have an essential place in the aesthetic structure of the machine age. […] The abstract artist (who may often be identical with the engineer or the technician) must be given a place in all industries in which he is not already established, and his decision on all questions of design must be final. […] the artist must design in the actual materials of the factory, and in the full stream of the process of production. His power must be absolute in all matters of design, and, within the limits of functional efficiency, the factory must adopt itself to the artist, not the artist to the factory» pp. 40-41.

world but become dominated by his own reaction. In contrast, Constructivist line of new research gained in Italy and Europe - both of groups and individuals - offered a salvation to the whole art system, since the artist could fit again within the productive system of society.

The only limit to that approach, was the one Argan identified as the risk of a ‘continuous planning’, as Constructivism had historically demonstrated how – compared to the importance Informel Art gave to the direct relationship between experience and art - the project ended up with the relegation of the object to a mere demonstrative function. However, the Informel Art was considered reactionary because the artist did not recognized in the History - in the Hegelian meaning - the goal of his own research. Constructivist ideology, on the contrary, was an avant-garde that, through the programming of rigorous structures, allowed the artist's participation in certain historical events.

As a consequence, also the industrial design would have took the same chance. If designer had not controlled means of the production, since delegating to the technique the production phase - conditioned by materials and trade economy - they would have come to propose simple variants of the same project.

In contrast to sociological aesthetics of Argan, Gillo Dorfles believed programs of the New Concretiste research in the Sixties had only revived the so-called “synthesis of arts” - as stated in Ultime Tendenze dell’arte d’oggi - just a decade earlier it proved unrealistic to integration, by means of the technique, between arts and their effective participation in society. Informel Art according to Dorfles, had the merit to bring back artists to the nature and to preserve an authentic relationship between technology - as a recovery of the industrial detritus - and human existence. Consequently, the industrial design would not solve the dilemma between art and society, but could open up new dimensions through the reflection - borrowed from the Informel Art - on the relationship between man and nature.

Finally, Umberto Eco moved the discussion on more strictly aesthetic basics, taking the definition - which he coined by himself earlier - of Informel Art as an “open work”. Eco came to such a reflection in continuity with the “formativeness theory”, set out years earlier by Luigi Pareyson, his professor of the aesthetics at Turin. Pareyson in 1954 in his essay Aesthetics -

88 Dorfles, op.cit, 1961.
revised and updated in 1960\textsuperscript{92} - beginning from different sources, including John Dewey, Antonio Banfi and Galvano Della Volpe, suggested that in general the phenomenon of the object as a “form” had a dynamic character. It was the result of a process of forming at two levels. The first concernend the artist was forming and at the same time was formed by the object, that process enabled the artist to learn from achievements and use them for following objects.

At the second level, was the final user of the object-form which in turn was formed and at the same time gave his own interpretation. The object, therefore, had an opening on the basis of two criteria: the operation and programming. In the first case were works of art in which the poetic was supplemented by work and was modified depending on the change that was subject to the work itself. In the second, on the contrary, a precise plan preceded the work and anticipated results. According to Pareyson, the latter criterion was voted to infertility, as unable to evolve over time.

The “formativeness theory”, therefore, was lend to give aesthetic validity especially to Informel works and had its repercussions in the sphere of the contemporary art critique. Umberto Eco, however, modified the original thinking of Paryson, by mingling with the Theory of Information borrowed from Abraham Moles\textsuperscript{93}. According to Eco\textsuperscript{94}, visual Informel artworks and musical experimentation post-Weber, had three components that were essential to their degree of openness: the movement, the shape opening and the relationship between contemplation and using.

In visual arts, Eco identified specific structures, such as Naum Gabo and Richard Lippold ones which invited the viewer to an active movement. In Italian contemporary art, Eco argued that Bruno Munari, T Group and Enzo Mari, completed the poetics of the movement had just established with Futurism. Eco did not mention the N Group, probably because in June 1961 was still little-known or perhaps because their works had a virtual motion, as in the case of Massironi whom proposed formal solutions like, i.e., plots of Lippold (figs. 36,37).

\textsuperscript{92} L. Preyson, Estetica, Zanichelli, Bologna, 1960.
\textsuperscript{93} A. Moles, op.cit., 1958. « L’ « œuvre d’art » présente à ce titre un caractère d’autonomie, elle se laisse circonscrire dans des limites, isoler dans le champ de notre attention, elle est, à ce point de vue, plus facilement objet d’étude détachable de la complexité du réel. Mais il doit être bien évident, en arrêtant ce travail sur l’application de la Théorie de l’Information à la perception, que l’œuvre d’art n’est qu’un cas typique facile à définir du cycle perception réaction qui constitue le problème essentiel de la psychologie expérimentale, cas où la perception proprement dite prend le pas, et se manifeste plus objectivement que la réaction. […] à ce titre, le travail de mise au point dogmatique ici présenté sur la dialectique originalité/intelligibilité doit déboucher normalement dans le cadre plus vaste des relations de l’être avec le monde, de la phénoménologie de la perception, qui en pratique est plus fluctuante, plus subjective, plus compliquée par des points de vue de l’individu régiissant son attention et obscurcissant le problème le plus général. C’est pourquoi nous arrêterons provisoirement au cadre de l’esthétique scientifique, du message de l’art, cette étude sur la perception» p.188.
All researches of artists aforementioned were, according to Eco, epistemological metaphors, as in a society in which science was omnipresent, as Read suggested also, the art could find a new meaning when viewed as a metaphor for scientific research. However, works were not intended as a revival of special visual results presented in the objects created by science, but they had to be compared with the scientific experimental method. For instance, a Pollock’s painting could be read as a metaphor - by images of the discontinuity in the plot of cause-effect relationships in the physical world - of the uncertainty principle of quantum (1926) by Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976). It was necessary to use the Theory of Information to assess objectively if the artist reached an appropriate form or not. The art, therefore, needed a tool to verify its results and it was derived from the Theory of Information. Eco, in fact, knew essays of Abraham Moles and Norbert Weiner, and indicated such a structure was ambiguous, messy and unpredictable as increased the amount of information transmitted, which ranged from a “minimum” - in which the message was clear - to a “maximum” noise - in which the message was canceled. That amount was extracted from the statistical calculation. Umberto Eco, identified, therefore, a “field of possibilities” in which the maximum noise was in the Informel painting that opposed the minimum noise in the constructivist art and industrial design.

§ Munari and kinetic factors as the possibility of art to exist in the industry.

The kinetic factor in art was highlighted by Umbro Apollonio as a hallmark of European art, from Futurism to Cubism, to Dada experiences of Marcel Duchamp and Constructivism ones of Naum Gabo up to some cases of the Action Painting. In recent times, according to Apollonio,

---

96 U. Apollonio, Del fattore cinetico nell’arte contemporanea, «La Biennale di Venezia», no.42, January-March, Venice,1961. «[...] la mostra intitolata Le mouvement dans l’art contemporain (settembre) che Guy Weelen curò nel 1955 per il Museo cantonale di Bell Arti di Losanna, esemplava con valido criterio la ricerca, nel secolo predominante, di esprimere il movimento anche là dove essa si manifestava all’insaputa dell’artista stesso. Con ragione Weelen riportava un pensiero di Lewis Mumford: essere “probabile che il cambiamento più decisivo cagionato dalla tecnica moderna, in ogni caso più diffuso, fosse quello effettuato nei nostri concetti e nella nostra esperienza dello spazio, del tempo, dell’energia[...].» E ancora riguardo alla mostra Parigina «La rassegna, quasi in polemica con altro dello stesso anno curata a Parigi da Denise René e dove si esponevano appunto soltanto esempi di arte cinetica (Marcel Duchamp, Calder, Jacobsen, Tinguely, Soto, Vasarely ecc.), comprendeva opere di Boccioni, Balla e altri futuristi e andava da Delaunay a Dufy, da Léger a Picasso, da Villon a Kandinsky, da Klee a Miró, da Baumaister a Bazaine, Estève, Vieira da Silva, da Soldati e Reggiani a Hartung, Riopelle, Soulages, fino a Wols. [...] Sul modello della mostra di Denise René invece si è tenuta recentemente una esposizione a Copenhagen, Stoccolma, Oslo, Amsterdam, a cura di Daniel Spoerri, la quale appunto si è prefissa di dare un ampiissimo panorama dell’arte cinetica ovvero di oggetti semoventi, di oggetti mossi mediante appositi meccanismi, di composizioni animate per via dello spostamento dell’osservatore e dell’ingerenza di determinare virtualità percettive: [...] è un problema di ricerca sintattica prima che espressiva e quindi vale in quanto offre mezzi linguistici le cui possibilità d’impiego sono ancora in gran parte ignorate e inutilizzate[...].» p.120.
two exhibitions made visible the increase of kinetic art, both made in 1955 and in mutual dialogue: on the one hand the exhibition held in the Cantonal Museum in Lausanne entitled _Le mouvement dans l'art contemporain_ (1955) by Guy Weelen that was inspired by writings of Lewis Mumford, and on the other hand the exhibition _Le Mouvement_ (1955) at the Denise René Gallery in Paris, which demonstrated as from Boccioni to Jean Tinguely, we shifted from representation to presentation of the kinetic factor inside the work.

Finally, in the latest exhibition _Bewogen Beweging_ of 1961 in Amsterdam, had gone to a common language that would bring new possibilities not yet fully exploited. The language was possible thanks to the ease for artists in obtaining materials directly available by certain industries.

In April 1961, in fact, an example of the relationship between art and industry and between open work and kinetic one came from the participation of Bruno Munari to the important Montecatini chemical industries pavilion. On the foreign press as the _Aujourd'hui Art et Architecture_ 97, was dedicated ample space to illustrate qualities of the pavilion where, in addition to Munari, worked Giò Ponti, Franco Albini, Giacomo Castiglioni, Belgiojoso, Peresutti and Rogers. Outside the pavilion Munari created a fountain whose movement followed a random program and the prototype 98 that, less sophisticated, was exhibited at the 1954 Venice Biennial and then at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) 99 in New York in 1955 (figs. 38-41). However, the fountain for the Milan Fair, than the one in ’54, had a major innovation linked to the complexity of the movement, that the same Munari explained a few years later:

«[...] Had a diameter of four meters and rested on the water of a bath a little wider. The fountain was made up of three major moving parts: the largest, a series of plastic plates in neutral colors from white to dark brown, held by a cylindrical metal frame, rotated by an electric motor driven and performed a lap every minute. The medium-sized inner cylinder, turned with the wind and was composed of transparent slabs of warm colors from yellow to red. The smaller
cylinder, composed of slabs of cool colors from light blue to green, turning propelled by a jet of water adjusted to suit [...] 100.

Unfortunately, the fountain was an ephemeral work that was dismantled after the close of the fair, but that did not prevent it in 1962 being quoted by Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti 101 and a few years later being passed as an object had headed programmed art 102.

Munari’s importance and work was not only linked to their being a bridge between tradition and innovation, also because Munari was a mediator and an example for younger Milan artists. In addition to T Group, Munari signed an artistic partnership with N Group in February 1961 when he exhibited at the N Studio. His abstract images by polarized light were projected at the Ruzante Theatre in Padua, thanks to the technical assistance of the Film Center from the local University 103. At the N Studio, Munari exhibited some of his works produced in series, while the invitation-brochure was designed by N Group. A lapidary phrase of Richard Neutra, taken away from his most famous essay Survival Through Design 104 of 1954, insisted on the importance of understanding the light inside a physical space-time 105 way.

The quotation had a specific intent to clarify not only Munari’s line research but also to affirm N Group had interested in architecture and industrial design. Furthermore, in light of the fundamental cultural influence of Neutra, between U.S. and Europe, in Italy his work was promoted and popularized by Adriano Olivetti 106 and the publishing house Comunità.

Richard Neutra, in fact, had an innovative vision of the relationship between man and machine, because he considered on at an urban and architectural level relationships between human body and objects on the physiological base and retinal perception. These factors, therefore, easily agreed with N Group research and its instances of active participation in society. In

100 B. Munari, Codice ovvio, Einaudi, Torino, 1971, 80-81.
105 MSU archive, Zagreb. NT archive. Folder Gruppo Enne. «La colorazione statica non può mai assicurare una soddisfazione psicologica duratura: è innaturale. I colori dovrebbero giocare l’uno sull’altro in modo vivo, non soltanto nello spazio, cioè fianco a fianco, ma anche nel tempo, come successione di stimoli. […] La percepzione del colore, come la percezione della forma, ha luogo nel continuum spazio-temporale, quindi trattarla soltanto in rapporto allo spazio costituisce in sé un approccio difettoso. (Richard Neutra)»
106 A. Olivetti, Città dell’uomo, Edizioni Comunità, Milano, 1960. «Richard Neutra che combatte la nostra stessa battaglia e nel suo lavoro sociale ci ha dato uno dei più mirabili esempi di compiuta comunità, Channel Heights, scrive: ‘L’umanità si dirige precariamente verso l’eventuale sopravvivenza a bordo di una zattera ancora improvvisata che spesso fa acqua: la pianificazione e l’urbanistica.[…] Ad onta del progresso tecnologico, o forse proprio a causa della sua irregolarità, il nostro ambiente di manifattura umana ha manifestato una sinistra tendenza a sfuggire sempre più al nostro controllo.[…] Usura e rovina del sistema nervoso si sono moltiplicate nell’ambiente metropolitano: […]il nostro ambiente di fabbricazione umana, zepio di ritrovati tecnici, è divenuto lo stampo del nostro destino – e una fonte di tensione nervosa inesauribile» p.62.
addition, the example of Munari showed that if art wanted to exist in the industry, had to acquire a urban dimension and not only a technological one.

§ The art at the time of Olivetti. Towards the definition of a ‘programmed art’ (Eco, 1962).

The fountain like other works of Munari exercised, therefore, a big attraction for the research of artists such as Enzo Mari, N and T groups. Between 1960 and 1961 exhibition opportunities of a meeting between the latter and Munari allowed, therefore, the initial emergence of an artistic direction that increasingly moved away from the Informel Art legacy but at the same time also from the proposals of the Nuova Concezione artistica.

On November 1961, a new direction had its first critic role in Umberto Eco's¹⁰⁷ essay, entitled The form of the disorder and published on «Almanacco Letterario Bompiani 1962».

Although the Eco’s intervention had a popular purpose – used less a philosophical and more poetic language than he did on «Il Verri» in 1961 - led to unprecedented consequences as stated in the previous months. Eco played with metaphors and parodied the technical-scientific universe until phonetic divertissement between “beatniks” – that at the time considered the poets and novelists as literary equivalent of the American Action Painting - and “Bit Generation” – bit as the unit of information in the binary system - as a new ecumenical aim of a futuristic industrial “Church”.

Eco, seriously, reasoned on the principle of Chaos and statistical probability within the panorama of visual arts, where artists were replaced with new “programmers” or “forms by planner” whom faced the chaos by means of a precise planning. These would be opposed to Abstract Expressionism, to romanticism of Action Painting and nihilism of New Dada.

Eco proceeded to bring together on the one hand Italian T Group, Bruno Munari, Enzo Mari, Enrico Castellani, on the other hand the Venezuelan Raphel Jesus Soto, the German Dieter Roth and the Swiss Karl Gerstner. Were reproduced graphic works based on the principle of redundancy of geometric patterns, according to a rigorous combinatorial program and reproductions of plastic works in motion, propelled or virtually kinetics.

Among works of Italians were Superficie pulsante n.11 and Rotoplastik by Colombo, Opera 527 SXA and Opera 305 SX10 by Mari, Struttura Continua n.108 and Perturbazione cibernetica by Munari, Superficie magnetica n.19 and a combinatorial graphics by Boriani, a graphic Variazioni su di un reticolo fisso di punti by Devecchi, Superficie modulata by Enrico Castellani,

kinetic Superficie by Soto, Sferisterio semidoppio by Varisco, Superficie a percorsi fluidi by Anceschi and finally by Gerstner was reported rotation schemes of Tangential Excentrum that had been exhibited at the Nove Tendencije in Zagreb (figs. 42 - 50).

The works presented in many different cases ranged from the poetic appeal of Dadaist randomness to explicit reworking of Constructivist geometries, so there was not enough a formal homogeneity and poetic. However, the traditional artistic techniques (oil, wood, glass and metals) were replaced such as new materials like foam, plastics, aluminum and electric motors. The structural change also implied a transformation inside the conceptual line that more and more assimilated bodies-machines, for example in works by Anceschi or Boriani, to the emerging electronics industry ones (fig. 51).

A lot of pages on «Almanacco...», in fact, were dedicated to the specific theme: The application of electronic computers to moral science and literature, with particular reference to the new literary avant-garde, which would become the 63 Group, whose a main exponent was Nanni Balestrini.

The Milan poet created a combinatorial poem and combined by the machine that was one of points of highest tangency between programmed researches and Italian literary avant-garde. In both cases, however, persisted the playful character of artistic operations in the use of electronic computers and of the combinatorial calculus. An opposite feeling which was felt rather than the seriousness of high electrical engineering products by Olivetti or IBM companies. In fact, were praised aesthetic qualities of the control panel of the new Elea 9003 by Olivetti, designed by Ettore Sottsass jr., which showed a fundamental integration among the industrial design, visual arts and new technology (fig. 52). That innovative aesthetic concept considered the artistic process, not as a complaint but as a cooperation with the utopia of technical-scientific universe.

The view outlined by Eco, also, was finally a recognition to the research of artists whom for several months, as happened in Zagreb, worked in Europe to find a technical and formal cohesion. The main consequence was that, according to the testimony of the same artists, the advertising

110 U. Apollonio, op. cit, 1961. « [...] non di sicuro ignoto, infine, che oggi la figura del committente nel senso antico è talmente decaduta da essere presoché inesistente, se persino le grandi autorità contemporanee, siano lo stato o l’industriale, non ordinano lavori di abbellimento o di carattere celebrativo. Il committente moderno è colui che adopera un certo utensile, e il potere dominante ne crea il bisogno non come lusso eccentrico, bensì proprio come normale necessità. Ecco perché il consumo non si indirizza verso la fruizione di oggetti da contemplare, ma ricorre all’acquisizione di oggetti da usare. [...] sicché nella progettazione dell’oggetto pratico si realizza un’esperienza estetica che fissa in modo permanente un modo di interpretare la realtà, [...] » p.255
In the two-years period from 1960 to 1961, to conclude, the relationship between art and industry in Italy and in Croatia was analyzed by sociologists, philosophers and art scholars, whom affirmed that the art could not only be understood as faculties of the spirit, but art had to get in touch with technology and science in its methodology.

Three artistic events that illustrated that shift were the *Nove Tendencije* exhibition of Zagreb, the *Italia ’61* show in Turin and the 12th Lissone Award. In that phase, the research of N and T groups and other single artists lived, then, a moment of transition, in which merged several references to the avant-garde tradition, without a definite direction.

In the Italian situation - until the decline of the economic boom around 1963 - the new industrial culture was centered on the question of work and the democratization of arts. Therefore, in that optimistic view, visual arts began to emancipate itself from the Informel Art current, according to two directions. In the first there was, for example, by N and T groups, an ideological commitment borrowed from avant-garde, to build its own line of descent to the origin of it there was Constructivism of the Twenties and Thirties.

The second direction was concretized in works whose original traits were manifesting a marked kinetic design, and a planned dimension. As a consequence, on the model of research that for years led Bruno Munari, were the boundaries among the painting, sculpture and industrial design fell down.

For instance, N Group shifted from a New Dadaist attitude towards technology – as showed in the baker Zorzon’s exhibition – to more rigorous and constructive one - aftermath their participation at the *Nove Tendencije*. In that way, they assigned to their own works a metaphoric epistemological value, according to the definition borrowed from Umberto Eco.

Another consequence was the approach to the industry, from artists by a para-scientific theory and a planning practice related to industrial design, created the need for a new public. However, such a public, as in the case of the Olivetti company, would have led to a necessary correspondence with the trade. Similarly to what was happening in industrial design, artists would come to deal not only with the connoisseur but also with the consumer of aesthetic objects.

---

111 Munari (and like him Enzo Mari) whom worked a lot of time for Olivetti, was called by Giorgio Soavi to set up an exhibition of young emergent artists in Italy, according to Alberto Biasi said during an interview in June 2010.
Chapter 4th. The programming idea through works of GRAV, Italian and Croatian artists and the early new tendencies definition would become the Nouvelle Tendance.

In 1962 the scholar of primates Desmond Morris\(^1\) did not claim to be as an art critic, but linked developmental stages of children's ability to represent the external world to different expressions of painting, from works of Paul Klee and Joan Miró to ones of Ben Nicholson and Piet Mondrian (figs. 1,2). The former two artists brought back to early stages of the child of four-five years old, while the geometric abstraction of the latter had a similarity with combined forms by children under three years old. Furthermore, as regards Tachisme the scientist claimed that artistic expression was located in the evolutionary stage of a child of two years old, or found itself in the painting of apes. In primates as well as in tachistes painters that similarity was due to an advanced muscle control, which corresponded to an attention on visual core values.

Morris came to those conclusions after experiments conducted since the mid-Fifties on chimpanzees and gorillas. His research focused on how primates painted and felt an aesthetic pleasure in painting. By the popular press\(^2\) paintings of apes were immediately compared with works of Jackson Pollock or Georges Mathieu, exploiting the apparent formal similarity between products of 'Congo' - one of the most famous apes of the time - and paintings of Informel artists. Supporters of the "death of art" found new topics to ridicule i.e. works as Cathedral (1947) by Pollock, Fire (1957) by Mattia Moreni and Magnificence of the Good Duke of Burgundy to his feast (1957) by Mathieu. Even in specialized fields, such as on «SeleArte», Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti\(^3\) analyzed the rate of Morris, mainly attacking considerations that the scientist claimed in respect of the art in the history of the Western man.

Ragghianti and the popular press, however, had not considered that the rate of Morris was primarily a scientific text. His methodology was applied in a superficial way to human paint, so far away from usual places of man in the street or from idealistic principles of art critique.

---

\(^3\) C. L. Ragghianti, Congo l'artista, «SeleArte», no.57, May-June, Florence, 1962. «[…] in moltissimi pesi del mondo, dunque, in questo ventesimo secolo, sia sta studiando il fenomeno dell'arte delle scimmie. Questo avviene, secondo il Morris, per la congiuntura tra lo stadio assai avanzato, ormai, delle ricerche sul comportamento degli animali da un lato,e il fatto che "la pittura umana è ritornata, motivatamente, allo stadio della pura sperimentazione estetica". […] Morris[…] si augura che esso prosegua e raggiunga risultati tali da illuminare "il mistero del processo della creazione artistica". Pure augurandogli a nostra volta una felice prosecuzione delle sue ricerche, ci permettiamo però di esprimere qualche dubbio sulla possibilità di arrivare a quel risultato per questa via» p.5.
Morris’s research, in general, were understood within a cultural exchange between humanism and science, but that match was dangerous because it eliminated the metaphysical or transcendental leading that had always been attributed to figurative arts. In the same time, for instance, Biasi, Massironi, Anceschi and Varisco pursued a para-scientific methodology upon basic principles of the visual perception. They confirmed what that Morris inferred from apes and also from studies on children’s drawings.

In Italy, the relationship between art and childhood was read in the light of the essay by Herbert Read⁴, *Education through Art*, published by Comunità and translated by Giulio Carlo Argan. Read as Morris, moving from postulates of the Gestalt highlighted the importance of educating through art in its educational goals for childhood and social ones. Education through art would allow the critic and active participation in society. Read spoke of «integration» of the artist in the society through his works.

To avoid any transcendence, therefore, was required a new terminology, attentive to scientific data, with expressions such as «muscle control», «nervous tension», «somatic» and «perception». The terms were also shared by the contemporary essay by Rudolf Arnheim⁵, *Art and Visual Perception*, published in the United States in 1954, and translated by Gillo Dorfles in 1962. Dorfles through Arnheim, read the work of art not driven by the purovisibilista idea to find a style, but to trace original principles of the aesthetic creation (fig. 3). According to Dorfles, this path would have avoided falling into subjectivism abused by the artistic creation and critic interpretation.

By Morris, Read, and Arnheim was clear the attention of science to the art and in the same way artists had a profound awareness of the role played by the science and technology in their activities.

Thus, as seen above, on the one hand it witnessed the progressive impoverishment of the technique and content in the followers of Pollock, Moreni and Mathieu, whose painting was reduced to a mere mannerism gestures, on the other side Biasi and others were appropriating a

---


⁵ R. Arnheim, *Arte e percezione visiva*, Feltrinelli, Milano, 1971 (1° ed. 1962). «L’importanza d’una simile affermazione è ovvia; proprio in un’epoca come la nostra dove il dilagare di esperimenti artistici sempre più eccezionali e soggettivi e quindi sempre più svincolati da un credo universale rischia di far considerare inesistente ogni regola e ogni possibilità di giudizio, è salutare poter credere che – al di là delle differenze stilistiche e culturali – e persino di talune differenze percettive instauratesi attraverso i tempi – esista tuttavia un principio formativo, comune all’uomo e alla natura, che viene a ripresentarsi ed a costituire la base significante e veramente universale di ogni autentica opera d’arte» p. XV.
theoretical and scientific view, which would apply from 1962 into programmed works and merged in the second Nove Tendencije.


In May 1962, at Olivetti showroom at the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II in Milan, was held the first Italian exhibition of Arte programmata. It was ordered with the advice of Bruno Munari and supervised by Giorgio Soavi and Riccardo Musatti, at the time responsible for the advertising division of the company of Ivrea in Milan. According to Giorgio Soavi, Riccardo Musatti promoted the plan of an exhibition dedicated to artistic pursuits of N and T groups, as regarded their works, related to problems of the perception and mechanical motion, similar to the new trade aims of the company.

Olivetti in fact, conducted by Roberto Olivetti, whom succeeded his father Adriano, was opening to the trade of computers. Artists invited by Munari were Enzo Mari and N and T groups, which now boasted fruitful collaborations: Munari exhibited with T Group between 1960 and 1961 and was hosted in 1961 in Padua by N Group. In addition at the first months of 1962 dated two exhibitions held at the Studio N in Padua: the first was of T Group and the card of invitation carried a text written by Munari. There was emphasized that their research, building on examples of Futurism, Moholy-Nagy, Duchamp and Calder, gave up painting, sculpture and all preconceptions of the Informel and geometric abstract style.

The second exhibition was dedicated to Enzo Mari and took place in March 1962 from 17th to 31st. The invitation made by N Group was influenced of their poetic and claimed that works of...
Mari were not painting or sculpture, but were experimental objects, everyday objects, light structures and games for children.

In both exhibitions was suggested to the public to regard works not as a painting or sculpture, but as objects whose purpose was to undermine the habitudinal visual perception.

To understand the innovation that was behind those assertions, exhibitions of Padua can be compared with a third in which Mari and Munari, whom boasted a collaboration since the time of MAC, exhibited in Florence at the new Strozzina Gallery (figs. 4,5).

The Florence exhibition in March 1962, was entitled Ricerche visive strutture design (visual Research design structures) and in linking together visual problems, the idea of structure and purpose of design, anticipated the Milan one of Arte programmata, which would have shown such research. The works of two artists (figs. 4,5), whom divided spaces of the Strozzina Gallery, were not perceived as a symptom of an impending change, but read in the light of the idealistic or purovisibilista tradition of Italian art criticism as did Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti on «SeleArte» – a magazine was published by Olivetti.

Moreover Ragghianti on «L’Espresso» in May 1962, admitted his critical embarrassment in defining works of Mari and Munari, and tracking them in a general adherence to the world of industrial design. That embarrassment could not be attributed to a critical failure of Ragghianti, but to the real problem derived from the final destination of works. However, Ragghianti preferred to leave open the question and fold on their common, albeit vague, humanistic roots.

A few of earlier days, on May the 15th, was opened the Arte programmata exhibition and the embarrassment of Ragghianti was passed by the interpretation of the younger critic Umberto Eco. In the introductory essay by Eco which in agreement with Munari and Soavi established new artistic proposals as “programmed art”. However through such expression was not meant a

10 C. L. Ragghianti, Fantasia esatta, «SeleArte», nos. 5-6, March-April, Florence, 1962. «La galleria della “Strozzina” a Firenze, si è riaperta […]. La mostra di apertura volge intorno a “ricerche visive strutture design” di Bruno Munari ed Ezno Mari, che appaiono a Firenze per la prima volta con un complesso di così vasto interesse. Le ricerche di Munari, che si riallacciano continuamente attualizzate, a quelle futuriste sul movimento in espansione si articolano […] dalle macchine inutili ai giocattoli in gomma piuma […] alle strutture continue, ai collages mutevoli per rotazione del polaroid, alle lampade cubiche o pieghevoli, ai posacenere con contenitore estraiibile […] alle ambientazioni e agli allestimenti di sale di esposizione e vetrine. […] C’è una disciplina costante che ricapitola in uno stile dominante il rigoglio delle emozioni, delle immagini, delle idee[…]. Ciò che trattandosi di oggetti con una funzione, è più difficilmente raggiungibile e proseguibile secondo una costante […] l’aperta propensione alla prova sperimentale, l’interpretazione nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segno di una partecipazione umanissima alla vita del nostro tempo […] senza mai abbandonarsi al dramma e alla negatività di tante espressioni d’arte odiere. La sua scelta si compie nel senso della funzione della realtà estetica è per Munari, il segn


common poetic, as it was for the historical avant-garde, since works were interpreted according to the Theory of Information and the rising cybernetics science.

Eco also associated with them the concept of “open work” (the homonymous essay would be published in next June) had just enucleated in 1961, which was accompanied by that of “multiplied works”, which referred to multiples exhibited at the Denise René and Bruno Danese Galleries between 1960 and 1961 (with works by Mari, Munari and T Group). Finally did not fail the definition “kinetic art” that attracted other exhibitions held in Europe in 1961 (such as Bewogen Beweging in Amsterdam at the Stedelijk Museum).

The Milan exhibition, therefore, finally put a full stop to different critic interpretations that works of artists had suffered during previous months. To confirm that direction, the invitation to the exhibition sought a direct confrontation with the international success of the Bewogen Beweging. However remained unclear what was the target of works such as Superficie magnetica, Strutturazione fluida, Opera n.649 or Rilievo ottico dinamico. Eco wrote in regard to:

«So we can talk about programmed art: and admire kinetic sculptures that a man of the near future will take at home in place of old prints or contemporary masterpieces reproduced on canvas. [...] This critic will recall with a smile as if they were common in houses of that era the quarrel between a mother and her son, the first claiming that she did not understand how you could read and listen to the radio at the same time, the second finding that fact very natural, because it was now educated at a gymnastics perception that enabled him to understand and appreciate the two gestalt balancing in a ductile way the attention».

Their destination, then, would be a near future where, dropped the distinction between works of art and its reproduction, they would be educated at the perception through a true mental and retinal exercise.

Moreover, works were machines like the radio and then aimed for a household, thus confirming the hypothesis of the democratization of the art and an aesthetic of the technological

---

13 Ibid.
15 Arte programmata, op. cit., 1962
world. Eco claimed that, albeit fictionalized, probably due to the reading of Arnheim and Read, as evidenced by his published reviews on «Il Giorno» in May 1962.

Eco, from the essay *Art and visual perception* by Arnheim, highlighted the importance of a grammar of seeing («grammatica del vedere»), which would allow the public to analyze a work of art, not according to categories of the sublime, but according to the scientific rigor of psychology of the Gestalt. The second review related to *Art and Industry*, published by Comunità in 1962, by Read, in which Eco argued that the result of the relationship between art and industry was to be found in the industrial design. There was a different function of the art and beauty, not in terms of works to put into a museum but to live in the everyday, as an aesthetic experience and at the same time as a consumption and enjoyment of objects and their forms.

Eco, in fact, in support of its interpretation quoted the typewriter Letter 32 by Olivetti and preserved at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, as an example of a change in a positive sense of contemporary style to industrial forms and their tactile qualities. A new “muscular” interaction, as a result, between man and object to which Eco contrasted the Informel Art, because in agreement with Argan, was regarded as conservative and elitist than the “new nature” of the industrial art.

Eco thus entered into the heart of the debate on the industrial culture in Italy, which occurred in previous two years, and which came to its conclusion in the summer issue of «Il Menabò» in 1962. The magazine of Elio Vittorini, published also an intervention by Eco that, according to a letter from the author to Italo Calvino of the previous May, was just written.

---


17 U. Eco, *Siamo schiavi di miti visivi?*, «Il Giorno», May 30th, Milan, 1962. «[…] è stato proprio l’irruzione della macchina nella nostra vita quotidiana a riproporci il problema di un genere di bellezza che potesse integrarsi a tutti i nostri atti, esprimersi attraverso gli oggetti d’uso, investire ogni aspetto della nostra vita: una bellezza che non fosse solo un genere di consumo per persone abbienti o per i giorni di vacanza (quando si ha tempo di girare per i musei), ma fosse alla portata di tutti e – soprattutto – si potesse godere non indipendentemente dagli altri gesti che compiamo, ma proprio nel compierli. In altre parole quando oggi veniamo a sapere che un celebre museo di Nuova York ha esposto la macchina Olivetti disegnata da Nizzoli come un esempio di arte contemporanea […] avveriamo che qualcosa non funziona. […] Invece la macchina di Nizzoli viene veramente apprezzata come bella nel momento in cui vi si posano le mani, quando le dita battono sui tasti, quando tutti i nostri muscoli partecipano al compimento di una data esperienza operativa, che risulta tanto più completa proprio se, insieme al senso di un’azione riuscita e piacevole, avveriamo anche la presenza di una forma bella che aiuta e facilita la funzione, e nel contempo la sottolinea, la suggerisce a chiare lettere.[…] Per contrasto, allora, l’arte disinteressata, l’arte da galleria e da museo, che pareva una sopravvivenza conservatrice di fronte alla disponibilità democratica dell’arte industriale, l’arte informale, che anziché comporre oggetti armonici buca spezza e brucia materiali elementari spesso sgradevoli, apparirebbe come un’ultima espressione di libertà, l’unico aiuto che ‘arte ci porge per risalire all’autocoscienza e alla veglia. La contrapposizione[…] suona però falsa[…]. La realtà industriale non rappresenta un incidente passeggero ma la nuova “natura” nella quale viviamo[[…]]» p.12.

18 See Chapter 3rd, paragraph 1st.

19 U. Eco, *Del modo di formare come impegno sulla realtà*, «Il Menabò», no.5., July, Turin, 1962. «In questo senso l’artista che protesta sulle forme ha compiuto una duplice operazione: ha rifiutato un sistema di forme, e tuttavia non lo ha annullato nel suo rifiuto, ma ha agito al di dentro di esso e quindi per sottrarsi a questo sistema e modificarlo ha tuttavia accettato di alienarsi parzialmente in esso, di accettarne le tendenze interne; d’altro canto, adottando una nuova
Highlighted the role of the artist in the society through a shaping («formativa») capacity as Pareyson said. The artist was charged by his own works to make visible and sensitive the industrial landscape, but to establish by himself as an avant-garde should not yield to blandishments of the trade. The idea of shaping («formare») and commitment into reality, reconciled with what in Spring 1962 Eco attributed to works and at the same time apprehended by N and T groups’ theories.

Ideological commitments - N Group, Mari - met the artistic one - T Group, Munari - on the common principle of the movement, understood as the continuity of visual and temporal phenomena perceived by the retina and brain. Similarly, also, works exhibited in *Arte programmata* were in the formal continuity with the catalogue that, by a layout close to graphic works of Munari - but a more careful analysis recalled Neoplasticism by Van Doesburg (figs. 6,7) - and with photographs of Ugo Mulas, was by itself a “programmed object”. In fact, covers were made by *moiré* pattern and stimulated retinal perception; catalogue assumed an autonomy that, as a multiple, served to demonstrate democratic demands proclaimed by the exhibition.

Furthermore, the shape of the square was at the base of works by Mari, Devecchi, Colombo, Varisco, Anceschi and N Group - that were proposed as a team-work - which was associated with the shape of the sphere or circle present in works by Munari, Boriani and N Group. Padua artists wrote a text for the catalogue that was similar to the manifesto of September 1961 (for the Twelfth Lissone Award):

«The words “n” distinguishes a group of 'experimental designers' who use a method of collective inquiry and add several practical and theoretical experiences».

That looked like another text - inserted into the corpus “written N”, whose original typewritten is preserved at the NT found in Zagreb - and dated on December 1961. That confirms,

---


21 MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found. Section Umjetnici. Folder N Group.
as testified by Alberto Biasi, within December 1961 they had just been contacted by Munari for the Olivetti exhibition.

§ First considerations by Italian art critics on the programmed art.

A first evidence of the Milan exhibition was given by Marco Valsecchi on the newspaper «Il Giorno», in which he compared the exhibition to above-mentioned one in Amsterdam. Valsecchi, whom had visited the same exhibition in Stockholm - the second and final stage of *Bewogen Beweging* – in August 1961, remembered that in the first room was a quotation from 1909 Futurist Manifesto.

Marinetti extolled the beauty and speed - exemplified by the presence of a Bugatti’s spider – and from Futurism was traced a genealogy that from Balla came to Duchamp, Calder and Munari. As in *Arte programmata*, in Stockholm all the works had in common the factor of movement.

According to the art critic the Milan exhibition, however, became boring, because the psychological analysis oppressed every aspect of the lyricism and experimentalism - as a mere formal academic game – had replaced the artistic creativity. Valsecchi showed the scientific attitude of N Group, reflecting in optical illusionist works, compared to T Group whom were interested in the kinetics without exceeding the “divertissement” of the intelligence game.

The article, to emphasize Valsecchi’s words, was accompanied by a photograph that showed Lucio Fontana whom, forked glasses and under the watchful eye of Boriani, investigated perplexed the *Colonna a sfere rotanti* (Column with revolving spheres) by Munari (fig. 8).

Fountain, as well as Munari with “useless machines”, regarded machines as a means to free art from the limits of tradition, but without becoming its end because the romantic idea of creative genius was ever part of Argentinean artist. Valsecchi, Fontana and Munari eluded that T Group, and especially N Group and Mari were not interested in the machine but were trying to assimilate the artistic practice to the scientific methodology.


23 I. Mussa, op. cit., 1976. In April 1961 Lucio Fontana wrote the introduction for the catalogue of T Group’s exhibition *Miriorama 10*, at the Galleria la Salita in Rome. «La pittura e la scultura non rispondono più alla sensibilità dell’uomo d’oggi. [...] La scienza, la nozione del rapido e del mutevole determinano nell’uomo un modo più intenso di percepire il flusso del tempo. [...] La macchina è riconosciuta come mezzo atto a dare sequenze di immagini, ed esclusivamente come mezzo; usata [...] non per esaltarla ingenuamente e nemmeno per farne oggetto di ironia negativa» p. 62.
However it was clear that works shown in *Arte programmata* were close to formal solutions of the historical avant-garde and that factor - that approached to what Eco asserted on «Il Menabò» of July 1962 - on the one hand was tied to the willingness of artists to participate in the real world and on the other hand could be read as a mannerism or follower renovation.

The suspicion was endorsed in the catalogue by means of a chronologic line, from 1914 to 1960, where works by Balla, Duchamp, Moholy-Nagy, Vasarely, Tinguely, Bury, Roth and Soto were placed as antecedents to ones of Mari, Munari and N and T groups and GRAV. Similarly a second chronology listed exhibitions that, from 1952 to 1961, hosted works in motion were ahead of exhibited ones. It began with one of MAC, held at the Gallery Annunciata in Milan in 1952, to go to *Le Mouvement*, held at Galerie Denise René in 1955, and to come to exhibitions of multiples, at the Danese Gallery in 1960, and *Bewogen Beweging* of 1961.

Therefore, that “myth-graphy” in the following years would serve to justify adherence to a historical continuity but also the judgment, by their detractors, about the obsolescence of N and T groups’ works.

To understand, therefore, how in *Arte programmata* works were perceived by the first public, a testimony was offered in 1963 by the homonymous film[^24], directed by Enzo Monachesi, with the subject by Munari and screenplay by Marcello Piccardo, produced at the Studios of Monte Olimpino (Como) and by Olivetti[^25]. By means of frames it was possible to understand the actual capabilities of *Superficie Magnetica* or *Colonna a sfere rotanti* and their interaction with the public. Clearly, at a conceptual and formal level half of exhibits were based on the principle of randomness that was affected by the legacy of Tinguely, although through a mechanical clockwork which was opposite to that self-destructive of the Swiss (figs. 9-16 ). The other half of works was structured according to programmed geometry, showing ambivalence of research that had just been illustrated during the *Nove tendencije* in Zagreb (figs. 17 - 21).

For example, N Group’s *Visione dinamica* (Dynamic Vision) – that Toni Costa exhibited in Zagreb and at 12th Lissone Award – on the base of the Gestalt Theory, was a view of the relationship between sequence of PVC slats and perception of their virtual movement.

Its novelty was not identified only with the use of Gestalt, as for example Anton Pevsner in 1958 Venice Biennial exhibited a sculpture that had a similar principle of view (figs. 22,23).

---

[^24]: Private archive of Ennio Chiggio, Padua. Adriano Olivetti Foundation archive, Ivrea. Also see a short version on the website [www.nuke.monteolimpino.it](http://www.nuke.monteolimpino.it).

Although Pevsner’s work was a sculpture in its traditional meaning - made by bronze - designed based on geometric and mathematical principles, *Dynamic Vision*, as we had just seen for the exhibitions of Munari, T Group and Mari held in Padua between 1961 and 1962, was neither painting nor sculpture. It compounded the two-dimensionality of painting with the sculptural reliefs, was not designed but engineered and finally the PVC was an industrial material. However, what made it more like a product of the industrial design was its no contemplative purpose but of use for a retinal “gym”.

The public in Milan probably looked at the works as it looked at the sculptures of Pevsner or Naum Gabo, not realizing then to be in face not of made works of art but of prototypes, which then would continue to live in small size multiples. That misunderstanding also was caused by works were shown as a unique art pieces in the Olivetti Store rooms.

A final fact that - perhaps intentionally wanted - the film illustrated was the working environment of Anceschi and Boriani, which was far from the imagination of an aseptic and industrial technologic laboratory. Spaces were similar to the iconography affirmed of the atelier of the avant-garde painter and often outsiders, which contradicted what the N and T groups or Mari claimed (figs. 24-26).

Unfortunately we do not know how was the fortune movie but to assume its minimal disclosure would justify because Filiberto Menna26 published in 1963 on the journal «Film Selezione», a review of the *Arte programmata* exhibited in Rome in October 1962 at the Olivetti Store in Piazza Barberini. Menna, noting also the influence of the *Bewogen Beweging*, called upon to read works by Futurist, Constructivist and Neoplasticism roots within their connection with technology and industry.

Menna27, also, a similar argument developed on «Letteratura», between Summer and Autumn 1962, returning to the concept of “open work” by Eco and affirming the absolute actuality of Mondrian in artists such as Dorazio, Klein and Mack, because in their works was a dialectical relationship between shape - as a moment of closure - and space - as “openness”.

---

26 F. Menna, *Attualità e utopia dell’arte programmata*, «Film Selezione», nos.15-16, January- April, Rome, 1963. «I giovani artisti milanesi […] intendono[…] rifiutare il solito quadro e la solita scultura che ornano le dimore della borghesia aggiornata, per proporre un’arte aperta, tale cioè da richiedere la collaborazione attiva dello spettatore[…]. Forse il senso per noi più interessante dell’objet mobile teorizzato e attuato dai futuristi consiste […] nel fatto cioè che esso racchiude una struttura trasferibile in un ambito più vasto, in un architettura appunto o addirittura in una città […] con queste premesse non è forse azzardato pensare che i principi formativi dell’arte programmata […] possano inserirsi attivamente anche in ambiti più vasti[…]; intendo dire l’industrial design e la progettazione urbanistica. E non è certo un caso che, nel momento stesso in cui si sta procedendo ad un esame spregiudicato dei fondamenti ideologici del costruttivismo storico […] che si avverte sempre più la necessità di recuperare in architettura e in urbanistica il carattere “aperto” dell’opera informale» pp.79-87.

Furthermore, they had no existentialist attitude and instead referred to the outside world through a process of knowledge of object structures. It means according to Menna, the true connection with Futurism, Neoplasticism and Vasarely, was not given only by “objet mobile” but from the technical capacity of Mari’s objects and others to be transferred to an architectural and urban planning.

Therefore, in similar way Fontana whom had just supported towards T Group, the works exhibited in the Arte programmata were interpreted according to parameters of the industrial design. Their communicative factor was compounded with their playfulness that, as well as Read had stated as the purpose of art, educated without going into the tragic daily life.

A similar appearance was also warned by «Il Mondo»’s28 correspondent whom, reviewing the exhibition in Rome, noticed the involuntary dialogue between a large mural painting by Guttuso - an integral part of the store - and works of artists. Furthermore, the reporter recalled the ironic comments by art critics attended the inauguration, among whom was Libero de Libero, but also the interest by an important gallery director like Gaspero Del Corso. Also, the article was ahead of the cool reception that in Rome area programmed works had met over the following years, nevertheless the support by Del Corso and its L’Obelisco Gallery.

§ Arte programmata and L’instabilité: towards an artistic convergence between GRAV and N Group (1962-63).

In Rome Arte programmata exhibition had also taken part in members of GRAV including Francois Morellet whom is mentioned by Filiberto Menna for a text of French artist that had been published in the journal «Ulm» of the Hochschule für Gestaltung.

Published in October 1962, the text was been presented on previous April 4th at the Paris exhibition of GRAV. L’instabilité was organized under the aegis of the Denise René Gallery (figs. 27,28) and on the catalogue the Morellet’s29 text - the full version - entitled Pour une peinture expérimentale programmé, anticipating the successful Eco’s terms.

29 F. Morellet, Pour une peinture expérimentale programmée, in Groupe de recherché d’art visual Paris 1962, G. Habasque (edited by), ed. Galerie Denise René, April, Paris,1962. «On peut ce pendant seulement s’étonner de l’absence presque totale d’une peinture réellement expérimentale dans ces kilomètres de chefs-d’œuvre[…] Leurs auteurs, soit s’identifient à elles, les considérant comme une manifestation incontrôlable de leur personnalité soit, suivant un processus plus modern attachement une valeur primordial à la découverte d’un nouveau procédé dont, […] ils répètent quelques variantes choisies arbitrairement. Une expérience véritable doit par contre être menée à partir d’éléments contrôlables en progressant systématiquement suivant un programme. […] Prenons un exemple: si l’on superpose des formes très simples (bonnes formes suivant la Gestalt-théorie) et que l’on fasse varier les angles de superposition, toute une série de structures apparaissent. Ces structures parfaitement contrôlées et facilement reçrables
Morellet agreed with Max Bense and his Theory of Information studies applied to the aesthetics. To assert the need of works to be programmable, anonymous and made into industrial materials, to emancipate themselves from individualism exhibited by painters such as Jean Dubuffet and Jean Fautrier, whom at the time represented the “École de Paris”.

Like Morellet also N Group corroborated the hypothesis of anonymous works that was directly shared between Italian and French artists with two exhibitions held, respectively in Padua in May from 12 to 26th at the N Studio and in Milan in June from 9 to 20th at the Danese Gallery (figs. 29,30).

Both were titled *L’instabilità* and occurred in the same period of the *Arte programmata*, whose catalogue was a direct reference to GRAV. As a consequence, three exhibitions might be considered closely integrated with each others by affinity of theory and formal appeals from exhibited works.

Also in GRAV’s exhibitions in Paris, Padua and Milan to visitors was asked to complete a questionnaire that replicated the type one used for the statistical, psychological and sociological analysis. In that case, it wanted to file reactions of the public calling, for example:

«1) How do you consider works in this exhibition? 2) What do you think is the ideal destination for these works? 3) Which connection is established between you and these works?»

In that way the scientific method invoked by GRAV and N Group, according to studies on the Gestalt, including works and the audience, came to a double fruition level: their direct experience and a critic statement on what had been their perception.

Another reason to consider the *L’instabilité/L’instabilità* decisive exhibitions in regard to Zagreb’s one, was given by a GRAV’s collective text entitled *Nouvelle Tendance*.

---


31 GRAV, *Nouvelle Tendance*, in *Groupe de recherché d’art visual Paris 1962*, op.cit. «Nous employons ce terme qui a été utilisé à l’occasion de l’exposition “Nove Tendencije” de Zagreb en 1961. […] Manifestations internationales et contacts partiels commencent à lui donner un caractère plus homogène. […] La nouvelle tendance n’a pas un caractère définitive. Son évolution justement apporter de nouvelles façons de concevoir l’œuvre, de l’apprécier et de la placer dans la société. […] Sur le plan des réalisations, une réaction naturelle se fait jour d’une part, contre la situation stérile qui a fait suite à de légètmes révoltes et qui produit maintenant jour après jour des milliers d’œuvres qualifiées comme: abstraction lyrique, art informel, tachisme etc. d’autre part, contre l’infrauctueus prolongation d’un maniérisme attardé sur le formes géométriques et qui ne fait que répéter maintenant dans la plupart des cas, les propositions d’un Malévitch, d’un Mondrian. Considérions à part le courant actuel, néo-dada ou nouveau réalisme, qui provoque une certain sympathie mais oblige à une analyse sévère. […] Évidemment, la nouvelle tendance bien que réagissant contre ces courants, englobe encore certaines nuances qui proviennent. On voit d’un côté une production nuance d’art concret ou constructiviste, d’autre part une certain trace de tachisme et quelques parentés avec le néo-dadaïsme. Cependant, la
It hinted at the *Nove tendencije* of Zagreb, as had just happened in 1961, and was defined as an embryonic stage of an international art movement that, born from different shared tendencies, assumed an homogeneous character. It was stated that their art form research reached a degree of clarity as well as N Group represented that.

Moreover, GRAV compiled a list of artists whom belonged to the *Nouvelle Tendance*: at the top were GRAV, N and T groups, followed by Castellani, Von Graevenitz and Lippold. A first subgroup, however, was called “Concrete-Constructivist” consisting in Knifer, Mari, Mavignier, Picelj and Roth. Then a second group followed, indicated as “neo-dada”, in which there were Mack, Uecker and Piene (Zero Group), and finally the last were *tachistes* painters including Dorazio.

The division was the first attempt to define the artistic situation was developing since 1961. It allowed to read the *Arte programmata* exhibition as an internal passage to the evolution of the *Nouvelle Tendance*, especially in its second stage in Venice in Summer 1962. Also joined in GRAV and a young Italian painter, Getulio Alviani, whom by himself had just been in contact with Zagreb, French artists, N and T groups.

§ 2. *Arte programmata* in Venice, GRAV and the *Nouvelle Tendance*.

The importance of the Venice *Arte programmata* exhibition was immediately realized by the scholar of “Konkrete Kunst”, Margit Staber on «La Biennale di Venezia». She greeted with enthusiasm the artists whom, without falling in the same utopia of the historical avant-garde, become a process of contamination between new technologies and human sciences, in order to overcome the gap occurred between art and technology.

According to Staber their work reconfirmed the absolute freedom of the artist to the exact shaping of forms. The scenery was still an Olivetti showroom, in the prestigious Piazza San Marco, but in that case, compared to Milan and Rome, the exhibition represented the ideal meeting place with the architecture by Carlo Scarpa. Venetian architect renovated the store in

---

nouvelle tendance est surtout la recherché de clarté. [...]la transformation de l’activité plastique en recherché continue sans autre préoccupation que mettre en évidence les premiers éléments pour une tout autre considération du phénomène artistique» p.16.


1958 according to a modulation of interior spaces reminiscent of Wright’s “geometric games”\textsuperscript{34}, but at the same time evoking the severe spirituality of Mondrian\textsuperscript{35}.

Movable, programmed and optical objects by Munari, Mari, GRAV, N and T groups, and Alviani in Venice had just had a direct confrontation with the design of Olivetti’s typewriters. However the architecture of Scarpa - whose Neoplasticism root was evident in the coloration of the floors in yellow, red and blue\textsuperscript{36} - was proving a real place where there was no continuity between shapes of works and areas of the store.

In addition, the catalogue of Milan had been replaced to illustrate works by GRAV and Alviani by a brochure, whose graphics had been entrusted to the technical expertise of Mari\textsuperscript{37}. The photographs and captions, carefully presented by the Eco’s introduction, were formatted in a grid of squares inscribed in rectangles, according to the formal arrangements just in use by Mari (fig. 30). The Venice exhibition, therefore, showed a new phase after Milan, where the internationalism and the homogeneity of the research confirmed to move in the direction had just indicated by GRAV in previous April.

Photographic proof of the exhibition in the day of its inauguration are preserved in the Olivetti’s archive\textsuperscript{38} and are a testimony of that event. The exhibition was organized on two floors, the public input was received from the existing sculpture \textit{Nudo} (Nude, 1958) by Alberto Viani on the one hand, from the \textit{Colonna a sfere mobili} (Column with revolving spheres) by Munari\textsuperscript{39} on the other, while other works were scattered in different settings.

Viani and Munari represented two visions of the art, that along the Twentieth century, were compared and contrasted (figs. 32,33). On the one hand a sculpture divided into pure forms\textsuperscript{40}, to be contemplated in the synthesis of tactile, visual and bright values, by the molded brass, on the other a sculpture assembled with new materials, the transparency of Plexiglas, the electric motor and the rigid spherical-geometrical configuration, which were the means for a playful interaction between object and viewer.

\textsuperscript{36}\textit{Negozio Olivetti. Piazza San Marco, Venezia 1957-58. ...una volta era così...}, editorial, \textit{«Casabella»}, no. 742, March, Milan, 2006, pp. 4-5.
\textsuperscript{39}B. Munari, op.cit., 1966, «nove sfere di materia plastica trasparente sono tenute in colonna da tre cristalli verticali. All’interno delle sfere c’è un segno grafico bianco. La prima sfera in basso poggia sulla puleggia di un motore lentissimo: tutte le sfere girano lentamente, per attrito, cambiando continuamente posizione ai segni bianchi» p.246.
Munari’s sculpture and works of younger artists were similar to typewriters and functional to the advertising that the company of Ivrea showed of its image (figs. 34-39). Moreover, in the same period, its Lombard laboratory designed and patented the first Italian computer, called Program 101\textsuperscript{41}.

However, the combination of GRAV, N Group and Olivetti was not without contradictions, since artists whom fought against the trade and art galleries, on their manifestos, in which there were a lot of Marxists and anti-capitalist inflections – but also subtly presents in the Adriano Olivetti’s\textsuperscript{42} speeches - clashed with the shift of company policy, that after 1963, would autonomously run acquired works.

A first relapse of the exhibition in Venice was in the text by Julio Le Parc\textsuperscript{43}, published in September 1962, in which the artist stated in \textit{Nouvelle Tendance} the overwhelming presence of programmed works.

A second consequence, thanks to Olivetti, was that the research of groups and individual artists began interacting in an international scene, in which persevered the Informel Art current. Besides those, however, were rapidly climbing charts of the trade, the research defined “neo-Dada” - borrowed from the American \textit{new-dadaism} or “novorealista” from the French \textit{nouveau realisme} - which looked at works of Rauschenberg, Baj or Arman and ones returned on painting even figurative looked at Sergio Vacchi and Asger Jorn.

For instance Gillo Dorfles\textsuperscript{44} on «Aut Aut», considering the contemporary Venice Biennial, analyzed the situation of the Italian and international art, in which the weakening of the tachiste, material and gestural painting, was claiming an interest in artists like the German Zero Group, Dorazio and De Luigi - and implicitly participants to the \textit{Arte programmata} - toward a


\textsuperscript{42} A. Olivetti, op. cit., 1960.

\textsuperscript{43} MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found. Folder 37. There is a brochure that is written by Julio Le Parc on September 1962, with also an handmade dedication – probably by Le Parc himself - to Matko Meštrović. «Du point de vue de la conception, la notion de programmation (souvent dans la Nouvelle Tendance) englobe la façon de concevoir réaliser et présente des œuvres instables. Il s’agit de prévoir à l’avance toutes clarté ses modalités pour pouvoir la laisser se réaliser dans l’espace et le temps, soumises à des contingences prévues de caractère déterminé ou indéterminé provenant du milieu ou elle se déroule et de la participation activée ou active du spectateur. Une multitude d’aspects similaires en découlera, le spectator appréhendera une partialité, laquelle inclura toujours des visualisations suffissant pour faire percevoir la totalité instable».

\textsuperscript{44} G. Dorfles, \textit{Formativo e informale alla XXXII Biennale, «Aut Aut»}, September, Milan, 1962. «[…] noteando l’esistenza (seppur non sufficientemente documentata) d’una corrente neo-figurativa, di una neo-dadaista (Nevelson), e di una neoconcretista (a Venezia praticamente assente), accanto ad una quasi totale declino delle posizioni post-cubiste (presenti in una triste sala di Chiti), informali e dell’astrattismo geometrico (scarsamente e fiaccamente rappresentato da Reggiani e Davico), nonché il cosiddetto neo-naturalismo (qui rappresentato dalle opache sale di Ajmone, Morlotti, Mandelli)» p.414.
production called “New Concrete Art”. Dorfles or younger art critics such as Alberto Boatto, then felt the need of change to implement in an institution like the Venice Biennial where they could no longer resort to traditional divisions between painting and sculpture.

Works by Mari and groups - as was stated above – wanted to focus on such overcome and their example anticipated an integration with the industrial design. But they were not alone.

In March 1961, minutes were written by Biennial Experts Committee, and Dorfles probably did not know that, recorded the intention of scholars like Giulio Carlo Argan, Sergio Bettini and Marco Valsecchi, to organize a Bauhaus retrospective. The interest justified by the opening of the Bauhaus Archives in Darmstadt, also had in order to show a direct continuity between the school of Gropius and industrial design.

Argan, in fact, on «Il Messaggero» argued with the reactionary position of the Biennial which had not selected exponents of the most representative artistic currents that the critic from Turin defined as ranging from the so-called “Informel” and “New Constructivism”, and between the latter, the “New Figuration” current.

Consequently began to loom up the possibility of a formal and conceptual similarities between programmed works and the industrial design, such as supported by Dorfles on the essay Il disegno industriale e la sua estetica (The industrial design and its aesthetics), published in November 1963.

The essay, along the lines of the most famous Art and Industry by Read, was important to read as it was considered the industrial design in the Italian situation. Dorfles distinguished three
phases of the “type”, i.e. the prototype, its transformation into a serial object and finally the definition of a quality standard of the series.

Objects produced entertain a relationship with visual arts on two levels: in the first the industrial object was transferred from the real world into painting or sculpture for its symbolic and formal qualities, as it happened in New-Dada works by Rauschenberg and Baj. In the second level, the formal and technical similarity with the industrial object was produced in works that – as Dorfles said – were only designed for an aesthetic pleasure.

There were reminded groups like Grav, T and N, Zero and the single Alviani, and were reproductions from works by Mari – Danese’s objects of 1960 - and Munari - Colonna a sfere mobili of 1962. The argument of Dorfles finally - as he had mentioned in the previous essay Simbolo comunicazione consumo (Symbol Communication Consumption) of 1962 - proceeded to analyze the new industrial landscape by means of the Theory of Information by Max Bense, Abraham Moles and the Cybernetic Theory by Norbert Weiner.

A position close to Dorfles, was by Umbro Apollonio during the IV Corso Internazionale di Alta Cultura (4th International Course of the High Culture), held in Venice at the Cini Foundation. On September 18th 1962, Apollonio held a lecture entitled Ipotesi su nuove modalità creative (Assumptions of new creative ways) in which identified works of groups like GRAV, N and T, singles like Mari, Dorazio and Alviani as a “New Concrete Art” tendency.

That trend had its origins in Futurism, Constructivism and Neoplasticism, but his innovation was to have passed the idea of the artist as a separated individual from society, to work in an art dimension as collective as the technological society was. A critical hypothesis that Apollonio had just expressed during the X Congresso di critici e studiosi d’arte di San Marino (10th Congress of Critics and art scholars of San Marino) on September 1961 and reaffirmed by means of the article Struttura e forma applicata (structure and shape applied) in Spring of the same year.

---

49 U. Apollonio, Ipotesi su nuove modalità creative, in Quaderni di San Giorgio, Fondazione Cini, Venezia, 1964, pp. 641-657. That essay has the following history: it is made at a lecture for the 4th International Course of High Culture, held in Venice at the Cini Foundation. After the September 1962, was published on the Summer 1963 on «Quadrum» no.14. We have different editing of it, because Apollonio increased and edited the text for publishing. Unfortunately, as confirmed by the secretariat of Cini Foundation Archive in Venice, there is not an original typewritten and an audio recording probably is missed or definitely lost. As a consequence, we adhere to the above-mentioned editions, to which we can join a third one published by Apollonio in 1979 in Le occasioni del tempo [op. cit., 1979].

Apollonio claimed the teamwork as a new operative method in the world of visual arts, but claimed that it was necessary the absolute creative freedom, not to fall in the industrial production rigors. The interest of Apollonio for the works shown in the *Arte programmata* became a reality, in fact, in an homonymous exhibition held in December 1962 at the Gallery La Cavana in Trieste (figs. 40,41)\(^{51}\).

In addition to N and T groups, singles Alviani, Mari and Munari, participated Dada Maino, a painter whom had been close to Manzoni, Castellani and Bonalumi. Her works in 1959 had free and organic forms, mindful of the “holes” of Fontana and irregular bodies of Jean Arp, but after an exhibition at the N Studio in 1961\(^{52}\), were declined in more organized, programmable structures, and modifiable by spectator (figs. 42,43).

The presence of Dada Maino, since then not involved in *Arte programmata* exhibitions, would seem us, motivated by the involvement of N Group and perhaps of Apollonio\(^{53}\). The exhibition, with less works and authors, was sponsored by the Soroptimist International Association Club\(^{54}\) and it was accompanied, for the first time in Italy, by a public debate.

It was attended by Apollonio and Dorfles whom supported opposing positions: Apollonio argued that the demystification of romantic individualism - by means of anonymous and programmed works - would have renewed traditional visual arts, while Dorfles indicated that the painting could not be reformed by programmed ones.

The painting as a visual art, therefore, would continue to act in the real world, regardless of the phenomenon alleged “programmed art” which should be reduced to the industrial design field\(^{55}\). Both positions, however, still considered visual arts as a spiritual investigation field and not as scientific disciplines: as a consequence Apollonio and Dorfles were closer than it seemed...
to Hegelian idealism - in the elaboration made by Benedetto Croce\textsuperscript{56} - than to assumptions of Max Bense and Matko Meštrović.

\textit{§ Artist and Industry: Alviani’s fortune in Yugoslavia.}

Italian artists, however, were not enough familiar with philosophical issues than critics, had an empirical approach to the relationship between art and science. Getulio Alviani (Udine, 1939), for instance, in that case had an important role since his works had been, and continue to be today, among recognized expressions of the programmed research. Although nowadays Alviani\textsuperscript{57} is considered one of the most important character of Nove Tendencije exhibitions and one of the most famous artist in Yugoslavia, he got that acknowledgement in a few time, between 1961 and 1962.

He lived among Udine, Venice and Milan; despite the irregularity of his art studies, he worked in certain industries and architectural studios, being the first to represent the new Italian industrial landscape. In Milan, between 1960 and 1961 he met Lucio Fontana, Almir Mavignier and N and T groups and in February 1961 had a little unlucky exhibition at the Montenapoleone Gallery\textsuperscript{58}, in which he presented some works by the matter and Informel way (fig. 44).

His official debut was not in Italy, but in Ljubljana on following September\textsuperscript{59}. At the Mala Galerija, directed by Zoran Krzisnik, Alviani exhibited his first Linee-luce\textsuperscript{60}: plates of aluminum or steel, wherein he experienced a process of scratching of the epidermal layer of chromed aluminum that, by the action painting way, revealed the luminescent metal soul, while the remaining surface retained its reflective capacity (fig. 45).

Their use was done by three stages: firstly, receiving the reflected light. Secondly, the brightness of vivid metal. And thirdly, was possible by means of the formers, the observer changing his position, felt light variations and ambiguities in the dynamics between bottom and scratches. Alviani sourced for materials directly from industries he worked for, while the process of scratching the metal was placed in direct dialogue with Fontana and Mack (figs. 46-48). Two artists, by different ways, around 1961 attack the uniform light reflection of the metal by means

\textsuperscript{56} B. Croce, \textit{Breviario di estetica}, Laterza, Bari, 1969. «Un’altra negazione è implicita nella definizione dell’arte come intuizione: cioè, che, se essa è intuizione, e se intuizione vale teoria nel senso originario di contemplazione, l’arte non può essere un atto utilitario; e, poiché un atto utilitario mira sempre a raggiungere un piacere e perciò ad allontanare un dolore, l’arte, considerata nella propria sua natura, non ha nulla da vedere con l’utile, e col piacere e colo dolore, in quanto talis» p.19.

\textsuperscript{57} Getulio Alviani, op. cit., 2004.


\textsuperscript{60} Getulio, editorial, «Likovna Revija», no.2, December, Ljubljana,1961, p. X., 60.
of scratches and brutal punctures in the case of Fontana, by superposition of thin metal foils in rhythmic articulation in the case of Mack.

In September 1961, while the exhibition in Ljubljana was still running, Boris Kelemen\(^61\) was very interested in the Alviani’s research and when on «Telegram» reviewed the Nove Tendencije, began his article in the belief that his works could participate in the exhibition in Zagreb.

A few months later, Alviani exhibited in Novi Sad and in February 1962 had his first exhibition in Croatia in Rijeka / Fiume at the Moderna Galerija\(^62\), at the time directed by the painter Boris Vižintin.

In addition, the gallery also was a key place for the Croatian and Yugoslav contemporary art. There held the Salon exhibition by which young artists had a national and international showcase, as happened to Picelj in 1956\(^63\), Smec in 1959\(^64\), Kristl and Knifer in 1961\(^65\).

After exhibiting in several of the most important cities of Yugoslavia, Alviani in March 1962 exhibited for the first time in Venice at the Gallery 22, associated with Hayes Galleries in New York. However, the decisive meeting with Italian and Croatian artists and critics associated with Nove Tendencije, appeared in May 1962, when Božo Bek, thanks to recommendations of Kržišnik, Mavignier and Picelj, persuaded Vera Horvat-Pintarić to organize an exhibition of Alviani at the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti of Zagreb\(^66\).

Exhibited the Linee-luce (light-lines), but several among them showed a major change: the surface was not composed by a single lamina of milled aluminum, but it was structured by a combination of modules, were sized fourteen by fourteen centimeters, always in aluminum and milled (figs. 51). The module became the minimum unit he used to weave complex surfaces according to a principle of combinatorial series borrowed from industrial design and achieved by means of a programmable machine.

As a consequence Alviani shifted his own art from random scratches to a rigorous geometrical articulating plans, which led him to investigate the inheritance of Concrete and Neoplasticism painting (fig.52). The exhibition was a great success\(^67\) and benevolent critiques on

---


\(^{64}\) R. Putar, Riječki Salon u krizi, «Književna tribina», no.8, August 19\(^{th}\), Zagreb,1959, pp.1,6.


\(^{67}\) MSU archive. Found Božo Bek. Folder Alviani. It includes some pictures of Alviani’s works, a taken page away from the catalogue, in which there is the works list and on whose left-hand margin were written their quotations, that fluctuated, on base their size, between 45.000 and 140.000 dinars (?), respectively 150 and 460 American dollars c. (in 1962). The highlighted works are Linee Luce D 803 (100x100cm, 1961), Linee Luce 807 (100x100cm, 1961), Linee Luce uno (125x70cm, 1962), Linee Luce LA (25x25cm, 1962), Linee Luce TLA (50x50cm, 1962).
«Čovjek i Prostor» and on «Telegram». The curator Horvat-Pintarić wrote an article dedicated to Alviani, accompanied by reproductions of the Linee-luce, where in addition to the “bright lyricism”, the Croatian critic foresaw his future developments towards the creation of architectural structures. By that technical evolution Alviani became close to N and T groups and Mari, and, after his participation to the Arte programmata in Venice, Umbro Apollonio in November 1962 took care of his exhibition at the La Cavana Gallery in Trieste.

Apollonio wrote on the catalog that the Linee-luce represented the renewed alliance between art and technique, while acknowledging their debt to the casual, would open new dimensions in architecture - a striking parallel with Horvat-Pintarić - in which the viewer had to “penetrate, pass through, enjoy”. The local press praised the exhibition as a direct offshoot of the Venice Arte programmata exhibition and as a first example of the new programmed research in Trieste.

§ Yugoslav Art in the early ’60s and the relationship between Umbro Apollonio and Matko Meštrović.

The Alviani’s fortune in Yugoslavia was due to a broader system of cultural relations between the two nations, which from 1961 to 1962 was becoming more pressing. For instance, at the Congress of Verucchio, Rimini and San Marino were a Yugoslav delegation composed among others by Kržišnik Zoran and Vera Horvat-Pintarić, whom participated at the 10th of 1961 and 11th of 1962 editions, where they met Italian artists and critics as Giulio Carlo Argan and Umbro Apollonio.

In addition, the true fundamental centre for knowledge of Yugoslav contemporary art was Venice, on special occasions, such as the Biennial was the principal. In 1962, in fact, the Yugoslav pavilion for the 31st Venice Biennial was a turning point in the fortunes of Yugoslav

68 Ž. Koščević, Getulio Alviani (GGSU), «Čovjek i prostor», no. 111, June, Zagreb, 1962, p.8; B. Istranin, U traženju novog... proviruje staro!, «Čovjek I Prostor», no. 113, August, Zagreb, 1962, p.3.
71 Ibid.
contemporary painting. The hall of the Slovenian painter Janez Bernik, curated by Kržišnik, received a quite success which was accompanied to a lesser extent of the Croatian Oton Gliha. The relevance of Informel, matter and gesture in Yugoslav painting was illustrated by the art piece as XXVIII 1962 by Bernik or on the side of a neo-naturalism - as pointed Radoslav Putar with regard to Italian Morlotti - as Gromače - 4 - 62 by Gliha.

As artists were intimate to matters of a renewal of painting, so even critics like Horvat-Pintarić, whom exalting in the Biennial the advent of modern Yugoslavia, became interested in the issues raised by authoritative judgments of Argan, and concerning on a Biennial colluded with the trade and reforming through new boards.

She did not fail to observe there were alternatives to the Biennial, such as Alternative Attuali (Current Alternative) in L'Aquila, the author visited and praised for the organization commissioned by Enrico Crispolti. Yugoslav intellectuals seemed to have a certain ease in moving in the Italian North-East and also there were relations with Rome, which, unlike Venice, were more strictly political.

In May 1962, in fact, at the Palazzo delle Esposizioni (Exhibition Palace) in Rome held a great exhibition entitled L'arte contemporanea in Jugoslavia (Contemporary Art in Yugoslavia). The exhibition was divided into three sections - painting, sculpture and applied arts - to present developments of arts in Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia according to the will of the organizing committee, consisting respectively in Zorna Kržišnik, Božo Bek and Oto Bihalj Merin. Among the exhibitors were the aforementioned Bernik and Gliha and near their artistic production, the sculptor Duzan Džamonja.

The line of the Concrete abstraction was represented by Picelj and the sculptor Vojin Bakić (figs. 53-56). The Body the Quadrennial of Rome, in the person of Fortunato Bellonzi, greeted Yugoslav works as clever fusion of legacies of different national cultures and their involvement with changes in the international art scene. Observations of Bellonzi supplemented the introduction by Kržišnik whom identified three main factors in Yugoslav art: a Mediterranean culture “formally accomplished”. The influence of Northern Europe «cooler, with a strong

---


75 V. Horvat-Pintarić, XXXI Bijenale u Veneciji, Istinitost i igra vrijednosti, «Telegram», July 13th, Zagreb,1962, p.3.


ideological commitment» - as could they read the works of Picelj. And, finally, the splendor «still alive in Byzantine culture»\textsuperscript{78}.

These critical expressions resented of the event officialdom which was the mirror of a partial representation of the Yugoslav art, as for example the work Homage to Lizisky of 1956, which Picelj had just exhibited in Italy in 1959\textsuperscript{79} was back from to ones of Bernik, by whose paintings the Yugoslav culture showed its modernity. In fact, Picelj edited the graphic of the catalogue which reminded the rigid geometry of Josef Albers, but without examples of that kind of artistic endeavor (fig. 57). Therefore there seemed to exist a strict separation between official and unofficial art, but unlike the Soviet regime, Yugoslav system was determined to acquire a living space in Western art scene.

A further confirmation of the idea, 1962 was the year of Yugoslav art, after Rome and the Biennial, in September still in Venice held a small collective titled 25 artisti jugoslavi\textsuperscript{80} (25 Yugoslav artists). Among organizers and exhibitors were still Božo Bek, Gliha and Bakić, but that was important because it marked a profound cooperation between Venetian and Yugoslav cultural institutions. As a consequence, Venice was a frank place for a web of relationships centered in the basin of the Adriatic Sea.

In fact, Yugoslav artists began to have its own trade in Venetian galleries, such as it emerged from the correspondence among Apollonio, Horvat-Pintarić and Gliha\textsuperscript{81}, to exhibit him in galleries nearby Apollonio.

Moreover, Zagreb painter Ivo Gattin in 1959 had his first Italian solo exhibition in Venice, at the Galleria S. Vidal\textsuperscript{82}. His works, which broke with the official status of Croatian painting, were an example for the Zagreb artistic milieu and Gattin reached heights of his research between 1963 and 1967, when after Venice, he moved to Milan (figs. 58,59 ). He met Lucio Fontana and abandoned material painting of torn images, to propose perforated surface, whose shape became irregular\textsuperscript{83}. That example showed how the artistic culture between Venice and Milan represented to the Yugoslav artists a constant engine of renewal.

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{79} Mostra nazionale dell’incisione jugoslava, op. cit., 1959.
\textsuperscript{80} 25 artisti jugoslavi, catalogue, September 1\textsuperscript{st} – 20\textsuperscript{th} 1962, Galleria dell’Opera Bevilaqua La Masa, Comune di Venezia, 1962.
\textsuperscript{81} ASAC archive, Venice. Found Curators. Folder Apollonio. Unit 4. Correspondence Apollonio – Gliha, September 1960. Unit 5. Correspondence Apollonio – Pintarić, from April 24\textsuperscript{th} to May 13\textsuperscript{th} 1963.
\textsuperscript{83} Ivo Gattin, op. cit., 1992.
In that period, indeed, Apollonio grew his own influence on Croatian intellectuals. A correspondence between Apollonio and Matko Meštrović revealed that the above-mentioned seminar, held by the critic in Venice at the Cini Foundation in September ’62, was followed by Meštrović whom was extremely impressed by him, asking for permission to translate it into Croatian and to read it at the Zagreb Radio on following December the 17th.

Therefore, the Apollonio’s discourse on new operative ways of the art, could also encourage the theoretical development of Meštrović and have had repercussions on the definition of the second Nove Tendencije. Relations between them continued through following months and probably still due to Apollonio, whom in June of 1963 was in Zagreb, Matko Meštrović participated at the 12th Congress of San Marino in October 1963.

That conference was remembered as the climax of N and T groups, Mari and others’ fortune, and at the same time marked the beginning of a long controversy in the Italian press. Directly referred to the 4th Biennial of San Marino, Meštrović, therefore, impressed by that fierce attack, which artists, supported by the experience of Nove Tendencije 2, had soured and wrote a commentary on «Čovjek i Prostor», illustrated by reproductions of UMRNT (1961) by Gabriele Devecchi and Cinereticolo spettrale (1963) by Alberto Biasi - both works exhibited in San Marino and in Zagreb. Meštrović’s position was ambiguous in judging the role of Argan, but also took the opportunity for a long tirade against the capitalist trade of the art, whose decline occurred in San Marino.

That, then, was the situation of Yugoslav art in Italy and how Croatian critics looked to what happened to Italian art. We can reversed the our point of observation to describe how Italian art was upheld in Zagreb. Should be pointed out that the city offered an art exhibition geography focused on the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, which was followed by the Muzej za umjetnost i...
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obrt (Museum of arts and crafts) and finally, the only alternative reality, which hosted the “unofficial” artistic research, was the G Studio, private space and managed by the aforementioned Gorgona Group.

At the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti in December 1962 was held 40 Suvremenih venecijanskih slikara (40 contemporary Venetian painters), direct response to the Venice exhibition of Yugoslav artists, quoted above, as stated by Božo Bek in the catalogue. Also Horvat-Pintarić was an organizer. Italian officers were Peter Zampetti, Italo Siciliano and Mario De Biasi, whom invited among forty painters, Mario De Luigi, Virgilio Guidi, Carmelo Zotti, Albino Lucatello, Armando Pizzinato, Giuseppe Santomaso and Emilio Vedova.

A group that had relations with Carlo Cardazzo and del Cavallino Gallery, with his presence showed the relationship between Zagreb and Venetian galleries, a sales network which of course was on the opposite side of the ideology professed by Meštrović and applied in the Nove tendencije. In fact, Bek in the catalogue stated the exhibition would present an Italian landscape different from in Zagreb had been represented by Manzoni, Alviani and N Group.

In addition, after Alviani, the second Italian was Enzo Mari whom had a solo exhibition in Zagreb, in October 1962 at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, which was recognized in Croatia as an official showcase for applied arts in collaboration with the nearby Institute for Industrial Design. The exhibition was very successful because favored by Zagreb art critics whom read Mari’s works as an art was able to integrate with the industrial culture in the manner and form produced according to a precise planning.

The layout of the catalog was by Picelj (figs. 60-61); Putar, whom taught Art History at the Institute for Industrial Design, oversaw the editing and Meštrović prepared the critic apparatus. His text outlining the different facets of the Mari’s activity whose work were related to a collective dimension of society. Also was preceded by another text by Max Bill, whom had prepared for Mari’s exhibition at the Danese Gallery in 1959.

Bill, at the time, claimed Mari as a representative of Concrete Art, because in his works discerned the basics of rhythm, progression, polarity and compositional logic. Modular structures

---

Mari presented in Zagreb in 1962 were a further development of the early research and had been accepted as the work of an Italian artist was heir of the Bauhaus’s tradition.

The exhibition marked a milestone for the success of Mari in Croatia 94 and especially in the circle of the Nove Tendencije and - although the Milan designer had not participated in 1961 - would help to reformulate critic parameters of its second edition. Moreover, as in the biography of Mari was remembered his participation in the Arte programmata exhibitions, was a significant fact that in Zagreb Italian artists’ programmed works began to receive increasing attention.

In fact, the Venetian stage of the Olivetti’s exhibitions was reviewed by Radoslav Putar 95, whom showed how exhibited works, among which was reproduced Strutturazione fluida by Gianni Colombo, had been carried out by Italian pioneers of new tendencies. Then explained the meanings of “programmed art”, “open work”, “kinetic art” and “multiple works”, and reported them to a close poetic and operational continuity with the Nove Tendencije, but began to manifest a different critic orientation than in 1961.

Until then Putar had been very close to the research of the Gorgona Group that represented the other soul of the Nove tendencije, materialized in the recovery of historical Dadaism by Knifer, Kožarić, Vaništa, Ješovar and others. Their G Studio, then, was a laboratory where banned any rigid planning on the model of EXAT51 Group, were experimented different languages which included the monochrome, the New Dada assemblage and studies on visual perception, close to the early stages of the Zero and N groups and GRAV. The greatest exponent was Julie Knifer 96 whom in February 1962 exhibited his meanders and that Putar pointed as a pure Gestalt research, for their ability to unify the temporal and spatial dimension, with logic simplicity, in an organic synthesis (fig. 62).

Along the same lines, the following May, François Morellet 97 exhibited his grids were defined by Putar as research of the vitality and dynamism through the visual perception (fig. 63). As a consequence, in the early part of 1962 was still possible the coexistence of the two opposing tendencies, but in progress of months exponents of Gorgona would have taken the distance from the critic setting tending to contamination between visual and industrial design research.

In fact, Gorgona’s members - demonstrating a precise search - formed a deep friendship with Piero Manzoni and they planned the creation of several artist’s books 98, which were diametrically

97 R. Putar, François Morellet, ibid.
98 Gorgona, op. cit. 1977.
opposed to multiples of artists such as Mari or Picelj. Thus, also in Zagreb among the groups of Croatian vanguard was beginning a slow splitting that would push Knifer to exhibit for the last time at the Nove Tendencije 2 in 1963.

§ 3. The organization, aims and results of the Nove Tendencije 2 in 1963.

After the first Nove Tendencije the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti of Zagreb acquired some of the most significant works that had been exhibited. From September 1961 to January 1962, the Galerija obtained - in some cases after brief negotiations with artists who rejected the trade but not museums - Superficie Ottico Dinamica (Optical Surface Dynamics 1960) by Alberto Biasi, Visione Dinamica (Dynamic Vision 1961) by Toni Costa, Object (Oggetto 1960) by Manfredo Massironi and Esmeralda III (1960) by Piero Dorazio.

Among the foreign participants were acquired works by Marc Adrian (Serie Delta -Delta Series no. 4, 1961), Heinz Mack (Rilievo in alluminio - Relief of aluminum, 1961), Almir Mavignier (Rettangolo - Row, 1961), François Morellet (Tre coppie di schermi 0° 30° 60° -
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100 MSU Archive. Found NT. Folder NT1 br. 1 1961.1961 nt1. No signed note to purchase several works by: Mavignier, 60,000 dinars; Le Parc,1,000 France Francs; Talman, 3,000 Swiss Francis, Maek, 500 Deutsche Mark, Diter Rot, 50,000 dinars, Piene, 1,200 Deutsche Mark, Dorazio, 480,000 Italian lire, Biasi, 30,000 Italian lire, Uli Pohl, 1000 Deutsche Mark, Adrian,80,000 dinars and Morellet, 50,000 dinars.


104 MSU Archive. Found NT. Folder NT1 br. 1 1961.1961 nt1. Letter from the director Božo Bek to Dorazio of October 28th 1961. «Egregio signor Dorazio! Il Museo ha spedito oggi al Vostro indirizzo la vostra seconda opera per 35,000 dinari, un quadro di Vostro conto nella Banca nazionale a Zagreb. Abbiamo spedito oggi la vostra seconda opera al Vostro indirizzo. Molte grazie per Vostro accoglimento e compiacenza, perché questo prezzo sicuramente non è adeguato al valore di Vostro quadro». Letter from Dorazio to Bek, of January 5th 1962. «[...] avec grand plaisir j’ai reçu votre demande d’acquisition ou d’achat de mon tableau rouge. Malheureusement le prix de 60,000 dinars que correspond à d.m. 300. – est trop bas en rapport aux prix de ce tableau à d.m. 800 – je vous propose alors la somme par laquelle je serai d’accord de le vendre: 120.000 dinari». 118
Three pairs of screens 0° 30° 60°, 1960) by Julio Le Parc (Probabilità del nero come del bianco n. 4 - Probability of black as white n. 4, 1961) Otto Piene (Pittura squadrata - squared Painting, 1961) and finally Paul Talman (K36 B, 1960). The acquisitions were added to Linee Luce FM-113 (1961) by Getulio Alviani which, exhibited in 1962, was considered akin to works of the Nove Tendencije, consideration that guaranteed the participation of him to the second edition.

Thus the Galerija was, for the first time in Europe, a collection of works that began to be known as new tendencies, whose Italian artists (Dorazio excluded) had the opportunity to appear in a public museum collection. Acquisitions were exhibited from August to September 1962 and showed the cultural establishment of Zagreb aspired to transform the Galerija into a vital center of European contemporary art, by means of the Nove Tendencije exhibitions. That was a valid reason to continue along the path taken.

From the point of view of the internal evolution to the artistic research in Croatia, two exhibitions had a particular meaning, by which Vlado Kristl and Ivan Picelj were able to define the future Nove Tendencije 2.

In August 1962, Kristl laid out a series of objects that had succeeded in its first period of matter and monochromatic painting. The artist come to his own reworking of the constructivist matrix through structures with geometric reticules, modifiable by the viewer (fig. 64). Furthermore, it was clear his adherence to the rational and programmed line of new tendencies.

The catalogue text was made by Vjenceslav Richter whom showed how the application of a visual system with three-dimensional objects brought an interaction between viewer and work, even at a level of gaming and entertainment. The exhibition was important also for Richter, as allowed him to come near issues that the Nove Tendencije raised among the artists in Zagreb and in a short time to present himself as a sculptor in dialogue with different art forms of European groups, but especially with the architectural dimension of Enzo Mari.

The second exhibition was the great solo anthology of Picelj in September 1962 at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt. The works presented covered ten years of activity and were illustrated by his friend Michel Seuphor whom indicated in Picelj a direct continuator of geometric abstraction.

104 MSU Archive. Found NT. Folder NT1 br. 1.1961.1961 nt1. Letter from the director Božo Bek to Morellet, of October 28th 1961. «Cher Monsiuer Morellet! Nous sommes intéressés à faire l’acquisition de votre oeuvre (Catalogue No. 55) à 50,000 Dinar etc».
105 Getulio, op. cit. (Zagreb) 1962.
108 Ibid. «možda je danas teže nego ikada i isto toliko neophodnije nego ikada odrenje problema, fiksacije vlastitog svijeta vlastitog koordinatnog sistema u osami ničega, […] Kristl razapinje svoj sistem, svoju proščućenu lapidarnost provjerava je u svim situacijama, […], gradi na njoj trodimenzijonalne variabile u kojima raste život i igra iz jedne nihilističke ukočenosti skače u svijet beskonačno promjenjivog, […]»
on the line of Malevitch, Mondrian and Moholy-Nagy (figs. 65,66). The local press\(^{110}\) called Picelj author of international fame - among the few to have exhibited in Paris (1952) and New York (1960) - and the main figure of new tendencies in Croatia and Europe.

In fact, the art critic Josip Depolo\(^{111}\) specified in last solutions of Picelj was evident a planning that made his works, regardless of the method used, participants of the same social function. Posters, paintings and objects were stimuli for a new sensibility in everyday life of socialist and industrial society. Consequently in works and poetic of Kristl and Picelj some fundamental characteristics would influence organizers of the *Nove Tendencije*, were the resumption of the Constructivism tradition, the socialist ideological commitment and the approach to industrial design.

In fact in November 1962 Božo Bek, Matko Meštrović, Radoslav Putar and Boris Kelemen, whom formed the organizing committee of the *Nove Tendencije* 2, sent the invitation to European artists to participate at the Zagreb exhibition, established as a Biennial, and would be held from May 10\(^{th}\) to June 10\(^{th}\).

Furthermore, that edition would coincide directly with the second Festival of Contemporary Music, in which electronic and serial music represented another example of the programming in art\(^{112}\). The first edition of the festival, organized by the musician Milko Kelemen, Boris’s brother, preceded in 1961 the exhibition of visual arts, but in 1963 the two surveys were added up, both for financial reasons and to boost the international fame of Zagreb, thanks to the presence of personalities such as Karlheinz Stockhausen\(^{113}\).
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\(^{112}\) MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 73.1963nt2. Type letter signed by Bek, Meštrović and Putar «La direction du Musée d’art contemporain de Zagreb a le plaisir de porter à votre connaissance qu’elle se propose d’organiser, au mois de mai 1963, une manifestation artistique qui se déroulera sous le nom de “Nouvelles tendances II”». Cette manifestation culturelle sous forme d’exposition, se chargera de poursuivre l’initiative et l’attitude d’idées de l’exposition “Nouvelles tendances”[…]. Cette fois-ci l’exposition coincidera avec la manifestation du 2\(^{e}\) Festival de musique contemporaine qui fera rassembler les musiciens le plus progressés de tout le monde. L’exposition aura le caractère d’une manifestation biennale qui cherchera à démontrer, dans sa structure, le développement successif des courants artistiques susmentionnés et ne cessant de s’affirmer chaque jour de plus en plus». Ibid. Folder NT2 Nt2_1963 Upitnik. «[…].Ove godine izložba koordinirati s održavanjem II festivala suvremene muzike na kojemu se okupljaju najnapredniji muzičari svijeta danas. Izložba “Nove tendencije II” ima zadatak da okupi i pokaže što veći broj onih pojava na području moderne likovne umjetnosti koje sadrže elemente najnaprednijih pravaca. To su elementi principa oblikovanja, materialnog sastava djela i funkcije djela».

MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 Prijedlog za publikaciju Nt2. «Pripremajući medunarodni izložbu “Nove tendencije” koja će se po drugi put održati, u Zagrebu od 10 maja do 10 juna slijedeće godine u Gradskoj galeriji suvremene umjetnosti[…]. za upostavljanje novih shvaćanja i vrijednosti zasnovanih na najpozitivnijim spoznajama suvremenih socijalne i nautične misli i postignućima u usmjerenjima moderne civilizacije. Tako je Zagreb danas kad se te ideje u svijetu počinju već jače širiti postao grad koji se sve češće spominje […] a održavat će se svake druge godine zajedno s takodjer već afirmiranim Zagrebačkim muzičkim bjenalom». 120
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The activities of organizers in Zagreb coincided with an incident happened in Paris on November 3rd, when the GRAV hosted several artists, including Ivan Picelj, but no Italian ones, to decide a common action strategy of an artistic movement was called “Nouvelle Tendance”. That meeting did not produce significant theoretical manifestos, but assured to French GRAV the paternity of a movement that began to diverge from exhibitions of the Nove Tendencije and would have its clout in the second event of 1963.

A last preliminary issue in the organization of the Nove Tendencije 2, covered the role of Almir Mavignier, which was not among the participants of the meeting in Paris, and in 1961 had just shown to not like the interference of the Croatian Committee.

In fact, when deciding which critical direction to provide at the exhibition, Matko Meštrović suggested to Mavignier to contact Max Bense, but the artist was in disagreement because he believed the academicism of Bense was incompatible with original anti-academic and anti-mercantile instances of the Nove Tendencije. Mavignier also warned of possible dangers that the Bense’s theory probably would have given, since his aesthetics reduced the understanding of art works to mere communication factors. His claimed scientific attitude, indulged in the GRAV’s entourage, risked to relegate the artist to the simple role of vision technician.

Even in Italy, Bense’s aesthetics was regarded with suspicion as in the case of Umbro Apollonio, whom knew him personally in Leverkusen in May 1961, during the event Morsbroicher Kunsttage 1961, organized by Udo Kultermann. According to Apollonio, Bense forgot the historical matrix that was subject to every work of art, to flatten its meaning on a conceptual horizon technically flawless but limited and partial. However, Meštrović, his colleagues and Nouvelle Tendance artists would, after 1963, increasingly close ties with Bense and the Theory of Information.

114 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder Umjetnici m. Mavignier. Letter from Mavignier to Matko Meštrović of July 5th 1961. «[...] pour le catalogue je trouve qu’il y a un point à discuter. Vous avez accepte de laisser faire une ex position à charge de quelqu’un inconnu comme moi et maintenaient vous voulez pour le catalogue pas un article de moi mais, de quelqu’un vraiment très importante t très connu! Tu ne crois pas qu’il y une contradiction? La pro position de Max Bense ou n’importe qui, que ni a rien à voir avec cette ex position est très discutable et, si tu permets, même absurde»

115 ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Curators. Folder Umbro Apollonio. Unit 5. Letter from Apollonio to Kultermann of May 15th 1961. «Non ho alcun preconcetto, e lei lo sa, contro le esperienze contemporanee, ma ritengo che giovi guardale anche storicamente: e nessuno può negare, io penso, che molte, almeno quelle presentate a Leverkusen trovano radice negli esempi citati: dalla Bauhaus a Dadaisti e così via. […] Bisogna passare ad un dato momento ad una valutazione, per lo meno ad un tentativo di valutazione dei singoli fenomeni, e non basta, come ha fatto Bense, dichiarare di prescindere da questioni di valore e di significato. la sua è sempre un’analisi puntuale del fenomeno, ma che non si sposta al di là di simile minuziosa indagine»
§ From Nove Tendencije 2 to the planning an artistic movement.

The Committee of the second Nove Tendencije in December 1962, as appears from the correspondence between secretariat and exhibitors, invited at the first Italian N Group - even as a collective - Dorazio and Alviani. In February 1963 Matko Meštrović, thanks to Božo Bek, asked the permission to the consulate of Italian Republic for enter in Italy, as the organizer of the Italian section in the Nove Tendencije 2.

Shortly after arrived the Gianni Colombo’s participation whom would have exhibited Strutturazione pulsante (beating Structuring), in March Gabriele Devecchi’s one whom wanted to bring Superficie in vibrazione (a vibrating surface). But then came a setback. Causes may have been financial and administrative, or of opportunities whereas the 4th International Biennial of San Marino would be inaugurated in July 1963 and therefore could have a fruitful dialogue with Zagreb.

In fact in San Marino would have attend the Zero, GRAV, N and T groups, singles Alviani, Mari and Croatian Picelj, Bakić and Richter. As a consequence, the exhibition was postponed for four months. On May 25th 1963, with a letter sent to all participants, Božo Bek passed the final dates, from 1st August to 15th September, and was abandoned the purpose to present it with the Music Biennial.

However, it raised the possibility that the exhibition would be transferred, without specifying where, in Venice. Italian participation was immediate, N Group joined individually as Toni Costa had voluntarily removed from the group. Between June and July, as well as Castellani and Dorazio, joined T Group (decided to show the same works from the Arte programmata), Alviani, Mari and Dada Maino.

Alviani, by means of his knowledge of the Yugoslavia, was a courier between Milan and Zagreb, carrying his own works and ones of Colombo, while Henk Peeters’s and JJ Schoonhoven’s works were taken from the La Cavana Gallery of Trieste away. Zero Group, Marc Adrian, Karl Gerstner, Spanish Equipo 57 (Jorge Oteiza, Luis Aguilera, Angel Duarte, Jose
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116 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT 2. 73.1963 nt2, Secretariat Correspondence form December 1962 to July 1963.
117 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT 2. 73.1963 nt2. Application form of February 8th 1963, signed by Božo Bek. «Konzulatu Republike Italije, Zagreb. Ljepo Vas molimo da matku Meštroviću suradniku naše Galerije, koji putuje un Italiju sa svrhom da organizira sudjelovanje talijanskih umjetnika ma medjunarodnoj izložbi “Nove Tendencije II” koja će se u okviru Zagrebačkog muzičkog Bienale održati u našoj Galeriji, izdate potrebu vizu».
118 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT 2. 73.1963 nt2. Model letter fo May 25th 1963. «Nous avons plaisir de vous communiquer que nous nous trouvons de nouveau en condition de pouvoir reprendre le travail d’organiser l’Exposition “Nouvelle Tendence II” qui, par suite de difficultés inattendues, a été remise. Maintenant, nous les problème résolu, nous vous prions de bien vouloir nous prêter votre confiance et de reconfirmer votre participation, sous les mêmes conditions comme précédemment, l’Exposition 'Nouvelles Tendences II' qui tiendra du 1 août au 15 septembre et qui probablement au mois d’octobre sera transporté à Venise ». 
Duarte, Juan Serrano and Agustín Ibarrola), Almir Mavignier and Paul Talman joined GRAV. Yugoslav artists were Kristl, Knifer, Richter, Picelj, Šutej, Srnec and the sculptor Voijn Bakić.

Considering various European backgrounds, the event finally took an international appearance, and as a result the future promised to be across European borders. In the pursuit of international fame, according to organizers should have been involved, as well as artists, major European art critics, including Giulio Carlo Argan, Guy Habasque and Jean Cassou, but the project was soon shelved 119.

At the international opening corresponded, however, a surprising uniformity in works would have been exhibited. The works, rather than for their own forms - ranging from a rigid geometry and a free compositional research - would be considered through experiments which would display.

Some isolated cases were Dorazio, Castellani and Knifer, whom represented the most heterogeneous situation. Dorazio, in fact, by Ad personam 2 (1962) continued the series of paints whose grid had thickened. Castellani was in the process of abandoning the single surface of the canvas for structures involved the environment of the viewer. Knifer, finally, varied his Meander in compositions just more rarefied just more dilated (figs. 67-69).

In other cases, however, works showed experiments did not transcended the science and objects were programmed to make perceptual effects quantitatively measurable. The aim, for example, had Mari, Alviani, N and T groups, GRAV, Kristl, Richter, Srnec, Šutej and Bakić, was to objectify problems of optical-illusionist, kinetic and optical order. The spherical structures or flat, intermittent pulses of light, and different texture gradients in groups of geometric flat and in relief elements (Figs. 70-74). Clear and simple forms were originated from serial compositions and iterations of the same modules, in the transition from unity to multiplicity (figs.75-87).

Underlying works a mathematical order which was exportable at an architectural and urban level, as evidenced by the Yugoslav press120. That new architectural dimension was explained also by Vjenceslav Richter's participation, and as seen above, because he was the most popular Croatian architect appreciated abroad.

119 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder Prijedlog za publikaciju Ni2. No dated typewritten communication from the Nove Tendencije II's secretariat «[...] jo ćemu vodi brigu grupa Recherche d'art visuel u Parizu, [...] Pozivi s upitnicima već su razaslanji više od šezdesetorici pripadnika novih tendencija 15 različitih nacionalnosti koji djeluju grupno ili pojedinačno u Milanu, Padovi, Rimu, [...] New Yorku [...] i Zagrebu[...]. Od stranih stručnjaka predviđaju se prilozi Dr. Giulio Carla Argana, [...] bez sumnja najbolje i najdalekovidnijeg medju talijanskim teoreticima, zatim Guya Habasquesa, [...] urednika časopisa L'OEil[...], i još eventualno Jeanu Cassou[...]».  
In August 1963 works were displayed in rooms of the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti without any significant difference to the quality of the previous setting (figs. 89-91). A novelty was Meštrović prepared a series of encounters among artists, critics and audiences that were held a few days after the inauguration, at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt.

*Nove Tendencije* 2121, consequently extended to other areas and these meetings were supplemented by art films, including ones produced by Alexander Srnec and Dieter Roth. Meštrović, also contacted Giorgio Soavi122, from the advertising department of Olivetti, to ask for a copy of the film *Arte programmata* which, as art films and documentaries at the same time, would allow an ideal connection with the *Nove Tendencije*. From Olivetti he got any response and much less the permission for the screening, therefore Colombo assumed the responsibility to circulate a copy of the film without permission123.

According to Meštrović, in similar way to Putar had just highlighted, the *Arte programmata* had been a common example both for Croatian and Italian art. The press of Zagreb124 became interested in the meetings took place in Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, as in an editorial accompanying the reproduction of Colombo’s *Strutturazione Fluida* (Fluid Structure). That was important twice, because the public could observe it both in the movie *Arte programmata*, with in background a Luciano Berio’s composition, and live in Galerija. The reporter was interested in that work made by industrial materials, as in the case of Colombo, which involved the movement and participation of the viewer.

122 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 163. Letter from Meštrović a Giorgion Soavi of July 22nd 1963. «Carissimo Soavi, tin prego per un grande favore. Il 1 agosto si apre la most ra internazionale “Nuove Tendenze II” con circa sessanta partecipanti. Per il 2 e 3 agosto abbiamo previsto un programma di discussioni e di proiezioni dei film sperimentali di Diter Rot, Manfred Kage e Aleksander Srnec. Ho pensato che sarebbe bene vedere in questa occasione anche il film che la Olivetti ha fatto sulla mostra d’arte programmata. Se questo è possibile ti prego calorosamente di mandarci una copia per Boriani o Colombo».
123 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 _163. Letter from Gianni Colombo to Meštrović of August 9th 1963. «Caro Colombo, appena arrivato a Milano ho cercato di mettermi in contatto con la Olivetti per il films, ma ho trovato tutti gli uffici chiusi per ferie fino al primo di settembre. Ho deciso allora di assumermi la responsabilità, senza autorizzazione, di spedirti il films che mi è rimasto, da to che sino a settembre nessuno, probabilmente, lo cercherà. Comprendi quindi la mia posizione e ti prego di assumerti a tua volta l’incarico di curare la conservazione della pellicola, al rispedizione a Milano il giorno stesso che non ti servirà più nel modo più rapido e sicuro perché qualsiasi danno sarebbe a mio e quindi nostro carico. Ti prego anche di scrivermi due righe, magari a nome della Vostra galleria, se hai ricevuto il films e le ragioni delle proiezioni affinché possa presentarle all’olivetti nel caso che si facessero vivi». Reply letter from Meštrović to Colombo of August 22nd 1963. «Caro Colombo, scusami per il ritardo[…] appena adesso posso confermarti la ricevuta del film per cui ti ringrazio moltissimo. Non c’era nessuna alla galleria che poteva farlo prima, non preoccuparti per la conservazione della pellicola. Le proiezioni si fanno ogni tanto nel Museo d’Arte decorativa in occasione dell’attuale mostra “Architettura visionaria”».
124 *T.I.*, *Izložba i rasprava. Izložba ‘nove tendencije 2’ u galeriji suvremene umjetnosti i rasprava o tome u Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, ‘Večerni list’, August 1st, Zagreb,1963. «Radovi koje ćemo vidjeti pretežno su eksperimentalnog karaktera i u njima su najčešće upotrijebljeni suvremene industrijski materijal i sredstva. […]Gladalac aktivno sudjeluje u “dogadaju” djela, koje je stalno promjenjivito, bilo zbog kretanja gledaoca bilo zbog vlastitog mehanizma koji ga održava u stalnom gibanju i mijenj. […] Osim izložbe o “Novim tendencijama” održat će se i rasprava u Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, a bit će prikazani i eksperimentalni filmovi» p. 5.
Even Boris Kelemen wrote a short article devoted to extemporaneous meetings and to the presence of Picelj, Srnec, Kristl and Bakić - but forgot Knifer - whose works represented the new experimental dimension of Croatian art. The main interest of the press, of course, was for the works exhibited in the Galerija. As witnessed by a photograph of the exhibition (fig. 92). Josip Depolo on «Vjesnik» brought back the sarcastic impressions of the public, accompanying the article with a reproduction of Linee-luce by Alviani.

On «Telegram», the critic Boris Istranin expressed a negative judgment on works - including several reproductions by Morellet’s and Šutej’s ones - which got too close to industrial design, as if they were simply works which were multiplied and spread like printing. That socialization of art, according to Istranin was directed to a visual education more than to an aesthetic pleasure, and he preferred the paintings “restrained and elegant” by Dorazio than works by GRAV, N and T groups; because of Dorazio recognize a beauty just failed to attain creative perfection.

Therefore in that second edition, also in Zagreb was difficult to accept certain experimental proposals compared to soothing abstract painting. Comments of the popular press were benevolent or malevolent, but were ever superficial; to detractors Radoslav Putar on «Čovjek i prostor» replied with a short but acute critic analysis. Putar argued his position in favor of the Nove Tendencije following reflections – which Putar had translated in the previous February on the same magazine – by the art critic Jurgen Mörschel on the works of Gerhard von Graevenitz.
According to Putar was still difficult to establish a precise authorship of new tendencies - and intended the term “new tendencies” as an artistic movement - despite the fact works had formal appeals with ones of Vasarely, Moholy-Nagy and Munari. Putar also considered useless to put the new tendencies in contrast with other movements such as Tachisme, New Realism and New Dadaism, contrary to what Meštrović and his European colleagues claimed. Putar was interested to isolate technical components peculiar to works of new tendencies, whom indicated in the space, time, materials and functionality.

The space and time were directly linked, as in works of Grazia Varisco, and materials could be traditional, as in Dorazio and Šutej, or industrial. The industrial materials were “colorless” and that quality was to support the theory of anonymity, proclaimed by N Group and GRAV. Indeed, the absence of color, which was understood by tachistes painters as an expressive element of the personality of the author, was the real new brought by groups’ work. Finally, Putar considered crucial for new tendencies the social work, which allowed them to consider themselves heirs of the historical Bauhaus and not followers.

However, he did not silence a latent contradiction in new tendencies and indicated in the commercial relationship with galleries, because many of artists began to exhibit and sell following trade demand. In fact, according to Putar, N Group - less Costa - and Richter had handled the issue in the Nove Tendencije 2. If the former questioned the way to achieve full artistic freedom and social commitment, the latter, Richter, radicalized the contradiction of the trade, offering the ideological artist commitment and the application on urban large-scale of new tendencies’ works, by a plastic and technical homogeneity in order to create “a new visual world”.

§ The risk of the Nouvelle Tendance: from the orthodoxy to the dogmatism.

During the Nove Tendencije 2 was clear, therefore, that the role of Italian, Croat, and French was so far greater than the participation of Mavignier and German Zero Group’s artists. To the homogeneity found in the most part of works corresponded the exhibition poster, which was designed by Picelj, whom drew inspiration from a silkscreen by Edoardo Landi.

In addition, Putar and Meštrović wrote the introduction to the catalogue. Putar pointed out the perceptive instability pursued by GRAV’s theory. And the indeterminacy or formal opening

---
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of programmed works were artistic insights originated from physical factors such as light changes. The inconsistent variability in the work was an antidote to the illusion of eternity passed down from traditional art and, according to Putar, was the fundamental difference between new tendencies’ works and Mondrian’s ones. The movement then borrowed its form from one side by means of geometric structures which were subjected to the “charm of chance”, from the other to the “technical purity”. The central focus of that speech was the variability of the work was felt only within the real space of the observer and thus predicting the future success of environmental structures.

Meštrović, in his speech, reconstructed the genealogical line of new tendencies, identifying the rational legacy of Bauhaus and Neoplasticism and to which associated the technical evolution, favored by the report between capital and industry. The machine, therefore, was a product of a humanist thought which nevertheless had to became scientific by means of the Marxist ideology. In that way the work of the artist would transform the artistic action in social action.

Meštrović, then receded more and more from the original intentions shared with Mavignier, and his vision of art would assume a specific address that he had just outlined at the end of 1962 in Nove spoznaje u likovnoj umjetnosti (New directions in the arts) 132. The text - is also in Italian version corrected by Umbro Apollonio – by Meštrović was proposed to Umbro Apollonio for publication133.

New Tendencies, Meštrović claimed, had a clear theoretical formulation in September 1962 during the Second Biennial of Young Artists in Paris. GRAV wrote and distributed a manifesto in which asserted that for the art democratization was refused the single artist, the material reality of the work was alien to feelings of its creator or its audience, the motion and the reproducibility had to replace the stasis and the single piece. Meštrović argued in addition to GRAV, only N Group in Padua had just reached similar theorizations in March 1961 during the Biasi’s exhibition, whose quoted the manifesto.

Meštrović also shared the GRAV’s operational methodology, whom had distributed a questionnaire during the L’instabilité (the instability) exhibitions, when the same printed in

133 ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Curators. Folder Umbro Apollonio. Unit 5. Letter from Apollonio to Meštrović, of January 8th 1963. “Caro Meštrović, ho rivisto il suo articolo ed ho cercato di darvi una forma italiana più adeguata rispettando il suo pensiero secondo l’interpretazione che ne ricavavo, le restituisco il testo sia perché controlli che il suo pensiero fondamentale non sia stato falsato, sia perché voglia chiaririmi alcuni dubbi segnati con un punto interrogativo. […]non è formulata soltanto una nuova estetica nella serie delle preesistenti; si tratta infatti di un generale spostamento dei problemi fondamentali dell’arte dai vicoli ciechi nei quali si dibatteva finora[…] è chiaro che in questo quadro la dimensione individualistica dell’uomo, sia quella romantica che quella tragica, verrà ridotta ad una misura reale che sarà ugualmente applicabile ad ogni individualità umana.[…] citiamo l’esempio molto caratteristico e significativo del gruppo dei giovani artisti padovani (Gruppo N)[…] L’attuale realtà sociale nonché la coscienza collettiva, si trovano esse veramente a poca distanza da simili modi di concepire?”. 127
The Croatian translation, happening *Nove Tendencije 2*, was distributed to the public in Zagreb. The public involvement, according to Putar and Meštrović, therefore was the new frontier would tend *Nove tendencije 2*.

Even on an ideological level to visitors was offered a pamphlet written by François Morellet and François Molnar. It was entitled *Pour un art abstrait progressif* and was attached to the catalogue. That was the ultimate theoretical act of *Nouvelle Tendance*, which then led new tendencies towards a uniform appearance would be translated into Italian “Nuova Tendenza”. Morellet and Molnar, as Marxist socialists, railed against the traditional abstract art in favor of one they showed as “progressive”, writing in the second paragraph, that:

«Le spectateur ne doit donc pas ‘comprendre’ l’œuvre d’art. non parce qu’il y a quelque ‘mystère’ que l’artiste doit cacher devant le spectateur (bien au contraire, la Nouvelle Tendance estime qu’il ne faut rien cacher au public, que l’œuvre d’art doit agir par ses qualités intrinsèques et non par quelque mystification) mais, parce que dans l’œuvre plastique, il n’y a rien à comprendre dans le ses strict du mot. [...] L’art abstrait ne veut rien dire. C’est un système des signes, qui ne renvoie à rien d’autre, qu’à lui-même».

The third section was devoted to the relationship between abstract art and Marxism, overturned the Andrei Zhdanov’s (1896-1948) theory to demonstrate the scientific apparatus of Marxism was combined with abstraction. The realism by Zhdanov’s aesthetics was overcome by scientific experimentation, in the field of Gestaltpsychologie, implemented by abstract works. Furthermore, the abstraction of *Nouvelle Tendance* belonged to history and as Marxist thought had its theoretical roots in Hegelian historicism:

« Nous sommes arrivés à l’art abstrait par un chemin historique, et l’histoire ne peut pas se tromper: weltgeschichte=weltgericht (Hegel)».

Therefore they accepted and affirmed the affiliation to a specific historical situation and, as had just happened - and almost its direct shoot – for the *Arte programmata* exhibition in the *Nove tendencije 2*’s catalogue was traced a genealogy by works and exhibitions that the historical
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134 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 NT2_1963 Upitnik.
137 Ibid., p. 3.
138 Ibid., p. 6
avant-garde in 1963 marked the progressive path of New Tendency. In an earlier typed version, drafted by May 1963, the chronology began with Giacomo Balla and ended at the Arte programmata exhibitions:


On the one hand Nove Tendencije was put within a historical dimension, on the other hand was in contrast with authors as Mavignier and Manzoni had argued in 1961: did not have to recourse to the historical approach. The break with Mavignier happened on another face, was consumed within the same Nove Tendencije.

Also in August, a few days after the inauguration circulated the first bulletin of Nouvelle Tendance - Recherche continue140. Following a series of meetings which were attended by Castellani, Costa, Alviani, Mari, Picelj, representatives of GRAV (Le Parc, Morellet), N (Biasi, Landi, Massironi), T (Anceschi, Boriani Colombo) groups and Meštrović and Putar, on the Bulletin they proceeded from the “NT” international movement to the exclusion of Marc Adrian, Vojin Bakić, Marta Boto, Carlos Cruz Diez, Piero Dorazio, Garcia Miranda, Rudolf Kammer, Julije Knifer, Heinz Mack, Herbert Oehm, Henk Peeters, Otto Piene, Aleksandar Srnec, Helge Sommerrock, Miroslav Šutej and Günter Uecker.

They had been temporarily removed - pending their “self-criticism” according to a custom of the Communist Party - because their works and poetics did not correspond to the Nouvelle Tendance movement, whose basic principles were: 1) primacy of research, 2) depersonalization, 3) open communication, 4) collective work, 5) development of collective ideas technical and theoretical for the production of anonymous works. The committee reserved the ability to readmitted, in the next time, the artists if they aligned with principles of the Nouvelle Tendance.

Almir Mavignier141, whom was neither among the excluded nor among the committee members, felt the paradoxical situation in which had placed his colleagues. In December 1963, as creator and promoter of the Nove Tendencije, Mavignier sent a memorandum to Božo Bek. The

139 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 Katalog radna verzija.
141 MSU Archive, Zagreb. Found NT. Folder NT2 Umjetnici m Mavignier. Letter form Mavignier to Božo Beck of December 12th 1963. «[...] et finalement, la liste des 'expulse' de 'n.t.r.c.' [...] voilà le résultat catastrophique de l’intention de quelques artistes de transformer les ‘n.t.’ en un ‘syndicat’ dont les règlements doivent classifier, orienter et limiter les groupes ou les artistes indépendants, en les contrôlant dans la divulgation de leurs œuvres et indirectement dans la création de leurs travaux. Si on pense que l’artiste, avant ou après de finir son œuvre, doit considérer si la 'clarté de sa position' est en accord avec l’avis des 'coordinateurs', nous ne sommes alors pas loin du réalisme social. Il est d’ailleurs malheureux que la jeune critique ait fait à Zagreb des rapports entre marxisme et 'n.t'. Les 'n.t.' ne se compromettent pas politiquement. [...] nous sommes dans un moment décisive. Si les – ‘n.t’ devaient évoluer dans le sens “syndicat” du bulletin de paris, je serai oblige de faire cesser toute forme de collaboration au ‘n.t.r.c.’.».
invective of Mavignier against authors of the report reiterated the absolute freedom for the artist and the not politicization of the *Nove Tendencije*.

The artist also hinted his voluntary withdrawal from the event. Consequently, that episode would forced to consider one side the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti behaved like other similar institutions and then turned to the art trade without any hesitation, the other the group of artists proclaimed only in words their freedom and intransigence towards the trade, so far as to purge whom were not faithful to the *Nouvelle Tendance* line.

All that occurred when exhibitions in Zagreb began to receive the international recognition, while the severity of the episode would cast a shadow over the real strength of the movement.

Finally, in the early Sixties, the science, by its psychological and neurological applications, discovered the abstract and Informel painting could have helped to understand the aesthetic and emotional activities of primates, children and the mentally insane. On the artistic side, N group and his colleagues re-established a new relationship with technological and industrial society, setting as vision technicians and experimenters of the Gestalt.

In the particular Italian situation the bond between N and T groups, Munari and Mari became even more solid and artists, after the 12th Lissone Award in 1961, sought acclaim from critic and audience. The opportunity was given to them by Olivetti Company from Ivrea, which opened its stores across Italy and Europe, by several traveling exhibitions which named *Arte programmata*, as was written by Umberto Eco. Works of Mari and others were put off from usual artistic canons and were similar in operational technique and planning phase to industrial design way.

However, artists realized the relationship with the industry could only be subordinated. At the same time, was made clear that their work relegated Informel to ideally embraced the avant-gardes from Futurism to Constructivism. In that way artists by exhibitions of programmed art, reached finally an audience, also the use of their works was not yet understood.

The critic operation to take advantage of the tradition to justify the new would not just reach a impact positive. And when *Arte programmata* increased with the presence of GRAV, Getulio Alviani and Dada Maino their climb to success assumed an international importance.

Artists understood the need to come together in a unified, homogeneous movement, which found in the second *Nove Tendencije* in Zagreb the perfect place to learn. On that occasion, original intentions supported by Almir Mavignier, were replaced by a vision aiming to a dangerous dogmatism was born from the fusion among the para-scientific theories of GRAV, the
collective work professed by N Group and the ideological contribution from the Yugoslav socialism of Meštrović and Richter.

On the technical level, *Nouvelle Tendance* has been stated by a small group of artists, including GRAV, N and T Groups, pointed the direction of their own artistic research aimed at the production of programmed works. They insisted on geometric rigidity that balances the instability of perception, and in a direct relationship with the public. But their contradictory attitude was unsolved in regard to the trade and the Croatian, Italian and international cultural establishment.
Chapter 5th. To define an united artistic movement. New Tendency between Venice, Paris and Zagreb.

In December 1963, the art critic Italo Tomassoni\(^1\) published the essay *Per un’ipotesi barocca* (For a Baroque hypothesis), in which analyzed Italian artistic events which, from the mid-Fifties to 1962, has been influenced by new working ways of artists. Tomassoni reached the main conclusion – also thanks to the advice of Umbro Apollonio\(^2\) - that the Baroque had not exhausted as art movement historicized by critics, but pervaded the research of contemporary art. The continuity between Baroque and Informel Art was in the objectified reality of “open forms” in works of artists such as Lucio Fontana.

According to Tomassoni, the Italian art from Baroque onwards insisted on the dialectic between open and closed forms - according to Umberto Eco - between improvisation and planning. The artistic categories of “new realism”, “new figuration” and “Gestalt art” that art criticism between 1962 and 1963 imposed to the works of artists like Rotella, Vacchi and Mari were all variations of the same Baroque style that consisted in the research by those artists in surprising the perceptive habit of viewers.

The essay by Tomassoni turned a critical debate that took place between 1962 and 1963 and involved both Italian and Croatian culture. The major question was about the interpretative way to use to read and understand different fields of artistic research that explicitly declared themselves in opposition or as the overcoming of the Informel current.

The fortune of Informel forms, as seen above, consisted in their international spread. For example, in Italy and Croatia, despite obvious differences in style, artists believed them could objectify on the canvas their personal relationship with the world. Similarly a range of works, which were based on direct sampling of images from mass media, ones continued in the figurative tradition of the historic European Expressionism, and finally, which ones materialized the movement intended as the main character of the industrial world, had an international circulation.

Art critique, therefore, agreed with the idea to considerate post-Informel tendencies because if the extreme subjectivism was the feature of that current, new research showed a return to forms more or less codified by tradition or borrowed from a common visual panorama.
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Consequently, in Italy, on the one hand there were art scholars, as Giulio Carlo Argan, Italo Tomassoni, Maurizio Calvesi who sought a synthesis between various aspects of that post-Informel scene, on the other hand supporters of any particular research, as the critic Pierre Restany for “new realism”, Enrico Crispolti for “new figuration” and Umbro Apollonio for “programmed art”, were divided in three main fronts, which according to occasions, received other art critics.

As for the specific relations between Umbro Apollonio and Croatian critics Vera Horvat-Pintarić and Matko Meštrović, intensified between 1963 and 1965. Nove tendencije 2 exhibition in 1963 assumed an appearance militant demonstration in favor of programmed works, and consequently began to spread the idea of a joint artistic movement formed by Italian and Croatian artists.

The name “Nouvelle Tendance” which was suggested by GRAV found credit in Italy as “Nuova Tendenza”, in the homonymous exhibition in Venice in December 1963. That movement in fact was inspired by works had common operational and formal rules - programming, geometry, electrical mechanism, industrial materials - to the point that it had his moments of international recognition in 1964 Venice Biennial and in Zagreb with the 1965 Nova Tendencija 3 exhibition.


In June 1962, finished the first exhibition of the Arte programmata in Milan, in Bologna – where the influence of “new naturalism” painting theorized by Francesco Arcangeli was strong - younger art critics Renato Barilli, Maurizio Calvesi and Enrico Crispolti organized the exhibition Nuove prospettive della pittura italiana (new perspectives of Italian painting), with the theoretical contribution by Umberto Eco.

The group exhibition joined together a large number of painters whom, according to the organizers, proposed solutions alternative to Informel. In paintings made mostly between 1961 and 1962 as Richiesta di leaders (Request for leaders) by Valerio Adami (1935), La porta (The door), by Rodolfo Aricò (1930), ‘Underground’. Corridoi, (‘Underground'. Corridors) by Aldo Bergolli (1931), Nel verde della sera ( In the green of the evening), by Enzo Brunori (1924), Specchio magico (Magic Mirror),by Lucio Del Pezzo (1933), perpetuated Informel elements, as
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the gesture, the matter, the overlapping colors and amoeboid forms or the assemblage according to a Dadaist attitude (figs. 1-5).

In the first phase, the novelty factor consisted in the attitude of many young painters whom in different ways abandoned the expressive paroxysm Informel in favor of a less shared relationship between the work and creator and more attentive to the formal and painterly values.

The extremism of such behavior was for example in other authors as Tano Festa (1938) with *Finestra 1: omaggio a Veermer* (Window 1: Homage to Vermeer), Francesco Lo Savio (1935) with *Parabolico verso elissoide* (parabolic towards ellipsoid) and finally Giuseppe Uncini (1929) with *Cementoarmato no.31* (reinforced concrete n.31) (figs. 6-8).

Calvesi called those works empty surfaces, marked by schematic forms or covered by minimal changes4 («superfici vuote, scandite da forme schematiche o percorse da minime variazioni») because they did not represent, like the other paintings mentioned above, an ideal space, but they presented their own forms to the visual perception of the viewer. Were made with materials and techniques only partly borrowed from the tradition, as in the case of Festa, but mostly “found” in the real world as the iron plate in Lo Savio or reinforced concrete in Uncini.

As in another occasion Alberto Boatto5 said about Festa and Lo Savio, their works did not have a precise location but added up Dadaist reminiscent on the one hand - “fake windows” of Festa - on the other hand constructivist – geometric forms by Lo Savio and Uncini.

The fundamental question involved that type of work, was tied to their relationship with the painting, since thereto were assigned visual strictly painterly qualities as illusionistic space, frontal and flatness vision.

However, the statement, which would be contradicted if in Bologna would have attended T Group, as was hoped by Crispolti6, was balanced by Umberto Eco7. His essay focused on the phenomenology of perception by Merleau Ponty - whose thought in France had just captivated GRAV which had artistically reworked in the exhibitions *L’instabilité* between 1962 and 1963 - and was ranked due to its theoretical capacity for the introductory test of the *Arte programmata* and the essay *Opera aperta*.

---

4Ibid., p.23.
The dialectical process between stability and infringement of visual habit, identified by Merleau Ponty\(^8\), cyclically passed from its infraction to stabilization, which lasted until a new infringement. In that way the phenomenon of perception was not static but dynamic and changing over time and space, as Eco discerned in the continuous process of visual instability in modern art was manifested from Impressionism to Futurism and in Informel Art.

Therefore in phenomenological appearance every art form would be guided by the principle of instability, but the historical artistic avant-garde made it one of the purposes of their poetry, as well as in works by GRAV, N and T groups. Their relationship with painting, then, could be seen at the height as in Lo Savio or Uncini, and not of substance.

The illusionistic space of painting was then main point in a second exhibition in Summer 1962, *Alternative Attuali\(^9\)*, held at L'Aquila, was organized by Enrico Crispolti and Antonio Bandera and it also proposed alternatives to Informel.

In the catalogue Renato Barilli availed himself of the phenomenology of perception by Merleau Ponty to justify in the works a continuation of perspective space, understood as the connection between physical and psychological reports.

Among the exhibitors there were also someone from *Nuove prospettive della pittura italiana* and foreign presence, such as Pierre Alechinsky, Morris Louis, Kenneth Noland and Zoran Kemeny. Among them there would have been also Robert Rauschenberg, and that would have allowed a better understanding of the essay in catalog by Filiberto Menna.

In fact, the scholar - whom had been an Argan’s pupil - focused his attention on the relationship of historical continuity between old and new Dada – according to the *Art of Assemblage* by William Seitz\(^10\) - but introduced a personal variant. Menna\(^11\) considered as happened in the time of Van Doesburg\(^12\), the same interchange was continuing to exist between the contemporary “New Dada” and “New Constructivism” research; in other words there was a complementary relationship between Dada and Neoplasticism.

Thus Menna justified by two opposing tendencies a common focus toward industrial design, which was explicated by the destruction or the exaltation of the object in its “more immediate phenomenology”. As a consequence we might suppose, then, works of N and T groups to the first *Arte programnata* exhibition, in May 1962, participated in the alternation of Dadaism and Neoplasticism echoes.

\(^12\) D. Riout, op. cit. 2000.
However in the Arte programmata in the following September, with the participation of Alviani and GRAV was accentuated their striving for a recovery of constructive, scientific and technological values. Their works, therefore, when they were exposed in August 1963 in Zagreb in Nove Tendencije 2, affirmed their historical continuity, not a “new” perspective, but of an ideal and operative succession to historical Constructivism. Similarly to what happens in scientific research in which each new discovery is based on the one which had preceded it. Artists came to awareness in Spring 1963, when the attention of Italian and international art critique was concentrated to settle the question about inheritances and heirs of the Informel Art.

In March 1963, Maurizio Calvesi dedicated the VII Modigliani Prize at Livorno to Informel13, meant as a specific historical phenomenon, by the exhibition L’Informale in Italia fino al 1957 (The Informal in Italy until 1957)14. The date ad quem “1957” was referring to the 1958 Venice Biennial, consecrated the academic Informel Art, by a largest retrospective dedicated to Wols. Calvesi illustrated the historical dimension of Italian Informel by works made by Lucio Fontana, Alberto Burri, Roberto Crippa, Mattia Moreni, Ennio Morlotti and others whom developed and drained away every possible variations.

The exhibition of Calvesi had the aim to historicize a rich diversity of artistic positions which each author had personally developed, while a common denominator of those theories was sought by the critic and painter Jurgen Claus15 whom published in 1963 Theorien zeitgenössischer Malerei in Selbstzeugnissen (Theories of contemporary painting, Italian edition, 1967).

According to Claus, theoretical assumptions of Informal were present in three widely spaced artists: Duchamp, for the relationship with objects and materials, Masson for the appeal to the sphere of the unconscious and finally Baumaister for the constructive organization of surfaces painting. From those three artistic rules, the author built - as Tapies previously did it in more empirical way in 1960 - a “grammar of the Informel practice”, whose an important contribution came out of works by Emilio Vedova, the only Italian artist mentioned.

About Vedova, Claus reported the intervention the artist held in September 1962 during the 4th International Course of High Culture at the Fondazione Cini in Venice (published in Italy in 1964).

---

14 L’informale in Italia fino al 1957. IV Premio Modigliani, catalogue, March - April, 1963, Palazzo del Museo, Livorno, De Luca editore, Roma, 1963. «informale significa solo ciò che concretamente è stato, cioè un complesso di ricerche e di fermenti che hanno come comune denominatore l’impegno, tutt’ora attuale, di superare le vecchie concezioni idealistiche, spiritualistiche, razionalegianti della forma, e tanto l’immagine astratta come entità eidetica e trascendente il fenomeno e quanto l’immagine naturalistica come effige e simbolo, riferibile ai fenomeni ma distinta da essi, per vagliare le possibili ulteriori altre, di una forma che sin proponga essa stessa come fenomeno: informale non è una derivaizione o un sinonimo di informe, ma vuol dire, il che è diverso, ‘non formale’».
Vedova, as well as enhance the identity of pictorial action and political action, reserved his attention to a contemporary emerging phenomenon, i.e. the programmed Art research that had been exhibited in Venice. According to the Venetian painter:

«The relation man-technique seems at peace [...] The man does not master the technique, but he is not overwhelmed. [...] Then the dream of the Bauhaus has become a reality? [...] Or this entry, this familiarity with the interplay of variations of Meccano\(^{16}\), will not mean the degeneracy of the problem? [...] The technology-conscience drama hits us. [...] I speak of the subjugation of someone who claim to be called artists - which means first man - but instead taken from the technical [...] all so childishly fascinated by 'diorama' and object-machine, unconsciously calmed from these mild and harmless machines, we automatically grant clearance to any abuse of the technique (Friday, September 28, 1962)»\(^{17}\).

The Vedova's attack directed to stigmatize an alleged art of “machines”, dehumanized and dominated by technology, was motivated by his “humane” painting and his being against the great powers of society, such as the industry and the technocratic apparatus.

However, the example of Vedova, such as the entire essay by Claus might be considered, showed a fundamental quality which differed from Informel, the research of Mari, Alviani, N Group and others. In the Informel painting, there were many theories as many artists practiced them, ignoring critics of art and their intellectual impulses, but from works had been exhibited in the Arte Programmata emerged a single theory took as model by various artists. That aspect of the approval was perhaps the one most worried Vedova and entailed the risk for younger artists to succumb to technology, as it could have been argued in the aftermath of the exhibition Oltre la pittura oltre la scultura, held in Milan in April 1963.

\(^{16}\) An old Italian toy for children in which they could build structures by means of metal units joined each others and moved by little electrical motors.

\(^{17}\) E. Vedova, Scontro di situazione, in Quaderni di San Giorgio, Arte e cultura contemporaneaee, Sansoni, Firenze, 1964, pp.537-553.
From the Cadario Gallery to the 4th Biennial of San Marino – Oltre l’Informale: Artists and art critics to a theoretical and formal definition of the new tendencies in Italy.

The relationship between the architect Arturo Cadario, director of the homonymous gallery in Milan, and programmed and kinetics works of art were established in 1963 with the consultation of Umbro Apollonio, whom between the end of 1962 and the subsequent five years, helped the gallery director in trade relations with the Yugoslav artists Picelj and Bakić.

The group exhibition Oltre la pittura oltre la scultura. Mostra di ricerca di arte visiva (Over painting over sculpture. Visual art research exhibition) held from April the 26th to May the 17th in 1963. According to the correspondence between Getulio Alviani and Umbro Apollonio, showed in Milan the research of new tendencies, in continuity with the first Nove Tendencije in Zagreb (figs. 9-11).

Among the participants - a lot of them would be passed to the second Nove tendencije, which was visited by Cadario - there were Adrian, Alviani, Maino, von Graevenitz, Kammer, Kristl, Mack, Mari, Mavignier, Munari, Picelj, Piene, Talman and Equipo 57, GRAV, N and T groups. A short brochure catalogue reproducing details of works and reporting texts by Apollonio, Ballo, Belloli, Dorfles, Eco and Habasque.

The New Tendency consequently had an early Italian showcase, in direct continuity with the exhibition of the Arte programmata in Milan in 1962. In fact, that affiliation was sought because of a partial quote of Umberto Eco’s well-known text, but at the same time reminded of exhibitions of GRAV, with text by Guy Habasque.

Furthermore Carlo Belloli, art critic and poet of Milan, contributed by an excerpt of the article Nuove direzioni della cinevisualità plastica totale (New Directions of total plastic kinetic visual form) published in December 1962. Belloli provided a first overview of relations between kinetic, programmed, visual and new constructivist Italian and European works.

Belloli, however, expressed his regret because many items could not be considered “art works” because without a spirituality which differentiated them from the experiment of applied
physics. The perplexity revealed the idealistic idea of Belloli whose interpretation had no follower among the critics and Italian art scholars - even in 1967 when he returned, for an update on the issues of “cinevisualità”\(^{21}\).

In the context of the *Oltre la pittura oltre la scultura*, the text by Belloli could tout the background in Milan, but it collided with the main idea of exhibition which referred to what Munari claimed about the T Group’s works in 1962: they were neither painting nor sculpture, a state which could be extended to all the works on display in 1963.

On that interpretation was the text of Apollonio tract from the seminar held in September 1962 at the Fondazione Cini in Venice\(^{22}\), but was at that time extended for publication - that would take place next summer - on the journal «Quadrum»\(^{23}\).

The historical analysis of Apollonio showed the continuity between the historical constructivist avant-garde and Concrete Art research of MAC and – for the first time came to public attention in Milan – of Croatian EXAT 51, with recent artistic operations which had been presented in *Monochrome Malerei* (Leverkusen, 1960), *Construction and geometry in painting from Malevich to Tomorrow* (New York, 1960), *Konkrete Kunst* (Zurich, 1960), *Bewogen Beweging* (Amsterdam, 1961) and *Arte programmata* (Venice, 1962). From the exhibitions Apollonio called for the emergence of a new style common to artists of new tendencies, fact emerged from the exhibition in the Cadario Gallery.

Guido Ballo, in a similar way, identified that matrix style with the name of “programmed art”. In addition, the views offered to the public in Milan and Italian, as noted by Luciano Lattanzi\(^{24}\) in May 1963, contacted the art critique with works of Croatian artists, especially of Picelj and Kristl. According to Apollonio, Lattanzi said that it was an international tendency that was taking a unitary programmatic capacity.

Consequently, if the exhibition *L’Informale in Italia fino al 1957* outlined a proposal of historical reading of the “Informel” phenomenon and *Oltre la pittura oltre la scultura* had been a “trendy” show, the Fourth Biennial Art of San Marino – *Oltre l’Informale*\(^{25}\) represented a moment of connection between those and other, already mentioned, tendencies which critics had called

---

22 Cf. Chapter 4, note 48.
23 U. Apollonio, *Ipotesi su nuove modalità creative*, «Quadrum», no.14, Summer, Brussels, 1963, pp.5-16. «[,..], non si può non arrendersi all’evidenza che una realtà nuova è in formazione, e che dall’interiorità individuale si sta gradualmente per trasferirsi in una cerchia comunitaria, dove di nuovo la parola “stile” possa ricordare [,..] unitarietà di interessi e di scopi[,]»
“New Dadaism” and “New-Figuration”. On the latter trend a monographic exhibition, *La nuova figurazione* (the new representation) 26, in which there were painters as Sergio Vacchi, Eduardo Arroyo, Sergio Dangelo, Jean Debuffet and others, held in Florence in June 1963, at the La Strozzina Gallery, with critic interventions of Gillo Dorfles, Edoardo Sanguineti, Enrico Crispolti, Maurizio Calvesi and Lara Vinca Masini.

The former New-Dadaism current or - in its American meaning – “Pop art” with Adams, Del Pezzo, Dine, Gribaudo, Lichtenstein, Rauschenberg, Warhol, and Rotella, together with the artists of the “New-Figuration” and others still attached to Informel, exhibited in later July at L’Aquila in the *Aspetti dell’arte contemporanea* (aspects of contemporary art) 27, organized by Crispolti.

The two exhibitions had a common merit: to align against the foliage formed by Giulio Carlo Argan, Bucarelli Palma, Giuseppe Gatt and Umbro Apollonio. Art critics, to which was added Pierre Restany, in fact, in Spring 1963 had been appointed by the Republic of San Marino, commissioners for the calls to the Fourth International Biennial. The purpose of the event was to highlight not an historical analysis of the phenomenon called “Informel” – analysis that, although it was partially, it had just been developed by Calvesi – but according to the words of Argan to put “Informel” as a first term of a dialectical relationship between itself and other trends 28. The commissioners selected among the artists above mentioned whom seemed to encourage the trend that defined “gestalt” (Argan and Gatt) or “programmed” art (Eco and Apollonio).

In fact, N and Zero groups awarded equal first the prize, prompting open controversy were mainly against Argan whom, according to his detractors, favored the “poetics of groups” (figs. 12,13) 29. In addition, other artists close to N Group were rewarded, thereby giving to the jury - the same committee of the calls - the suspicion of a critical partiality 30.

---


29 Regarding that polemic, Italo Mussa on his essay of 1976 (op. cit., pp. 352-379), collected quite all articles were published on «Messaggero» and «L’Avanti» from August to December 1963.

As for the organization of the event in San Marino, in the correspondence between Apollonio and Argan\(^\text{31}\) were call directly the “new tendency continues research” which, operating in the line of programmed works, expressed a real overcoming of the Informel technique.

Thus, in San Marino, Apollonio became the tutelary deity of “new tendencies” were invited not only the Equipo 57, GRAV, N and T groups but also Alviani, Maino, Mari, Munari (figs. 14-19) and Croatian artists Gliha, Picelj, Knifer and Bakić (figs. 20-22). Consequently, _Oltre l’informale_, opened to the public on 7th July 1963, did not conceal to have a deep connection with the exhibition _Oltre la pittura oltre la scultura_ and specifically _Nove tendenije_ 2 that a month later would be inaugurated in Zagreb.

Giulio Carlo Argan, to respond to controversies, intervened with three articles on «Il Messaggero» of Rome\(^\text{32}\). In the first, entitled _Aut Aut_, he expressed his regret for the bad relationship which arts entertained with science, and provided not a fusion between art and science, but art would compensate, in terms of quality, the scientific progress\(^\text{33}\).

In the second, _La ricerca gestaltica_ (Gestalt Research), Argan pointed out the difference between the historical Abstraction and Gestalt research. In the geometric and rationalist Abstraction, for example by Mondrian, was “prior” a metaphysical faith in the number and in the exact form, intended as universal characters. Gestalt studies, on the contrary, were operating on perception data through a scientific methodology. To the project followed, according to the laboratory method, the time to check the object.

Finally, in _Forma e formazione_ (shape and shaping), Argan argued that the Gestalt operation was different from the historical avant-garde, since which did not produce new moral values, or a complaint to existing social customs. The Gestalt research was an experimental operation aimed to a teaching of the vision and it showed a continuous process of the shape and shaping because in the aesthetic order the form was always forming, “Gestalt” was always “Gestaltung” («nell’ordine estetico la forma è sempre formazione, la ‘Gestalt’ è sempre ‘Gestaltung’»).

As a consequence, Argan joined the theory of “formativeness” by Luigi Pareyson and functional education imparted in _Vorkurs_ of Bauhaus. However, the interpretation of Argan left open some ambiguity, since on the one side argued that the Gestalt research did not aim to change

\(^{31}\) ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9. Correspondence Apollonio–Argan on February 1963. See appendix.


\(^{33}\) G. C. Argan, _Il rapporto arte-società nella condizione storica attuale_, «De Homine», nos.5-6, June, Roma, 1963, pp. 104-109. Argan wrote on the relationship between art and society during the technological epoch, and claimed it was a dialectical relation between on the one hand a planning art, borrowed from Neoplasticism, close to architecture and industrial design, on the other hand a no-project art. As a consequence the antithesis between two kind of arts was identified as the contrast between technology and ideology.
moral values, on the other hand did not subtracted it to its identification with the industrial design, and therefore its possible social goals.

Therefore Argan claimed “pedagogical phase” had to be overcome because artists had to take possession of a revolutionary ideology, not to satisfy the capitalist trade, and to capture thereby the means of production, through the collective and anonymous work. The hypothesis advanced by Argan was very close to what was working in Zagreb, in the movement of the Nouvelle Tendance; but in Italy drove the tone of the debate, triggered in San Marino, at the highest level of conflict took place during the XII Convegno di critici, artisti e studiosi d’arte (Twelfth Conference of critics, artists and art students), at Verucchio in September 1963.

§ Art and Freedom in the “poetic of groups” and new critic orientations of Giulio Carlo Argan and Umbro Apollonio.

At the Verucchio Congress, the good faith of Argan and the clarification he attempted in his articles, were not sufficient to prevent to the Committee the charge of plotting a demonstration on a customer base.

Piero Dorazio, Afro Basaldella, Carla Accardi and other Italian artists34 signed a letter of complaint of the poor performance of Argan, whom responded with a bitter invective against the immorality of whom, firstly Piero Dorazio, sought the favor of art critics to win contests and prizes. The accession of Dorazio to the paltry complaint could be also explained in the light of its purge from Nove tendencije. In the correspondence - running from September to October 1963 - with Apollonio15, the artist claimed a “birthright” against research on the Gestalt that had not been recognized to him and, indeed, he had been forgotten by critics whom, as Apollonio, strove to argue in favor of.

That severe reaction from both parties, artists and critics, was a symptom of a change in the Italian culture in which it was no longer sustainable the role of the critique as a guide for the artist’s work. In the particular case of Argan as such as N and T groups, and Mari, the critic and the artist had more and more difficult to assert its educational role into a technocratic society.

35 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9. Correspondence Apollonio-Dorazio, September-October 1963. See appendix.
In fact, in favor of Argan and against the “middle generation” lined up Italian groups and Mari by means of a manifesto - which reproduced the main topic of the symposium *Art and Freedom* - titled *Arte e libertà. Impegno ideologico nelle correnti artistiche contemporanee* (Art and Freedom. Ideological commitment in the artistic currents of contemporary art).

They claimed three fundamental principles: the abolition of the romantic myth of the isolated artist and in conflict with society. The need to operate through an exact scientific methodology (according to studies of the *Gestaltpsychologie*). Finally, create or find exhibition places outside the trade and capitalist structures of the production and consumption of the art (as was thought to happen to *Nove tendenze*).

Manfredo Massironi - spokesperson for N Group - intervened at the conference and explained on the basis of the Marxist dialectic between worker and boss, labor and capital, happened the demystification of the art. Once acquired technical principles of the artistic activity, as the worker with means of the production, it would be rebalance the relationship between artist and trade. In that statement, which as just seen fell within the debate between culture and industry, Emilio Vedova opposed an acute consideration.

Vedova, remaining “faithful” to Argan, showed that artists as Massironi confused *Olivetti with Karl Marx* and were identified with the alienated worker while they proposed a revolution through objects *for luxury boutiques*. Vedova was referring to the *Arte programmata* exhibitions, held in Olivetti stores, while not passed over secret the technical apparatus of the conference had been set up by the Ivrea company.

In fact, as Mari pointed a few months later, his generation was not involved in the Resistance, and as a result on artists born in the 30s were not an ideological commitment as instead involved activities of Vedova.

Moreover, Mari’s rejection of extreme individualism - after the war was a response to the fascist conformist society - was balanced by a renewed faith in a community utopia and collective work. Consequently, the anonymity was not a demonstration of irresponsibility, as Vedova intended, but a strategy of defense from the trade.

---

40 *La ricerca estetica di gruppo*, editorial, «Marcatre», nos.4-5, March - April, Genoa, 1964, p. 16.
In late 1963, the epilogue of the controversy arisen during the Twelfth Verucchio Congress, according to Argan\(^{41}\) allowed to see limits of the “poetry group”: the absence of an ideology was as political action and not rhetoric.

In addition, Alberto Boatto\(^{42}\) recognized another limitation in their theory, which concerned the reference to the idea of rationalism, as it was codified by bourgeois Enlightenment traditions. Edoardo Sanguineti had just addressed that issue in 1962 and Boatto agreed with the writer in considering outdated that kind of rationalism, because it would bring Mari and others to meet the interests of the capitalist industry, by which in the efficiency of production and economy of means had its economic basis.

In fact, the risk in a few years would become a bitter reality - as recognized by Argan in a letter to the Secretary of the Congress, Filiberto Gerardo Dasi\(^{43}\) - when the marketing of the Op art would have crumbled the cohesion of artists in the 1965 *Nova Tendencija* exhibition.

However to Italian art critics lacked a real understanding of the “programmed” phenomenon or “Gestalt research” outside the Italian context, since in Zagreb N Group, GRAV and Mari found an ideal world in which to pour their hopes out, not least the need to have an effective and efficient social role.

But also to “Gestalt” artists escaped a resounding fact: they were slowly losing the favor of the most influential Italian intellectual. Argan, in fact, since February 1963 considered within the Rome area – until then the programmed and gestalt works were a phenomenon localized in Northern Italy - a new formation named Uno Group. Born at the end of 1962 and winner of the second prize in San Marino, the group in the name recalled Forma 1, the first Italian Concrete painters group, among whose founders was Dorazio. Artists of Uno group, initially formed by

\(^{41}\) G. C. Argan, *Possibilità attuali*, «Marcatre», no.1, November, Genoa, 1963. «Qual è il limite-apertura della posizione che abbiamo chiamato gestaltica? [...]Essa si sviluppa nella linea della pura metodologia produttiva, ripercorre con maggior vigore e con esplicito intendimento critico la strada del cosiddetto Disegno Industriale, proponendosi di scoprire le cause che l’hanno deviato dalla sua iniziale linea programmatica finendo per subordinare l’attività progettistica alla direzione economica dell’industria capitalistica. Essa si propone cioè soltanto il tema e il problema della produzione e del consumo, ma non considera o non considera ancora tutta una sfera produttiva che forma lo sfondo e il quadro dell’altra», p.31.

\(^{42}\) A. Boatto, *Due ipotesi d’intervento*, «L’Avanti!», December 7th, Rome, 1963. «[...] in questo caso l’ideologia postula tutto un movimento sociale e politico, come in effetti è esistito a fianco di quel costruttivismo storico che accompagnava in Europa una generale offensiva proletaria, e la fine di De Stijl segna anche la sconfitta di quell’offensiva in Germania, col risultato di spingere il comunismo russo dall’internazionalismo verso un’involuzione nazionalistica ed autoritaria. Se questa analisi è esatta, [...] da essa discende anche la debolezza dell’odierno neocostruttivismo che risulta proposto senza che si sia in possesso di una nozione di razionalità ed in fondo nemmeno di un’ideologia. [...]Rimane il fatto che lavorando con l’industria l’operazione artistica subisce una netta distorsione: i suoi fini vengono ridotti a strumenti per raggiungere altri fini. È l’industria che in effetti trasmette il suo valore all’arte e non c’è passaggio in senso contrario[...]. L’arte concorre a produrre un oggetto che possa essere venduto: questo viene ad essere l’impiego dell’arte» p.3.

Gastone Biggi, Nicola Carrino, Nato Frascà, Achille Pace, Pasquale Santoro and Giuseppe Uncini, falling, between 1963 and 1965, only to Biggi, Carrino and Uncini.

Their poetry matured under the protection of Argan and their overcoming of Informel was done by an autonomous way compared to the above-mentioned “new tendencies”. Argan drew for their first group exhibition at the Quadrante Gallery in Florence in March 1963 a theoretical framework shared by Palma Bucarelli, Nello Ponente and Giuseppe Gatt.

Uno Group did not have a unified program, but reworking Argan’s theses in their own manifesto of September 1963, realized structures defined “significant” (figs. 23-28) - a term borrowed from linguistics as a wanted opposition to the Theory of Information.

Also they differed from extreme views of rationalism and collectivism by Mari and N Group. By means of a research which resumed in a moderate existentialism of the Informel painting, according to Argan, they overcome barren positions of the constructivist revival, pointing to a objectifying search but at the same time respectful of the subjective factor and free expression. Uno Group proposed a kind of “third way” in the constructivist and Gestalt search, while Argan was slipping away, leaving the field of militancy in favor of the programmed research to critics as Umbro Apollonio, whom alone would reinforce the model of the Nove tendencije.


The exhibition Oltre la pittura, oltre la scultura at the Cadario Gallery, the Fourth Biennial of San Marino and the Twelfth Verucchio Congress, had as starring the aforementioned Italian and Croatian artists and their programmed works, also helped to promote the Nove Tendencije 2 in Italy. N Group, in fact, aroused the interest of Giuseppe Mazzariol, director of the Querini

---

44 Gruppo Uno (Biggi, Carrino, Frascà, Santoro, Uncini), catalogue, March 1963, Galleria Rota, Genoa, Edizioni dell’Ateneo, Roma.
47 Dalla ricerca condotta nel 2010, presso l’archivio della Fondazione Querini Stampalia, non è stato ritrovato nessun incartamento riguardante l’esposizione in questione, incartamenti che risulterebbero quindi difficilmente reperibili o addirittura smarriti. Tuttavia l’archivio del Museo d’arte contemporanea di Zagabria supplito a tale lacuna, poiché conserva copia della corrispondenza organizzativa tra le due istituzioni.
Stampalia Foundation on 6th September 1963 required to Zagreb to be able to accommodate the *Nove tendencije* 2 in the rooms of the Foundation 48.

Landi and Massironi were Italian referees for the exhibition, which was not an isolated event but the first stage of an European tour would involve first Leverkusen and then Paris. Moreover - as we learn in a letter dated on October the 10th, sent by artists to apply for membership to subsequent exhibition stages - the fame of the *Nove tendencije* was endorsed by an audience of nearly fourteen thousand visitors.

At the same time aroused the interest of the Italian press as «Stampa Sera», galleries as Quadrante form Florence and art critics such as Enrico Crispolti; its success was reached even in New York, as in the cases of Marth Jackson Gallery or the kinetic works sculptor, George Rickey. As a consequence, the organization of the *Nove tendencije* had finally crossed the Yugoslav border and was prepared to an international comparison.

From Giuseppe Mazzariol’s point of view, however, the prestigious collaboration also had another purpose: to promote in Venice and in the rest of Italy the Course of Industrial Design - the first in Italy - established in the 1960-61 two year period inside of Fine Arts Institute and was attended by N Group 49.

Mazzariol and Renzo Camerino had created the course with the help of Italian industrialists and offered posts of teaching to artists and architects as Carlo Scarpa and Mario De Luigi - for the training to the vision and Analysis of Shapes - Gino Valle and Enrico Peressutti - for industrial design, finally Ernesto Rogers -for the formation of personality. Mazzariol taught History of Culture and History of Forms for the academic year 1962-63 50. In addition, Mazzariol considered

---


49 In Italy the matter to found a specific institute for industrial design, distinct from both the Fine Arts Accademy and Faculty of Architecture, was just discussed. Italian artists of new tendencies thought that lack as a limitation on technical and artistic development. Enzo Mari, a few days before the opening of Nuova Tendenza exhibition, claimed that «Una delle cose assolutamente importanti [...] è quella della scuola; occorre che chi intraprenda la professione, dico professione e non arte, del pittore o comunque del comunicatore o del ricercatore in questo campo, abbia una scuola in cui prepararsi». Cf. «Marcatre», nos.4-5, March - April, Genoa, 1964, p.16.

Nove tendenzi as a good opportunity to publicize the place of restoration and architectural modernization of the Querini Stampalia, implemented by Carlo Scarpa from 1959 to June 1963.\footnote{Ibid.}

As had happened in Olivetti showroom in Piazza San Marco, also in Querini, Scarpa’s geometries and volumes were able - perhaps the only example in Europe – to encompass the programmed works.

From the initial reasons for the choice made by Mazzariol, descended two other considerations. The Querini Stampalia Foundation tried to indicate to the Autonomous Body of the Venice Biennial a way to communicate with the programmed, kinetic and visual research.\footnote{Ibid. G. Busetto, Mazzariol alla Querini. «Mazzariol rivendica con orgoglio di poter dare indicazioni alla Biennale attraverso l’operare della Querini. Così in una lettera di a Diego Valeri del 13 giugno 1966 […] ricorda fieramente che nel 1963 è stata organizzata la prima mostra internazionale di Arte Programmatata in Italia (Nuova Tendenza 2) recensita da Chastel, Argan, Pevsner, Ragghianti, visitata da migliaia di persone, “mostra che ha determinato il settore di Arte programmata della Biennale del ’64”» p. 18.}

In addition, Mazzariol read such works as “primary forms” that - as occurred at the Fourth Biennial of San Marino and the Cadario Gallery - were not painting or sculpture, but objects reproducible in series according to the methodology of Industrial Design.

Consequently the Venetian exhibition, in addition to promoting the Nove Tendenzi, was important because illustrated the same link between programmed work and industrial design, as a result, for the first time, even compared to Zagreb, were explained relationships between artists and industry. And the union between Zagreb and the Venice Course was held in the exhibition\footnote{Nuove Tendenze 2, editorial, «Marcatre», nos.4-5, March - April, Genoa, 1964, pp.81-90.} catalogue.

However, if up to the moment, for instance, T Group, Picelj or Richter collaborated with industry in their own countries, for the furnishing and decoration of halls or other ephemeral structures, in the case of Venice, the situation was reversed. To the world of industrial design was proposed to learn through out programmed works a new method of the Gestalt survey (fig. 29).

Concerning exhibitors, accomplices the purpose of Mazzariol and the “purge” took place at the previous August, their number was reduced from the original Nove tendenzi 2, to give priority to Equipo 57, GRAV, N and T groups, or singles as Alviani.

In fact, in the Venetian catalogue - despite the clichés were from Zagreb - were absent Dorazio, Bakić, Srnec and Zero Group; consequently also the title did not retrace the original, compared to what expected in some letters of October 1963, in which alluded to the Nuove Tendenze 2.

Works departed from Zagreb between October and November by different times and ways. For instance, N and T groups and Alviani took their chances to send works in Venice and thanks
to Alviani whom cleared them through customs. Finally, Massironi was responsible for the cataloging and arrangement of works.

Owing to reduced organizational time, the catalogue was just printed for the opening, the 14th December, and the title from the plural became the singular *Nuova Tendenza* 2, but it had just been mentioned as such in a letter from Massironi in November 1963. It was clear that the singular form imitated the French one *Nouvelle Tendance* and meant a specific line on the programmed research.

In fact, that variation was found, for example, in the Meštrović’s text, although he used continuously the plural expression to indicate works and artists. His “sociological” analysis had a Marxist orientation, shared also by Massironi, as happened in Verucchio, and by Sergio Bettini in the same Venice exhibition.

Meštrović aimed to demystify art, to submit it to an inevitable scientific approach. In that way, art would not be subjected to the trade - treated it as a commercialized myth - and would have had a technical role - the study of vision - in the industrial society.

Similarly ideas were close to GRAV’s ones, which Meštrović had personally discussed in Winter 1962-1963, as announced in a letter to Apollonio. To the letter was attached a short essay by means of Meštrović referred to his experience and hoped to publish in Italy. It was published, thanks to Apollonio and his efforts, on the pages of «Arte Oggi» in November-December 1963. Entitled *Demitizzazione dell’arte* (demystification of art), which was complementary to the essay on the Venice exhibition, Meštrović recognized in the dadaist performance by Piero Manzoni, the principle of a new phase of the art, in which to the demystification would follow a progressive rationalization of works, according to the theory of perception.

As a consequence, the public, by means of the perceptive instability caused by works, would participate to the critical analysis of the society and at the same time the art teamwork would have reformed the relationship between artist and everyday life.

---

56 Ibid. S. Bettini, *Poetica di ’gruppi’*. «Mi sembra che Marx avesse messo il dito al centro del problema[...]. L’alienazione […] non avviene nella fase produttiva del disegno; avviene, semmai, quando questo è degradato, a seguito di quella che Marx chiamava “rottura della totalità”, per la quale l’uomo non appare più come portatore del processo produttivo, “ma è incorporato come una parte meccanizzata in un processo meccanico”: cioè quando l’uomo diventa “la carcassa del tempo”. […] Al che penso che ogni scuola moderna di Design debba reagire, precisamente facendo leva sul “tempo personale” non solo di chi crea la forma, del disegnatore; ma anche della società cui si rivolge e cui serve».
57 Cf. Chapter 4, note 84.
The two essays by Meštrović had a perfect contiguity with what was written by Apollonio on the *Nuova Tendenza 2* catalogue. He argued the art was not subjected to technical and science, but by them would have opposed a strict principle to the absolute freedom of Informel. Works of N and T groups, Mari, Alviani and Castellani seemed to apply technical principles masked by art objects, whose aesthetics, however, repeated experiences of the Concrete Art and Bauhaus functionalism.

On the contrary such revival was stigmatized by Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, at the end of the Venice exhibition. Indeed Ragghianti read a real danger in which could incur some of the artists at the *Nuova Tendenza 2*: to lose sight of the actual operative practice, to follow a trend of “demythologizing” and “demystify” without matching to innovative results. Similarly also Crispolti, as Ragghianti said, claimed the above-mentioned artists risked being mere imitators of historical Constructivism. But Crispolti came to such considerations - on «Il Verri», a special issue titled *Dopo l’Informale* (Post the Informel) which tried to systematize the controversy occurred during the year - reversing the meaning of the historical analysis on a new programmed and kinetic research that Apollonio had published on «Quadrum».

§ *Constructivism gone back to Paris: Nouvelle Tendance and the development of an international movement in 1964.*

It was therefore clear that the critical argument by Crispolti and Ragghianti clashed with ones by Apollonio and Meštrović, but difficulties for the affirmation of participating artists at the *Nuova Tendenza 2*, came from the inside.

Meštrović, in fact, felt his vision as different from GRAV and mean to risk losing control of what was emerging as an artistic movement. In March 1964 at the presence of museum director Udo Kultermann was inaugurated the stage of Leverkusen, which in the German translation the title became *Neue Tendenzen*, returning to the original plural and in continuity with the precedent of Zagreb, rather than with the Venetian one.

Dorazio, Bakić and Zero Group were readmitted and Meštrović in his statement revealed his intention to consolidate a “new tendencies” movement. On the question of the comparison between new tendencies on the one hand and the European Nouveau Réalisme and American

---

64 Archivio MSU, Zagreb. NT Found. NT 2. Meštrović _tekst_njemački/hrvaski. Seven typewritten pages.
Pop Art on the other hand, Meštrović denounced the alienation induced by mechanisms of the mass consumption, which resorted to industrial society.

The Nouveau Realisme and Pop Art albeit by an ironic and irreverent attitude, remained deeply reactionary artistic expression, not unlike what has been said on several occasions by Argan. According to Meštrović programmed works of new tendencies, applied an operation way included the concept of standard and they would have socialized the art, but at the same time preserved the rigor of asceticism by Mondrian. But rather than his metaphysical immobility, the project of new tendencies was realized in the ethical aim to built a new world by a continuous shaping.

However once again analysis of exchanges between art and ideology, which also seemed close to what was discussed in Verucchio, concealed that Meštrović attached less importance to GRAV’s claims.

A month later, was organized the Parisian stage, in contrast with Leverkusen, was titled *Nouvelle Tendance - recherche continuelle* at the Pavillon Marsan at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs: was the foundation act of the New Tendency movement.

In the introduction to the catalogue, in fact, Karl Gerstner, former protagonist of the *Nove tendencije* since 1961, by a provocative tone, retraced the history of the event in Zagreb, recognizing the paternity but not the authority on the *Nouvelle Tendance* and claiming its more importance than ones in Venice and Leverkusen.

The exhibition arrived in Paris, reached the rank of the major international event and the same New Tendency movement became close to the sources of historical vanguards. Therefore, GRAV had a predominant role and alongside it exhibited Italian N and T groups, Maino, Alviani and Mari near Croatian Kristl, Picelj and Richter.

The New Tendency artists whom were developing as an effective “new avant-garde”, adopted a working way would expand design and Gestalt principles of objects in the environment. Some of exhibited works, as the *Strutturazione Pulsante* (pulsating structuring) by Colombo and the *Struttura sferica* (spherical structure) by Morellet, reached architectural dimensions (fig. 30).

At the same time, but on another occasion, Mari and Richter came to very similar solutions. Mari made a modular structure as an alveolus occupied an entire wall in the seat of the industry

---

66 Ibid. K. Gerstner, *Qu’est-ce que la Nouvelle Tendance*?, «Une société qui n’a jamais été fondée. Une organisation sans status. Un programme non écrit auquel plus de cinquante artistes se sont engagés. […] L’exposition de Zagreb fut pour eux une révélation. Le résultat de Zagreb : d’une appellation (légère) est issue une marque (fixe), d’une exposition (improvisée), un mouvement (organisé). […] L’exposition de Zagreb s’est transformée en une Biennale dont la seconde manifestation a eu lieu en 1963. D’autres expositions ont été en Allemagne et en Italie, mais aucune, à ce jour, n’a atteint l’importance que revêt celle due Musée des Arts Décoratifs de Paris.»
SniaViscosa at the Torviscosa (fig. 31) town. Richter attended the Milan Triennial in 1964 and conceived the Yugoslav pavilion not as volume, but as a structure rhythmically punctuated by vertical and parallel elements - different from the pavilion designed for Italy 61 but mindful of the Palazzo del Lavoro by Luigi Nervi. The light filtered and met the movement of visitors, giving to the whole a kinetic dynamics (fig. 32).

Richter's pavilion, compared to the “outsise” works by Colombo, Morellet and Mari, was a visual-kinetic environment, however, tied to the contingency of the fair, was limited in its aesthetic potential.

In contrast the true environmental dimension of programmed works was presented by the Labyrinth which GRAV had created and just exhibited in Paris at the Troisième Biennale d'art des jeunes in September 1963 (fig. 33). On the occasion, GRAV arranged works for an interaction with the public and the layout was designed to highlight that interaction would combine space, time and movement.

By a similar manner to scientific laboratory experiments, GRAV planned each section of the environment to submit viewers to certain stimuli. They passed, for example, from an environment with fixed structures for visual activation, to one with works in movement; to activate in the viewer a voluntary participation, by means of the manipulation of mechanical and bright components.

Finally, the audience was no longer the subject of contemplation, but became the object of experimentation, whose were measured psychic and physical reactions. Foreign art critics as Apollonio and Horvat- Pintarić did not miss the goal of the innovative type of programming, and they popularized results in their respective countries.

70 1963 Paris Biennial - in the jury among foreign members was Umbro Apollonio - was an international testing ground for GRAV and Yugoslav artists were overseen by Vera Horvat Pintaric. Although Miroslav Šutej distinguished herself as a painter, his work was very far from other ones exhibited at first in the Nove Tendencije 2 and then in the Nuova Tendenza 2. However we wish to suggest that the exhibition was a median point between a direct line linking Zagreb with Venice. The exhibition, therefore, was ahead in respect of next researches which would have developed environmental structures. In addition, the Paris Biennial planned a section devoted to the teamwork (“travaux d’équipe”) in contrast with had happened during the San Marino Biennial in which groups were awarded but caused a lot of polemic. Showing that in Italy the polemic was vain and spurious among the Italian art critics and artists.
71 V. Horvat-Pintaric, L’ “abattoir” di Arroyo e altre proteste alla terza biennale dei giovani, «L’Europa Letteraria», nos.22-23-24, July - December, Rome, 1964 « [...] questo gruppo è formato da pittori e scultori, non da neoconcretisti, che per la prima volta realizzano le loro ricerche in dimensioni architettoniche. Nel labirinto insieme degli spazi è presentata una ragionata diversificazione di compartimenti spaziali, in considerazione agli effetti ottici e all’attuazione percettiva dell’osservatore. E benché alcuni di questi labirinti ottici possano (per la semplificazione degli effetti ottici) richiamare alla mente associazioni con il Luna Park, […] pur tuttavia la realizzazione di questo gruppo è la più rimarchevole tra quelle che sono state presentate in questa III Biennale parigina. Essa è la più vicina al risultato a cui si tende nella ricerca di nuove forme espressive dell’arte figurativa, al tentativo (appena iniziato) della creazione di un ambiente-opera […] in cui si cambia sostanzialmente il rapporto osservatore opera. E questa prima significativa realizzazione collettiva […] non
Similarly for the *Nouvelle Tendance* exhibition, GRAV made *Labyrinthe II*, while T Group reworked the idea of environmental programming, emphasizing the technical aspect related to lighting. Anceschi presented the *Ambiente a shock luminosi* (Environment with light shock), Boriani installed the *Spazio+linee+luce+spettatori* (space + lines + light + audience) and finally Colombo returned to reflect on the relationship between visual space, environment and orthogonal grid by the *Strutturazione cinevisuale abitabile* (Kinetic visual habitable structure).

The new environmental dimension galvanized also the research of other Italian colleagues of the New Tendency that, when the Committee invited them to participate at the Venice Biennial in 1964, fell in the illusion they would collect an international success.

§ 1964 Venice Biennial as a testing ground for the New Tendency. From the machine myth to the jammed “pinball”.


At Argan's suggestion, the committee decided to establish a section dedicated to the museums in the world, to allow the Italian and international public to know the activities of nineteen museums, European and American founded after the 1950, in the field of contemporary art. The proposal - instead of retrospective historical section, which until then was hosted by the Biennial – had in parallel another one advanced by Argan, but for the Fourth Biennale of San Marino and concerned the possibility to invite the directors of some museums with international reputation in the jury.

Argan's interest in the role of museums and their directors in major artistic events, was dictated in the belief that - as Herbert Read claimed in *Education through Art* - art could educate the society. Based on the idea, in early September 1963 the Committee of the Experts was set up with Giulio Carlo Argan, as president, Jacques Lassaigne, Kurt Martin, Roland Penrose, John...
Rewald, Umbro Apollonio and Gian Alberto Dell'Acqua. The Committee decided hosted museum would have exposed from ten to twenty works. Among the museums in the former Yugoslavia, was called the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti of Zagreb, founded in 1954.

In the Subcommittee for the Italian section were gathered Italo Siciliano, Gian Alberto Dell'Acqua, Pietro Zampetti, Afro Basaldella, Lucio Fontana and Luciano Minguzzi. For the first time, to members selected for the Venetian Autonomous Body, were associated Dorfles, Cesare Guidi and Maurizio Calvesi directly with ministerial appointment, respectively, of the Ministry of Public Education and Ministry of Tourism.

The work of the Subcommittee began on October the 24th, but not without suffering the events had just occurred during the Twelfth Congress in Verucchio and continued several times until the meeting of December the 4th 1963, when was decided the amount and kind of artists had to be invited.

Alongside the artists established on the national scene, appeared the youngest came from three lines of the new figurative art, Italian Pop art and “programmed art”. Coming from the latter tendency engaged artists were Castellani, Alviani, Mari, N, T and Uno groups. When deciding on the name of the section, the subcommittee found itself divided between «Mostra delle nuove tendenze» (Exhibition of the new tendencies) and the neutral Gruppi di Opere (group of art works), a title which prevailed, according to the minutes., «for respect of the minority in the Committee». Probably because of the controversy caused by the Fourth Biennial of San Marino, the growing international interest in the Nove tendencije and the most recent the Nuova Tendenza in Venice and the Nouvelle Tendance in Paris exhibitions, the Subcommittee did not consider appropriate to bring together under one name all tendencies that would have been exposed.


77 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Series Visual Art, Folder 1964, Unit 134 XXXII Biennale 1964. Folder with note copies by the Subcommittee. «Telegramma del 24 settembre 1963, il Ministero per il Turismo nella persona del Ministro Folchi designa Maurizio Calvesi, quale rappresentante ministeriale. Appunto riservato per il Dottor Grassi».

78 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Series Visual Art, Folder 1964, Unit 134 XXXII Biennale 1964. Folder with note copies by the Subcommittee. Lettere di incarico per la sottocommissione. Letter from Dell’Acqua to the president Sicilian of August 26th 1963. «[...] come d'accordo, Le unisco il promemoria da Lei richiesto per il Ministro Folchi con i due nomi, nell'ordine di preferenza, di Gillo Dorfles e di Maurizio Calvesi. Il Dorfles che è anche docente universitario, è un critico militante, ma non troppo “engagé”, e particolarmente versato nel settore delle più recenti ricerche e tenenze che, nella prossima Biennale, dovrebbero essere largamente documentate. La sua designazione sarebbe da noi la più gradita anche per ragioni di equilibrio dei vari indirizzi critici nell'ambito della Sottocommissione. Subordinatamente, proporrei il Professor Calvesi, più giovane di età, ma già affermatosi come critico ottimamente informato e di notevole valore».

79 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Series Visual Art, Folder 1964, Unit 133 XXXII Biennale 1964. Folder Relazione della Segreteria Generale. Note by Gian Alberto Dell’Acqua, of January 1st 1965. «[...]Il numero relativamente elevato dei partecipanti alla XXXII Biennale si deve, come nel 1958, alla presenza di opere, in massima parte di giovani scultori e pittori che, secondo il criterio della maggioranza della Sottocommissione, avrebbero dovuto documentare le più significative ed interessanti ricerche attuali, come la cosiddetta “Nuova figurazione”, il “neo-Dadaismo” e il realismo d'oggetto, l'arte programmatata e, in genere, le tendenze “gestaltiche”. Il rispetto dell'opinione della minoranza della Sottocommissione non ha consentito che questo settore del Padiglione italiano fosse有机amente configurato e presentato come “Mostra delle nuove tendenze[...]». 153
A demonstration of how new tendencies were known from the committee members, was given by Gillo Dorfles in a speech on «Marcatre» when he contrasted Pop Art to new tendencies, identifying the latter with the programmed, kinetic and visual research. Furthermore, it indicated in Italy “new tendencies” had a specific connotation postponed to artists from different European countries and specially from Yugoslavia.

In the 1964 Biennial, however, the victory of Robert Rauschenberg and the subsequent consecration of Pop Art and New Dada, despite the controversy they aroused, gave a setback to the movement of New Tendency.

Italian artists were not isolated because in the other halls were present research related to programmed art, such as Belgium, which introduced the mobile surface of Pol Bury, Brazil with the visual works of Almir Mavignier and Venezuela with the kinetic structures of Jesus Raphael Soto.

Moreover, the involvement of Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, in the section Arte dei musei oggi (Art from museums today), was supported by the Commission since many of its acquisitions took place near the Nove tendenije, as a consequence to acquire a great deal - the first in Europe - of kinetic, programmed and visual works of foreign and Croatian artists.

The director Božo Bek, received the invitation, confirmed the works of Alviani (fig. 34), Biasi, Costa, Dorazio, Mack, Massironi, Mavignier, Morellet, Le Parc, Piena, Talman, Bakić, Knifer and Picelj.

Along with the strong Croatian presence at the Venice Biennial, Vera Horvat-Pintaric published an article, for the first time in Croatian-Italian bilingual format, setting out - five years after the previous one on «La Biennale di Venezia» - the view of Yugoslav contemporary art.

According to Horvat-Pintaric, was fundamental the modernization in a New Concrete art key implemented by EXAT 51 Group and the work of Richter, Srnec and Picelj for the
construction of Yugoslav fair pavilions abroad, among which the most important was one for Italy.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the fortune of the programmed research in Yugoslavia, Horvat-Pintarić remembered those art pieces merged into the “biennial of programmed art” – considering the Nove tendencije exhibition - in Zagreb.

However, that deployment of forces was not sufficient to balance, in particular, the fate of N and T groups. Milan and Padua artists, whom were enthusiastic for the experience of Nouvelle Tendance in Paris, decided to reverse the relationship between work and exhibitive space, trying to create the appropriate paths of perception, in rooms with soft lighting and directed the viewer to interact with visual and kinetic structures (figs. 35,36)85.

Several unfavorable factors, unfortunately, intervened: the space logistic structure was difficult to modify because it was designed to display works of painting and sculpture in the traditional sense. To each group were then assigned about thirteen meters86 and walls had almost no electrical outlets to power kinetic works.

In addition, the lighting of the rooms had been designed to give maximum brightness to the works but prevented - in the case of visual objects by groups, Mari and Alviani – to adjust exactly the light sources and the result was disastrous for the image of New Tendency.

The national press wrote inferences and serious attempts to understand the programmed works. Paolo Rizzi87, for example, testified in favor of groups on the precariousness of their assigned spaces. Others described the rooms as “witches houses” in which they felt noises and squeaks, which in reality were caused by electric and craft motors used in kinetic works such as

85 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Series Visual Art, Folder 1964, Unit 122. Folder T Group. Project for T Group’s room. «Parete U = Fermare la parete U che è alta fino al velario al piede della scala. Parete B = Costruire la parete B ortogonale ad U e della stessa altezza. B sia di 60 cm e distante da U cm.10 (nel caso difficoltà tecniche non permettessero detta fessura, la stessa può essere tralasciata e risulterà quindi B un intero di cm.70). Piano C = Piano in legno verniciato che da B va alla parete di fondo alto da terra cm.80. Parete A= Si desidera che dalla parete S si prosegua con lo zoccolo nero alto c. 220 sulla parete A fino alla porta di uscita (indicazioni e disegno per i Gruppo T di Gabriele De Vecchi)». Also N Group projected its room but nowadays we can see only a reconstruction of it dated on 1974 and published in I. Mussa (op. cit. 1976, p. 113). Recently, a similar reproduction is edited by Chiara Costa, cf. Massironi, la dinamica dell’oggetto, op. cit., 2008, pp. 16-21.
86 ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Series Visual Art, Folder 1964, Unit 122, Folder Massironi, Letter from Gian Alberto Dell’Acqua to Massironi of April 9th 1964. «Ho il piacere di richiamarmi all’invito che è stato rivolto al Gruppo N dal Presindente della Biennale, nonché all’adesione da Lei data, a nome del Gruppo stesso, a tale invito per comunicarle che lo spazio che si prevede di assegnare alla partecipazione del Gruppo sarà di metri 13 circa»
those of Grazia Varisco, where she managed to combine the orthogonal grid by Mondrian with the movement of the optical-light and which would have yielded a different effect by means of an appropriate technology.

Finally, ironic colorings accentuated the disdain of visitors\(^8\), or the awkward image of the artists of groups N and T that during the inauguration were trying to repair various malfunctions\(^9\). By contrast, fortunately, was the reaction of the specialized press, such as Guido Ballo\(^10\) on «D’Ars Agency», analyzed the relationship between the poetic present in programmed works and their continuity with ones of Futurism and Neoplasticism by De Stijl, doubting, however, their true anonymity, because each work was accompanied by the label with on the artist’s name.

Marcello Venturoli\(^11\) opposed the programmed and new dadaist works to Informal ones, represented by sculptors such as Dino Basaldella and Ettore Colla, pointing out that Basaldella and Colla maintained an humanistic attitude than others. That speech was also supported by Dorfles\(^12\) on «Aut Aut», whom argued that the relationship between technology and human activity, the importance of artistic creation divorced from practical ends such as the design object. He disagreed with mathematical operations by Alviani and Mari whom thought that it was a mediocre trick to enhance the science to the detriment of art.

The above interventions, ultimately, were among the most acute and original compared to a wide range of publications that did not offer any new perspective to the critical debate, compared to how it was set after the Fourth Biennial of San Marino. Indeed many articles also written by prominent critics, seemed hackneyed and sclerotic than what stated in other forums\(^13\).

\(^8\) N. Salvalaggio, *La Biennale proibita. L’arte che prende a schiaffi*, «Il Giorno», June 27\(^{th}\), Milan, 1964. «[…] quel che colpisce il visitatore è l’arte cinetica, o in movimento. […] C’è “lo specchio rotante per far svenire l’amante”: non lo puoi guardare per più di cinque secondi, se no crolli per terra; il quadro con le bisce che muovono; l’armadio con la bronchite; […] anche più patetico il giudizio di Bruno Casagrande, guardiano del padiglione italiano: “certe giornate la gente è così arrabbiata, che ho paura di prendere un sacco di botte […]”.


§ 3. Umbro Apollonio’s growing involvement with the international critique. The Nova Tendencija axis strengthens between Venice and Zagreb.

During 1964 Umbro Apollonio’s parable as a supporter of New Tendency, reached the climax, because the movement after the Nouvelle Tendance exhibition began to gather a large following among the artists. The general interest in New Tendency encouraged several artists to ask for a “charter” - as Apollonio made - and in Italy the Trieste critic intervened with some essays on «Civiltà delle Macchine» and «L’Evento». Moreover, in parallel to the Venice Biennial, oversaw the organization of the Fourteenth Avezzano Award, that Apollonio hoped to turn into a national importance event.

On «Civiltà delle macchine», Apollonio did not corroborated different tendencies, but upheld New Tendency as an artistic movement had a historical continuity and greater adherence to matters raised by the relationship between science and society. New Tendency found its own historical continuity in the inter-war period abstract-geometric research, but Apollonio claimed its centre radiated from the East, from countries like Yugoslavia where the Russian revolutionary Constructivism tradition had had a fortune independent of what happened in Paris or New York.

Apollonio as Horvat-Pintarić supported a direct membership of programmed works at New Tendency, whose artists were divided into “old” as Bruno Munari and Nicolas Schöffer and “young” as Bakić, von Graevenitz, Kristl, Morellet and Picelj; and were approached by Castellani, Srnec and Šutej. However, was a further distinction between a search was stylistic - in Alviani, Mari, Mavignier, Richter and Soto – and one was linguistics - in GRAV and N Group.

According Apollonio, as he wrote on «Evento», to work against New Tendency in 1964 Venice Biennial was a misunderstanding about real activities of artists, because they did not simply took advantage of a industrial technology or made a test of the visual phenomena and projects to be developed. New Tendency in Italy, unfortunately it was making use of a “fragmented tradition” without a continuity with a modern Constructivist tradition; because of, the

94 ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 10. Letter from Apollonio of March 29th 1964. We should remember that Almir Mavignier put himself up to design the poster for 1964 Venice Biennial. «Carissimo Mavigner, mi dispiace assai, ma per quest’anno non c’è più nulla da fare con il manifesto per la Biennale. Bisognerà che ritentiamo nel 1966/Complimenti per l’invito a ‘documenta’. Bene!»


98 Cf., note 84.

programmed works were presented in Italian pavilion by a conventional and inappropriate way: on one side hanging as if they were “paintings”, on the other providing environments in respect of intentions, seemed a false and mysterious wonder cabinets.

Apollonio suggested, recalling the experience had took in Paris, to bring on the architectural scale the programmed research but by an absolute rigor and scientific precision. He did not just suggest improvements to the way of setting up programmed works, but also sought to implement its recommendations.

The opportunity came when he was appointed organizer of the Fifteenth Avezzano Award. Apollonio, with Giuseppe Gatt and Giorgio Tempesti - the representative of the Provincial Body of Avezzano - decided to characterize the event as a New Tendency exhibition. Apollonio, a mediator between artists and the Award, contacted N and T groups, and established an homage to Munari. Unfortunately Munari, which would have give the event an international recognition, did not find appropriate conditions for its participation and therefore Apollonio contacted Luigi Veronesi for his criticism with the historical continuity of Italian geometric abstraction between the two wars.

Strutture di Visione (Vision Structures) – Fifteenth Avezzano Award formed two polarities, an historical one by Veronesi, Mario Radice and Alberto Magnelli, the other current by works of New Tendency (Atoma, N, Experimental P, T, Time 3, V Rimini and One groups, Alviani, Mari, Santoro and Scheggi), which adds movies by Munari.

Also inserted researches on the monochrome painting and sculpture as programmed structures. Among the “veterans” called Antonio Calderara, Carmelo Cappello, Cannilla Franco, Mario Nigro and Antonio Virduzzo and among others, whom had taken up the Concrete painting, the less known Liliana Caraian, Salvatore D'Eugenio and Turi Simeti. That facility, defined academic, had the effect of confirming the accusation to artists to be followers of the historical avant-garde moved by art critics as Crispolti.

100 ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 6. Letter from Tempesti to Apollonio of July 7th 1964. «Egregio Professore, […] Ho già provveduto ad inviare l’invito a Mario Nigro[…]. Per quanto riguarda Guarnieri, è stato già da tempo invitato con il Gruppo Tempo 3. […]Munari mi ha scritto che manderà alcuni suoi films. Comunque, se Lei riuscisse ad ottenere che inviasse qualche opera sarebbe meglio. Veronesi ha aderito entusiasticamente; Radice, Reggiani, Bonfanti e Magnelli (sui quali sono perfettamente d’accordo) sarebbe bene che fossero interrogati direttamente da Lei. […]Con Getulio, Mari e i Gruppi N e T ho parlato a Venezia e siamo d’accordo».


The exhibition, however, was inaugurated in August 1964, but as New Tendency received at the Biennial a modest attention, did not permit to *Strutture di Visione – XV Premio Avezzano* to have a greater resonance. In fact, the promotional strategy explained in the catalogue by Giuseppe Gatt was to put the exhibition in continuity with the Fourth Biennial of San Marino and the contemporary Venice Biennial. Despite the results, the catalogue written by Gatt and Apollonio was the first anthology of critic essays retraced the evolution of New Tendency’s theories – from the Milan *Arte programmata* to the Venice *Nuova Tendenza 2* exhibitions.

In Summer 1964, then, to complete Italian Ne w Tendency’s misfortune, after the Biennial and Avezzano Award, was held in September the *XIII Convegno di artisti, critici e studiosi d’arte* (Thirteenth conference of artists, critics and scholars of art) which was dedicated to technology and ideology exchanges. In Rimini, where works held from 21st to 23rd September, made speeches several famous philosophers such as Sigfried Giedion or younger architects and designers such as Ettore Sottsass jr. and Vjenceslav Richter.

However, the amount result was disappointed because, as reported by Argan, was passed over what was the role of the art between technology and ideology. To the congress participated also a large group of artists and Yugoslav critics whom had a crucial role in defining the fate of New Tendency in Italy.

Argan, in fact, asserted the interest of Yugoslavs fellow to the question of technique, did not imply being incorporated into the system, but for them was no urgency of an ideological commitment, because it mostly has been “satisfied”.

Argan, also, borrowed “integrated” from the distinction made by Eco in *Apocalittici e integrati*, and contrasted it with the word “apocalyptic” defined a denial of technology and at the same time an irrational ideological commitment. According to Argan there was no separation between technical progress and the ideological development of society since the first term of the comparison was irreversible.

---

104 The president was Argan and the Committee was composed of Apollonio, Giuseppe Capogrossi, Lucio Fontana and Ettore Sottsass jr. Among guests were scholars like Guy Habasque, Pierre Restany, Frank G., Popper, Assunto Rosario, Ballo Guido, Bettini Sergio, Alberto Boatto, Brandi Cesare, Palma Bucarelli, Maurizio Calvesi, Celant Germano, Enrico Crispolti, Gildo Dorfles, Giuseppe Gatt, Filiberto Menna, Lara Vinca Masini, Giuseppe Mazzariol, Luigi Pareyson, Nello Ponente, Italo Tommassoni, Lea Vergine, Yugoslav Bozo Bek, Zoran Krzisnik, Matko Meštrović, Vera Horvat Pintaric. Among artists, architects and designers were Julio Le Parc (GRAV), Almir Mavignier, Getulio Alviani, Gianni Colombo (T Group), Manfredo Massironi (N Group), Achille Pace (Uno Group), Bruno Munari, Piero Dorazio, Emilio Vedova, Max Bill, Konrad Wachsmann, Tommas Maldonado, Enzo Mari, Pier Luigi Nervi, Pinin Farina and Croatian Vjenceslav Richter.


And as a result it had not to follow the bad conscience of the apocalyptic, but to concretized the rationality of history by means of a technical aesthetic of the art. Only in that way the art could aspire to take part in the development of operational and productive techniques of the modern world («aspirare a intervenire nello sviluppo delle tecniche operative e produttive del mondo moderno»).

In that regard Gatt\(^{107}\) by an article written just after the congress, untitled *Arte, tecnica e ideologia* (art, technique and ideology), took up the Argan’s distinction between the Gestalt art - wanted to take directly part in the industry to change it by the inside - and the Informel one and New Dada - struggled against industry and illustrated its dangers.

To regulate the relationship between Gestalt art and industry would have taken over the ideology, which would humanized production processes, in contrast to New Dada and its extreme right-wing derived Pop Art in which would have been absent.

It was clear that Gatt sought to overturn, at least on paper, results of the Venice Biennial, but paradoxically its position was shared also by Massironi\(^{108}\) whom, on behalf of the dissolved N Group, intervened in Rimini denouncing the work of critics like Gatt.

According to the Padua artist, critics from San Marino from 1963 onwards misrepresented the team work, passing it off as real poetic, forgetting to reward work and not the ideological militancy.

Massironi\(^{109}\) had just expressed his own disappointment in December 1963 during the conference held at the National Institute of Architecture, organized by Bruno Zevi. On both occasions, the former Group N artist, claimed his own art form was going toward a danger which was not represented by the technological applications, but rather by “bracketing” of the object created to foster an alleged poetic or ideological commitment of artists. The essential point was they were losing the real value of N Group’s artistic operation, opposing to the debased Informel painting, it wanted to professionalize their own activities.

Massironi, in fact, considered the artist profession corresponded to worker one in the factory and would have been revolutionary only acquiring a “revolutionary technology” would give the object a real ideological charge. Massironi not only realized the danger toward was going

\(^{107}\) G. Gatt, *Arte, tecnica e ideologia*, «Il Sestante Letterario», no. 5, September–October, Padua, 1964, pp. 3-6. «[...] esiste attualmente una forma d’arte a carattere attivo e positivo e che mira esattamente a penetrare nei processi produttivi dell’industria per tentarne, quanto meno, un condizionamento dall’interno che non sia solo mera critica e denuncia, ma concreta disponibilità di alternative e di dialogo con un settore, quello della tecnica, che fino a ieri sembrava irrimediabilmente separato dall’uomo» p.6.


New Tendency, but his speech foreshadowed what would come next year in Zagreb: an unbridgeable gap between artists and art critics and the exaltation of a fictitious and mystifying ideology.


On a letter dated on January the 15th 1965, Enzo Mari showed to Apollonio the main results of his visit to Zagreb during the Winter 1964, when discussed with Meštrović, Bek, Putar and Richter the planning for the future exhibition in Zagreb.

Mari had just developed in November 1964 the purpose of an exhibition would deepen achievements of the Nuova Tendenza 2 in Venice and the Nouvelle Tendance in Paris. The growing importance of the Milan artist in New Tendency movement pushed to reconsider in terms of research, modeled on the Industrial Design planning, the works made according to the criteria of a serial production.

It was no longer to create multiple, as in the early Sixties, but to transform the artist into a professional activity within the dimension of industrial production; in addition works became the prototypes of objects reproducible with a low economic impact and easily reparable, by means to modularity of switchable each other single elements.

Mari, a few months earlier, had just expressed similar ideas in the Avezzano exhibition catalogue, in which he argued works such “standardized” would open the art to a genuine democratization process, since the viewer would be transformed himself into a visual operator.

Apollonio’s reply, however, was negative, because he felt that the way would have been soon impractical and would have prevented the artist to choose freely the materials - which would have been only industrial ones - and to show their “fantasy” was the characteristic differed him from the engineer and technician.

---


Despite the hesitations, Apollonio decided to participate in the debate would have took place during the event, when - on a model similar to the Verucchio meetings - would have encountered art critics and artists.

Accepted by organizers, the suggestion by Mari became the announcement of a competitive exam to participate to the exhibition entitled *Nova Tendencija 3*. The title in the singular showed to be an exhibition of New Tendency movement, but with a progressive number, to preserve continuity with the previous ones.

The recruitment in Italy - to follow democratic ideals - did not happen through galleries, but through the publication of the notice in the magazine «Domus»

Accepted by organizers, the suggestion by Mari became the announcement of a competitive exam to participate to the exhibition entitled *Nova Tendencija 3*. The title in the singular showed to be an exhibition of New Tendency movement, but with a progressive number, to preserve continuity with the previous ones.

The recruitment in Italy - to follow democratic ideals - did not happen through galleries, but through the publication of the notice in the magazine «Domus»

The notice stated were three sections in which artists and art critics could have attend one or all. The first was devoted to a retrospective exhibition on the *Nove tendencije* or to interventions of historical and critic character about objects presented, a second on the current involvement with the work of object or theoretical order, and a third aimed to a premium for the production in series of a visual object, which would have been achieved in Fifty five specimens by Danese company in Milano. However, the purpose of the announcement, as Apollonio warned, were confused and would have caused not a few misunderstandings during the organizational phase.

By the correspondence occurred between the secretariat of the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti and invited or selected artists showed the organization was began in January and ended in July 1965.

Among the Italian artists, the “veterans” were called in January, as T Group or the dissolved N Group participated by Biasi, Massironi (fig. 37) and Landi. Italian art critics invited to participate with their own paper came from Rome academia, except Apollonio. Giulio Carlo Argan involved also the A.I.C.A. (International Association of Art Critics), thus giving more
prestige to the event\textsuperscript{118}. The suggestion of Palma Bucarelli, for a New Tendency museum theory, had broad support in the Zagreb entourage and Božo Bek\textsuperscript{119} wanted to involve for a next conference on a similar topic, the directors of museums in Beograd and Ljubljana. Giuseppe Gatt and the young researcher Elisa Debenedetti, finally, coordinated their participation with Argan, in accord with Enzo Mari.

Mari’s role, also, was not only theoretical, but suggested the participation of MID Group – Movimento Immagine Dimensione -Motion Picture Dimension- (Antonio Barrese, Alfonso Grassi, Gianfranco Laminarca and Alberto Marangoni), Ivanhoe Trivulzio and the architect Nanda Vigo (fig. 38); to Mari were turning V Group of Rimini (Giorgio Benzi, Flavio Casadei, Gerardo F. Dasi, Pino Parini, Giulio Tedioni, Mario Scarpa, Antonio Valmaggi, Aldo Villani) and Cybernetics Group (Benzi, Augusto Betti, Casadei, Dasi Vittorio D'Augusta, Tedioni, Galliano Ricci, Mario Valentini), the Austrian artist Erwin Thorn, the philosopher Paolo Bonaiuto and scholars such as Germano Beringheli and Gianni Stirone.

Rapidly, up to April 1965, requests for participation flooded largely in Zagreb. The researcher Lara Vinca Masini and artists Marina Apollonio, Dada Maino, Giovanni Pizzo and Lucia Luciano, asked for participate after knowing of the notice from other ways. Some tried to join over the specified time frame, as Turi Simeti and Eronda (Mario de Dona), first rejected and then accepted, and Paolo Scheggi and Getulio Alviani (figs. 39, 40), whom at that time shared a studio in Milan, Lea Vergine and Bruno Munari, whose involvement for the films that had just screened in Avezzano, remained in doubt up to September 1965\textsuperscript{120}. Finally, Uno Group (reduced to only Carrino, Frascà and Uncini) was accepted without reservations but was unable to attend, since did not return within the time limit expire\textsuperscript{121}. By the 18\textsuperscript{th} March closed the first round of selections.

A second session of the organizing committee drew up a list of refusées: were less-known artists such as Cesare Casati and Renato Vanzelli, Pievani Dietelmo, Luciano Fabro, Saverio D'Eugenio, or the most famous Mario Nigro, George Bompadre whose works were not considered close to New Tendency. Nino Calos\textsuperscript{122} was first invited and then - as he had complained to

\textsuperscript{118} Letter from G. C. Argan to M. Mestrovic of February 17\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{119} Letter from Božo Bek to Palma Bucarell of March 18\textsuperscript{th} 1965; br.89 od251 do 699. Letter from Božo Bek to Miodrag B. Protić, the director of the Moderna Galerija in Beograd and Zoran Križnik, the director of the Moderna Galerija in Lubiana, of May 11\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{120} Letter from Bruno Munari of April 11\textsuperscript{th} 1965. Letter from Bek to Munari of September 2\textsuperscript{nd} 1965. Reply letter from Munari of September 8\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{121} Letter from Uno Group (Carrino, Frascà, Uncini) to Meštrović of April 8\textsuperscript{th} 1965. Reply letter from Kelemen and Meštrović of April 14\textsuperscript{th} 1965. Letter from Uno Group to Meštrović of April 21\textsuperscript{st} 1965. Letter of engagement from Kelemen and Meštrović April 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1965. Reply letter from Uno Group to Meštrović of May 4\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{122} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9. Letter from Nino Calos to Apollonio of April 10\textsuperscript{th} 1965. Letter from Kelemen March 29\textsuperscript{th} 1965 ( n.01-89/99). See appendix.
Apollonio refused. Giancarlo Politi, whose ideas of “art to sale at the supermarket” did not meet the favor of organizers and finally Beringheli and Stirone were rejected because they had not complied with the resolutions drafted early.

The invited Yugoslav artists were Čanković Ivan, Ivan Čžimek, Juraj Dobrović, Davor Grunwald, Koloman Novak, Orbi Fedora, Ivan Picelj and Vjenceslav Richter (figs. 41-44).

Among the foreign intellectuals were Frank Popper, Abraham Moles and François Molnar. For the first time there were the British artist Bridget Riley and the American Frank Malina and Anonima Group (Ernst Benkert, Francis Hewitt and Ed Mieczkowski) and at last the Moscow artists from Dvizenje Group - Movement Group - (Lev Nusberg, Francisco Infante, Anatoly Krivchikov, Vladimir Scherbakov, Viktor Stepanov, Mikhail Dorokhov). From GRAV was only Morellet, while from Group Zero returned after the purge and the “self-criticism”, Otto Piene. Around May 10th notification almost all forms of the works and membership came to Zagreb.

The high number of acceptances foreshadowed an impressive size exhibition, with a relative majority represented by Italians. In fact of the Twenty three critical essays in the catalogue, eight were by Italians, five by Croatians, and the remaining by other foreign scholars. Among the exhibiting artists, over a whole of ninety-six, between singles and groups, thirty four were Italians. Considering the original idea and part of the organization was thanks to Enzo Mari, the show was presented as an Italian-Croatian manifestation, where of course the substance of its success was mainly of the Committee of Zagreb composed by Meštrović, Putar, Bek, Zdenko Munk, Boris Kelemen and Richter.

Consequently, the rooms of the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti were no longer sufficient and participation was expanded to the Muzej za umjetnosti i obrt, directed by Munk, and to the Institut za industrijski dizajn (Institute for Industrial Design), directed by Richter.

123 Letter from Kelemen and Meštrović to Lev Nusberg of May 5th 1965. See appendix.
124 Report bill signed by Božo Bek, Zdenko Munk and Vjenceslav Richter and sent to Republički sekretariat so kulturo FOND ZA UNAPREŽENJE KULTURNIH DJELATNOSTI, Zagreb on April 10th 1965. The report stated that amount would have been of 9,400,000 dinars. By economical reform of 1965 and a devaluation against dinar as 66,6 per cent, 1 dollar was exchanged for 1250 dinars and as a consequence in 1965 the cost was circa 4,690,000 lire.
The Rise and Fall of New Tendency. Misunderstanding, mistrust and ambiguity among artists, art critics and art scholars.

The *Nova Tendencija* 3\textsuperscript{125} inauguration occurred on August the 13\textsuperscript{th}, which was just followed by the Congress of Brezovica\textsuperscript{126}. Argan and Bucarelli did not participate to opening, while the correspondence of the secretary of Zagreb showed that Elisa Debenedetti asked to search for an accommodation also to Maurizio Calvesi.

The complexity of the issues proposed could be summarized in four main areas: the historical development process of New Tendency movement, the status of ongoing research of artists, critic, philosophic and sociological readings on New Tendency by foreign scholars and finally its museological and ideological implications.

The catalogue, not yet printed, would have contained, among others, speeches by Meštrović, Argan, Apollonio, Bucarelli, Massironi, Gatt, Debenedetti and Vedova\textsuperscript{127}. Their writings - come by June in Zagreb - formed the ideal platform from which started the discussion. Regarding the first topic, the task of tracing the history of New Tendency was entrusted, in the absence of Mavignier, to Massironi whom designed a re-reading, in an Italian key and linked to N Group, of New Tendency evolution from 1961 to 1963.

In the paper were approached both ones by Gatt and Debenedetti whom dealt specifically about the situation of New Tendency, starting from the post Informel research to arrive at the last situations related to the critic essay by Apollonio and the most recent connection between New Tendency and Optical Art.

For the sociological, aesthetic, philosophical aspects of the New Tendency research, intervened Bonaiuti and Molnar; for the ideological one Meštrović, Argan and Richter. Apollonio revisited the conclusions he reached with Mari. About the rules for the popularization of New Tendency to the public, through the educational activity in Museums and the information mediated by the cultural industry, intervened respectively Bucarelli and Moles.

\textsuperscript{125} *Nova Tendencija* 3, catalogue, August 13\textsuperscript{th} – September 19\textsuperscript{th} 1965, Galerija suvremene umjetnosti, muzej za umjetnost i obrt, centar za industrijsko oblikovanje, Zagreb, 1965. On the second page of the catalogue there is a notice about the changed title from plural to singular. «Le titre ‘Nouvelle Tendance 3’ au singulier a remplacé l’ancien pluriel en raison d’une aspiration à la concentration idéologique et à l’intention e tau but commun».

\textsuperscript{126} MSU archive, Zagreb. Putar Found, Folder Razno, 30 typewritten pages with a transcription of Brezovica congress. See appendix.

\textsuperscript{127} MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder Umjetnici V. Vedova. Letter from Vedova of February 22\textsuperscript{nd} 1965. Replay letter from Putar and Meštrović of March 18\textsuperscript{th} 1965. «Caro Vedova, La tua lettera ci ha fatto il grande piacere. Siamo veramente lieti della tua decisione di partecipare alla manifestazione NT3. Le nostre intenzioni sono unicamente quelle di migliorare il conoscimento di questo nostro tempo e di questo nostro mondo per arrivare ad una responsabilità e coscienza più alte dell’atteggiamento dell’uomo. Perciò stimiamo che il tuo contributo a questa manifestazione, che avrà un carattere polemico, sarà prezioso».  
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However, to the massive deployment of theorists and artists with bursts of very high level, as denounced by Apollonio, did not correspond to the factual reality in their exhibited works, which level was less than expected.

Moreover, again according to Apollonio, works were set up in a traditional manner and therefore did not show their real way used to (fig. 45).

Among the artists whom attended the debate were signaled Richter, Alviani, Massironi, Boriani and Mari, stigmatized the confusion and lack of consistency expressed by other speakers.

Indeed, the urgency given to the ideological commitment allowed the participation of Vedova - not as an exhibitor - whom had never sympathized with New Tendency, but for his Marxist political action and, probably, his friendship with Argan.

Deeper issues came to light, however, with the participation of new groups such as Cybernetics Group from Milan and Group V of Rimini, in close connection between them - to include almost the same artists - which proposed real laboratory experiments (fig. 46), whose formal technical solutions were different from the *Nove tendenzijska* artists’ ones.

Others, like Di Luciano and Pizzo, had belatedly entered, whom came from the academic New Concrete painting (fig. 47,48), and then were on the opposite side to original claims by Mari and others, although they conferred to their works a faint taste of theory borrowed from linguistics.

Even the absences had an important meaning, because among the illustrious absents was Castellani, whom realized what was happening in New Tendency, and decided to move away from such events. As he confessed to Apollonio, the decision had come just then his participation to the kinetic works exhibition entitled *Le Mouvement 2* at the Denise René Gallery and updated than the previous one held in 1955.

An essential factor arose from the dispersive situation when nobody told about works. The reason was perhaps often someone visualized some set of formal structures just studied and investigated, as it was verified the prophecy by Argan: New Tendency had lapsed into an “eternal planning” («eterno progettismo») eradicated from the real relationship with the society, becoming on as mathematical models, the design of the project.

---

However, as regards the third section of the announcement, devoted to the design of an object to be produced in series, probably catalyzed the best research of New Tendency. Prototypes in competition for *Divalgazione degli esemplari della ricerca* (Popularization of research specimens) were exhibited at the Muzej za umjetnosti i obrt (figs. 49,50).

Among the artists contributed Boriani, Colombo, Devecchi, MID Group, Vigo, Varisco, Picelj, Čanković, Dobrović and Grunwald (figs. 51-55). The winning design was by Michel Fadat (fig. 56)\(^{129}\), which would have been presented in 1966 in Italy on «Lineastruttura» a new magazine of art and architecture, directed by Lea Vergine and set up by the graphics advice of Mari.

In addition, innovative elements were represented by the participation of MID Group, which proceeded to complete premises of the interference between visual objects and industrial design, Dvizenje Group which in Soviet Union represented an hardly tolerated art by Communist Party\(^{130}\), and finally Italian T Group and German Effekt Group, which presented their environmental work.

MID Group was founded in Milan in October 1964\(^{131}\), thanks to the interest of Franco Russoli had been in contact with Mari, whom offered their participation for the *Nova Tendencija* 3. MID Group experienced anonymity to assert a new sensitivity consistent with the technological society. Their works were based primarily on records and spinning reels, on whose faces, circular monochrome structures or polychrome linear elements were moved by electric motors (figs. 57,58).

Their Gestalt studies had a real scientific systematization but not dropping into the trap of proposing laboratory experiments - such as V and Cybernetics Groups - or to produce objects by banal design. Apollonio and Mari appreciated their works that were imposed as one of the possible way was tried to practice in Zagreb.

The participation of Dvizenje Group fell within the political propaganda of the socialist government in Beograd, aimed to disrupt the image of Soviet communism because in Moscow the group, headed by Lev Nusberg, had been accused of representing the rebel movement of 'nonconformists' artists.

In 1962, the Secretary of the Soviet, Nikita Khrushehev turned against them the charges of being decadent and bourgeois, but the Western artistic world, thanks to the Zagreb mediation,


paradoxically realized that their works were not backward models of revolutionary Constructivism.

In fact they were in continuity with the original spirit of Constructivism and according to art critics and artists could make a valuable lesson for Western ones (figs. 59,60). Moreover, Muscovites sent to Zagreb a parcel - addressed to Apollonio - which contained a letter of presentation and art work reproductions, by which they hoped to receive help to exhibit in Europe.

The group's name was linked, however, to a diplomatic incident that took place between Apollonio and Bek, a few months before the Nova Tendencija. The envelope was opened by Bek and associates, some of them inquired Apollonio, whom complained about the lack of honesty in relation to him. Fortunately the incident was resolved by diplomatic means, but it showed how the critic of Trieste had linked his name to Socialist and Communist bloc countries.

The last innovative factors were new kinetic and programmed environments, set up at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt that represented a direct effect of the Paris Nouvelle Tendance in 1964.

Giovanni Anceschi and David Boriani signed the Ambiente per un test di estetica sperimentale (Enviroment for a experimental aesthetics test), which had a complexity based on the programmed switch of color lighting sequences. The work was completed with the participation of the public whom expressed his aesthetic pleasure, based on a questionnaire. Again Mari had a supervisory role because he helped his Milan colleagues in adapting the environment to available space.

Gabriele Devecchi realized the Spazio in strutturazione plastico cromatica (space in plastic -chromium-plated structure), whose purpose was - as the author wrote - to “consider the after-image” that impressed the retina of the eye and «the chromatic dimension resulting from the overlays of the same images». It was calculated the persistence time of an image externally induced, according to Gestalt theory.

Gianni Colombo built the Ambiente sperimentale a zone contigue (experimental environment with adjacent areas), where the audience felt their kinetic and visual skills through a combination of variable factors, from deformities of physical spaces, intermittently light pulses

132 MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3_ Umjetnici_D_Dvizenje. Letter from Dvizenje Group to Apollonio of April 20th 1965. The original was written by Russian, we quoted the Croatian translated version. See appendix.
and orthogonal grids, painted on the walls, and whose the perception was altered by chromatic superimposed changes (figs. 61-63).

Finally, Effekt Group set up his Kugelkabinett (environment with spheres) in the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti (fig.64) 138, which joined the movement of the viewer to a volume of space occupied by white spheres hung suspended from the ceiling and illuminated. In that way the user moving between spheres, transformed their perception of space, according to the Gestalt principle by which our eye builds over time, a spatial image, through a temporary focus of certain fixed points, being in the visual field.

Environments, therefore, than the previous New Tendency works and multipliable objects, offered real new elements, indicating a possible way in developing the programmed and kinetic research. From the standpoint of technique, unfortunately, the works had an analog programming and were not controlled by computers, such as ones were determining the success of the space research. In fact, that was yet another idiosyncrasy between Cybernetics Theory that Moles 139 argued in Zagreb - as a solution to the interpretative arbitrariness in the field of experimental aesthetics - and exhibited works, which had still handmade mechanics.

The problems triggered by the showing of confused theories, due to instances of participation to a technological world, but with superficial and scholastic knowledge, or by works of art offered only a change compared to the other just exhibited to Zagreb, were also warned by the press.

The reactions were divided between praise and desecration but not presented innovative readings, except perhaps because the Nova Tendencija 3 got an international exposure.

The Yugoslav and Croatian press 140, considered the massive presence of foreign participants - including great importance for the political reasons above mentioned, had the Soviets – from July to September 1965, occupied columns of newspapers in an attempt to explain to the general public what was happening in Zagreb.

Putar, from the point of view of the Committee, published a careful record of the event, which gave a large space to environments.

In Ljubljana, the new magazine of arts and architecture «Sinteza», received an article by Meštrović 141 which placed the focus on socio-political values of the event.

---

Also in Beograd were interested in the *Nova Tendencija*, and some local newspapers reproduced works of Alviani and Vigo\(^{142}\). In addition, the magazine «Umetnost» in 1965 promoted the *Nova Tendencija* 3 and in 1966 devoted an entire issue to the Zagreb exhibition, describing the event and publishing, for the first time, the speeches of Brezovica\(^{143}\).

In Italy, Vigo wrote an article on «Domus», Vergine on «La Fiera letteraria» and finally Celant on «La Biennale di Venezia». Vigo\(^{144}\), from the point of view of whom had participated to NT3\(^{145}\), and with the help of Mari\(^{146}\) whom worked to find the images, admitted the modest success of the event and especially of the round table in Brezovica, where they had played a collective “mea culpa”. She spent large space for the Dvizenje Group her claimed by means of it the Op Art had came in Moscow. However she considered the environments not as autonomous spatial structures as a closer link between architecture and visual arts.

Vergine\(^{147}\) returned the hospitality\(^{148}\) but the article’s title, on the contrary, revealed the crisis of New Tendency. Focused attention on the environment, meant as a new way to emancipate the visual operator because it did not evoked an aesthetics wait, but sought a communicativeness response from the viewer, under lights and apparent dimensional changing of space and time.

Finally Celant, whom was not among the guests, according to Apollonio\(^{149}\), first decided to publish on the journal «Modulo» - founded by Celant in Genoa - a chronicle, and speeches were in the meeting. As revealed by the correspondence between Celant and Meštrović\(^{150}\), that project was hijacked on the journal «Marcatre», but were many difficulty to make a compilation of all reports and, remarkable fact, to find the photographic documentation required. Celant was, therefore, able to publish his article in December 1965 resented the time elapsed - by a critical position very close to Apollonio’s one - and in some ways anticipated its future attitude unfavorable towards New Tendency.


\(^{145}\) Br89 od 251 – do 699. Letter from Vigo to Bek of October 20\(^{th}\) 1965. «Kind mr Beck, […] Lice I told to your secretary, I write the articol in Domus for NO.T.3 it would get aut for November, I write and we publisched also photos about Mosca grupa […]».

\(^{146}\) Br89 od 251 – do 699. Telegram from «Domus» editorial office to Meštrović of September 15\(^{th}\) 1965. «materiale chiesto da enzo mari per pubblicazione su domus urgentissimo». Telegram from Mari to Meštrović of September 17\(^{th}\) 1965. «Spedirmi urgentissimo buona scelta opere esposte per pubblicazione Domus. Mari».

\(^{147}\) L. Vergine, *La nuova tendenza è già in crisi«, »La Fiera Letteraria«, October 10\(^{th}\), Milan, 1965, p.11.

\(^{148}\) MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 Cirkularna pisma. Letter from Putar to Vergine of October 14\(^{th}\) 1965. See appendix.


\(^{150}\) Br89 od 251 – do 699. Letter from Celanto to Meštrović of September 27\(^{th}\) 1965; Reply letter from Meštrović to Celant of October 14\(^{th}\) 1965. See appendix.
The three cases thus contradicted the apparent success - for the achieved international fame but not for the effective reform of the New Tendency research – of the Nova tendencije 3, which just after the inauguration became the object of the correspondence between organizers and artists.

In August, Apollonio in a correspondence with Bek, wished him as much luck for its fourth edition. In September Putar asked Mari for first impressions and informed him not only about the possibility of a future fourth edition, but also the magazine «Sinteza» would have published an article dedicated to the Milan designer. The fame of “NT3” also passed the borders of Yugoslavia and the test was the interest shown by the prestigious Rembrandt Art Foundation, through the L’Obelisco Gallery, in New Tendency and the Bek’s Gallery. Although trade relations with the gallery of Gaspero Del Corso were intensified in 1965, arose a pernicious contradiction between what was claimed in the fight against the trade and how instead the Zagreb Gallery really acted. The exhibition was supposed to close the 19th September, but as the Danese Gallery seen, when asked for Fadat’s works restitution, the success of the exhibition shifted its closure on next October the 3rd.

---


152 MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Umjetnici M. Mari. Letter from Putar to Mari of September 4th 1965. «Cher Enzo[…] Je voudrais bien savoir si les impressions que Tu as eu pendant Ton séjour a Zagreb et qui ne sont été trop agréables, sont déjà un peu passées. En tout, on a pourtant réalisé un effort vraiment important. Je T’avoue – en toute discrétion, que l’idée de la manifestation NT4 m’obsède déjà… la revue « sinteza » qui apparait a Ljubljana me demande un article sur Toi. La rédaction me laisse un délai très court pour la livrancier de ce texte. Je Te prie de m’envoyer le plus tôt que possible tout matériel qui pourrait m’être utile pour faire un texte au moins exacte quant les informations données »

153 MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br89 od 251 – do 699. Letter from Gaspero Del Corso to Bek September 8th 1965. «Dear mr. Božo Bek. I am very pleased to introduce you Mr. Van Niekerk who represent the Rembrandt Art Foundation and who is very interested in seeing the exhibition Nove Tendencije 3. We would be very grateful in giving him any possible help and assistance during his visit»

In conclusion, Giulio Carlo Argan since February 1963 by Uno Group’s experience was considering an overrun of Informel, but spaced out from the new dadaist and new constructivist research, because it had doubts about the ideological effectiveness of N and T groups.

The lack was one of the salient features of the Verucchio Congress in the same year. In contrast, Umbro Apollonio and Giuseppe Gatt, in 1964, wanted to import in Italy the critic line had supported the *Nove tendencije* exhibitions in Zagreb, *Nuova Tendenza* in Venice and *Nouvelle Tendance* in Paris. Planning for the Fifteenth Avezzano Award the exhibition *Strutture di visione* (*Visual structures*).

However, was created an issue, just showed in the Massironi’s speeches in 1963 in Rome and in 1964 in Verucchio. The works exhibited by Alviani, N and T groups and Mari were repetitions and variations in number of ones displayed since 1963 in Zagreb, in San Marino and in Venice Biennial exhibitions. Were produced “serial exhibitions” of works themselves conceived in series, which with by time would have aroused a suspicion: cunning willingness by the artists, whom had limited themselves in reproducing always the same results. The issue would become increasingly urgent over the next year and would, later, made a difference within New Tendency, between artists whom would be freed fromserials and whom would have emphasized in which sense its poetic.

Consequently, in 1965, during the *Nova tendencije 3* - hailed as the main exhibition of the homonymous movement - emerged two certainties from the meeting of Brezovica: firstly, only few people had really understood the meaning of the occurred transition from the *Nove tendencije* to the *Nova tendencija*, increasing instead the existing confusion in that respect.

Moreover, the technical skill of artists, although admirable, seemed detached - and in fact it was - from theoretical discourse on the cybernetics and the aesthetic validity of programmed works. Moreover, the contradiction between their reproducibility and diffusion through the art system increased when in 1965 the organization of Zagreb had close solid business relationships with the L’Obelisco Gallery in Rome.

In that regard, Palma Bucarelli suggested in order to avoid interference of the trade, would have been appropriate for the visual operators to work and collaborate with museums. According to that proposal - among the few ones were not dictated by any avant-garde rhetoric aims - the artists would have created works “on demand” not for profit and then they would have become visual educators for the public. And the only place able to start some such revolution was Yugoslavia.
However, while the *Nova Tendencija 3* had a commercial success, on the other hand someone as well as Mari had placed their trust in a real change of the art system, had a rude awakening. Also Mari\(^{155}\) confessed in a letter sent to Apollonio:

> «Remembering the days of Zagreb - for me very sad - and what that so badly I tried to say and to do - I would not have offended you. Also because in the end, yours were the only reasonable things were said during the discussion. I hope you understand what I tried to say or to do, even if the facts demonstrate the reality of people is far away from utopia of things instead should be done. Once a time you said this to me. I will still fight for what I believe even if in this moment it's hard for me to figure out which roads to follow and what means and in the end which is my real possibility».

Chapter 6th. On the New Tendency ashes. Artists are at a crossroads: ideology or gallery.

In his speech about Nova Tendencija 3, Germano Celant pointed out that the crisis of the movement was determined by its values which were mainly focused on speculative and technical levels. On the contrary, «the operative urgency» required tangible and corrective interventions on the industrial phenomenon. New Tendency had only been able to communicate a servile attitude towards technology, although it was in debt to De Stijl for his social claims. The issue was part of a broad debate. It was also debated in September 1965 during the Fifteenth Verucchio Congress whose theme was Arte e comunicazione.

At the opening of the conference, Argan considered art as an instrument of communication and for that reason its ultimate aim was to get over the false information of mass-media and promote a more rigorous one which had to suit the future society of images. According to Argan, in order to overcome the crisis of arts, the artist had to become a technician, an analyst, a designer. Argan’s speech was in line with Charles Snow’s one which pointed out how the “two cultures”, the technical and humanistic one, had found a possible fusion through the psychology and sociology on the one hand and the Gestalt and programmed research on the other hand.

Argan had just dealt with that issue in the text Arte come ricerca (Art as research), sent to Zagreb, and in the introductive essay of Progetto e destino. In the latter, Argan admitted that the crisis of the art was part of the «crisis of the European sciences» and the Gestalt and the pop approach, which had been facing one another up to then, had had their day. Pop art focused on the hard data of the object and media information, without considering an effective communication between art and mundane reality. Nevertheless, in 1966, for New Tendency artists, the engagement in the field of industrial design seemed still feasible. During that time, the utopia of Gestalt art was failing because of its project had overcome the object while New Tendency seemed not able to modify the output and so it was absorbed by the same industrial production.

The crash of New Tendency had also internal origins. That was due to the attitude of some artists whom had gone back to the traditional economic trade system and art galleries. If 1965 marked the peak of critical approval of New Tendency, in 1966, many of its leading figures participated in official exhibitions or devoted themselves to research that mingle with the New American Abstraction and with Primary Structures.

---

4 C. P. Snow, Le due culture, Feltrinelli, Milano, 1964.
Some others follow the commercial way of Optical art. Only in 1967, when the meeting in Zagreb was postponed, the situation seemed to consolidate around two polarities. On the one hand, we have the last outputs of New Tendency in Italy and in Yugoslavia. On the other hand, we have the artists whom set aside the methodology of industrial design and find a new opportunity of interaction with the audience in the production of kinetic and programmed environments.

Those attitudes redefined New Tendency, from a unified international movement to a trend among different artistic trends.

§ 1. Redefinition attempts: Strutture Significanti and Arte Cinetica as two exhibitions showed a go back to the painting and sculpture.

In September 1964, after Venice Biennial and the Fourteenth Verucchio-Rimini Congress, Apollonio wrote an essay entitled Ricerche di visualità strutturata (Visual structured researches) which – published only in 1965 - reflected the new critical approaches developed in Strutture della Visione. Apollonio agreed with New Tendency but found also necessary to analyse it in terms of ‘structure’.

That allowed him to get over the Theory of Information and Cybernetics which mainly focused the attention on the human side of programmed works.

The term “structure” originally belonged to the two scientific fields of biology and mathematics. Then, it was used in the Linguistics and finally it was applied by Claude Lévi-Strauss to the structural anthropology. As for the aesthetic field, according to Pierre Francastel, the importance of “structure” was inversely proportional to the “form”.

As a consequence, Apollonio concluded, Gestalt programmed works of New Tendency were models that maintained structural relationships on three levels: their internal construction, the psycho-physiological relationships with senses and the communication with industrial society.

After the development of the approach based on the “structure”, Apollonio proposed Argan to devote 1965 San Marino Biennial to the research developed by New Tendency. Argan agreed with Apollonio’s subdivision of New Tendency into three genealogical lines: Gerstner, Mari, Pohl, Richter, Castellani and Scheggi followed Bill footsteps; GRAV, N and T groups, Palatnik, Malina and von Graevenitz traced back to Munari; the art of Vasarely had originated Mavignier, Picelj, Alviani, Agam, Tomasello and Soto.

8 R. Bastide, Usi e significati del termine struttura, Bompiani, Milano, 1965, pp.5-50.
In March 1965 in San Marino, during the works carried out by the Tourism Committee, Marco Valsecchi presented a project which proposed a new interpretation of the artistic trends coming from Italy, Germany, France, Russia, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Compared to Apollonio’s point of view, that new interpretation avoid the disputes that the previous edition arose.

After the rejection of the project, the critic from Trieste expressed his disappointment to Antonio Corpora. In his opinion, the commission had not understood, as far as the situation of the Italian art is concerned, the Prampolini-Reggiani-Alviani line collaborate with the Morandi-Birolli-Dorazio line.

In that period of growing the interest for New Tendency, during the first months of 1965, Apollonio began a long collaboration with Germano Celant.

The two met after the exhibition of Avezzano and probably during the Fourteenth Verucchio Congress where Celant was invited. Ciro Livigni\(^{10}\), from the Il Chiodo gallery in Palermo, considered useful to move the exhibition from Avezzano to Sicily and talked about that idea to Apollonio in November 1964.

In the middle of his “structural” turn, the critic from Trieste proposed to call the exhibition Proposte Strutturali and to invite Alviani, T Group, Munari, Costa, Mari and Castellani. Short after, also Edoardo Manzoni\(^{11}\), the manager of the La Polena gallery in Genoa, was invited to participate in the project. In one of his letters dated 8\(^{th}\) November 1964, he assured that the exhibition take place in Palermo and in Florence.

So, the exhibition became itinerant and was actually renamed Proposte strutturali plastiche e sonore after Apollonio’s proposal whom aimed at including research on electronic music as well. The exhibition was also organized in Genoa, in February 1965, and in the Il Punto\(^{12}\) gallery in Turin, in April 1965. Alviani was in charge of the management of relations with the artists, the selection of works and the paging of the catalogue. Works of Alviani, Anceschi, Boriani, Colombo, Mari, N Group and Varisco were reproductions of ones produced from 1961 to 1963. Rocco Borella presented a structure made of fluorescent colours entitled Cromemi (1964), Paolo Scheggi presented a work entitled Intersuperficie curva (1964) and N Group, whose exponents where Biasi, Landi and Massironi, presented a series of silk screen prints, such as the so called Visione dinamica s\(^{5}\), which were subsequently exhibited at the La Polena gallery, in June 1965, under the name ‘Gruppo N 65’ (figs. 1-4).

On the other hand, in central Italy, after the success of Uno Group, Argan, together with Gatt, Vinca Masini, Tempesta and Tomassoni, continued to insist on the possibility of an alternative line to programmed research.


From April to May 1965, the travelling *Strutture visive* exhibition was organised in Naples (Libreria Guida, 24th April), Florence (Aquilone Art Gallery, 29th April) and Rome (Il Bilico Gallery, 14th May). The exhibition was supervised by Gatt and the painter Francesco Guerrieri. Artists participating in the project had different origins: the founders of 63 Group: Lia Drei, Francesco Guerrieri, Lucia di Luciano and Giovanni Pizzo (63 Group ended in 1963 and became P Experimental Group only with the participation of Drei and Guerrieri), the former member of Uno Group Achille Pace, D’Eugenio and some others. On the whole, that experimentation followed the one developed by Uno Group.

Despite remaining in the filed of the Gestalt research – in 1963 at the Fourteenth Verucchio Congress P Experimental Group claimed its works represented the “third phase of the Gestalt research” (*Terza fase delle ricerche gestaltiche*), the main aim of the project was to show new ways of the expression, ways which could be ascribed within the geometric painting and sculpture, but moved away from kinetic works and programmed machines (figs. 5, 6).

The project *Strutture visive* did not go unnoticed. As an example, in a letter to Gatt, Alviani considered *Strutture visive* as a confusion which aimed at promoting artists had nothing to do with programmed art. In a reply dated on June the 15th sent to Apollonio as a copy, the critic tried to justify himself warning Alviani that the situation in central-south Italy, as also Celant pointed out, was not as free from compromises as in the North.

Such a reply helps us to understand how criticism considered New Tendency. It was a different way to look at similar episodes such as exhibitions *Strutture Significanti* and *Strutture Significanti 2* took place in November 1965 in Livorno and in February 1966 in Genoa. The titles given to exhibitions expressed a direct resumption of the linguistic structuralism. Exhibitions were presented by the critic Claudio Popovich and texts were written by Argan, Emilio Garrone and Berenghelli. Among the exhibitors, there were Drei, Guerrieri, Cannilla and Pace. Exhibitions aimed at setting New Tendency aside since its claims had not reformed industry but, on the contrary, from industry had been manipulated (figs. 7, 8).

That shadow world, which could be defined as art of “visual/significant structure”, was integrated by the exhibition devoted to kinetic and programmed art, promoted by Gillo Dorfles in Trieste from July 18th to August 14th 1965. *Arte Cinetica* followed the line of the 1962
Programmed art exhibition and presented works produced between 1962 and 1965 by Alviani, N and T groups, Mari and Munari. Other artists that participated in the exhibition were Dada Maino and MID Group. The project was sponsored by the Autonomous Tourist Information Office in Trieste and by the local Circolo della Cultura e delle Arti which arranged the halls of Palazzo Costanzi for the event. The exhibition took place together with the third Film Festival of Science fiction.

As the press reviewed\(^\text{18}\), kinetic works had become a visual metaphor of a fantastic world whose literature was linked to the mass consumption of the science fiction genre. However, that did not was made only for commercial aim. At the first edition in 1963 the programmed art has just been associated with the movie entitled \textit{Ikarie XB -1}, by Czech director Jindric Polak\(^\text{19}\). The science fiction set was made up by the Czech architect Jan Zazvorka, whom directly inspired himself to Rationalist European tradition. Jindric Polak and Marcello Mascherini, whom exhibited the sculpture \textit{L’astronave d’oro} (The gold Star ship), won equal first the prize\(^\text{20}\).

In contrast, in that exhibition Dorfles seemed to get closer to the American definition of \textit{kinetic art}, as it was meant by George Rickey whose works highlighted the morphological aspect rather than the ideological one.

That artistic environment derived from the original meaning New Tendency had applied to its works, which was mystified because of the influence of technological society. At the same time, other situations were taking shape in Rome and Turin.

The exhibition \textit{Perpetuum mobile} supervised by Filiberto Menna\(^\text{21}\) was organised in Rome, from 5\textsuperscript{th} to 30\textsuperscript{th} April 1965, at the L’Obelisco Gallery. The critic interpreted works in reference to the didactic of the Bauhaus, expectations of Italian and Croatian New Tendency and according to


\(^{21}\) Perpetuum Mobile, catalogue, April 5\textsuperscript{th} – 30\textsuperscript{th} 1965, Galleria dell’Obelisco, Roma, 1965. Cf. F. Menna, \textit{Per una nuova comunicazione visiva}, «[...]le tendenze più tipiche dell’odierno panorama artistico internazionale sono rappresentate [...]» da quelle correnti, come la “Nuova Tendenza” e la “Pop Art”, che mostrano di aver preso atto di questa condizione antropologica generale, caratterizzata dallo sviluppo tecnologico nelle sue dimensioni fondamentali della produzione industriale e del consumo di massa[...] Le nuove correnti artistiche raggruppate sotto la denominazione comune di “Nuova Tendenza” muovono, quindi, [...] dalla realtà tecnologica [...] che ha come protagonisti l’oggetto e l’immagine e che costituisce un vero e proprio spettacolo visivo ricco di una molteplicità di messaggi[...]. Ma [...] intendono piuttosto ridare chiarezza e vigore alla struttura fisica dell’immagine, ponendo per così dire tra parentesi il significato che essa veicola, e ricostituendo (o costituendo) il rapporto individuo ambiente sulla base di una pura relazione percettiva. Si comprende perciò come gli artisti della Nuova Tendenza fondino i propri processi operativi sulla psicologia della visione[...]» pp.19-24.
the interpretation given by Argan in 1951. The works came from Italian and foreign art galleries and collectors such as Cardazzo, La Chiocciola, La Salita, Schwarz and Edouard Loeb. Also Apollonio\textsuperscript{22} - no mentioned - contributed to the event lending the silk-screen prints by Vasarely, i.e. \textit{Midori II 1954}.

The cover of the catalogue was taken from a 1964 silk-screen print by Landi and Biasi, and the rectangular format resembled the 1961 catalogue of Amsterdam. Artists participating in the event were: Richter, Srnec and Bakić from \textit{Nove Tendencije} of Zagreb, Alviani, T Group, Biasi, Landi, Costa and Massironi, Cruz-Diez, Le Parc, Kramer, Mari, Munari, Mackm Uecker, Soto, Tinguely, Bury, Calder, Duchamp and, the least famous, Cosimo Carlucci, Roberto Fasola, Lupo, Edival Ramosa and Paolo Scheggi. In the end, also Francesco Lo Savio was included in the event finding a collocation within the kinetic, visual, programmed research.

Menna traced their research back to three main backgrounds: De Stijl, Bauhaus, Albers and Moholy Nagy. He pointed out that the event could be ascribed within the movement of New Tendency even though its background did not refer to contemporary technological society – as it happened in Trieste – but to Renaissance, or better, to that line of anti-Renaissance was just identified by Eugenio Battisti\textsuperscript{23} in 1962. That was the reason for the Latin-like title, in which anamorphous picture and first mechanic automata studies\textsuperscript{24}, given to an exhibition that aimed at humanize the kinetic and programmed works through structural analysis. Such an approach anticipated new interpretations that later on Apollonio applied to New Tendency.

\textsection Turin and the beginning of Germano Celant at the Forme programmate exhibition. Difference between New Tendency artists’ works and industrial objects.

In Turin, Apollonio continued to work on the relation among art, industry and industrial design. An exhibition of artists belonging to New Tendency took place in September from 7 to 29\textsuperscript{th} 1965 at the Il Punto Gallery after \textit{Proposte Strutturali}. Marina Apollonio and Paolo Scheggi, back from Zagreb, and Agostino Bonalumi joined the event. Apollonio did not give a specific title to the exhibition\textsuperscript{25}. Only later on, he identified the project within the frame of New Tendency.

In the text, he categorically underlined:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsection Turin and the beginning of Germano Celant at the Forme programmate exhibition. Difference between New Tendency artists’ works and industrial objects.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item In Turin, Apollonio continued to work on the relation among art, industry and industrial design. An exhibition of artists belonging to New Tendency took place in September from 7 to 29\textsuperscript{th} 1965 at the Il Punto Gallery after \textit{Proposte Strutturali}. Marina Apollonio and Paolo Scheggi, back from Zagreb, and Agostino Bonalumi joined the event. Apollonio did not give a specific title to the exhibition\textsuperscript{25}. Only later on, he identified the project within the frame of New Tendency.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item In the text, he categorically underlined:
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9. Letter from Cesare Bacelli (L’Obelisco Gallery) to Apollonio of March 6\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\item E. Battisti, \textit{L’antirinascimento}, Feltrinelli, Milano, 1962.
\item L.M. Barbero, op. cit., 2010, p.42
\end{itemize}
«Without any doubt, the works of New Tendency constitute one of the most relevant artistic manifestations of our times [...]»

The artists participating in the project offered nothing new, apart from the coming back of Bonalumi together with N and T groups, which were well known at the time of the Azimut Gallery. The project was supervised by Celant with the advice of Apollonio and could be considered as an extemporaneous event compared to the most important Forme programmate.

In the city symbol of Italian industrial development, Celant had firstly planned an exhibition entitled Situazione 65 and then organised another one which influenced New Tendency movement in a different way compared to the modest success of Proposte Strutturali – also based on the Apollonio’s project has been rejected by San Marino Committee.

Celant’s main idea was to put together the New Tendency art and the industrial design. For that reason, he contacted Dorfles and asked him to be the second advisor of the exhibition. The place for the exhibition was the prestigious Polytechnic where he also found the collaboration of Pininfarina (Giuseppe Farina). Between July and August 1965, Celant and Apollonio decided for artists and graphic designers which participate in the event. The original project was extended to an exhibition on printing history and to the graphics course at the Polytechnic. The catalogue was completed with a short essay on Gestalt scientific research.

A section of the exhibition was devoted to Pininfarina’s frames and photographs, section which paid particular attention to formal values of serial industrial objects. Another section was devoted to printing machines and exhibited machines used during the last century by publishing. Both sections had a striking visual assonance with programmed objects, feature which underlined the fusion of the two worlds which had long since come into contact with one another (figs. 8 – 15).

The clear aim was to show the zeitgeist of industrial society. Visual relations among programmed structures, forms and objects of the industrial production finally came to surface. Celant concretised that visual intent through the exhibition of objects which came from Italian domestic and working environments.

In order to underline that point, the clear subdivision of different sections into “packaging”, “graphic”, “design” and “pure research” established the divide among the works, whose didactical intention was to build up a collective imagination different from that of mass-media. The exhibition represents a further reduction of borders with the Pop culture.

28 Cf. note 9. See appendix.
As far as the fusion between pure research and industrial design is concerned, it’s worth mentioning the emblematic case of Colombo.

The 1962 work *Strutturazione Acentrica* (fig. 16) shown in Turin passed through different stages. After its creation, Gianni Colombo transformed it into a series sculpture (figs. 17-19). The structure of the object remained identical to itself, with no evolution. That implied its artistic value was higher than the functional one which was restricted to the ability of giving off light like a lamp.

Subsequently, between 1963 and 1964, Gianni Colombo’s brother, Joe - whom shared with him the same studio in early Sixties and was trained in the environment of Nuclearism in Milan - succeeded in transforming *Strutturazione Acentrica* into a mobile bookcase, showing that programmed objects could be used as a model for industrial production of furniture or more elaborated objects (fig. 20, 21).

A similar experimentation could be seen in the section devoted to industrial poster designing in which Eugenio Carmi (fig. 22) represented the only effective application to New Tendency research to the development of convenience goods’ reproductions.

Moreover, as Argan pointed out, Carmi had become an artist whom possessed the means of production. In Genoa, in Autumn 1963, Carmi and his wife Kiky Vices Vinci founded the Boccadasse Cooperative and the Deposito Gallery. Their aim was to put together artists and critics belonging to New Tendency movement. At the same time, they wanted to offer a laboratory and a gallery where reproductions could be realised and exhibited. Carmi was in contact with Alviani (fig. 23) and Apollonio whom opened him the doors to East Europe. It was during that period that Vera Horvat-Pintarić became member of the Cooperative together with Bruno Alfieri and Gillo Dorfles.

The Cooperative had its own monthly journal which was regularly sent to the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti in Zagreb. The liaison between Genoa and Zagreb had just began in Summer 1963 when Carmi visited *Nove Tendencije* and had the opportunity to meet Horvat-Pintarić and her husband Brano Horvat. Horvat was one of the best printer in Zagreb and the owner of a gallery where silk-screen prints were produced by Yugoslavian and Italian artists.

For instance, many important works were commissioned by N Group.

---

As reported in the journal dated February 1964\(^{35}\), Horvat became a member of the Cooperative during the exhibition devoted to Miroslav Šutej at Deposito Gallery.

In parallel with that exhibition, in October from 2\(^{nd}\) to 18\(^{th}\) 1964, an exhibition devoted to the works of Carmi took place in Zagreb. The catalogue, written by Vera Horvat-Pintarić\(^{36}\), guided the interpretation on Carmi’s works towards a formal and technical coincidence with Neo Dadaism and pop art. According to Horvat-Pintarić, the repetition of elements taken from poster designing and advertising packaging made his paintings become ‘object paintings’. Carmi’s works belonged to an industrial landscape and, according to Putar\(^{37}\) on “Čovjek i prostor”, were realised with a particular technique which focused on materials and expressed a taste for shocking images which recalled the Baroque tradition.

Thanks to the success of the exhibition devoted to Carmi, the gallery bought some of his works such as Rosso e Nero e 4 Cerchi e Conti Calda Ec (figs. 24, 25). As Alviani did, in April 1965 Carmi exhibited his works at the Mala Galerija in Ljubljana\(^{38}\). The presentation in the catalogue was written by Dorfles. Although Carmi did not produce conventional programmed works, together with Alvani, he can be considered one of the most important Italian artists whom contributed to strengthen the relationship between Italian and Croatian New Tendency movement. It’s worth underling that Carmi’s works, as he occurred at 1966 Venice Biennial, anticipated the coincidence between Optical art and Pop art, a trend be taken into account in New York only after The Responsive Eye.

\textit{The democratic industrial product in Yugoslavia and Vjenceslav Richter’s «sinturbanism» theory.}

Carmi’s fortune in Yugoslavia was due to a growing interest in the Italian industrial design as was showed by a great itinerant exhibition organized by the Milan Triennial Body. From January to March 1963, the first stage was in Beograd, then Sarajevo, Zagreb and Ljubljana; the Yugoslav chef curator was Vjenceslav Richter as the president of SLUPUJ (Savez likovnih umetnika primjenjenih umetnosti Jugoslavije/Association of Artists of Applied Arts of Yugoslavia).

\(^{35}\) MSU archive, Zagreb, NT Found. Folder 49. We found of Carmi’s monthly Bulletin, the following issues: no.2, February 1964 – exhibition no.4 of Miroslav Sutej; no.5, May 1964 – exhibition no.7 of Paolo Scheggi; no.3 March 1965 – exhibition no. 16 of Hermann Goeppert; no.5, May 1965 – exhibition no.18 of Victor Vasarely; no.7, August 1965 – exhibition no. 20 of Karl Gerster.

\(^{36}\) Eugenio Carmi, catalogue, October 2\(^{nd}\) – 18\(^{th}\) 1964, Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1964.


\(^{38}\) Carmi, catalogue, April 1965, Mala Galerija Ljubljana, Delo, Ljubljana, 1965.
In Zagreb Italijanski industrijski dizajn (Italian industrial design) was set up at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt. The exhibition, according to the Milan Body secretary Tommaso Ferraris, was an ideal continuation in the debate on the social role of industrial design as the Triennial in 1954 launched (fig. 26).

Richter claimed in Yugoslavia the public had a strong interest in the industrial design planning and its theories. However, on «Čovjek i prostor» - in May and April issues of 1963 - were different statements. Putar explained reasons of the exhibition and praised the Italian design, for harmonious and serial objects were innovative from the point of view of the technique and planning originality. As a consequence, he highlighted in Italy that research was common to both painting and sculpture. As Bruno Munari’s works – whose was the Danese ashtray reproduced - showed the way joining the industrial design technique with the geometric precision of painting, close to Mondrian (fig. 27).

In contrast, the architect Darko Venturini criticized Munari’s ashtray because although it had a good shape, was lack of a real social function to popularize the design.

That matter was the main in the exhibition, in which however only Nizzoli and the duo Zanuso-Supper were able to represent a democratic design. Owing to the curators whom had more interest in artistic characters than functional ones. In fact, Venturini meant the Yugoslav design aim was to democratize industrial products through useful and plain shapes.

Also in Italy that matter was argued, as made Dorfles whom told about the design degenerated into “styling” and his idea was known in Yuoglavia thanks to Meštrović's translations. In 1963, the Croatian critic, indeed, translated the Dorfles’s essay Le oscillazioni del gusto (1958) and reviewed Il disegno industriale e la sua estetica (1963) on «Čovjek i prostor» in 1964.

Consequently, besides Carmi as artist also Dorfles was a well-known aesthetic scholar in Yugoslavia when was involved as a jury member at the Bienale industrijskega oblikovanja (Biennial of Industrial Design) – BIO – which held at the Moderna Galerija of Ljubljana in

41 R. Putar, Standard industrijskog oblikovanja u Italiji, «Čovjek i prostor>, no.121, April, 1963. «Posve je odréito da je vrijednost italijanskog industrijskog “dizajna” u neposrednoj vezi i sa kolićinama likovne tradicije i općeg standarda likovne kulture u toj zemlji. U onom smislu u kojem se razvija moderna likovna umjetnost i Italiji na području slikarstva, skulpture i arhitekture, razvija se i umjetnost oblikovanja predmeta kojih je praktične prirode. Ne bi bilo lako provesti neposredne usporedbe između tipičnih slikarskih i tipičnih ‘dizajnerskih’ rješenja u suvremenoj Italiji. […]Ako su Munarijeve kompozicije na slikarskoj ploši u smislu Mondrianovih apsolutnih kvaliteta oblika i boja, pristupačne uglavnom: odgojenoj i napose orijentiranom senzibilitetu, u i tisućama oblika Munarijevih pepeljara taj je likovni rječnik namijenjen i pristupačan zaista svakome. Kad bismo u okviru izložbe morali odabrati primjer najsretnijeg jedinstva formi, praktične upotrebivosti i proizvodne tehnike, onda bismo zaista Munarijevih pepeljara odali najveće priznanje» p. 6.
Autumn 1964. Together Dorfles were also two New Tendency representatives like Karl Gerstner and Vjenceslav Richter.

The event was one of the most significant international meeting took place in a Socialist country. Were compared two worlds – the Communist East face to face with the Capitalist West – to define types of industrial shapes which integrated the functionalism tradition with the attention to artistic “detail”.

By ICSID (International Council of Societies of Industrial Design) and ICOGRADA (International Council of Graphic Design Associations) sponsorship, in the event took part the major Yugoslav (ISKRA from Kranj, Stol from Karmik, Jugokeramika from Zagreb and the popular Skopje glass), Western and Soviet companies.

In the “toys” section was Enzo Mari for Milan Bruno Danese and in the “graphic” one was Ivan Picelj for Zagreb Studentski Center (figs. 28,29). Exhibited objects did not follow the contemporary futuristic forms trend, linked to the “space exploration”, but showed an exact planning that certainly was more plain than programmed and kinetic works (figs. 30,31). Yugoslav design, specially, was not close to Soviet ideology\(^\text{47}\) but its aim was to depict democratic needs by means of no elitist, low cost daily objects.

As a consequence the second BIO – nevertheless was the international last - was due to the success of the former, and took place at the Ljubljana Moderna Galerija in Summer 1966\(^\text{48}\), second time round by ICSID, ICOGRADA and Italian ADI (Associazione per il Disegno Industriale) sponsorship.

Among jury members were Dorfles and Richter, and also was called Apollonio\(^\text{49}\) whom worked as consultant suggesting to be involve Bulgar scholar Elka Nenova like industrial design expert as to confirm his interest in Eastern studies.

About the exhibitors from Italy came to Ljubljana a lot of companies\(^\text{50}\): the steel industry Italsider, Milan Brionvega and Irradio – for domestic appliance -, Danese and Kartell – for furniture. Also, Necchi company from Pavia and Solari from Udine – for machine tool – and at last Olivetti (figs. 32,33). Were prized Italian Marco Zanuso by two gold and Gino Colombini by two special mentions.
Yugoslav press showed interest in the Biennial as made, for instance, Slovenian art magazine «Sinteza», on which the event was depicted as fundamental to exchange cultural, technical and industrial products among the involved countries\textsuperscript{51}.

Also in Italy the BIO editions were the focus of attention on specialized visual art, industrial and graphic reviews from «Marcatre» - on which paid attention in 1964 and 1966 – to «Casabella».

On «Marcatre», Dorfles\textsuperscript{52} about the relationship between industrial design and “fine arts” highlighted that on the one hand the former had reached an amazing international agreement, on the other hand the latter had not made the same effort.

Celant\textsuperscript{53}, on «Casabella», explained in Ljubljana what Snow had suggested about the “two cultures” has been materialized. By means the team work the scientific sphere and humanistic one had reached an interdisciplinary approach. Have been produced by a programming control some of objects and classified through generative aesthetics by Moles and Bense: a metric, statistic and topologic process. The “metric” moment meant numerical measurement and calculation of forms, “statistic” one consisted in how many times a form had a way of repeating itself, and the last, “topologic” – as Molnar and Morellet had suggested in 1963 - was the mathematic calculation of forms were subjected to deformation.

As consequence, the aesthetics, that the two scholars borrowed from the Theory of Information and Cybernetics, had suggested to understand the design in a better way than has been made during the Nova Tendencija 3.

The same matter was analyzed by Vjenceslav Richter whom published his most important essay in 1964: Sinturbanizam\textsuperscript{54} which Richter wanted to translate into Italian, as he asked to Apollonio\textsuperscript{55} for. The essay, well-known in Zagreb artistic and architectonic circles\textsuperscript{56}, was in the same time with a solo exhibition of him\textsuperscript{57} held in April 1964 at the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt.

Were exhibited drawings, architectonic planning, combinatory sculptures and mobile objects\textsuperscript{58}. The exhibition poster, also, seemed a direct reference to another one has been made by

\textsuperscript{54} V. Richter, Sinturbanizam, Mladost, Zagreb, 1964.
\textsuperscript{55} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9. Letter from Vjaceslav Richter to Apollonio of January 15\textsuperscript{th} 1965. «Cher Monsieur, je m'excuse mille fois pour un tel retard, mais il etait presque impossible trouver un exemplaire du livre, et après il fallait organizer la traductions des lagaudes. Eu tendant da vous faire plus clair le sens du SynthUrbanizme, je vaous envpir un texte qui explique le deouxieme part du livre. Je serius trés heureux si vous y trouvere un interet, parce que peut etre il soreuit possible d'organizer une edition en italien»
\textsuperscript{56} M. Meštrović, Urbanizam ostvarivog uz teze Vjenceslava Richtera, «Čovjek i prostor», no.135, June, Zagreb, 1964, pp.2-3.
\textsuperscript{57} Richter, catalogue, April 8- 24\textsuperscript{th} 1964, Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, Zagreb, 1964.
\textsuperscript{58} V. Horvat-Pintarić, Vjenceslav Richter, op.cit., 1970.
Mari for the Düsseldorf *Arte programmata* exhibition in 1963. That showed as Richter was following the Italian programmed art research\(^{59}\) (figs. 34,35).

The work and specially *Sinturbanizam* were also well-known in Italy on «Casabella» and thanks to Argan.

In December 1965, on «Casabella»\(^{60}\) an editorial about new Yugoslav architectonic and artistic researches quoted the Richter’s essay. Reproduced its cover made in a kind of New Tendency “style” (fig. 37) and also other five pictures: the «Sinteza» first issue cover, one Ivan Picelj’s *Surface*, one «Čovjek i prostor» cover, a reproduction of Richter’s Yugoslav pavilion scale model for 1964 Milan Triennial and at last, a picture of Moles was watching a Richter’s work taken during the Nova Tendencija 3. All together the pictures depicted the Yugoslav “modernism” panorama, as recently Jerko Denegri has suggested\(^{61}\).

In contrast, Argan criticized Richter’s architectonic point of view. In 1965, in *Progetto e destino*\(^{62}\), according to Italian critic, Richter’s ziggurat architecture changed the monumental and political control myth with the macroscopic and technological control one (*il mito del macroscopico e del potere tecnologico*). However, Argan did not read *Sinturbanizam* because a quotation was taken away from it and translated into Italian the first time in January 1967 on «Lineastruttura»\(^{63}\).

The essay was important both in Croatia and Italy – such as nowadays - for a chapter which was devoted to New Tendency works and their formal and structural relations with the industrial design.

Both kind of objects were permeated by the revolutionary and innovative technological characters as such as standardized surfaces and multiplied anonymous structures synthesized time and space. New Tendency language based on modular units which at the same time built visual flat surfaces, three-dimensional forms by a fourth time dimension.

As architectures, New Tendency structures had a innovative optical, tactile and spatial dimension by means of new standard and commercialized matters. The works morphology had a continuity between monochrome and polychrome, shifted from plain to plastic (meant as sculpture), from plastic to space and from static to dynamic.

Indeed Richter reached those statements, since the latest of Fifties, by studying new industrial matters were utilized to cover architectonic surface, for sound and thermal insulation and to

\(^{59}\) J. Galjer, op. Cit., 2009.


\(^{62}\) G.C. Argan, op. cit. 1965. «[…]. La ricerca stilistica o formalistica, che ha ripreso fiato dopo la crisi rigoristica del razionalismo, svaluta l’attività di piano e ripropone la validità dell’edificio in sé, della cosa architettura. Non mira a determinare una situazione spazio-temporale in fieri, ma cerca la forma plastica unitaria e chiusa, come realtà e simbolo. Tra le due posizioni v’è una relazione di antagonismo e complementarietà, come tra Ghestalt e Pop-Art: le Unités d’habitation di Le Corbusier, per non parliare del più paradossale Sinturbanismo di Richter, mirano a fare rientrare l’urbanistica nell’architetture comprimendo tutta una città in un solo edificio e bloccando così, per la sua durata, lo sviluppo storico di una comunità», pp.52-53.

improve the light reflexion or dispersion. On engineering level visual, plastic and time factors were integrated through modular elements.

To depict his discourse Richter reproduced works of Castellani, Mavignier, Stein, Picelj and his own pavilion at the 1964 Milan Triennial. In fact, New Tendency works if were compared to industrial panels, which were advertised on review like «Esthetique Industrielle»\(^{64}\), showed similar surface forms (figg. 38-45).

However, the real difference between the two objects, according to Richter, consisted in the way they worked. On the other hand, Richter suggested that they were able to find a synthesis by a new urban dimension, in which his Utopian architectures have carried New Tendency works in the daily life\(^{65}\). As last consequence, his statements seemed to refer to the programmed environments were exhibited at the 1964 *Nouvelle Tendance*.


New Tendency development suffered a setback when in Spring 1965 international exhibition *The Responsive Eye* opened in New York. The main matter was in regard to European researches and American ones overlapped each other under the name Optical Art. Although some contacts have been thanks to Mondrian’s works and Bauhaus’s teaching as a tradition in common, American artists developed autonomous and often opposite researches in respect of European ones\(^{66}\).

1957, for instance, Meyer Schapiro\(^{67}\) stressed the importance of an autonomous character of American abstract painting as an onward trusting in self-sufficient forms and colours in painting, was due to artist’s freedom.

According to Shapiro, abstraction led to crisis social roles and habits; also, Action painting and Abstract expressionism were ultimate “handmade” objects showed the most human efforts in the contemporary culture. Pollock’s painting and technology had some characters in common: they were “automatism” and “randomness” but by opposite meanings. Automatism and randomness in Modern painting meant emerging forms from the unconscious that neither had any kind of previous planning nor anticipated the spectator’s perception outcomes. In contrast, the industrial technology meant “automatism” as an alienation product and the visual communication failure was due to “randomness” as noise.

---


\(^{65}\) V. Richter, op. cit., 1964, pp.73-82.


Continuing in that idea, in 1960 Shapiro linked contemporaneous American painting with Modrian’s abstraction, since young artists borrowed from Mondrian his spiritual strength and the technique to compose the surface using a few of changeable units. In a similar way, Mondrian’s asymmetric orthogonal grid that reached out canvas borders was a precedent for the “all over” technique in the Action painting (figs. 46,47).

That so-called “New York school” – means not a physical place but an ideal attitude which Pollock, Motherwell, Still, Rothko and Newman 68 had in common – between 1958 and 1959, just after the first “cold war” phase, had a great success in Western as such as Eastern Europe through the The new American painting exhibition.

It took place in the major European cities like Milan, Amsterdam, Brusselles and London. The New York vanguard success reached Eastern Europe. In Yugoslavia, for instance, Beograd Government asked to American institutions for set up another exhibition to show their latest art researches. The first stage of American Vanguard Painting 69, was been in charge by the Long Beach Gallery director Jerome Alla Donson, was in September 1961 in Beograd, in October in Skopje and in December both in Zagreb and Ljubljana, and at last in Rijeka/Fiume in January 1962.

In Zagreb, Vera Horvat-Pintarić 70 told about the most popular American Action painting and New Dada artists, highlighting that they had a continuity with European painting has taken place between the two wars and the following Fifties. In Zagreb, some artists came from the younger generation like Ad Reinhardt, Morris Louis, Kenneth Noland, Jaspers Johns and Robert Rauschenberg (figs. 48-51). Reinhardt’s case was special because his painting reached extreme pure values until being “monochrome”. His art form grew by a continuous comparison with Mondrian’s geometric abstraction, using regular grids and joined these with visual effects of complementary colours, according to teaching by Josef Albers 71.

In addition, Harold Rosenberg 72 from his critic point of view was involved in the artistic debate on Mondrian. In both edition of The Tradition of new, in 1959 and 1960, focused his own attention on the relationship between art and revolution, concerning Neoplasticism theory.

According to Rosenberg, during the Twentieth century deep differences happened between political revolution and artistic one. The former consisted in a violent change, the latter had not destroyed any but revealed what was just destroyed. Mondrian’s radicalism was not able to wish another world but to understand old balance and beauty forms had disappeared from the art and society.

---

As a consequence, the main character of contemporary art was a revolutionary anonymity since apolitical artists painted by an external logic that was due to the society development level.

One year later, in 1961 Clement Greenberg by Modernist Painting became the critic guide for the second artists generation whom wanted to regain their social role. In fact, Greenberg refused the Romantic artist idea as an “academic” rebel, encouraging an history of the modernist painting in which the artist was able to be a professional feature by a specific job: the painter.

Therefore Greenberg, by the so-called Post Painterly Abstraction, claimed the main character was the “flatness”, meaning the two-dimensional structure was the “contents” of the thinking on the painting.

In the early Sixties, authors like Frank Stella, Carl Andre and Richard Morris (figs. 52-55), crossed through that painting zero degree, carried their paintings in the three-dimensional space and changed them into objects. In that way, they gone back to a speech on the sculpture. A “minimal” character was in their objects and in 1965 thanks to Donald Judd’s manifesto entitled Specific Objects, the works were knew like Minimal art in which:

«half or more of the best new work in the last few years has been neither painting nor sculpture».

In addition to American modernism such as meant by Schapiro, Greenberg and Rosenberg, the architecture and industrial design achieves maintained a direct link with historic Bauhaus. That continuous dialog was due to the teachers of Gropius’s school when they had gone to America.

The Constructivist and rationalist European traditions imported their own social utopia – nowadays called “Bauhaus modernism” - whose fundamental aim was a pure formal research both in paintings and industrial objects.

For instance, Josef Albers’s paintings showed that. Albers, whom was the first Bauhaus teacher to go in US, between Forties and Fifties taught at the Black Mountain College, in North Carolina and Yale University. He taught the applied study of the Gestalt as such as he had made for the vorkurs at the Bauhaus (figs. 56-59). Since the Weimar and Dessau period, Albers continued also to encourage the social aims and to involve artist in the industry.

---

However, in the US the Bauhaus revolutionary utopia was progressively deprived of all political meaning\textsuperscript{80}, on the other hand it met American pragmatic educational system as was affirmed by John Dewey’s \textit{Art as experience}\textsuperscript{81}. Albers’s teaching, nevertheless, was able to form the younger painter generation, like American Frank Stella, and – according to Kirk Varnedoe\textsuperscript{82} – in the same time his teaching gone back in Europe thanks to the French painter François Morellet (figs. 60,61).

A second way directly linked with Dessau and Berlin Bauhaus was traced by Lazlo Moholy Nagy. Hungarian artist, whose art form followed the Middle-European Constructivism, was involved as the director of the Chicago School of Industrial Design in 1937 which later became the New Bauhaus Institute and then knew as Institute of Design; finally, in 1949 it became a department of the Illinois Institute of Technology. Konrad Wachsmann was involved as chef of Building science Department and the school specific aim was directed towards industrial design.

In 1955 indeed a manifesto showed his educational idea:

«It is a generally accepted premise that capitalism with its industrial technology has to serve in the most economical way for the realization of profit. However the ‘economical’ should be subordinated to human requirements to make technology a benefit instead of a course. We must control the application of material, technique, science, and art not only economically but also biologically and socially. [...] The common denominator is the fundamental acknowledgement of human needs; the task is to recognize the moral obligation in satisfying these needs, and the aim is to produce for human needs, not for profit.»\textsuperscript{83}

The original aim of Moholy-Nagy, whom explained it by the essay \textit{The New Vision} (1938)\textsuperscript{84}, continued to exist (figs. 62,63), as is shown by the quotation above. Also, Moholy-Nagy’s fortune was encouraged by his wife Sybil\textsuperscript{85} whom in 1950 published the biographical monograph \textit{Moholy-Nagy. Experiment in Totality}, in which her explained the artistic development of Hungarian artist and his relations with German and Middle-European vanguard artists.

In Italy and Croatia the Moholy-Nagy work was acknowledged in different way. Although in Italy Sibil Moholy-Nagy’s essay was reviewed on «Domus»\textsuperscript{86} in 1952, the individual life history of Lazlo was included in the general Bauhaus panorama thanks to Argan 1951\textsuperscript{87}.

\textsuperscript{87} G.C.Argan, op. cit.,1951.
Croatian artists, instead, met Moholy-Nagy work and the New Bauhaus teaching in two occasions apart. In 1950 for the Chicago International Fair Vjenceslav Richter, Ivan Picelj and Zvonimir Radić set up the Yugoslavia pavilion. They built geometrical prisms as cells exhibiting Yugoslav national goods (fig. 64). Richter spent a month in Chicago and viewed the Institute of Technology\textsuperscript{88} and when he gone back to Zagreb, founded together the above-mentioned colleagues the Exat 51 Group.

All group members knew the Bauhaus’s lesson by means of a direct reading of its main theoretical essays. In Zagreb, thanks to architect Radić (1921-1985) came in Vision in Motion by Moholy-Nagy and The Language of vision by Gyorgy Kepes\textsuperscript{89} in the first Fifties.

Among artists which emigrated from Europe to US, in Chicago Kepes\textsuperscript{90} was one of the most important theorist about visual arts and he published his fundamental essay entitled Language of vision (1944)\textsuperscript{91}. It was a kind of visual atlas to teach Gestalt studies and the modern art evolution from Mondrian’s abstract painting to constructivist researches of El Lissitzky. That essay had also success in Italy; i.e. Munari\textsuperscript{92} to illustrate his book Quadrato, borrowed from Kepes’s Language of vision quite pictures.

That straight complex of relations between United States and Eastern Europe, for instance, was represented by the exhibition Construction and Geometry in Painting from Malevitch to Tomorrow (fig. 65) held in March 1960 at the Chalette Gallery of New York\textsuperscript{93}.

Were exhibited a few of works which showed the continuity from historical Neoplasticism and Constructivism researches to younger European painters as Ivan Picelj, whose was the first American exhibition\textsuperscript{94}.

Also Apollonio claimed his own interest in the event since he suggested that Malevitch’s revival was a sign of returning the new vanguard towards Eastern Europe\textsuperscript{95}.

As a consequence geometric abstract painting returned to its own humanistic root – free from Greenberg’s modernism – and social aims but within a specific historical meaning.

According to American artist Robert J. Wolff (1905-1977)\textsuperscript{96}, whom worked with Moholy-Nagy and Kepes in Chicago, the American painting vanguard was coping with a dilemma. Owing to it had found any autonomy of painting out – against Greenberg’s modernism – as a result that was into the historical word “art”. The “art”, in fact, was full of human habits and two were the

---

\textsuperscript{88}V.Horvat Pintarić, \textit{op.cit.} 1970, pp.7-9.
\textsuperscript{89}V.Horvat Pintarić, \textit{Tradicija i moderna}, HAZU, 2009, p.528
\textsuperscript{92}B. Munari, \textit{op.cit.}, 1960.
\textsuperscript{93}Construction and geometry in painting. From Malevitch to 'Tomorrow', catalogue, March 31st – June 4th, 1960, Galerie Chalette, New York, 1960. «Construction and geometry in painting is an effort to review one major facet of abstract art which originated two generations ago and continues vigorously to this day. […] Abstract art in its many phases has by this time reached a climax and turning point. It is now possible to see past and present in a clearer perspective and to envision developments in the future».
\textsuperscript{95}U. Apollonio, \textit{op. cit.}, 1963, p. 23.
ways – according to Sigfried Giedion’s “ruling taste” - to overcome the “end of art”: on the one hand the irrational Dada, on the other hand a need of rationality, coming from Bauhaus’s teaching.

Both art forms were able to find the illusion of painting autonomy out that until then had invalidated the word “art”. Dada and Bauhaus, consequently, had shown the whole art world did not identify itself with painting only, but the latter was into vital human sphere. By means of, i.e., heterogeneous matters, taking object away from or putting object in every-day dimension.

The discarded or planned object importance had as a consequence by artists and art critics a new interest in the object spatial presence as sculpture.

According to Dale G. Cleaver (1928-2000)\(^\text{97}\), a teacher at the University of Tennessee, the static in modern sculpture was replaced with a new demand of movement representation – by means of machine, increasing science role and tracing the progress idea. The art passed from a naturalistic representation of movement, by Rodin, to a no figurative sculpture in which the abstraction included scientific outcomes, by Gabo and Pevsner; finally to Calder whom did not show the movement but his works were kinetic by themselves. However, scientific relativism destroyed Aristotle’s physics as such as modern social certainties. Dadaist collage-reliefs, Stankiewicz’s junk sculpture and Tinguely’s kinetic and self-destructive sculptures represented the irrational reign of existence in the artistic way by objects.

As a consequence programmed works, which begun to come in US during the Sixties, represent the opposite side.

§ From Chicago, the Moholy-Nagy’s legacy: George Rickey, the Institute of Design and Eastern Europe.

In regard to kinetic sculpture, George Rickey (1907 - 2002) a sculptor and student from 1948 to 1949 at the Institute of Design of Chicago, attended to kinetic artworks since 1961, when he took part in the Bewogen Beweging exhibition of Amsterdam\(^\text{98}\).

In the same year, Rickey\(^\text{99}\) was among first American artists whom had interest in the Nove Tendencies. On 1963 he sent a letter to committee in Zagreb to ask for information about aims of the Croatian manifestation and to get a copy of catalogues, because he was going to write a forthcoming essay entitled Heirs of Constructivism\(^\text{100}\).


\(^{99}\) MSU archive, Zagreb. NT found. Folder NT2 73.163NT2. Letter from George Rickey to secretariat of August 19th 1963, New York. «We are working on a book, ‘Heirs of Constructivism’ for the University of California Press. We should very much appreciate your sending us a copy of the 1963 catalogue of ‘Nove Tendencies’. We have the 1961 edition».

In 1964, also, on occasion of Venice Biennial Richey published an article titled *The New Tendency* (*Nouvelle Tendance – Recherche Continuelle*)\(^{101}\), concerning the definition of New Tendency. He claimed that trend, born in Europe, was growing up also in the US. Theoretical and formal New Tendency’s base was historical Constructivism, reborn in Europe and especially in Yugoslavia, but in the US it was becoming closer to hard edge painting.

In addition Rickey included same ideal meeting places of New Tendency – beyond Zagreb’s exhibitions – like Denise René Gallery in Paris, thanks to Udo Kultermann in Leverkursen, Chalette Gallery in New York, with the above-mentioned exhibition in 1960\(^{102}\) and the latest *Nouvelle Tendance* opened in Paris at the Musée des Arts Decoratifs. Finally, He told in advance that MoMA was going to organize in next 1965 an exhibition dedicated to optical constructivist phenomena and would name *The Responsive Eye*.

Among the American artists closed to *Nouvelle Tendance*, he remembered both Richard Anuskiewicz and John Goodyear, however they were less ideological involved than their European colleagues. Directly knowledge about the ideology of *Nouvelle Tendance* was offered to Richey by Yvaral, GRAV’s member, whom had sent to him an abstract of the GRAV’s manifesto – by means of a letter on December 16\(^{th}\) 1963 -; the same showed in 1964.

Richey, among the Italian artists of New Tendency, included N Group, quoted its manifesto and published two works: *Studio della struttura modificabile dallo spettatore* (1962) and *Struttura di nastri in pvc* (1962). From T Group, there was Devecchi’s *Lpano* (1963), a vertical structure composed with transparent and square staked rotating units; by Bruno Munari he showed *Struttura continua* (1960) and at last, one *Superficie Bianca* (1961-63) by Enrico Castellani.

According to Rickey, N Group and others of New Tendency were followers of Bauhaus’s experiments in spite of they did not have directly acquaintance with Gropius’s school. Mains formal characters in N Group’s works were represented by means of new space idea, meaning as a continuum formed relation between positive and negative plans. They used to apply micro-units to build the texture, the no-Euclidean geometry, the light - as an autonomous meaning factor-, and at last the movement and optical phenomena. For ideological reasons they used industrial materials such as the theory of anonymity depersonalized their art pieces. That way, Richey suggested, came from their contacts with Yugoslavian socialist artists.

On 1967 Richey’s statements developed into a new essay entitled *Constructivism, origins and evolution*\(^{103}\), in which he explained Constructivism’s origins from the past to present and in the US it became the most important study on that matter.

---


\(^{103}\) G. W. Rickey, *Constructivism, origins and evolution*, George Brazillier, New York,1967. «Certain activities I describe – such as the “New Tendency” – were more important when I began than they are now; they are already history», pp. VII-VIII.
The essay was published by George Braziller in New York, with whom Richey worked for a previous book series entitled *Vision and value* about the contemporary art, since 1963. In a book was also Gillo Dorfles whom wrote an essay dedicated to the movement morphology.\(^{104}\)

Kinetic art’s fortune begun and since 1961, according to Richey, by means of the international exhibition *Bewogen Beweging* and touched its climax thanks to New Tendency movement.

His essay was built in two sections. The first had an historical development, the second one followed a morphological line to indicate specific elements that had been found, just since 1963 and 1964, in the kinetic and new tendency works. Richey focused his attention on Italian artists’ works like Boriani’s *Superficie magnetica*, Anceschi’s *Percorsi Fluidi*, and Colombo’s *Struttura Pulsante*. He highlighted that same works, for instance by Tinguely, although had mechanical movements, were not kinetic art at all.

Richey claimed kinetic art had to be projected with industrial materials but not with waste ones, as it was in Dada art form. In addition, he had interest in works of Alviani, Castellani, Dorazio, Mari and Munari; and, among Croatians, Richter. The last relevant point was that in 1967 Richey joined New Tendency’s art works with minimal objects, primary structures and some of the no kinetic, geometric or optical ones (figs. 66-69).

To get back in 1964, Richey affirmed that New Tendency’s works went in the US the first time. In fact, that was the year of renewed artistic relations between the US and Europe. Specially by Italian programmed art because Olivetti company brought the *Arte programmata* exhibition, thanks to Smithsonian Institution, around some of American cities.\(^ {106}\)

At the same time Enzo Mari\(^ {107}\) was involving in the Venice Biennial, Olivetti asked him for a journey in New York, to follow the setting of the *Arte programmata* exhibition, was going to take place at the Loeb Center of New York University in next September (fig. 70).

Entirely its title was *Arte programmata. Kinetic Art*. On the brochure catalogue – also designed by Mari - Riccardo Musatti\(^ {108}\) marked the occasion by writing an introduction in which

\(^{104}\) G. W. Richey (edited by), *The nature and art of motion*, George Brazillier, New York, 1965. «The third essay, by Dorfles, touches upon the contemporary panorama of the complex interplay between our knowledge and technology of motion, and our psychological, artistic responses to them. Dorfles indicates some of the significant conceptual, technical, and emotional transformations in our industrial world. He points out that the new kinetic conditions have compelled a re-evaluations in our inherited artistic idioms. The new conditions have led to new principles of object shaping. [...] the consequence has been a new form of art in which the dynamic characteristics are central. [...] » p. VIII.


\(^{106}\) Exhibitions took place between later months of 1964 and during 1965: The Loeb Student Center, New York University, New York; the Art Department, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida; the Columbia Museum fo Art, Columbia, South Carolina; the Andrew Dickson White Museum of Art, Cornell University of Ithaca, New York; the Allentown Art Museum, Allentown, Pennsylvania; the Art Gallery, State University of New York, New Palz, New York; the Allen Memorial Art Museum, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio; The Arts Club of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois; the George Thomas Hunter Gallery of Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee; the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; the Hopkins Center, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire; the Tampa Art Institute, Tampa, Florida.


he explained that works had own funny and positive characters while them were overhauled and improved than ones have been exhibited in 1962.

In New York’s exhibition were only works by N and T groups, Mari and Munari. The latter gave out the meaning of the expression “arte programmata”. Munari stated that the aim of programmed art research was to built objects were neither paintings nor sculptures, but artists combined together kinetic and optical elements to make a Good design. Their aim was to produce an object in which its form and function were able to result in an aesthetic entertainment.

In the later of 1964, the Arte programmata took place at the Columbus Museum of Arts and Crafts in Georgia. Burt Wassermann (1926), art professor at the Glassboro State College, New Jersey, visited the exhibition and reviewed it in a very enthusiastic way.

Another review was written by the art scholar Athena Tacha Spera (1936), entitled Arte programmata, on the Bulletin of the Allen Memorial Art Museum of Ohio. That centre was near to Carnegie Institute of Technology and Oberlin College, where members of Anonima Group met each others. They were only American artists whom were close to the European groups’ art form.

Consequently, that was an ideal surroundings for New Tendency. The exhibition Arte programmata opened in October 1965 (fig. 71), just then The Responsive Eye and Nova Tendencija 3 which probably influenced observers. In fact, the author claimed as equivalent New Tendency and Arte programmata; his knowledge about events of Zagreb perhaps was mediate by Richey’s article of 1964, from whom she borrowed similar definitions to analyse the twenty two exhibited works.

According to Tacha Spera, New Tendency had two main characters like abstract forms, industrial materials and techniques. Also, its roots were in De Stijl, Constructivism, Bauhaus and Moholy-Nagy. And its works had three kind of movement: the natural motion, by means of extrinsic factors; the mechanical motion, with electrical motors and controls; and at last, visual motion, prompting optical illusions on the spectator’s retina. New Tendency had an interest in science and utilization of up-to-date techniques; as a consequence the artist gave spectator an active role, however - warned the author - his aim was to stress the viewer by anonymous teamwork. That goal, transmitted by works, represented the modern life instability.

In addition, several American galleries and collectors had an interest in programmed works, just before Olivetti’s exhibition. For instance, Galerie Chalette immediately planned to set up in New York a Nouvelle Tendance and programmed art exhibition, but the director Madeleine Chalette Lejwa collided on the one hand with the artist’s ideological engagement – specially with GRAV - on the other hand with the Olivetti’s advertisement build-up. Madeleine Chalette Lejwa

---

was in correspondence with Umbro Apollonio\textsuperscript{112}, whom just then Venice Biennial wanted to organize a New Tendency show in New York. Although, the Gallery had just bought some New Tendency art works, the show - as Apollonio hoped to make it - did not happen.

As regards the programmed art collector’s fortune, in Autumn 1964 when the Venice Biennial had just closed, Italian artists – nevertheless they gave any prizes - sold several of their works\textsuperscript{113}.

In fact, Joseph Hirshhorn\textsuperscript{114}, an uranium magnate, had a deep interest in programmed works because he used to invest on the American contemporary art by young artists and similarly on the European ones. In addition, from his point of view, the manager had to improve the conditions of his workers and miners in the daily life and in the aesthetic attitude. Hirshhorn looked on the Italian Renaissance town as a model and that, perhaps, encouraged him to become close to New Tendency.

§ American kinetic sculpture and European programmed works. Forwards the Optical art.

October 23\textsuperscript{rd}, in New York programmed, kinetic and New Tendency researches got the general interest by an article edited on «Time»\textsuperscript{115}. That new artistic trend was called Optical art and consequently Americanized\textsuperscript{116}. The article claimed Optical art was an art form to consider between Abstract Expressionism and Pop art. American galleries begun to have interest in that and the curator of MoMA, William Seitz set up a great exhibition entitled The Responsive Eye.

In addition, the exhibition works were based on two mains Op art characters: afterimages on the retina and the moiré effect. Although Mondrian and Malevitch were its historical precursors, the nearest ones were Albers and Vasarely, because they had influenced the youngest American painters as was recognized at the 1964 Venice Biennial.

Reviewing European artists, the journalist ironically compared Parisian GRAV with the “Atomic Energy Commission”. Group Zero’s art was showed as a “new idealism” in contrast with pop art’s “new realism”.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{112} ASAC Archive, Venice, Historical Found. Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio. Unit 8. Folder 5. Apollonio’s private correspondence A-Z (1964). Letter from Galerie Chalette by Mrs Chalette Lejwa to Apollonio of August 21\textsuperscript{st} 1964; Reply from Apollonio of November 20\textsuperscript{th} 1964. See appendix.
\item \textsuperscript{113} ASAC Archive, Venice, Historical Found. Visual Arts, Folder Sales Italian Artists. Unit 132. Letter of October 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1964 from Sales Office (Ettore Gian Ferrari) to Getulio Alviani, concerning two works sold: n°3 “2/vis – LL64 Q 14x14 Sin”, purchase price Lire 400 000, sold to sig. Seymour J. Philips – 417 5\textsuperscript{th} Ave New York 16 NO.Y.; Letter of October 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1964 from Sales Office (Ettore Gian Ferrari) to Manfredo Massironi, concerning two works sold: n°13 “Visione dinamica S 1”; purchase price Lire 100 000; n°14 “Visione dinamica S 4”, purchase price Lire 100 000, sold to Arnold Maremont – 168 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago – Ill.; Letter of October 23\textsuperscript{rd} 1964 from Sales Office (Ettore Gian Ferrari) to Davide Boriani, concerning one work sold: “Superficie magnetica”, purchase price Lire 600 000, sold to mr. Joseph H. Hirshhorn – Round Hill John St. Greenwich, Conno. Unit 122, Letter from Davide Boriani to Segreteria Biennial’s administration of November 21\textsuperscript{st} 1964. «Spett. Segreteria, ho ricevuto in data 16 ottobre ’64, una lettera dell’Ufficio Vendite della Biennale, con cui mi si confermava la vendita di una mia opera, la “superficie magnetica” del diametro di cm. 100, a fondo nero, a mr. Joseph Hirshhorn, USA».
\item \textsuperscript{114} A. B. Saarinen, I grandi collezionisti americani, Einaudi, Torino, 1977, pp.229-244.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Art: Op Art: pictures that attack the eye, editorial, «Time», Friday, October 23\textsuperscript{rd}, New York, 1964, pp.42-44.
\item \textsuperscript{116} Op art, catalogue, February 17\textsuperscript{th} – May 20\textsuperscript{th} 2007, Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt, Walter König, Köln, 2007, pp. 18-40.
\end{itemize}
The author, also, spent same words on T Group, Equipo 57 and especially N Group, whose was published a work. Among the foreign single artists, Almir Mavignier, Jesu Rapahel Soto and Bridget Riley were involved and also American ones like Richard Anuszkwiewicz and Julian Stanczak - whom were both Albers’s students at Yale –, and Anonima Group (F. Hewitt, E. Mieczkowski, E. Benkert) was the only one close to European anonymity theory; finally John Goodyear. The article ended by the questioning about Op art was an art form or a science.

The answer went a few time later on February 25th when the great exhibition *The Responsive Eye*\(^{117}\) took place at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. William Seitz had planned that exhibition since November 1962 to make clearly the visual art panorama. Although He had considered the artistic development from Impressionism to Optical art, the idea moved with the times and Seitz focused his interest only in contemporary artists.

By George Rickey, as the main consultant, was the range of artists and works chosen for the show; in regard to commercial aims Denise René was called by Seitz. As such as he had applied to make the previous exhibition titled *The art of Assemblage*\(^{118}\) in 1961 – when he suggested a direct link among the Courbet’s realism, Futurism, Cubism, Dadaism, American Abstract Expressionism and New-dada -, Seitz had a very similar critic viewpoint.

On the one hand *The art of Assemblage*, both in the States and Europe, had offered success to American legacy of Dada and Surrealism, on the other hand the Optical art exhibition gave the same success to European artists in New York.

In addition, out of one-hundred exhibitors, forty seven were Americans and others came from Europe and Latin America. Together with the Italian Biasi, Massironi, Landi, Costa, Castellani, Alviani, Dorazio and Mari, there were the French GRAV, Mavignier and the Croatian Picelj and Šutej.

Above all, the orthodox front of New Tendency involved in the international jet-set and consequently it was in direct contradiction with its original aims. Also, a lot of works were by Albers and Vasarely as they were considered the most important painters.

Therefore, the main attitudes were American Post-painterly abstraction and European New-Constructivism. As a consequence, New Tendency – as such as the Bauhaus - lost every ideological manners and became very similar to American painting.

Seitz, in fact, set up the exhibition in compliance with a morphological scheme: a visual grammar divided up into several sections called “color image”, “invisible painting”, “optical paintings”, “black and white” and “moiré pattern”. In that way, Frank Stella, Ad Reinardt, Richard Anuszkiewicz, Morris Louis, Ellsworth Kelly, Kennet Noland, Lerry Poons and Leon Polk Smith could be close to Dorazio, N Group, GRAV and Mari (figs. 72-77).

That event, as witnessed by Brian De Palma’s\(^{119}\) documentary movie, increased the popularity

---


\(^{119}\) B. De Palma, *The Responsive Eye*, short movie, 26mm, PAL, 1966, in *Brian De Palma. Les années 60*, edited by
of Op art and Rudolf Arnheim – during the opening - explained to the public relations between visual arts and visual perception.

However spectators had not positive opinions in regard to Seitz’s expectations; according to Rickey, on «Art International» of next May. One month later, on the same magazine, Rosalind Krauss published *Afterthoughts on ‘Op’*, in which highlighted MoMA wanted to promote Op art like a new artistic trend.

According to Krauss, Op art was a mere Cubism’s illusionism form, so called *trompe l’oeil*; on the other hand by it the spectator’s eye learned the visual principle of flatness, as was indicated by Greenberg. As a consequence, Op art with own tactile effect of *trompe l’oeil* joined different painting values, from lighting in contrast with colour to composition. In fact, Krauss claimed was not compatible the presence of Louis, Stella and Noland in the Op trend, because their researches – were close to Pollock and Noland as Michael Fried read – belonged to an opposite area.

Consequently, the author wondered at MoMA’s advertising campaign that tried to pass Op art off a new tendency, albeit it was a feeble revival of traditional Western painting. As a matter of fact, the real Seitz’s intention was to make the Museum like judge of the American modernism debate such as was thought by Greenberg, Freid and Rosenberg. If their modernist idea encouraged the individualist manner, the scientific research made by Op art opposed to the artist’s and spectator’s free interpretation. The latter were controlled by science, as suggested Rosenberg, and the establishment’s power which held scientific research tools.

In addition, the critic Thomas Hess sustained that Op art was not a modernist trend, because it used only to adopt trivial scientific efforts to decorative aims; there was a huge discrepancy between that and the truth found by means of American painting. Hess, closer to Krauss, claimed Op art was more older than further. However, within American technocratic society, because of the painting was losing its cultural relevance, Seitz’s critic point of view regained the relationship between art and science, changing the modernist paradigm.

---


§ 3. After *The Responsive eye: Optical and Pop art, a meeting point at the 1966 Venice Biennial.*

In January 1965, Lara Vinca Masini\(^\text{123}\) wrote an essay untitled *Arte Programmata* (Programmed Art) – that was partially published in the following November in Zagreb\(^\text{124}\) – in which she compared “op art” and the theory of “arte programmata” since the exhibition at Olivetti’s shop in 1962. In the margin she quoted the Karl Gerstner’s manifesto, that was written on the occasion of 1964 Paris *Nouvelle Tendance* exhibition.

She highlighted straight relations among meanings of the optical, programming and New Tendency. A plastic reproduction of an optical painting by Vasarely and several ones by other artists were attached.

According to Apollonio, whose the above-mentioned essay printed on the art magazine «Quadrum» in 1963 was partially quoted, she also compared origins of Kinetic art with contemporary artists like Munari, Mari, Alviani, Dada Maino, Malina, Richter and Picelj. The mains borrowings arose were the “programming” from the economic area, the “series” from the industrial design and the “team-work method” - concerning Equipo 57, GRAV, N and T groups - from the architectural field. At the time of Masini’s article a clear distinction among the different artistic researches arose just then 1964 was still possible.

After *The Responsive Eye*, on Spring 1965 the confusion of meanings, instead, in Italy\(^\text{125}\) was due to the gap between artists’ ideas and their taking part into several commercial exhibitions. That hid the lack of a straight ideology, as Argan had shown since 1963.

In addition Lara Vinca Masini\(^\text{126}\), by another essay titled *Mostre di OP-Art nel mondo* (Op art exhibitions around the world) utilized the label “optical art” to balance differences between programmed and kinetic works, with respect to New Tendency.

On showing the straight link between American optical trend and European programmed art, that comparison was originally due to the clash of ideologies that New Tendency engaged with commercial goals of Pop art.

As such as Masini, Franco Passoni\(^\text{127}\), by his article *Scuole americane e scuole europee* (American and European schools), maintained Pop art and the trade of galleries - foremost among these were Sidney Janis and Leo Castelli – encouraged American art system to colonize European one. The climax was at the Biennial of Venice in 1964 when Pop art - by Rauschenberg’s win – was acclaimed as an international trend.


\(^{127}\) Ibid., F. Passoni, *Scuole americane e scuole europee*, pp. 69-77.
As a consequence the art trade, between New York and London, largely concentrated his efforts on Pop art. On the contrary, in Italy that business in its attempt to take control of the market was thwarted by Gestalt art.

However that situation – according to Passoni - was a turning point for the fortune of Gestalt trend, because it could not oppose to Pop art yet. For instance, in March 14th Mauro Calamandrei displaced to artists of New Tendency on the news magazine «L’Espresso». Alberto Biasi\textsuperscript{128} soon replied to Calamandrei’s statements that American art trade misinterpreted his own researches and ones by his colleagues.

Also Biasi claimed American system worked to modify New Tendency for a commercial aim. In fact, in New York Optical art was developing to join with Pop art such as Sidney Janis made by the exhibition titled \textit{Pop&Op} in December 1965.

By Masini and Passoni was clear the question concerned not only the historical determination of a “programmed art”, but also its technical and ideological evolution. That was due to the visual researches were going into the same critic, stylistic and commercial panorama. To contain the homogeneity process caused by optical art, two possibilities arose: continuing on the original mode of the \textit{Nove Tendencije} exhibition – to joint each different trends – or otherwise building an history of New Tendency that could have its roots in the Constructivism tradition.

Concerning the first solution, for instance Gillo Dorfles set up the exhibition titled \textit{Zero avantgarde}\textsuperscript{129} opened in May 1965 at the venetian Cavallino Gallery. Dorfles by a text on catalogue - also published on art magazine «Marcatre»\textsuperscript{130} - told about artists “percettivisti” (perceptives) instead of “op artists”, because exhibitors had not reduce their «oggettualizzazioni visive» (visual objects) to mere scientific data.

He remembered the artists Fontana, Simeti, Soto, Manzoni, Mack, Uecker, Piene, Vigo and Schoonhoven whom clearly showed a different manner compared to New Tendency. \textit{Zero avantgarde} was directly close to a former exhibition, opened in April 1965 at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam and titled \textit{Nul}\textsuperscript{131}. There were artists that were in Venice then and others like Alviani, Castellani, Dorazio, Klein, T and Gutaj groups. That exhibition, almost starting from the early \textit{Nove Tendencije} again, showed a more divergent way than New Tendency or Optical art one.

On the other hand, an alternative way – drawing a genealogical tree - was made by Apollonio\textsuperscript{132} up in January 1966, on the art review «Lineastruttura». By the essay \textit{Sistema matematico e ordine naturale} (Mathematical system and natural order), Apollonio claimed the mathematics forms from physics and biology shifted to the Mondrian’s and De Stijl’s researches.

\textsuperscript{128} MSU Archive, NT Found, NT Tendencije 4 01-27 1-349 1969. Letter from Biasi to Bek of April 5th 1969. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Zero avantgarde}, catalogue, May 4–14th 1965, Galleria del Cavallino, Venice.
To explain the meaning of their artworks as were natural phenomena. Therefore if firstly New Tendency visual operators mainly used to combine geometrical patterns, next they used to transfer computed unites - modules – to the physical space, to increase their aesthetic operational range to a liveable environment globally («quantità computate – o modulari - entro la fisicità dello spazio, per estendere il loro campo d’azione ad un ambiente globalmente vivibile a livello estetico»).

According to Apollonio, the main matter was New Tendency lingered too on old art form - like manifestos – that was borrowed from the historical vanguard. Consequently, their art form did not give new outcomes enough, but they used to imitate visual patterns by Neoplasticism or basic scientific experiments.

Furthermore, a third point of view arose to show a new artistic phase was growing out of the blend of Pop and Op in time. In Summer 1966, Giuseppe Gatt remembered that Argan highlighted gestalt researches, New Dada and Pop art as phenomena were common to many industrialized countries.

However in the same time the Pop and Op art were becoming very similar. To make a link between theirselves was the New American Abstraction, that joined historical Concrete Art – coming from Mondrian’s abstract painting and his influence on the second-generation of American painters – with Pop art.

In addition, Gatt claimed in the New American abstraction there were on the one hand a very strict painting - closer to Neoplasticism - of Frank Stella, and on the other hand a painting that was free from strict roles and closer to Pop art, as in artworks of Jasper Johns. Otherwise, Donald Judd and Larry Poons used to borrow “semantic” qualities of the object from Pop art and the planning manner from the pure abstraction at the same time.

As a consequence, European gestalt researches to be emancipated, had to make semantic their own artworks, as Eugenio Carmi, Dorazio or New American Abstraction used to. On the other hand, according to Gatt, Italian Oop art, i.e., of Schifano, Mauri and Angeli, needed to win back ethical values transmitted by the perception mechanism, meaning it as a visual mass consumption.

Consequently – Gatt continued – a new artistic European research came out of the exchange between New Tendency and Pop art. To synthesize a further visual language that had in common both the education («formazione») and information («informazione»).

Gatt published his statements just then the opening of the Thirty third Biennial of Venice in June 1966. But he was not the only whom told on. In fact several matters arose and the ASAC archive in Venice collected many national and international press which had argued the point.

---

In fact the Biennial first prize that Julio Le Parc got from the Committee, among whom were Sergio Bettini and Palma Bucarelli, was a making amends, perhaps, for the precedent one. For instance, «Financial Times» headed The Kinetic Year to mean that\textsuperscript{136}. Le Parc attended as a single artist – in compliance with the regulations of Biennial\textsuperscript{137} – and sparked off a lot of messy polemics on Italian press.

A first attack was on Argan and claimed his responsibilities for awarding to Le Parc, because he was close to Gestalt art and had an important institutional role. Undoubtedly Argan\textsuperscript{138} made something, but he only suggested to call the Uno Group – as he thought on its works like a newer art form than the Pop and “programmed” one - that was criticized by the local press. Preferring N and T groups to the “abc” of geometry («abc della geometria») was showed by Uncini, Frascà and Carrino\textsuperscript{139}.

Regarding the Le Parc’s art pieces – were divided up into surfaces-sequences, reliefs, continuels mobiles, continuels lumiere, reliefs a déplacements du spectateur, elements a manipuler, mouvement-surprise, images velocite-lumiere, lumière directe, passages, éléments a essayer - offered a wide selection of visual researches made by GRAV and Nouvelle Tendance from 1960 to 1966 (figs. 78,79).

Florentine «La Nazione» compared Le Parc’s works to the electric “pinball”\textsuperscript{140} («biliardini elettrici») and, by ill-concealed sarcasm, quoted an interview in which Le Parc told about his own art form. The artist provocatively maintained he had not produced art works, but materialized a research was far from every aesthetic matters («problemi di ordine estetico»), to encourage his spectators to enjoy.

When the Le Parc’s works failed – as Italian’s ones in 1964 - owing to several technical issues, slanderous attacks were also directed against other artists came from programmed art field, like Italians Bruno Munari and Eugenio Carmi.

In Venice, Munari displayed four Polariscop (fig. 80): metal black boxes with lights and motors on the inside, a transparent perspex face and a black screen with round holes to see changeable chromatic images, were caused by the polarized light.

The Carmi’s work (fig. 81) Struttura policiclica a controllo elettronico (polycyclic structure by electronic control) was a complex electronic mechanism, programmed automatically to combine geometric patterns – about 876 variations in all. However those images were much closer to silk screens by pop artists than orthodoxy of New Tendency (fig. 82).


\textsuperscript{137} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Series Visual Arts, Unit 142. Note of International jury of 1966; Letter from Kurt Martin to Mario Marcazzan of June 17\textsuperscript{th} 1966. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{138} ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Series Visual Arts, Unit 140. Letter from Giulio Carlo Argan to Gian Alberto Dell’Acqua of October 20\textsuperscript{th} 1965. See appendix.
\textsuperscript{140} ‘Non faccio arte’, editorial, «La Nazione», July 5\textsuperscript{th}, Florence, 1966.
Carmi’s printings were within range of a painting current, that was spreading in both Europe and United States. In that so called object-painting, signs, shapes and images were combined on the canvas surface by a photomechanical printing or without any expressionistic outcome. According to Dorfles, Carmi’s machine was able to see further applications of programming to designed a specific artistic production for the general public.

On the other hand, the Croatian press which had ever encouraged the “programmed” researches, focused on Le Parc and others.

For instance, on «Čovjek i prostor», Boris Kelemen wrote an article about the Venice Biennial. Kelemen brought Le Parc to the fore as the winner of the first prize and, above all, remembered he as one among the first artists had taken part in the early Nove Tendencije.

According to Kelemen, in Venice other artists were close to the “nova tendencija” like Jesus Raphael Soto, Enrico Castellani, Agostino Bonalumi and Bruno Munari. Also he thought again on Lucio Fontana (fig. 83) whom by his own big and white Concetto Spaziale, was ahead of the «novotendencijaše» trend of the environment art, which was showed at the last Nova Tendencija 3.

Also American artists of Minimal art impressed Kelemen, whom sustained that they were able to rewrite, by their pure elegance, the legacy of Mondrian and Malevich.

In addition, on «Čovjek i prostor» again, Jesa Denegri noticed – through Moles’s and Weiner’s studies - the Carmi’s artwork was a perfect example of the Italian programmed art.

In Italy, on the contrary the democratic ideology of New Tendency was not in favour with the Italian Left-wing. In fact, Antonello Trombadori and Mario De Micheli on the one hand criticized the Biennal Committee as awarded the so called experimentations («cosiddette sperimentazioni») – gestalt, kinetic, optical and industrial art forms because of their otiose, vain and sophisticated handicraft («artigianato ozioso, estetizzante e sofisticato») – and on the other hand they claimed the Committee was unable to avoid fashions: in the former Biennial, Pop became as very popular as Op art in the latter.

---

In a quite similar way, Luigi Carluccio\textsuperscript{146} on the newspaper «La Gazzetta del Popolo», highlighted Op art could not overcome the success in female fashion, standard furniture and the industry of advertising yet.

For instance, in Milan the new Home Shop Fly was decorated in every particular by the young architect Gae Aulenti - she set up work-places - or the stylist Mariuccia Mandelli for Krizia - whom designed the saleswomen’s cloths\textsuperscript{147}.

In addition, Op art became a feature in another mass cultural field – just a few times before has been caught on by Pop: the comic strips. In May 1965 that was possible thanks to Guido Crepax on the Comic magazine «Linus»\textsuperscript{148} (figs. 84 – 88).

In the second part of his article, Carluccio also emphasized a new factor from the Biennial: the changeover from the ideology of the *homo faber* to *homo ludens*\textsuperscript{149}. That was an important signal change in the theory of New Tendency.

A deep crisis - according to Vittorio Fagone\textsuperscript{150} – concerning the art like a play that took over from the serious wish to change the world, borrowed from the utopia of Bauhaus and De Stijl.

However, to play as a cognitive value of the world perception – according to the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss and to the above-mentioned scientist Desmond Morris – had to follow an ethical conscience about its social aim.

Therefore the technology was able to became more human through a new relationship – based on a creative and artistic process – between men and machines. Similar statements gained credence in the Argan’s speech at the Fifteenth Verucchio Congress in September 1966, whose topic was *Arte Popolare Moderna* (Popular modern art).

At the Verucchio Congress beyond Argan's\textsuperscript{151} speech, also were ones by Umbro Apollonio, Italo Tomassoni and Cesare Brandi.

Apollonio\textsuperscript{152} claimed New Tendency - in which he included Alviani, Effekt, GRAV, MID, N and T groups, Morandini, Mavignier, Mari, Richter, Castellani and Scheggi - was a popular art. He meant that if both the humanistic cultural sphere and scientific cultural one were balanced by means of a reciprocal exchange. The technological society was developing a new culture, according to Snow\textsuperscript{153}, called as the “third” culture.

Supporting Apollonio's statement and positive values of New Tendency there was Italo Tomassoni\textsuperscript{154} whom affirmed that the Industrial Design was changing the idea of handicraft form.

\textsuperscript{146} L. Carluccio, *Gioco, passatempo e varietà sono protagonisti nel grande spettacolo della Biennale di Venezia*, «Gazzetta del Popolo», June 8\textsuperscript{th}, Turin, 1966.

\textsuperscript{147} Cf. note 30.


\textsuperscript{152} Ibid., pp. 77-82.

\textsuperscript{153} C. Snow, op. cit, 1964.

\textsuperscript{154} I. Massoni, *Arte popolare e arte tecnologica*, «D’Ars Agency», nos.1-2, March10\textsuperscript{th} – April 10\textsuperscript{th} 1966, Milano, 1966, pp. 70-73.
He shifted the question point from a popular art to an art for people thanks to New Tendency which was defined Technological art («Arte tecnologica»). Meaning that the action was important rather than the representation, the methodological approach rather than the pragmatic one, an historical aim rather than living in the present. Being into an operative space that became the urban planning, those researches joined both artistic and productive technique matters to offer operational and behavioral models in connection with the technological and scientific emergent conditionings («modelli operativi e comportamentali in connessione con l’emergente condizionamento tecnologico e scientifico»).

However, Cesare Brandi\(^{155}\) - whose essay *Le due vie* was awarded - destroyed the feeble ideological arguments of New Tendency. He borrowed from the Theory of Information by Moles and Bense\(^{156}\) conceptual couples like “message-artwork” and “spectator-user”.

According to Brandi, the massage was not given by artwork structure but rather it was due to different messages that were transmitted by the artwork itself. The spectator was the user whom experienced - according to Dewey - the message like meaning itself and the object like the medium of message.

As a consequence in the industrial object, as was meant by the new-constructivist gestalt programmed («neo-costruttivista-gestaltico-programmato») trend, the information and meaning were dropped to their project and every single variant of the original design. In consequence of that, the “arte programmata” (programmed art) was not a subversive or a conservative but rather marginal trend. In contrast, Informelle painting was the real experience field in which the spectator collided with a maximum of originality.

Therefore, the spectator and artwork had to complement each other to understand its secret and messy forms. Although the devaluation against programmed and kinetic researches did not drive them off the Italian artistic panorama, New Tendency showed its degradation - which also was due to its commercial aims - of being a simple art trend among the others.

§ The second fortune of the contemporary Italian art in Yugoslavia. New Tendency was born. Alviani and Apollonio in Beograd.

The fortune of Italian art - in its different forms like Pop, Op and continuity of Informel - through the exhibition activity of the Autonomous Body La Biennale di Venezia, was revitalized in Eastern Europe in the early 1960s. In accord with Bucharest Government, the Autonomous Body set up a largest Italian art show on the latest trends, titled *Artisti italiani d’oggi* (Italian


Artists today) which included some of artists like Alviani, Baj, Birolli, Capogrossi, Castellani, Deluigi, Dorazio, Guttuso, Rotella, Santoro, Schifano, Vacchi and Vedova.

Since art works needed to pass through Yugoslav borders, Beograd Government asked to Venetian Autonomous Body for a permission to host the show. The Italian art exhibition opened in April 20th at the Museum of Modern art of Beograd. Guido Ballo, like Italian delegate, and Aleksa Čelebonovi, the most important Serbian art critic, took part in. According to Čelebonovi, the exhibition offered the possibility to know the most recent Italian researches to young Yugoslav artists within the Confederation borders. From Italian artworks, they draw their inspiration as they used to make since the post-war years when Italian art became an important point of reference.

In the exhibition, also Apollonio worked to edit the catalogue in his capacity as the Curator of the Contemporary Art Archive of Autonomous Body La Biennale di Venezia.

The underlying assumption was that New Tendency became an Italian art product as well as the others and was due to its artists and the establishment stooped to a compromise. Also Italian culture was opening up the Eastern Socialist countries while they was beginning to look at the Western ones.

Furthermore, in Beograd there had just been interest in the Italian and Croatian New Tendency, especially since the Italian exhibition Perpetuum Mobile, opened in Rome in 1965. Then Artisti italiani d’oggi, the relationship among Italy, Beograd and Zagreb increased.

In fact, a few months later in December 16th 1966 at the Galerija Doma Omladine (Youth House Gallery) opened an exhibition depicted activities of the Deposito Gallery. Vera Horvat-Pintarić told about the Carmi’s Gallery as the most example of an art centre was sharing the contemporary art in all Europe. The displayed artworks were silk-screens – the main trade of the Deposito – made by Brano Horvat printmaking works of Alviani, Capogrossi, Carmi, Castellani, del Pezzo, Fontana, Gaul, Costantini, Lohse, Morandini, Perilli, Pomodoro, Soto, Šutej, Vasarely and Wachsmann. The catalogue texts were dedicated to Soto and Vasarely, respectively were written by Germano Celant and Gillo Dorfles.

Afterwards, in March 1967 at the Galerija Doma Omladine were called Lia Drei, Francesco Guerrieri and Hans Jörg Glattfelder. That works line, close to New Tendency but not for the same aim, was just exhibited in Italy at the Strutture significanti between 1965 an 1966. On the Serbian catalogue, the first writing was by Argan whom suggested that art pieces of Drei, Guerrieri and Glattfelder were newer trend than Gestalt art ones. Other texts were by Emilio Garroni and Claudio Popovich, whom had set the preceding Italian exhibitions up.
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The third was the Alviani’s solo exhibition took place from April to May 1967 and there were displayed art pieces made between 1960 and 1966. In respect of the early exhibitions in Ljubljana and Zagreb, the latter backed the Alviani’s success in Yugoslavia up, also thanks to the public of Beograd.

On the catalogue, Alviani wrote on his own lighting and tactile research, he had applied to making metals, mirrored reflection plays and optical silk-screens. The following one was titled *L’iperlue di Alviani* (The Alviani’s hyperlight) by Maurizio Fagiolo – just edited it in 1966 on the Italian newspaper «l’Avanti!» - whom told about his grinded textures made on metal surfaces. The last text, was by Carla Lonzi, whom just wrote it in 1965 and published during the exhibition at the Turin Notizie Gallery in February 1966. She explained the interchanges between Alviani’s works and spectators.

Vice versa also the Western European cultural milieu were taking interest in Eastern art as well as was showed in *Ricerche d’arte visuali nell’Europa orientale* (Visual artistic researches in the Eastern Europe) by Apollonio on the art magazine «XX Siecle» in June 1967. He drew a directly link between Constructivism of the later Twenties and new researches of New Tendency, that took place among Moscow, Prague and, in particular way, Zagreb.

In fact, if the conditions had been favourable, there would happen the fourth *Nova Tendencija* Biennial in 1967. Several organizational matters, were caused both by critics and artists, joined with economical ones and prevented from making the edition.

However, nowadays we can suggest a partial reconstruction through some factors. On the one hand, we must consider *Nova Tendencija* had to happen every two years as a Biennial and was established by several letters exchanged among organizers, critics and artists between 1965 and 1966. On the other hand, in the MSU archive we can see three handwritten papers in which noted the plan for the *Nova Tendencija 4* down.

The first was made in January 22nd 1967. It showed that Putar, Basicevic and Kelemen would be the only organizers and the event would happen from May to June 1967. Also was a schedule of activities articulated by four sections: (1) multiple objects, (2) kinetic art, (3) the best art works of New Tendency and (4) environments by artists like Dvizenje, MID and an unspecified «jugoslavia».

Both the second and third papers were dated back to the following December: the second one was written in December 6th in which Picelj joined to other organizers and NT4 was planned on 1968. Sections of the event became three: for the first was scheduled a retrospective exhibition of NT making at the Gallery, one on the kinetic art and artistic production of objects and a topic
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borrowed from the Aleksander Srnec’s artworks (figs. 89,90), in other word on mechanic and kinetic forms. For the second section, they suggested several subjects: multiples, kinetic art and a tribute on NT. Finally, for the third section they thought on an exhibition would have been close to the 1965 previous one and have called artists and critics coming from Italy, Swiss, France, Germany, Russia, Yugoslavia, Poland, CzechoMSU archive, Putar Found, Folder Putar_razno. Materija za NT, May 1967. See appendix.

borrowed from the Aleksander Srnec’s artworks (figs. 89,90), in other word on mechanic and kinetic forms. For the second section, they suggested several subjects: multiples, kinetic art and a tribute on NT. Finally, for the third section they thought on an exhibition would have been close to the 1965 previous one and have called artists and critics coming from Italy, Swiss, France, Germany, Russia, Yugoslavia, Poland, Czecholovakia, England, USA and Holland. For a meeting to argue about the artistic production of New Tendency.

The third and last paper, dated back to December 18th 1967, showed that organizers became five, because Richter joined to them and they, with respect to the second paper, added two new suggestions: the first concerning Computer art and the second one the relation between NT and industrial production. In order to make it, they would set up a meeting, calling scientists, mathematicians and engineers to join with scholars, filmmakers and musicians.

We could include in the same chronology a fourth document, a typewritten memorandum made up of nine pages. We could claim Putar wrote it or, perhaps, dictated it because the memorandum was found in the his personal papers archive. Also, Putar was among the organizers in January 1967 and that typewritten was made in May.

A later clue, concerning the matter of the essay was in Croatian Materija za NT, meant proposal for New Tendency and was marked by its initials as used to make. In addition, the subject was in regard to making basic units of the industrial system. Putar analysed every practice and theory about the planning, processing and production.

As a consequence, we could hypnotise that essay was preparatory to make objects of New Tendency, in a very similar way Mari thought on in 1965. In fact, according to Mari, to spread objects of New Tendency artists had to follow not the artistic way of production but the industrial one, as happened during the third Nova Tendencija.

Furthermore, we could put that memorandum and the paper dated back to December 18th 1967 together, because both documents told about New Tendency involved in the industrial system. Unfortunately, changes happened in the European New Tendency, in Italy and Croatia above all, gave these ideas an obsolete, unfashionable and impracticable look. However, the last exhibitions both in Beograd and Modena was dedicated to New Tendency.


In Beograd, the interest in the idea of Croatian New Tendency was just due to the success of Nova Tendencija in 1965.

Indeed, during the followed December happened a Juraj Dobrović’s solo exhibition at the Doma Omladina Galerija. The text on catalogue was Possibilità di Divulgazione by Enzo Mari such as was in Zagreb in 1965. Also, were critical essays by Matko Meštrović, Radoslav Putar and Jesa Denegri, whom was the gallery’s curator. Two months later, several exhibitions about New Tendency followed.

In February 14th, 1967, Ivan Picelj’s solo exhibition was opened and showed some serigraphic art pieces. On catalogue were three interesting texts. The first one was by Gillo Dorfles, titled Picelj: programirana dela (Picelj: programmed artworks), the second by Umberto Eco, titled jedan mogući prilog: programirana umetnost (one possible suggestion: programmed art) – that was quoted from the Arte programmata catalogue – and the last was by Jesa Denegri, titled Picelj: reliefi i programirane slike (Picelj: relief and programmed paintings). The texts had a common the point of view on Picelj’s researches and claimed his works as being close to the Italian programmed art.

A few of months later, in July 1967, was published an essay by Umbro Apollonio on the art magazine «Umetnost» to draw a parallel between programmed art and exhibitions at the Doma Omaladina Galerija. Apollonio’s essay titled Arte programmata, just edited on the art magazine «SipraUno» in May 1966, was in translation from Italian into Serbian-Croatian.

In addition, efforts by Vera Horvat-Pintarčić perhaps were able to help Apollonio to publish, according to a letter in 1965. However, Apollonio’s essay was translated as Nova Tendencija u Italiji and in that way Italian artists were included in New Tendency, as a link between Italy and Yugoslavia.

At the same time the Apollonio’s article could be read as a preparatory speech to the Croatian New Tendency section at the Third Triennial of Yugoslavian contemporary art that was happening in Beograd (figs. 91-93).

In January 1968, the Triennial Committee send to Boris Kelemen a report on the organization and its expense account. The Savet (Committee or council by Croatian) of Treći
Trijenale Likovnih Umetnosti (Third Triennial of Fine Arts), was chaired by the well-known Croatian painter Krsto Hegedušić (1901-1975). It took place on March 16th in Ljubljana and 17th in Zagreb, from 22nd to 23rd in Beograd and came in other towns of Yugoslavian Confederation, for going in Beograd back again in April 5th.

To make that event the Committee called among the artistic trends the newest ones, which come from each countries of Yugoslavia. Moreover, the Triennial set up an its own exhibition of graphic artworks, following the example of the most famous Biennials of Ljubljana and Zagreb. The Triennial was between July and September 1967. The first three prized artists were Serbian Marko Čelebonović, Croatian Vojin Bakić and Slovenian Riko Debenjak, respectively for painting, sculpture and graphic.

Vojin Bakić was the main character of Croatian New Tendency, whose other artists like Richter, Dobrović, Knifer, Picelj and Šutej were showed there by Boris Kelemen (figs. 94-98). In fact, Kelemen told on the history of New Tendency that began in 1960 with Jean Tinguely's *Hommage a New York* - as the deaf of Classical art - and since that event, New Dada, Pop Art and New figurative painting became new artistic trends.

However, the real outcomes were by the revival of Constructivism which made in 1961 a revolution in modern art: the Nova Tendencija in Zagreb. Although it rose in success and since 1967 it was knew as “Op art”, “sistemic art”, “optical abstraction” and “pattern art”, its climax was in 1965. From Kelemen’s critic point of view was innovative, because he was close to Lucy Lippard’s one, whom in the exhibition *Eccentric Abstraction*, took place in New York in 1966, showed to European critics a new interpretation of the art.

The aim of Kelemen’s essay was to link the former generation of Richter, Picelj, Knifer and Šutej with the latter one of Mladen Galić, Drago Hrvacki, Eugen Feller, Tomislav Kauzlarić and Ljerka Šibenik. They, in fact, were younger than the others and although applied the gestalt theory and geometrical patterns, were able to mix the New Abstraction painting and Minimalism, blending Optical and Pop art forms (figs. 99,100).

On the Serbian art magazine «Umetnost», art critics took a lot of interest in the New Tendency. The critic Oto Bihalji-Merin searched its historical reasons and interchanges with European contemporary art. Also, the critic Jerko Denegri specifically wrote on the Nova Tendencija and the Third Triennial in Beograd.

Both essays claimed the main characters of Croatian New Tendency were Aleksander Srncec – whom revised mechanical and lighting art works by Schöffer – and Miroslav Šutej – whom although in 1963 made visual illusions on the two-dimensions surface of the canvas, few years...
later he preferred making optical and three-dimensions changeable structures by the spectator. As a consequence, the Croatian New Tendency became an official art trend in the Yugoslavian fine arts.

Whilst that was happening in Beograd, in Italy Apollonio, whom could not exhibit New Tendency during the artistic season in 1965-66, was engaged to set up an exhibition in 1967.

Today, the Municipal Historical Archive of Modena (ASCMO) maintains documents concerning the exhibition titled *Nuova Tendenza: arte programmata italiana* (New Tendency: Italian programmed art). They permit us to understand the means of that critic operation in respect of Italian panorama and artistic dimension of New Tendency181.

In May 1966 Oscar Goldoni (Modena, 1942-1992), whom used to arrange cultural events at Modena, called Apollonio to plan an exhibition of New Tendency that would be in the following year. In April, Apollonio suggested through a specific morphological researches to articulate the exhibition by three parts: the first concerning artists whom used to paint by traditional way, like Dorazio, Nigro, Calderara, Guarneri, Nangeroni, Simeti and Ballocco. The second part was on regard to artists, like Fontana, Manzoni, Castellani, Bonalumi, Scheggi and Lo Savio, whom used to work by the monochrome and relief painting. At last, the third was dedicated to show groups and single artists whom used to utilize industrial materials and electromechanical instruments like Munari, Mari, Costa, Alviani, Chiggio, Morandini, Grignani, Dadamaino, Calos, Fabro, MID, N and T groups.

The case of Fabro was interesting because he, working in Milan, since 1965 was close to Apollonio. He realized by himself an interpretation of gestalt researches made by New Tendency, but his efforts were misunderstood182. As a consequence, for instance, he was turned away from the exhibition *Nova Tendencija 3*. However, Apollonio knew his potentialities and engaged him in other New Tendency events.

After a brief silence, only in October 1966, Goldini recalled Apollonio and asked him for two questions: the first one concerning whom artists inviting and the second one was in regard to the text to publish in the catalogue. At the beginning Apollonio chose to follow his own ideas he had just designed on the above-mentioned article, *Arte programmata*, edited in 1966.

Italian critic included the New Tendency movement in the stream of the vanguard tradition that took place during the 20th Century. He claimed was initially a phase which programmed art works borrowed their forms from historical vanguards like Neoplasticism, the Bauhaus school and
Constructivism. Also – the first time in Italian art critic – programmed works were linked with painters and sculptors coming from the first Italian abstraction.

Directly connected with that, a second phase showed the changeable art work was experimented by artists coming from both MAC and Forma 1 as pioneers of the art synthesis. Then, the third phase began with utilizing new technological instruments by which younger visual operators gave the «messianic utopian message» of MAC up. Producing objects in which the perception «was guided through its phenomenological activities» by structures.

The last phase, therefore, was taking place in the period of New Tendency; it was due to the Munari’s and especially – as the character of the movement - Mari’s art pieces because they gave up the traditional way of making art.

Also, the same was by Alviani, Castellani and Scheggi whom used to built an exact order of programmed surfaces and to give them dynamism by lighting articulation. Then, following artists were MID, T and N groups that were interesting to «built the space by visual events to make it as an environment set up». In addition, the spectator experimented the lighting and rhythmical changeability by their environments.

In his conclusion, Apollonio remembered artists like Nanda Vigo, Lilian Caraian, Antonio Valmaggi, Saverio D’Eugenio, Kiki Vices Vinci, Massimo Bottecchia and Giulio Paolini were just at the beginning of their researches. For instance, Paolini was an artists whom then tried making an his own art form that was very successful at the overcoming the deadlock of New Tendency and Pop art.

Artists’ participations come between December 1966 and January 1967. Among the called galleries to rent artworks were the Naviglio Gallery with works by Fontana, Manzoni, Bonalumi and Scheggi, the Malborough Gallery with Dorazio’s paintings; the Lorenzelli Gallery with Bonfanti’s and Nangeroni’s art pieces. The formation of artists was in accord with Apollonio’s will, whom also called the Uno Group but it could not involve in.

The exhibition Nuova Tendenza: arte programmata italiana\textsuperscript{183} opened from 29th January to 20th February and then was moved on Reggio Emilia in March (figs. 101-104). In the catalogue Apollonio claimed the main difference between New Tendency and Futurism, Constructivism and Russian Suprematism was the former did not have the machine-worship as the latter had.

However visual operators of New Tendency looked up to science and its method to investigate the natural word, which was considered by itself as moving and changeable.

The later Apollonio’s statement, on the other hand, was in direct contradiction to his previous one that suggested New Tendency as a specific way to be the visual art in the technological society.

\textsuperscript{183} Nuova Tendenza: arte programmata italiana, catalogo, January 29\textsuperscript{th} - February 20\textsuperscript{th}, 1967, Sala della cultura, Modena, Comune di Modena, 1967.
Also, Italian press quickly caught the allusion to the “nature”. Perhaps, was an effort by Apollonio to release New Tendency from the hackneyed relation between “programmed art” and technology; especially in aftermath of the 1966 Verucchio Congress.

However, when one decade later Apollonio published an anthology that collected his essays – edited between 1961 and 1967 - about New Tendency, the one dedicated to the exhibition in Modena was left out; in spite of the fact the exhibition met with the interest of Palma Bucarelli and A.I.C.A., and Lea Vergine remembered it among the mains artistic events in 1967 year on the «Almanacco Bompiani 1968».

In conclusion, we remember the monographic issue of the magazine «Il Verri» - edited by Gillo Dorfles in 1966 - which was dedicated to “Arte programmata” in view of its historical and morphological meanings.

There were collected several essays by main aesthetic and art critics: Max Bense, Paolo Bonaiuto, George Rickey – by an essay was excerpted from *The Nature and Art of Motion*. Also, were the well-known text by William C. Seitz, whom wrote for the exhibition *The Responsive Eye*, an historical synthesis by Filiberto Menna and at last the same writings by artists made from 1961 to 1965. Were written by Colombo, Devecchi and Boriani whom explained their artistic environment that were showed during *Nova Tendencia 3*.

Altogether the history of *Arte programmata* was outlined as a changeover from object to environment, viewed like a new operational art form.

Two examples of that changeover and as artists worked for industries were the *Strutturazione Cinetica* (Kinetic structure) by N Group (figs. 105,106) - made in 1964 and exhibited at the contemporary Venice Biennial – and the *Ambiente stroboscopico programmato sonorizzato* (resounding programmed stroboscopic environment) by MID Group with S 2F M Group which coming from the conservatoire of Florence (fig. 107).

The first example – N Group’s art piece – made an experiment chromatic changes of mobile objects that were filmed by the first Italian colour television camera. That was produced by Magnete Marelli, the largest television set company in Italy.

The second example – by MID with S 2F M groups - was an elaborate environment which different lights and sounds worked to join – by an architectonical dimension – the visual and the acoustical perception of the spectator through his motion across the space. That was directed to
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planning furniture and was exhibited at the Sala Espressioni for the 1966 Idealstandard pavilion.\footnote{Arte e ricerca, editorial, «Rivista Ideal-Standard», April – June, Milan, 1966, pp.41-54.}

At the same time, in the 1966 Biennial Venice was the first Italian exhibition dedicated to interesting features of the early abstraction painting. As a consequence, Munari became the link between new vanguard of the Sixties and historical abstraction vanguard.

Finally, the continuity between these two vanguards was built up, because - according to De Micheli\footnote{M. De Micheli, I veicoli lombardi di Gropius e Mondrian, «L’Unità», September 20\textsuperscript{th}, Bologna, 1966.} on the newspaper «L’Unità» - that in Italian art critic lacked. However, in Venice that link was only hinted in respect of other Italian or European events.

For instance, in Milan the exhibition titled 44 protagonisti della visualità strutturata\footnote{44 protagonisti della visualità strutturata, catalogue, April – May 1964, Galleria Lorenzelli, Milano, 1964.} at the Lorenzelli Gallery held in 1964 showed the abstraction painting line from Balla, Mondrian, Albers, Italian Concrete Art to Alviani and Nangeroni. But the exhibition – on the contrary it was happening between Abstract Expressionism and New Abstraction in the US - lacked of an Italian abstraction idea.

The aim would be able to show that Italian abstraction did not owe only a debt to a new international style, but also it would be a continuity of Italian artistic values. In fact, New Tendency could be read as a “tradition of new”. In addition, from the art critique point of view the Brandi’s essay\footnote{C. Brandi, op. cit. 1966, p. 169-187.} – that was introduced at the 1966 Verucchio Congress – completed the thinking on the industrial society, on the relation between new artistic researches and Informel Art, and at last on their development across Pop and Op art.

In fact, those two artistic trends changed their relation from a dialectical relationship to a mere visual opposition, especially when Gestalt art became Optical. In that way, on the «Almanacco Bompiani 1968», Eugenio Battisti was able to compare Optical art and so called - since 1966 - Primary Structures as he claimed the latter were a monumental synthesis between Op and Pop art. Those objects led the way to the spectator could have a tactile and visual experience by their joining painting, sculpture and architecture.

Also, shifting from microcosm of programmed art works to the macrocosm of primary structures was able to show up experimenting, as said Battisti, on the most general goals of the art («sui generalissimi compiti dell’arte»).

Consequently, it could be a manner how the artistic research was using a single style directly related to New Tendency. The matter was the way which New Tendency was changed, from the United States to Europe, into an Optical style - according to Battisti\footnote{E. Battisti, L’ultimo gusto: le strutture primarie, «Almanacco Letterario Bompiani 1968», op. cit., 1967, pp. 51-53; Ibid., E. Battisti, L’op art, pp.90-92.} – that used to encode a few of glamorous shaped elements applying to decorate daily common objects. Artistic and
commercial values became more dominant than previous ideological claims, because the latter were vain.

Just after the exhibition *Nova Tendencija 3* in 1965, its participants gave those two chances. In that period, between 1966 and 1967, among the members of New Tendency arose a huge discrepancy between whom felt themselves as primarily artists and whom became also industrial designers. As a consequence, the comparison between art works and industrial design – accorded to Radoslav Putar -, planned for the fourth *Nova Tendencija* never took place in 1967.

Actually, New Tendency would be not able to give its ideals a concrete reason: the utopia of an artistic trend that had the capacity for making a new world.

In addiction, the internationalist hypothesis disappeared in both Italy and Yugoslavia as well as was showed by two later exhibitions of New Tendency. The first one was in Beograd and the second in Modena, both became only a regional events within their each own artistic national panorama. The programmed, kinetic and visual researches became one trend among others by artistic trade.\(^{194}\)


In 1967 New Tendency artists passed off from the pioneering phase – soon after their experience with the team work and the industrial and technological system – to another in which they joined with the galleries and the international exhibitions rules.

N and T Groups were considered as historic examples in the current situation, when the aesthetic of the team work had ceased to be alternative as regards the individual art form. Moreover the industrial and technological culture was in a turning point, because its enthusiasm was replacing by a critical approach that several times engaged in the political arena of the European Left wing.

As Donald Egbert conceded, the coming in the Left wing of the “Nouvelle Tendance” art was caused by the rediscovering of the Bauhaus during the early Sixties, but the circumstances changed between 1966 and 1968. The great European communist Parties, in France, in Italy and in Germany, become more moderate than the New Left wing – such as Egbert called it - that had admitted students, anarchists, Maoists, Leninists and Titoists, with the aim to fighting the bourgeois establishment.

At the same time, the philosopher Herbert Marcuse become a reference point for university students in the whole Europe. He told about the ‘end of the utopia’, in other wise, the end of history like the failure of the Marxist idea of the social improvement. Marcuse, in opposition to Marx, suggested a new human anthropology directed to free men from the capitalist consumerism and from the repressive society. As a consequence, the scientific and technologic progress become again negative and so New Tendency was viewed also in the same way.

In Italy, Germano Celant warned that was a dangerous occasion – referring to important exhibition like Lo spazio delle immagini in Foligno and Nuove tecniche d’Immagine VI Biennale Internazionale d’arte in the San Marino Republic, both in 1967 - because he claimed a new dialectical opposition between “rich art” (arte ricca) – the New Tendency art – and “arte povera”.

The “arte povera” was showed by Giulio Paolini, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Luciano Fabro, Jannis Kounellis, Giovanni Anselmo, Giuseppe Penone, Pino Pascali and others, whom handled industrial objects but there was a huge discrepancy between “Arte povera” and Op or Pop art.

Indeed, the Op art used to employ technologic instruments to build abstract geometric surfaces and objects. The Pop art used to employ industrial objects with the aim of denouncing the mass media consumerism. In contrast, the “Arte povera” took objects and materials of industry towards an anthropological environment.

The anthropological theory of Marcuse was able to justify the environment work by Luciano Fabro, that he exhibited in Lo Spazio dell’Immagine in Foligno. Italian artist made a white cubic space in which he neutralized the real environment and the human dimension of connections between body and space that was caused by the needle’s cardinal points.

At the end, that work was opposite to the strobe lighting setting by MID and T Groups, e.g. After Structures (1966-1967) by Gianni Colombo (figs. 1,2).

After all, Colombo, Devecchi, Boriani, Alviani, Biasi and Scheggi got another chance of success by means of the environment but their materials came from the industrial production and, as Celant said, their works were inhuman. The steel, i.e., was employed by Alviani to make Interrelazione specular (1967), there elements were polished and eternal (fig. 3).

The result of all changes was that a second exhibition, titled Nuove Tecniche d’immagine, seemed a requiem dedicated to the decade of the Sixties. In that case the tributes to Piero Dorazio, Roy Lichtenstein and Victor Vasarely gave examples of the monochrome painting, New Tendency researches, Pop and Op art pieces.

At the same time, Giulio Carlo Argan admitted that the exhibition showed the specific artist role, whom would be a technician among the technicians, the artist was included in the industrial society without a redemption of the capitalist economic system.

That exhibition also was due to the interchange of the ideas closely connected with the Oltre l’Informale and the preview exhibition planning by Umbro Apollonio in 1965. However, on the one side there were several differences, e.g. the Pop artworks showed. On the other side the two planning exhibitions shared many items like the tribute to Vasarely or the presence of Uno Group, Mari, Massironi, Colombo, Morellet, Sobrino, Alviani and Picelj.

In addition, we could regard Picelj and his colleagues as representatives of the Diaspora arouse out of the Fourth edition of the Nova Tendencija lacked in 1967.

Apollonio also called them to take part in Trigon 67, the second international exhibition in Graz, to connect Austria, Italia and Slovenija (Yugoslavia in 1965) . Its topic was, like in Foligno,
the environmental structures and the other art curators were Zoran Krzisnik and Wilfried Skreiner whom engaged Italian artists as Colombo, Fabro, Mari and Uncini or Croatian ones as Picelj, Richter and Šutej (fig. 4).

Trigon 67 exhibition led to the end of the New Tendency ideology and those artists became conscious that their role was only an artistic approach to change the urban or natural landscape. Indeed, as Celant suggested, a return to human dimension emerged as a new goal and e.g. Mario Ceroli made the environmental work in which the spectator, through his own body, replaced the Vitruvio’s man shape (fig. 5).

Consequently, after 1967, the artists had to chose the right way to follow the New Tendency ideology: on the one hand they could get a political engagement, on the other hand they could make art as human aim.

That dilemma was evident during the 1968 Venice Biennial, when Mari, Castellani, Massironi and Boriani wrote a manifesto against group exhibitions. They claimed exhibitions, as the Venice Biennial, worked together the art trade, were mystified (as Lumière et mouvement in Paris, 1967) and confusing or inconclusive (as been Nova Tendencija 3).

On the contrary, other artists like Colombo – by the work Spazio Elastico that won the award of the critique – or Miroslav Šutej – whom got a whole room in the Yugoslavian pavilion – showed the artist role without vanguard rhetorical poetic.

The manifesto of Mari, Biasi, instead, was taken from the establishment of art system, e.g. was published on «Almanacco Letterario Bompiani 1969», and outcome that Celant's ideas were right.


The decline of New Tendency was due to its artworks were compared with historical vanguard ones and to a changeover process that opposed the early international project to the later regional proposal. The above-mentioned exhibitions in Modena and Beograd showed that. In addition, although New Tendency was admitted as a phase within the art history speech, it missed the chance to become part of the everyday life.

Indeed, the art critic Frank Popper set up the exhibition named Lumière et Mouvement, at the Museum of Modern Art in Paris, from May to August 1967. There were only French artists or whom had displayed in the Parisian galleries; e.g. from the Denise René Gallery come Victor

---

Vasarely, GRAV and foreign artists like Takis, Tinguely, Agam and Berlewi. The only Italian was Nino Calos, whom was forgotten in his own homeland.

Frank Popper, like the American critic George Rickey, eluded ideological issues and he choose to show only the technical elements in the displayed works. As a result, he reviewed critically the history of New Tendency and wrote an essay titled *L’imagine en mouvement depuis 1861*\(^{10}\), that explained the French origins of *Nouvelle Tendance*. So the New Tendency became only French and Popper did not consider both the roles of Italian artists and the *Nova Tendencija* in Zagreb like the main source of that.

Moreover the Popper’s version got success in the aftermath; e.g. at the present time the essay by H. Foster, R. Krauss, Y.A. Bois and B.H.D. Bucholoch, titled *Art since 1900*\(^{11}\), shows French elements and the role of the Denise René Gallery like the ultimate factors in the development of New Tendency.

After all, Mari and his colleagues believed in the manifesto that they set at the 1968 Venice Biennial and for that reason they did not take part in the *Tendencije 4*, when the exhibition was at the Zagreb Gallery of Modern Art in 1969.

The prelude of *Tendencije 4* was in summer 1968, when the international congress of visual and computer art happened in Zagreb. The philosophers Abraham Moles – whom was the organizer - and Max Bense were among guests and artists; also, Biasi elucidated New Tendency situation up to 1967 and his paper was published on a new magazine titled «BIT» - like the unit of information expressed as either a 0 or 1 in binary notation.

Exactly, on «BIT» n°3\(^{12}\), Biasi told about the three New Tendency main failures: the overgrowth of the trade that had influenced artists, New Tendency works had became a simple opulent handicraft or, by the kinetic mechanisms, only a joke perception for the mind and at last, artists did not have been consistent in applying New Tendency claims. Furthermore, Biasi challenged his colleagues to think that computers would subjugate artists to the technological power rules.

The main topic of the congress in Zagreb was close to the London exhibition *Cybernetic Serendipity* – opened in August 2\(^{nd}\) 1968 - in which were displayed, the first time in Europe, several works made by computers\(^{13}\).

The Zagreb congress, also, was preparatory to set up the exhibition *Tendencije 4*\(^{14}\) would be in May 1969, so called because the adjective “nove” was removed from title and it meant in the

---


\(^{14}\) *Tendencije 4*, catalogue, May 5\(^{th}\) – August 30\(^{th}\), 1969, Galerija Suvremena Umjetnosti/Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, Zagreb, 1970.
exhibition – Umberto Eco\textsuperscript{15} was called to involve in the jury - would show not only of New Tendency but also computer art and visual poetry researches.

However \textit{Tendencije 4} wanted to be a crossing of new art trends, the Committee set a retrospective of the previous three editions by works were displayed from 1961 to 1965 (figs. 6,7). That exhibition shared in the Muzej za umjetnost i obrt, while the computer art and visual poetry researches were set up in the Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti.

Furthermore, Almir Mavignier, Matko Meštrović and Enzo Mari\textsuperscript{16} - whom participated as theoriser rather than artist - were invited to give a paper on the results of the \textit{Nove Tendencije}, \textit{Nove Tendencije 2} and \textit{Nova Tendencija 3} respectively. The papers were important to present an historical reconstruction of New Tendencies instances.

Indeed, Mavignier told about the origins of new tendencies as he made in 1961\textsuperscript{17} and then in 1963\textsuperscript{18}; Meštrović\textsuperscript{19} showed the interchanges between art, science and left-wing ideology as he had just written in 1963. At last, Mari – close to what Biasi had affirmed in 1968 - warned that the misunderstanding between medium and goal, or in other wise between computer researches and their uses, was dangerous for the new tendencies movement, as happened during \textit{Nova Tendencija 3}. The same would happen for \textit{Tendencije 4}.

The great interest to computer art in Zagreb – in which was strong the influence of Meštrović, Moles and Bense theories - was due to two mains causes.

The first concerning in Yugoslavia there was not a dilemma between art and ideology, in according to Giulio Carlo Argan’s speech at the 1965 Rimini Congress, because of the Communist Party had just interested in ethic matters and permitted artists and intellectuals to thinking about science and art interchanges without has to think on.

In contrast, the above-mentioned historian Egbert said that those sorts of researches were able to happen in Zagreb because the Government acknowledged that intellectuals theorized about art and technology, but they could not have interest in political affairs.

There was a world of difference between Argan and Egbert opinions although the real question was the historical process involved in popularizing New Tendencies. In fact, in Italy Ernesto Francalanci\textsuperscript{20} on the art magazine «N.A.C» - Bulletin of Contemporary Art – explained that the computer art could vanish the traditional idea of artist as computers made artworks close to New Tendencies ones.

For instance, in 1965 the electronic engineer Michael A. Noll\textsuperscript{21}, whom was employed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, built an image named \textit{Mondrian experiment} by computer from a

\textsuperscript{15} MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, NT 01-27_1-349_1969_tendencije 4. Letter from Božo Bek to Umberto Eco of February 11\textsuperscript{th} 1969; Reply letter from Eco of February 17\textsuperscript{th} 1969.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid. Letter from Boris Kelemen to Enzo Mari of March 14\textsuperscript{th} 1969; Reply letter from Mari of March 26th 1969.

\textsuperscript{17} See Chapter Second, paragraph 3.

\textsuperscript{18} See Chapter Fourth, paragraph 3.

\textsuperscript{19} Nuova Tendenza 2, op. cit., 1963.


Mondrian painting (fig. 8). As a result he compared the human and artificial creativity and showed the myth of the technologic society was by means of New Tendencies works.

Another Italian author, in contrast to Francalanci, was Filiberto Menna whom in 1969 published *Arte cinetica e visuale* (Kinetic and visual art) in the series called *L’arte moderna*, edited by Franco Russoli. Menna told about New Tendency – among its artists was reminded Picelj, Richter and Šutej - in relation to their interchanges between industrial design and urban development.

According to Menna, new tendencies aim was to built the utopia of the new society and as he wrote in *Profezia di una società estetica* (Prophecy of the aesthetic society) the main goal of New Tendency or so-called “arte programmatata” was the utopian way to build the Marxist idea of the History as the continuous development of the human being\(^{22}\).

However, according to Menna, the real programmed art utopia – and in the same way the other similar researches – was to influence the environment structures by means of a method borrowed from the technique. As a consequence the utopia as a method («l’utopia come metodo») was the main overcome reached by programmed research which opposed to fantastic and futile ones.

In addition, New Tendency aim was to be within the human history, according to Argan, in contrast to newer conceptual researches which, encouraged thanks to 1968 political protest, focused works only on in their own present meaning\(^{23}\).

At the same time Italo Tomassoni published in 1970 a collected essays untitled *Lo spontaneo e il programmato*\(^{24}\), in which he told about the difference between the idea of History and Nature.

On the one hand there were artists of “arte programmatata” whom used to built artificial, mechanical and technical objects. On the other hand there were painters from Abstract Expressionism trend whom were spontaneous by free gestures and chaotic outcomes. But both the programmed and spontaneous artists were in the same artificial environment caused by the technological changes; so the great difference was in the way artists taken part in their own society development.

Although Tomassoni’s essay was closer to the previous critic debating made in the early Sixties than the contemporary critic one, in his investigation he utilized the word “programmatato” by its original means the last time in Italy.

On the contrary, Umbro Apollonio with Dietrich Mahlow set up an exhibition title *Ricerca e progettazione*\(^{25}\) (Research and planning) at the 35th Venice Biennale in 1970.

The exhibition showed kinetic, visual and programmed researches did not were an epistemological metaphor such as Umberto Eco suggested in 1962. In according with Apollonio,\(^{22}\) F. Menna, *Profezia di una società estetica*, Lerici Edizioni, Milan, 1968.
those researches were in the aesthetical panorama of the Constructivism vanguard but in the same time New Tendency, as a way to investigating the Nature, was near others art concepts like the computer art, video art, “arte povera” and conceptual art.

That critical point of view had parallels in the one by the American art critic Guy Brett\(^\text{26}\). In 1968 Brett read the kinetic, visual and Optical art as a studying of the natural and physical forces in spite of the fact these works of art could be geometric or free shapes, have electronic or mechanic movements and build by artificial or natural materials. On account of that, the ideas of Apollonio and Brett were really far from what in Zagreb happened.


Once again, Tendencije 4 called the attention of Italian critics and therefore they held in high regard Zagreb as the most suitable place to set up an international meeting of great minds.

In the following years several exhibitions of Gianni Colombo\(^\text{27}\) and Alberto Biasi\(^\text{28}\) both held in 1971 in Zagreb, and one of Vjenceslav Richter held in Venice in 1972\(^\text{29}\) aided to increase that.

In 1973, hence the Zagreb committee, composed of Radoslav Putar, Boris Kelemen and Božo Bek, managed to achieve Tendencije 5\(^\text{30}\), with the aid of the A.I.C.A. which also celebrated the Twenty fifth anniversary since its foundation.

As Putar wrote a missive mailed to Colombo\(^\text{31}\) in February 19\(^\text{th}\), the aim of the exhibition would make a comparison between rational and irrational meanings in the contemporary art; it would be divided in three sections: constructivist, computer and conceptual art researches. As consequence the new tendencies become a constructive approach to the art and Enzo Mari - at the beginning also Gianni Colombo and Bruno Munari were invited\(^\text{32}\) - was the only Italian artist of New Tendency called.

In addition to him were also Giovanni Anselmo, Giuseppe Chiari, Jannis Kunellis, Giulio Paolini and Giuseppe Penone, whom come from the conceptual or “arte povera” researches.

Obviously, Germano Celant was engaged to introduce those artists and in Zagreb he met Argan (fig. 9), whom was there as a delegate of A.I.C.A.; and there was an ideal changeover from the old art critic system to an innovative one. As a matter of fact, the comparison between rational

---
\(^\text{28}\) *Alberto Biasi*, catalogue, September 14\(^\text{th}\) – October 10\(^\text{th}\) 1971, Galerija suvremene umjetnosti, Zagreb, 1971.
\(^\text{32}\) MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, NT 1973_01_konstruktivizam_b. Typewritten undated list.
and irrational art researches did not was as in the previous decade, because that confrontation was able to mirror the Enlightenment crisis took place since 1968.

As a consequence, the researches were able to show abstract concepts by visual media like the photography or industrial and natural objects were as rational as New Tendencies ones – for instance art pieces by Mari, Richter, Picelj, Šutej and Vladimir Bonačič, whom had just exhibited them at the *Tendencije* 4 in 1969.

As computer art, in fact, searched human mental working in the rational way (fig. 10), such Paolini, Penone, Anselmo and others revealed human beings in the same way (fig. 11). After all, they had interest in the anthropological aims of their artworks and as consequence that was the main meaning of the *Tendencije* 5 exhibition.

With regards to that issue, the philosopher Jugern Habermas, in the early 1970s, highlighted lack of agreement between rationalism and social behaviour. He suggested a theory of the communicative action that for us was able to show New Tendency and conceptual art as two similar ways to realize the gap between human and social communication.

The year 1973 was the end of a decade began in 1963 just after the *Nove Tendencije* 2, and in Italy was the year in which first interpretations of the new tendencies history happened during two conferences at the National Gallery of Modern Art in Rome.

In February, Manfredo Massironi told about international visual art researches of New Tendency. He admitted he agreed with efforts of the 1965 Brezovica meeting, but he claimed the failure of New Tendency goals was due to the foolish ambition of changing the society.

According to Massironi, 1966 was crucial to the success of their works, although artists had to choose between following their original purpose – the fight against the establishment art world - or yielding to the art trade.

Consequently, they had a dilemma that caused the unresolved crack within the New Tendency group. Also, Massironi highlighted the deciding factor in New Tendency’s development that meant the severance of the *Nove Tendencije* exhibitions and the New Tendency movement.

One month later, in the same place Lea Vergine argued that “arte programmata” works by Mari, N and T groups did not are directly outcomes of the technological society, because Italian art critics misunderstood their original efforts. Vergine, however, forgot New Tendency artists had benefits of that. However, we could admit her critical interpretation stemmed from the ideological and cultural changing occurred since 1968.

---

Another interpretation of the New Tendency history was made by Gillo Dorfles\(^{36}\) whom published the second edition of the *Ultome tendenze nell’arte d’oggi*. Dorfles wrote about that, more or less, in the similar way he made in 1961, but he disagreed with the art form of New Tendency as connecting same units to produce boring works.

However that essay, nowadays, is important because in its glossary we find the explanations of the follows terms: *Arte programmata*, *Kinetic art*, *Cibernetic Serendipity*, *New Tendencies* and *Op art*. That means Dorfles’s essay had an historiographical aim.

We could put close to the above-mentioned critic interpretations also one by Giovanni Anceschi\(^{37}\) whom was a student at Ulm Hochschule für Gestaltung until 1966 when he become a visual art teacher.

In 1974 Anceschi translated the most important essay by Max Bense, titled *Aesthetica*; the reviewed edition by Bense in 1965. Anceschi also, wrote a brief introduction to Bense’s essay in which he told about the relationship between Italian Mari, Alviani, N and T groups, and the Bense’s aesthetical theory on the programming art.

According to Anceschi, new tendencies had two phases. In the first they were close to constructivist vanguard, then in the second one they adopted the programmed art theory.

On balance, several artists of New Tendency – except Anceschi himself and Mavignier whom were student in Ulm – did not know Bense’s theory in the early Sixties as well as it was knew since 1966. In that year, for instance, in Italy the early translation of a Bense’s essay was on the magazine «Il Verri»\(^{38}\).

As a consequence, we admitted the Bense’s aesthetics was knew, but also Anceschi could have followed the *Tendencije* outcomes that since 1969 were published in the magazine «BIT», wherein New Tendency artworks were meant through the Bense’s programmed art theory.

However, Umbro Apollonio stated what was only hinted by Massironi. In 1973, Apollonio\(^{39}\) admitted the “arte programmata”, kinetic and visual researches converged to Zagreb, but they became an international art movement called Nuova Tendenza (New Tendency). Its disappearance within 1970 was due to the Conceptual art that replaced the relation among art, life and nature – as was in the Kinetic art - with the statement of “a thought” or with pictures signified differently than their original meanings.

In other words, Apollonio’s discourse was closely related to the *Tendencije* exhibition, when constructivist and conceptual researches –according to Apollonio - were compared without a true dialectical opposition. In addition, he edited the first historiographical studies on New


Tendency, thanks to his graduates at the University of Padua, were published on the art magazine «Interarte» in 1975.

The above-mentioned critical discourses made by Dorfles, Anceschi and Apollonio were discussed by Filiberto Menna, whom came out from the Argan’s critic point of view.

In the end of 1974, Menna wrote his the most successful essay titled La linea analitica dell’arte moderna, in which he told about the analytic approach in the modern art since Impressionism. He meant the opposition between the Constructive approach – since Mondrian to the “arte programmata” - and the Conceptual one to art could be settled.

Although they were very much alike rational investigations, the true difference was in medium between the two methods. The deductive one was replaced by the analogical one, like photography, and as a result it was rational but not rationalist such as the tradition of Enlightenment claimed.

On the one hand the Menna’s essay completed an important phase in Italy and one the other hand it was able to set up a new historiographical thinking about New Tendency.

Another Italian critic, Italo Mussa, began to make a study on N Group and its Italian or foreign colleagues. Although he got his planning since 1974, he could published only two years later his essay untitled Il Gruppo N e la situazione dei gruppi in Europa negli anni ’60.

The delay was due to troubles arose out of the New Tendency breakdown.

The most important consideration was that Mussa maintained the development of New Tendency from 1957 to 1965. In 1957, according to him, were born the first European groups, like Equipo 57 and Zero Group, and afterwards they met the other artists in Zagreb for the 1961 Nove Tendencije exhibition. Then, the following two exhibitions in 1963 and in 1965 were crucial to the success of the team work idea and at the same time to define their aims.

Furthermore, Mussa pointed out that the great aim was the relationship with the society as result of the straight connection between artworks and users. He claimed also the year 1961 had a great importance because the Nove Tendencije and Twelfth Lissone Award exhibitions gave New Tendency a remarkable critical achievement.

The 1963, moreover, was the ultimate occasion joined art and industry efforts. New Tendency researches discovered the environmental dimension as a new chance of transforming the programmed works as it took place in the 1964 Nouvelle Tendence exhibition in Paris, in 1965 Nova Tendencija 3 and at last, in 1967 Lo spazio dell’immagine.

According to Mussa, then, New Tendency crisis was not due to The Responsive Eye in 1965 but to decreasing of the relationship between art and industry, to dissolving of the Groups and to failure their team work ideology.

---

40 U. Apollonio (a cura di), Arte cinetica, «Interarte», no. 4, April, Bologna, 1975, pp. 5-34.
41 F. Menna, La linea analitica dell’arte moderna, Einaudi, Torino, 1975.
42 I. Mussa, op. cit. 1976.
Mussa wrote his essay with the aim to enhance reputation of N Group as a better model of the artistic engagement than T Group or others. In fact, Mussa – such as Lea Vergine made in 1973 – sustained programmed works by N Group were able to show the aesthetic and social efforts of the “arte programmatà”. In the same time, his discourse would exalt new environmental researches by New Tendency as the exactly blend of the user intervention and the social interest.

In addition, the Mussa’s essay was close to several team works that, by the conceptual art approach, were in the political and aesthetic militancy like Gruppo di coordinamento in Rome (1972) or Laboratorio di Comunicazione Militante in Milan (1975).

As a consequence the history of N Group was an ideal link between art researches of the Sixties and new artistic experiences in the Seventies.

Indeed, 1976 Venice Biennial was an important meeting point between the environmental art and team works. Its main topic was Ambiente/partecipazione/strutture culturali and opposed to the technological point of view was in Zagreb. At Venice, as a result, was favoured an idea of art as the making of the social engagement and further Germano Celant set up using conceptual and kinetic art pieces the section concerning the urban art environment.

The consequence of the setting was that Ambiente Elastico (1966) by Gianni Colombo shared Giardini del Castello with a remake of the Salon de Madame B. by Mondrian, whom built it in 1926 (figs. 12-14). Thus, Mondrian came back at the Venice Biennial twenty years later and his work supported interchanges with the roots of New Tendency. Although both works owed to flatness of painting, Spazio Elastico gave a dynamic conception of real life whereas Salon de Madame B showed a metaphysical idea of fixity.

1976 Venice Biennale was considerable event concerning the Croatian art because Radoslav Putar was the chef curator of Yugoslavian pavilion and he invited Julie Knifer for an exhibition. In that way, Putar and Knifer represented the historical Croatian New Tendency.

Radoslav Putar experienced the Venice Biennial and since February 1977 he set up the schedule of the next Tendencije 6, whose topic would be Art and society as had just happened in Venice. Main events he planned were a symposium and an exhibition of performance, video and team work art.

Since Tendencije 6 was scheduled from September 27th to October 30th 1976, we were able to think it would just set before. Indeed, Putar had showed it in the original meaning of the Nove Tendencije as was showed by means of an another paper written in 1975.

---

44 MSU archive, Zagreb, Putar found, Razno Putar, NT6_Putar. Typewritten schedule for Tendencije 6, February 22nd 1977.
45 MSU archive, Zagreb, Putar found, Razno Putar, NT6_Putar. Typewritten schedule for Tendencije 6, November 17th 1975.
However, there were many differences between the former schedule and the latter, which was wrote in 1977. The latter was more close to the venetian topic than the former. Unfortunately, Tendencije 6 would not take place in 1977, owing to bad economic situation and as a consequence the event was deferred for one year.

In 1978 Putar organized only a symposium that happened in October from 13 to 14\textsuperscript{th}: just before the important Nova umjetnička praksa\textsuperscript{46} exhibition which focused on the Yugoslavian contemporary art from 1966 to 1978. For the symposium Boris Kelemen called Italo Mussa, Germano Celant, Filiberto Menna, Ugo La Pietra and Laboratorio di Comunicazione Militante, with the aim of the interchanging information each other. Nevertheless in 1977 Putar had just invited Enzo Mari to come in Zagreb but he did not go\textsuperscript{47}.

In the Putar’s archive, we found several papers which were wrote by Mussa, but only in Croatian translation. Others come from Laboratorio di Comunicazione Militante and Ugo La Pietra\textsuperscript{48}. In the first paper Mussa told about the relationship between the idea of creativity and the individual approach to art. Then, he analyzed the art pieces from Futurism to Postmodern art. The other papers were only proposals to making conceptual performances.

In addition, Ugo La Pietra – whose works Putar directly knew during the Biennale of Venice in 1976 – seemed to linking with later researches of New Tendency. In fact, on regard his earlier works made in 1966 and titled Strutturazioni Tissurali, he involved his own work with industrial design – building futuristic design objects – and at last with conceptual art form (figs. 15 – 19)\textsuperscript{49}. Consequently he represented the complete development of new tendencies.

After all, the Tendencije 6 symposium was the latest artistic meeting between Italy and Croatia, seventeen years later the 1961 Nove Tendencije exhibition.

\textsection 4. Results and interpretative proposals.

Although critics and historians often agree with the development of the artistic panorama we have showed and named it as new tendencies. In fact the definition was borrowed from the Nove Tendencije exhibitions and became the word to cover both artists and works. Artists from their own point of view asked to get a political, educational and aesthetical role in the society but their works and speeches did not correspond with the art critics’ theories.

They were against the well-known art form called Informel, whose main matter was the messy, obsolete and vulgarized language. The best artistic models, on the contrary, were by Lucio

\textsuperscript{46} M. Suvoski, Nova umjetnička praksa, op. cit., 1978.
\textsuperscript{47} MSU archive, Zagreb, NT found, 1977-79 T6. Letter from Boris Kelemen to Italo Mussa of September 22\textsuperscript{nd} 1978; Letter from Kelemen to Celant of September 11\textsuperscript{th} 1978; Letter from Kelemen to Menna of September 12\textsuperscript{th} 1978; Letter from Kelemen to La Pietra of June 28\textsuperscript{th} 1978; Letter from Kelemen to Laboratorio di Comunicazione Militante of June 27\textsuperscript{th} 1978; Letter from Putar to Mari of March 15\textsuperscript{th} 1975.
\textsuperscript{48} MSU archive, Zagreb, Putar found, Razno Putar, NT6. Putar. Undated typewritten pages series.
Fontana, Jean Tinguely, Piero Manzoni, Victor Vasarely, Bruno Munari and previous vanguards like Futurism and Russian Constructivism.

Even so, Italian and Croatian artists claimed Piet Mondrian was able to be a perfect synthesis among painting, architecture, ethic and poetic qualities.

As a consequence my study has underlined a parallel history of the Mondrian’s critical success during the last seventy years - according to Italian art historian Jole De Sanna whom said that the Dutch painter had a strong influence on abstract painters since the Forties.

Mondrian as a link between New Tendency and historical vanguard gave rise to think about another question on art as European science crisis («arte come crisi della scienza europea») as in 1970 Argan suggested.

Indeed, in Europe during the Sixties the science - like an independent subject - grew in parallel with the technological and political development. For instance a crucial crossing point of artistic and scientific researches was the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair in which a common system of artistic, philosophic and technological values was improved.

The event encouraged – as Rika Devos and Mil De Kooning recently claimed – a new meeting between Western and Eastern culture - such as between Italy and Croatia - by different changes, ranging from the political sphere to the scientific one.

Consequently industrial design as the product of interchanges between art and industry was reviewed. The outcomes were also in the Croatian “modernism” in that way Jerko Denegri told about the “Socialist modernism” - borrowed it from the American art critique.

The centre of the above-mentioned system was the artist whom became a visual technician without metaphysical aim for secularizing the world of art by a scientific approach. The crisis of the Informel artist, whom was a rebel as in the Romantic meaning, sparked off the general crisis of art and so every kind of lyrical goal was firmly rejected. Artists had interest in political claims to fill the metaphysical and psychological vacuum. And they borrowed from the Marxism the prospect that our society as changeable as the system of art.

However a sort of metaphysical habit remained. It was due to the belief that the mental rationality was able to better both human ethic and physical environment. That goal was achieved by kinetic factor in the art pieces led to link art and life. As a consequence, Italian artists used to make structures as countable as scientific ones.

They shared the early idea with others colleagues – or more specifically with French and Croatian ones - during the first Nove Tendencije in 1961. Unfortunately, the exhibition showed up through its own title the vanguard’s rhetoric: the newer art tendency (in Croatian “nova”) could chase away the older.

---

52 J. Denegri, op. cit. 2003, pp. 170-209.
Therefore, we claim the “new” in 1961 was a vain idea. Nowadays, we can recognise works of art in Nove Tendencije were very similar to ones were in exhibitions like the Konkrete Kunst in Zurich or Bewegen Bewogen in Amsterdam exhibitions.

But if we considered the first Nove Tendencije among latest Fifties’ exhibitions, we would give it a great importance because it is a manifestation of the European artistic system crisis. Although Paris continued to be a central place in European art, Zagreb made evident the periphery was fruitful as well as the centre.

Changes consequence was artworks had to shift from the museum to the daily people lives in the urban environment. Artworks, also, were losing their own aura – according to Walter Benjamin whom fame in Italy was increased - for becoming industrial design objects.

Therefore Industrial design, whose activities as operational as artworks ones were exhibited in Nove Tendencije, gained an own importance.

The main question was in regard to interchanges between the paradigm of Constructivism and new tendencies works. The artists, indeed, used to apply the constructivism visual language for changing their own work shapes and for modifying them in connection with the technological society. The industrial design was complementary to new tendencies work thanks to architects or designers like Enzo Mari or Vjenceslav Richter, whom would influence its development towards an urban and architectural dimensions.

For instance, N Group began interest in Dada and Neoplasticism revival just before 1961 Nove Tendencije exhibition. However, then, N Group moved with the times becoming closer to the GRAV’s art form. In fact, their basic ideas were to preserve anonymity, to demystify the artwork - as if it has been a design object - and at last, to built prototypes of their works.

In 1962 the first exhibition in Olivetti’s store in Milan works by N and T groups, Munari, Mari got an engaging slogan as “Arte programmata”. Although it highlighted the relationship between programmed works and new cybernetic researches, that idea was ahead of works, because it was close to Constructivism rather than to first computers.

Whereupon the outcome critic lecture by Umberto Eco was to transform artworks into “arte programmata”. Then Milan, the exhibition went in Venice Olivetti’s store where Italian artists – whom Getulio Alviani joined in – met French ones of GRAV. In that occasion we claim an expected development happened, because then Olivetti’s Committee preferred to show original set up in the following American exhibitions.

In fact in Venice artists, coming from Nove Tendencije, worked together to build a common artistic vanguard by means of manifestos and homogeneous kind of works. The two exhibitions influenced one each other and in the same time new tendencies found their niche in the contemporary art panorama among the new figurative expressionism, new dada and Pop art.
Italian art critics Giulio Carlo Argan and Umbro Apollonio began to make their own point of view with different goals. Argan used to tell about the Gestalt theory and to apply a sociological approach to explain works of new tendencies as a result of the artist’s technical job. Consequently the artist became a “visual operator”.

On the other hand, Apollonio laid great stress on kinetic and constructive features were in programmed artworks. In addition, he appreciated the relationship between Eastern Europe and Venice as a wide range of artistic researches – were closely linked to historical Constructivism - that, especially in the former Yugoslavia, were free from trading rules of Western galleries.

A consequence of the choice was that he met Croatian critics Vera Horvat-Pintarić and Matko Meštrović, but he became closer the former than the latter.

Although the Apollonio’s role nowadays is underrated, he mediated between foreign museums and Autonomous Body as conservator of the archive in Venice. In fact Apollonio was under the shadow of Argan, whom was well known at home and abroad. Argan exactly supported Alviani and others since 1963, until they were submitted to his critic theories.

However he understood that his theory - through which he meant the painting was only a perceptive process - was not be in harmony with real ambitions of artists. As a consequence, he became less close to N or T groups than to Rome artists like Uno Group, Lia Drei and Francesco Guerrieri (former Group 63).

At that juncture Apollonio put a lot of efforts into making new tendencies’ success.

In Zagreb, instead, during the Nove Tendencije 2 in August 1963 the presence of GRAV and N Group was heavier than of others, because two groups were able to import there their own experience they made by the Arte programmata exhibition.

As a consequence, they gave Croatian event a specific imprinting that caused the first split among new tendencies artists. For instance, on the one hand Almir Mavignier and Zero Group believed in convergence of different trends, on the other hand GRAV, N Group and Vjenceslav Richter would be one single trend.

In that way, when the exhibition happened at Venice, in winter 1963, its title was New Tendency (Nuova Tendenza) – as the singular of New Tendencies – patterned on the French Nouvelle Tendance. Also, it meant something was developed at Venice: the New Tendency movement was born.

In Italy, we admit Apollonio was the first whom acquainted the general public with the work of New Tendency, but his efforts failed to live up to his own expectations.

In fact, between 1964 and 1965, New Tendency missed the Venice Biennial and the Fifteenth Avezzano Award revealed itself as a provincial event. Also in 1965 the Apollonio’s exhibition planning for the San Marino Biennial was rejected by the Committee.

But when he met Germano Celant, they together set up a successful exhibition named Forme programmate (Programmed shapes).
However the real test of New Tendency was the exhibition *Nova Tendencija 3* in Zagreb, when the presence of American and Russian artists and critics would make the New Tendency movement as internationalist. Although the possibility was encouraged by Apollonio, Mari, Putar and Kelemen, was blocked by three main factors.

Firstly, a lot of artists of New Tendency just before the *Nova Tendencija 3* exhibited at the most famous *The Responsive Eye* in the Museum of Modern Art in New York.

The exhibition was set up by William Seitz whom engaged several American artists whom both they came from the legacy of Chicago’s Bauhaus and from the New Abstract Painting.

Moreover, Seitz claimed European’s works as modernist as American’s ones and generated a new misunderstanding about the real purpose of New Tendency. In fact, works there were displayed were named as Optical Art and in that way every Marxist manner was removed.

Secondly, to take away artworks from every metaphysical explanation that used to make, the critical interpretation of New Tendency works was put in charge to the Theory of Information technicians like Abraham Moles and Max Bense. They made a contrariwise *epoché* because did not give the world in brackets to attach importance to the work of art phenomenon. They did not use to consider the work of art by itself but as a result of the language processing was made up of the source-message (or channel coding-user).

Consequently, during the *Nova Tendencija 3*, the Brezovica Congress was composed of critics, artists and technicians whom told about cybernetic systems, communication and sociological theories and not about the works of art were there.

Lastly, artists understood that their efforts failed for joining the industrial product and multiple object. The main aim of the *Nova Tendecija 3* was to mass-produce artistic objects to democratize the art world, but they could not just paper over the problem.

Indeed, Mari and Richter knew to democratize the work of art, they had to reach a compromise with the industrial system. But the industry used to produce a large number of units and only by that was able to cover the cost. That meant multiple objects for becoming industrial product, they did not account as “artworks”.

As a consequence, New Tendency as an united and internationalist movement progressively broke up – that happened for groups in the same way – and was token in the academic speech and on the museum threshold.

Considering what we have analysed by this study, we can outline three further questions: the relationship between the *Nove Tendencije* exhibitions and the New Tendency movement; the problem to find a real connection of the New Tendency art pieces with the historical constructivist vanguard; and at last a question concerning the shaped and ideological legacy of New Tendency.
About the first question, the exhibitions took place at Zagreb were an ideal meeting point but nowadays identifying them with the works were showed is not enough.

Therefore we can assume from 1963 to 1967 artists, Italian and Croatian ones specifically, shared each other shaped and ideological changes – obviously, without making the mistake of considering New Tendency like a new artistic label.

Concerning the second question, we should considering works not only like a merely shaped quotation from Constructivism, but - as it happens in the scientific method – we must think about a latter and better paradigm that takes over from and, in the same time, includes the former.

At last, the question concerning the shaped and ideological legacy of New Tendency we can suggest that although, since 1967 to nowadays, the legacy of New Tendency has been identified with the new electronic art, we can suppose new media in electronic art are able to cause only shaped and linguistic changes but not to transform the whole paradigm.

We could find the real legacy of New Tendency in other – outwardly antithetical - artistic researches. For instance, we have to remember art critics Germano Celant, at the beginning of his career, and Umbro Apollonio worked with artists of New Tendency. By that experience Celant changed his own perspective and he thought up the successfully idea of the “arte poverta”. In the same way, Luciano Fabro believed to be close to New Tendency by means of his own works just before to become a main Arte povera character. On the contrary, Enzo Mari was the main feature of the New Tendency movement with his pure shaped abstract works. In 1973 he took part in the Tendencije 5 exhibition by graphic works that quoted his own former paintings made during the Fifties, however in the conceptual way (figs. 17,18).

In conclusion, we have tried to take away the history of above-mentioned works from misunderstandings and mistakes to consider their artistic paradigm, so called New Tendency, as a constructive way of approaching in relation to their ultimate historical and natural backgrounds.

This is not a general statement but we are following two different and complementary theories. The first refers to an historical constructive approach, according to Jesa Denegri, was showed by the artistic heritage of Constructivism. On the contrary, the second one, according to Guy Brett, concerns the constructive method to search the way by natural forces – like magnetism, light or gravity - usually work, independently of their outcomes are rigorous or spontaneous.

In the same way, we finally state that New Tendency used to employ like media a few of features of Constructivism but in that case the medium was not as the message.
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L’esposizione di Piet Mondrian (°)

First title: “Etica ed estetica dell’assoluto

Accanto alla mostra di P. Klee a Zurigo, l’esposizione dei lavori del pittore olandese Piet Mondrian alla Biennale di Venezia, è stata una fra le più significative manifestazioni della stagione artistica di quest’anno. Sullo schermo che abbraccia la visione retrospettiva di Mondrian le scene si susseguono in un ritmo rapido e serrato. Osserviamo dapprima un albero scuro diramarsi su un grande piano. Le curve ininterrotte, nere, che dal centro si dirigono verso i bordi del quadro rivelano il movimento patetico del fogliame (“Albero” 1910). Nell’istante che segue, l’albero si è dileguato e sulla stessa superficie si muovono solo delle curve. Sullo sfondo bianco-grigio, si intravvede ancora lo scheletro dell’albero ma ora si delineia con una forza insolita il ritmo geometricizzante e semplificato che raffigura il movimento della chioma (“Albero Grigio” 1911-13). Questo stesso procedimento si ripete ancora una volta con un gruppo di oggetti su un tavolo: alcuni bicchieri, vasi, libri. Nel quadro che segue gli oggetti scompaiono e i loro contorni neri si addensano in un intreccio di rettangoli e di angoli accompagnati da semicerchi. Qualche particolare geometrico rivela ancora una terza dimensione che ci porta nel discreto spazio della scienza. L’assieme del ritmo di questa struttura, bella ed inquieta, corrisponde però ancor sempre al modo in cui sono disposte le cose vedute. Ciò significa che l’individualità di qualche movimento (come lo spostamento del semicerchio verso il triangolo) esprime ancora il movimento che ci è rimasto impresso dal profilo di qualche oggetto (“Natura morta con vaso” I, II).

Nella serie che viene poi ci appare una ”Composizione” (1914) rappresentata su uno schermo ellittico. La quantità di rette nere e sminuzzate, cambia, trasporta e taglia il movimento sia in direzione orizzontale che verticale. La misura del movimento è moderata, mentre la tensione ne risulta ingrandita, perché la sua sorgente non è una sola (Composizione 1917). E poi i tracciati sostituiscono le superfici colorate, che si muovono liberamente e si equilibrano al sole. Ciò significa che l’individualità di qualche movimento (come lo spostamento del semicerchio verso il triangolo) esprime ancora il movimento che ci è rimasto impresso dal profilo di qualche oggetto (“Natura morta con vaso” I, II).

Da questo momento appaiono varie “Composizioni (1920-30) che spiegano solo il ruolo di un’unica superficie d’azzurro, giallo o bianco nero. In questa terza parte notiamo un quadrato colorito su un grande piano, chiuso e rafforzato da un contorno nero e sostenuto da varie superfici di un colore rosso puro, blu e giallo. La funzione dei singoli colori in questo accordo è cambiata completamente in ogni nuova composizione ed è spesso inaspettata. Ciò si legge sullo schermo, ma nell’occhio dello spettatore tutta la visione si fonde nel concetto di uno strano gioco, e cioè nel migliore dei casi. Però con questo si rompe pure il contatto esistente fra gli avvenimenti che si svolgono sulla tela e quelli che si formano nell’osservatore, anche se proprio in questo punto il”gioco” si fa più teso e persino più pericoloso”. Nella quarta parte, cioè sull’ultima parete della sala di Mondrian, sono esposte composizioni sulle quali osserviamo un’armatura severa e rettilinea. In questa fitta rete di linee nere si muove un piccolo quadrato che cerca il suo momento d’equilibrio in quello strano enigma. Uno sguardo superficiale provoca un equivoco; perciò lo spettatore, arrivato a questo punto, evita la scena oppure si arresta nel dubbio. Qualche volta però c’è qualcuno che difende l’artista richiamandosi all’architettura (come se il pittore avesse costruito solo le facce con misure architettoniche). Eppure ci sono anche dei visitatori che osservano lungamente e con raccoglimento ciò che accade. Mi sovviene di un indiano che veniva qui ogni giorno, e si fermava a contemplare per delle ore. Una sera incontrai il famoso pittore veneziano Santomaso: - Che cosa pensa Lei di Mondrian, maestro?
Non rispose subito; ma accennò ad una grande superficie bianca, d’una Composizione appartenente alla terza serie. Osserviamo la varietà, e la purezza di tonalità di questo bianco, un colore che non è colore, ma ne acquista tutte le qualità. E poi mentre guardavamo dentro quegli orli neri, duri e quasi metallici, circoscritti a quel grande quadrato, davvero si aprirono davanti ai nostri occhi una vastità bianca e pura. Abbiamo sentito come in quella nitidezza, nella profondità di quelle irreale e vuota infinità, si sia raccolta una intima e profondissima esperienza.

Rispetto questo grande pittore – disse Santomaso, anche se mi è estraneo, ma il suo grande errore è fatto che è mondo di ogni peccato. L’idea di un Mondrian asceta, pio e fanatico, mi pare sempre possibile e vera. Si sa che il pittore è cresciuto in una famiglia calvinista e che da giovane ha dipinto le vecchie fattorie di Duivendrecht. A venticinque anni, e verso la fine del secondo decennio, si dedica sempre più spesso a tracciare verticali e orizzontali, per fondare su di esse la visione personale e il suo concetto d’equilibrio. La fattoria e il dogma familiare. Ciò significa la stessa cosa: Mondrian è olandese. Lo confermano inoltre l’impressione dei “grachts” di Amsterdam: rettangoli bianchi di finestre incisi nelle oscure superfici delle facciate (che sono l’unico ornamento dei palazzi barocchi), l’avarizia di parole della venditrice d’ostriche oppure del pastore olandese, la magnifica e severa geometria del panorama dei “polderi”, la stupenda spaziosità del paesaggio, lo sguardo sulle dighe gigantesche e su miglia e miglia di terreno prosciugato. Ciò è il sistema rettilineo dell’estetica di Mondrian non è basato unicamente sui “raster” e rettangoli delle fattorie olandesi: si può dire solo che l’origine sia loro comune.

Pare dunque che questo pittore abbia voluto fissare l’idea di un ordine perfetto e definitivo; stabilire una forma d’equilibrio di svariati elementi rapporti in movimento purgato, irrevocabile e assoluto. Per avvicinarsi a questo fine l’artista si è liberato di tutti i peccati: ha cancellato dal suo vocabolario le curve ed i colori, la luce e la profondità. Abbandonò il corpo e lo spazio; rinnegò il momento d’affetto, la confessione, il sogno. È perciò che possiamo osservare (nella terza parte) come concretizza il suo nitido pensiero, su un quadrato bianco, rosso o azzurro, il che vuol dire il più povero e più gretto mezzo d'espressione. Da qui la grandezza interiore e la monumentalità di quel grande quadrato bianco rosso o azzurro (Composizione” terzo decennio). Grazie alla sua virtù della rinuncia, Mondrian si è molto elevato nella fase seguente, che è anche l’ultima. Appare un unico e piccolo quadrato colorato in uno stretto intrico di neri. Non esiste né su, né giù, né avanti, né indietro. Ci troviamo nel punto che è fuori dal peccato, fuori da tutte le casualità, esclusi dal tempo e dallo spazio; nell’assoluto. Siamo dunque in possesso di un segno universale, della formula definitiva dell’ordine puritano: - oppure nello sfacelo di tutte le illusioni? Vera Sinobad


[...]
Il criterio generale al quale questo progetto si ispira è quello di rendere possibile un'esperienza storica e critica del futurismo (anni 1908-09 – 1916-20 circa) esclusivamente mediante i documenti artistici, le opere. [...] una mostra in cui le opere artistiche, da una posizione passiva od intransitiva, nei riguardi degli spettatori, passino ad una posizione e funzione transitiva e comunicativa, rendendo il più possibile piena la loro autonomia significazione. Questo non escludebbe necessarie od utili integrazioni anche su altri piani. [...] si vorrebbe tuttavia che questa integrazione fosse svolta con modalità storiche positive, fuori degli schemi abituali e non interpretativi: per esempio l'analisi della derivazione dalle teoriche dell'Einfühlung, dalla psicologia della forma, dallo scientificismo, dal pragmatismo, e le varie corrispondenze; o la ricostruzione dei miti del macchinismo, dell'energia, della violenza, del razzismo, dell'antistoricismo, dell'irrazionalismo[...].»

Note 80. MSU Archive, Zagreb. NT Found. N Group folder.
«[...] le organizzazioni artistiche padovane aprono gallerie e mostre per i propri iscritti. Il gruppo “enne” fa una mostra per i suoi componenti: invita a non intervenire. Le organizzazioni padovane, non si sono mai interessate di creare a Padova un ambiente vivo e cosciente delle manifestazioni artistiche contemporanee. Il gruppo “enne” a sue spese, le organizza a scopo culturale. [...] Il pittori
padovani sono pronti ad accogliere il plauso delle classi benpensanti. Il gruppo “enne” le dichiara più che mai frigide ad ogni problema e conquista dell’epoca attuale. Il gruppo “enne” è formato da undici fra scrittori, pittori, disegnatori e studenti di architettura. Vuole portare a conoscenza di tutti i fenomeni che determinano i problemi e conquiste del nostro tempo, aiutando così coloro che desiderano aggiornarsi ma che sono ostacolati dalla scarsezza di mezzi di informazione. Cerca di combattere l’ignoranza di chi vuol vivere senza fatica al di fuori della propria epoca. Consapevoli del momento critico della storia contemporanea pensa che ogni nazione, ogni città, ogni uomo devono agire per attuare una “società nuova “ priva di confini ideologici, libera dal passato e in continua trasformazione, incessante nella ricerca e nell’usufruirne immediatamente. È consapevole che “l’arte nuova” si attua nella “società nuova »

Paragraph 2nd.


1959 April 18th note. Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti:

«[...] che debba essere a tutti chiaro che le divisioni dell’arte per tecnica che le divisioni fra pittura, architettura e disegno cosiddetto industriale ed arte cosiddetta applicata, ecc. - non hanno più ragion e di esistere[...] quindi quando, per es., stamane vi ho detto: badate c’è un Munari (ma, dice, Munari cosa fa; fa la pubblicità, fa dei giocattoli). Bene, sentite, fra un paesaggio fatto non da chi, non lo dico neanche, ma anche da qualcuno di quelli che volete esporre in Brasile, e uno schizzetto di Munari, ma è molto più serio lo schizzetto di Munari![...] il problema se debba fare o non fare l’architettura, non si può nemmeno porlo, perché, non possiamo mostrare dell’arte astratta senza mostrare certa architettura, in quanto allo stesso fenomeno; e sono fenomeni che non sono distinguibili, hanno la stessa radice, hanno lo stesso processo, la stessa storia.[...] Perché se, ad un certo momento, noi ci troveremo che i grandi artisti invece che pittare sulla tela realizzeranno le loro opere con altri mezzi; allora questi noi dovremmo escluderli, noi dovremmo far ignorare al pubblico, ed ignorare a noi stessi, che c’è un vasto mondo di espressione artistica moderna, che noi non consideriamo perché non rientra in una classificazione, che è una classificazione puramente astratta e fra l’altro arbitraria rispetto al problema storico presente»

Paragraph 3rd.


«Monsieur, Nous avons l’honneur de vous inviter à participer avec vos ouvres à l’exposition ‘ART CONCRET’ qui sera organisée par notre musée […] et se tiendra du 1er au 20 juillet 1961. Nous avons confié le choix des participants à Monsieur Almir Mavignier d’Ulm. Monsieur A. Mavignier réunira à cette exposition les artistes qui à son avis forment un groupe international, et se distinguent par des ouvres d’une authenticité et qualité évidentes. Le but de l’exposition est de faire connaître au public yougoslave les nouveaux problèmes préoccupant les artistes qui représentent aujourd’hui, ce que peut-être demain sera appelé avant-garde. Dans cette signification prophétique – que nous désirons donner à l’exposition sans toutefois pouvoir éviter certaines erreurs – réside le grande intérêt de celle-ci»

Typewritten list of April 20th 1961.


«Monsieur, Nous avons l’honneur de vous inviter à participer avec vos ouvres à l’exposition ‘Avant-garde 1961’ qui sera organisée par notre musée [...] et se tiendra du 1er au 20 juillet 1961. Nous avons confié le choix des participants à Monsieur Almiro Mavigner d’Ulm. Monsieur A. Mavigner réunira à cette exposition les artistes qui à son avis forment un groupe international, et se distinguent par des œuvres d’une authenticité et qualité évidentes. Le but de l’exposition est de faire connaître au public yougoslave les nouveaux problèmes préoccupant les artistes qui représentent aujourd’hui, ce que peut-être demain sera appelé avant-garde. Dans cette signification prophétique – que nous désirons donner à l’exposition sans toutefois pouvoir éviter certaines erreurs – réside le grande intérêt de celle-ci.»

Note 139. Archivio MSU. Fondo NT. Folder N Group. Typewritten papers on which heading was written «alberto biasi ennio chiggio toni costa edoardo landi manfredo massironi scritti dal 1959 al 1961». Landi and Chiggio duo exhibition in Padua, April 1961.

«Sono radicate alcune false interpretazioni/ Che presuppongono posizioni dogmatiche: fenomenismo e principio di casualità: al fenomenismo è associata la trascendenza; che non è più accettabile. Il fenomenismo è di per se stesso contradditorio/so lo perché pone la distinzione/fra cose come appaiono e cose come sono./ne deriva una posizione di trascendenza che postula:/1)il pensiero termina all’essere / 2) l’essere esiste indipendentemente dall’atto di pensiero./ Ma per poter porre l’alterità dell’essere/è necessario un atto di pensiero e conseguentemente/ i due precedenti postulati sono condizionati/ alla proposizione: io penso che…/Altri adoperano il principio di casualità/ per dedurre l’esistenza assoluta delle cose./ perciò postulano l’alterità metafisica del molteplice, / che può pensarsi solo se si pensa l’esistenza assoluta/ delle cose./l’errore è evidente:/ l’unica verità è il cogito./ “il regno dell’intellegibile che solo veniva posto/ come il trascendente luogo senza luogo delle pure idee/nel processo del pensiero si rivela/ come la vita stessa nella sua concreta libertà, / nell’ordine e nell’armonia che da essa si genera/ e nelle quali ciascuno trova la responsabilità// della propria azione, il senso del proprio destino”. A. Banfi»

Chapter 4th. Paragraph 2nd.


Letter from Meštrović of October 11th 1962. «Egregio signor Apollonio, durante il mio soggiorno a Venezia due settimane fa non ho avuto la fortuna di trovarla. […] dopo il nostro incontro l’anno scorso in non mi ho fatto più vivo causa una lunga malattia. adesso ho voluto domandarla di tante cose. specialmente vorrei sapere un po’ di più della sua conferenza tenuta poco tempo fa alla fondazione Cini della quale mi hanno parlato i miei amici di Padova. percio la prego di essere così gentile di inviarmene una copia, se è possibile»
Letter from Apollonio of October 22nd 1962. «Caro Meštrović mi è spiaciuto molto che non sia stato possibile incontrarci durante il suo soggiorno a Venezia. mi sarebbe interessato molto sentire un po’ più da parte sua della mostra che prepara a Zagabria. molto volentieri le manderò il testo della mia conferenza tenuta a San Giorgio appena mi saranno consegnate le copie ciclostilate che purtroppo non sono ancora pronte»

Letter from Apollonio of November 21st 1962. «Caro Meštrović, la ringrazio molto per la sua Lettera e per tutte le notizie che con essa mi ha fornito. sono d’accordo con lei sul fatto che non è ancora possibile fare una scelta precisa delle esperienze in atto che vanno sotto il titolo di “Nuove tendenze”, oppure di “Ricerca di nuove strutture”. avrà potuto apprendere dal testo della mia conferenza, che spero abbia ricevuto, come anch’io consideri queste attività come una svolta piuttosto profonda e tale da prospettare possibilità completamente nuove, destinate a coinvolgere il complesso di una civiltà moderna in via di precisarsi. per quanto riguarda l’articolo che lei mi ha mandato vedrò di interessarmi per pubblicarlo da qualche parte. penserei di proporlo ad “Art International”. lei dovrebbe permettermi però di apportarvi qualche correzione riferentesi soltanto alla lingua»

Letter from Meštrović of November 26th 1962. «Caro signor Apollonio, sono veramente felice del fatto che ci sono delle concordanze tra la sua e la mia opinione riguardo alle nuove esperienze dell’arte attuale. ho letto con tanto interesse il testo della sua Conferenza per cui la ringrazio moltissimo. ho trovato certi punti di vista molti importanti ai quali io non avevo mai pensato prima e anche certe osservazioni delle quali si dovrebbe discutere per poterle approfondire. ne avremo la bellissima occasione nel maggio prossimo quando, spero, verrà anche lei a Zagabria. per il momento se lei me lo permetta, io farei la traduzione della sua conferenza per una emissione alla Radio o forse per una rivista. la ringrazio per la lettera del 21 novembre e per il suo interessamento del mio articolo»

Letter from Apollonio of December 12th 1962. «Caro Meštrović, la ringrazio pere la sua ultima lettera e non ho nulla in contrario, anzi sono fietsissimo, se lei vorrà usare il testo della mia conferenza allo scopo di divulgare le idee in Jugoslavia. soltanto la pregherei di voler citare o comunque ricordare che si tratta di una conferenza tenutasi al IV Congresso di Alta Cultura svolto alla Fondazione Cini di Venezia»

Letter from Apollonio of January 8th 1963. «Caro Meštrović, ho rivisto il suo articolo ed ho cercato di darvi una forma italiana più adeguata rispettando il suo pensiero secondo l’interpretazione che ne ricavavo. le restituisco il testo sia perché controlli che il suo pensiero fondamentale non sia stato falsato, sia perché voglia chiarirmi alcuni dubbi segnati con un punto interrogativo»

[Form Meštrović’s original version with some revised parts () or edited ones #...# by Apollonio]

I. Se indaghiamo il senso dell’arte attuale in quello che essa è come dato di fatto ovvero in quella, come fenomeno del giorno, esprime e promette per domani, davanti ai nostri occhi si spiegheranno questioni sia (di)spiegheranno questioni sia (su)della problematicità sia (su)della sua totale apertura al Veniente (verso il futuro). nel primo caso ci troviamo davanti ad essa come davanti a qualcosa che non ci interessa né di per se stesso né, molto meno ancora, come (un) enigma; nel secondo caso (invece) poi le attribuiremo anche quella contingenza che essa obiettivamente forse neppure possiede. questi sono quindi due accessi completamente diversi ed è fuori dubbio che anche le forme d’arte alle quali questi (farebbero riferimento) si rivolgerebbero con #un# interesse alquanto profondo saranno non soltanto differenti, ma (per di più, a causa del) anche, con il loro potenziale contenuto ideologico, apertamente opposte: se mai di questo tema (valore ideologico si può parlare) (?) in quanto si tratta di un’arte accertata, #si può parlare#; dato che l’arte che ha conseguito il vero livello del proprio nome eo ipso si esenta da ogni simile discussione. in pratica però è altrettanto ed il titolo d’arte che concediamo ai prodotti di una certa attività è condizionato e si riferisce più al suo genere che non ai suoi risultati. dunque uno dei due menzionati punti di vista inevitabilmente si deciderà in favore di quella linea di demarcazione del tempo la quale conclude e logora tutti i fenomeni fino all’orlo da lei (limite che ha) segnato; #quel#l’altro punto di vista, ancor più
inevitabilmente, sgorgerà (scaturirà) da questa stessa risultante che se la vede (ci si trova) davanti prima che (essa) sia de iure tracciata (tracciata de iure). Da questa posizione demarcatoria, se fosse possibile stabilirvisi, si potrebbe forse discernere nel modo più preciso ciò che è rimasuglio (residuo) e che se ne va (si distacca) da ciò che è promessa e che viene (d’avvenire). Essendo però questa posizione nient’altro che il tempo stesso nel suo volgimento, non è possibile soffermarvisi. (è) possibile soltanto appartenere ad una delle parti della storica corrente (corrente storica) maestra che in se stessa si spacca e biforca verso quello che trascina seco se si dal punto d’origine, nonché verso il cimento e l’ascesa del #suo# nuovo passo che è visibile soltanto dall’interno di questa corrente.

e è tutt’altro che facile discernere queste due cose non soltanto per ragioni soggettive d’appartenenza, semiapartenenza o non appartenenza assoluta, ma anche perché la realtà in cui tutto ciò viene realizzato si riflette in molti specchi ugualmente sferici nei quali è difficile discernere (distingueri) ciò che dell’uno si riflette nell’altro e vedere (oppure individuare) soltanto un riflesso puro e limpido, i riflessi della vita, infatti, sono pure nell’arte tanto intrecciati e tanto fallaci che per nessun atto (di questa) può essere con certezza fissato (fissato con certezza) da dove mai proviene (provengono) e dovunque tende (tendono), qual è (quelle ne è) la #sua# ragione e quale ne sarà l’effetto. C’inganniamo però se pensiamo che un effetto immediato non esiste, quantunque spinto in avanti a perdita d’occhio, come ugualmente c’inganniamo pensando che esso sarà più grande se riduciamo le ragioni della sua manifestazione e se artificialmente distendiamo (estendiamo) la sua portata (?). Accanto a #tutto# ciò è inevitabile tener presenti tutti i problemi fondamentali dell’arte come concetto, cosa essa sia – non come fenomeno, forse anche secondario, dell’attività umana, ma come indicatore continuo della storica condizione dell’uomo e riflesso essenziale della sua messa a confronto con l’Inevitabile, una prova del superamento dell’Inesorabile.

è inutile insistere che la funzione dell’arte non è unica e sempre la stessa: oggi ci sembra persino che neppure la (sua) natura di essa è (sia) sempre la stessa; ciò nonostante resta il fatto che questa è la sfera in cui l’uomo si cimenta nel modo più completo in cui le sue forze morali e spirituali si specchiano infallibilmente senza riguardo alla qualità dei pro e dei contro che diedero spinta alle fondamentali intenzioni vitali del superamento dei propri limiti e delle proprie restrizioni. Appunto qui, nell’arte, constateremo che presso l’(nell’) uomo non c’è né caduta né rassegnazione completa, che la sua profonda ristrettezza, che non vi è strada su cui potrebbe totalmente sviarsi, totalmente e per sempre smarrirsì. ma sappiamo benissimo quanto l’uomo – purtroppo – si trova, quanto esso è (sì trova) in balìa delle forze degli elementi, quanto è ancora offuscato ancora offuscato (è) il suo sguardo.

ma è l’arte ugualmente un atto di opzione e di eventuale sviamiento? è suscettibile dell’all’influenza di forze supercoscienti, è sempre chiaroveggenza? la sua reazione è un segno certo e chiaramente leggibile di un movimento veramente profondo e in grado, e come, di mostrare da se stessa verso dove galleggia il fragile banco di ghiaccio del mondo umano sul mare gelato della storia, quali sono gli sprofondamenti interni di questo mondo e dove (s’ha da) poggiare il piede per superarli? in ogni modo i fenomeni d’arte possono essere sintomi di stati d’animo generali, ed è di grande importanza essere in grado di leggerli.

II. Durante il (la) secondo (a) Biennale parigino(a) dei giovani #l’autunno scorso# alcuni artisti appartenenti al Gruppo di Ricerche d’arte visiva (Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel) pubblicarono un breve manifesto in cui (,sotto il titolo: “Niente più mistificazioni!”), espongono (esposero) la loro opinione e (la) presa di posizione in merito allo stato dell’arte contemporanea nel mondo. Prima di tutto richiamano (l’)attenzione alla (sulla) superficialità ed uniformità generali, le quali potrebbero osservare ogni sobrio spettatore (ogni sobrio spettatore poté osservare) passeggiando per la sala del Biennale nell’ala sinistra del Museo dell’Arte Moderna; (essi) puntano poi sulla lamentabile dipendenza nonché (e) (la) sommissione completa della giovane generazione ai pittori consacrati (ciò che appena può dirsi soltanto una crisi di crescenza), nonché sull’incoerenza e l’incoscienza totale (non soltanto degli esponenti, (ma anche degli organizzatori, riguardo (rispetto) alle caratteristiche reali della vita dell’uomo di oggi.
Proseguendo poi (quindi) l’analisi di questa (tale) situazione essi constatano come quello che una volta fu atto di ribellione si sia poi fossilizzato in una ripetizione senza fine: fatto a cui avrebbero contribuito le consacrazioni ufficiali e interessate delle tendenze oggi già prive di ogni (qualsiasi) vitalità. In realtà non si ha (è) fatto niente perché il pubblico fosse informato intorno alle preoccupazioni dell’arte attuale ed il (e la) Biennale di Parigi già nel secondo anno della propria esistenza si chiese nella formula che lo(a) rese inefficace a guisa di altre manifestazioni e saloni che sono incapaci (di) compiere o (di) significare checchessia (qualcosa) di serio.

L’unico risultato logico di tutto questo è il gesto superbo dei Neodadaisti (,) i quali pullulano un po’ dappertutto in Europa e in America. diciamo tra parentesi che l’atto dei Neo-dadaisti, è quasi sempre vano, fallito e lontano dall’effetto che una volta aveva (aveva una volta), tanto più che nel maggior dei (di) casi questi artisti mancano anche di originalità. A dir vero la reazione dei Neo-dadaisti è in molti casi (spesso) (in)comprensibile ed in ogni modo risulta da determinati stati d’animo (esistenti) nella società contemporanea, ma il suo contributo e nondimeno negativo, benché, anche come tale, in ultima analisi #,# giovì a chiarire le idee. In questa (simile) ondata, che è di carattere piuttosto effimero, ci sono pure delle figure interessanti che non si limitano alla ripetizione e all’imitazione delle vecchie arguzie ed (e dei) antiquati metodi (metodi antiquati). Facciamo menzione soltanto di passaggio del “realismo di accumulazioni” di Arman il quale, ammucciaendo un gran numero di stessi (dei medesimi) detriti della vita quotidiana e dell’industria, consegue un quadro possessionante nonché una dimensione irreale di quantità delle realtà materiale; ovvero (oppure ricordiamo) Piero Manzoni il quale #è#, nella desacralizzazione del concetto di tradizionale e convenzionale di artista, (è) impari(value)abile quanto alla straordinaria perspicacità(a) ed #alla# audacia d’atteggiamento. #Però# i(I)l manifesto sopracitato mirava (però) a richiamare l’attenzione sui giovani artisti in molti paesi le cui posizioni d’idea differiscono completamente da queste (qui) e da quelle che mostra(ò) il(la) Biennale (parigina). Il punto di partenza della loro attività (va posto nella) sono le seguenti affermazioni:

- la nozione dell’Artista Unico e Ispirato è anacronistico a antiquata;
- la realtà plastica non è da cercare (va cercata) in un momento effimero come quello della realizzazione dell’opera ovvero quella della realtà del medesimo e neppure nel momento di emozione dello spettatore;
- un’opera stabile, unica, definitiva e insostituibile va contro l’evoluzione della nostra epoca;
- deve cessare la produzione esclusiva per l’occhio coltivato e sensibile, per l’occhio intellettuale, esteta e dilettante.

Dopo aver preparata pure una pubblica discussione sul tema di come mutare lo stato odierno nell’arte figurativa, i membri del Gruppo di Ricerche d’Arte Visiva (Garcia Rossi, Le Parc, Morellet, Sobra, Stein, Yvaral) hanno esposto nel mondo (in modo) alquanto più completo le loro tesi, considerando parallelamente i rapporti artista-società, opera-occhio e i valori plastici tradizionali.

constata(to)ndo che l’odierno rapporto artista-società si basa sull’idea che l’artista è unico e isolato, nel culto della personalità, su tutto un mito di creazione, su concezioni estetiche e antiestetiche sopravvalutate, e in primo luogo sulla produzione per #il#’# elite, produzione di esemplari unici il cui valore dipende dal mercato dell’arte, i membri del Gruppo insistono sulla necessità di spogliare la concezione e la realizzazione dell’opera d’arte da ogni mitificazione e ridurle ad una semplice attività dell’uomo. Inoltre è necessario cercare nuovi modi e nuovi mezzi di contatto tra le opere e il pubblico; eliminare la categoria “opera d’arte” e i suoi miti; sviluppare nuovi accessi alla (sua) valorizzazione; creare opere moltiplicabili; cercare nuove categorie di produzione al di là del concetto del quadro e della scultura – e liberare il pubblico da ogni influsso negativo e da ogni deformazione di gusto nel valorizzare: #tutto# conseguenze(a) dell’estetismo tradizionale – ed in tal modo creare una nuova situazione artista-società.

considerando il rapporto opera-occhio finora esistente il Gruppo insiste che l’occhio si considerava (era considerato) soltanto intermediario nel fenomeno artistico, basantesi (che si basava) su incitamenti extravisivi (soggettivi o razionali) e sulla dipendenza dell’occhio da un livello estetico.
e culturale. collocando la realtà plastica nello stesso (sullo stesso piano del) rapporto tra oggetto e occhio umano è necessario eliminare ogni assoluto valore (valore assoluto) della forma stabile e fissa(bile), sia che si tratti di forma che idealizzi la natura (arte classica) #,# o di forma che rappresenti la natura (arte naturalistica) #,# o di forma che sintetizzi la natura (arte cubista) #,# o di forma che geometrizzi la natura (arte astratta costruttivistica) #,# o di forma razionalizzata (arte concreta) #, oppure o di forma libera (informel, tachismo), ecc. Si devono pure eliminare i rapporti arbitrari tra le forme (rapporti di dimensione, di luogo, di colore, di significazione, di profondità, ecc.); spostare l’abituale funzione dell’occhio, che consiste nel conoscere attraverso la forma i suoi rapporti, verso una nuova situazione visiva basata sul campo della visione periferica e sull’instabilità; creare un tempo d’apprezzamento che sarà basato sul rapporto occhio-opera trasformando così l’abituale qualità del tempo.

dai tali impostazioni risaltano pure valori figurativi del tutto nuovi. i tradizionali valori figurativi (tradizionali) si fondano sull’opera che (è considera) #:# unica, stabile, definitiva, soggettiva, conforme a leggi estetiche o antiestetiche. per trasformare questi valori è necessario limitare l’opera a una situazione strettamente visiva; stabilire un rapporto più preciso tra l’opera e l’occhio umano; ristabilire l’anonimità e l’omogeneità della forma e dei rapporti tra le forme; valorizzare l’instabilità visiva e il tempo della percezione; cercare l’opera non definitiva che sarà tuttavia esatta, precisa e tale quale fu voluta; spostare l’interessamento (e) verso situazioni visive nuove e variabili basate (fondate) sulle costanti che derivano dal rapporto opera-occhio; fissare l’esistenza di fenomeni indeterminati nella struttura e nella realtà visiva dell’opera-e, partendo da ciò, concepire nuove possibilità che apriranno un nuovo campo di indagini.

III. In queste impostazioni non è formulata soltanto una nuova estetica nella serie delle preesistenti; si tratta infatti di un generale spostamento dei problemi fondamentali dell’arte dai vicoli ciechi nei quali si dibatteva finora, su un nuovo binario abbracciando con lo sguardo gli essenziali mutamenti e le positive cognizioni esistenti nelle fondamenta dell’odierna civiltà e società (della civiltà e società odierne) – nonché fissando i dati di base dell’arte plastica. le impostazioni sopra accennate sono soltanto un arido riassunto di un’idea molto più larga e più complessa la quale certo richiede ancora una (completa) maggiore elaborazione teorica e una spiegazione (chiarificazione). è di importanza essenziale però che essa sia germogliata dalle correnti più progressive dell’odierno pensiero e che sia incastrata in quella realtà su cui è concentrato pure il principale interesse della scienzi odierna. i termini in uso, i concetti e gli elementi nei quali abbracciamo con lo sguardo e tentiamo di vedere la nuova realtà plastica, non sono né di moda né arbitrari. essi semplicemente significano il fatto che la reale avanguardia dell’arte figurativa porta verso quell’incognito ambito dell’immaginazione sul cui video si delineano nuove (,) finora non conosciute (,) strutture della realtà esistenziale del mondo. lo spostamento dell’epicentro d’interesse dall’occhio e dall’oggetto nello stesso rapporto tra loro indica che l’arte spontaneamente presente dove si trova e in che consiste questa realtà. essa si manifesta oggi come una determinata determinante che (si) trova al di là del soggetto e dell’oggetto. codeste cognizioni, cui pervengono non solo la scienza ma anche l’arte, origineranno anche (inoltre) un nuovo quadro di rapporti sul piano sociale, un quadro che d’altronde già si ricostituisce di per se stesso parallelamente e spontaneamente. è chiaro che in questo quadro la dimensione individualistica dell’uomo, sia quella romantica (che esalta la sua parte) che (sia) quella tragic(a che la riduce in uno stato di disperazione e privo di aiuto), verrà ridotta ad una misura reale che sarà ugualmente applicabile ad ogni individualità umana. il valore del suo atto non dipenderà più da una aberrazione positiva o negativa e quindi #,# anche la funzione dell’artista inevitabilmente diverrà un’attività umana di uguale valore con le altre.

ecco le posizioni d’idee verso le quali è diretta e dalle quali muove la vera (autentica) avanguardia artistica odierna nell’aspirazione di compenetrare nelle veritiere (le più vere) condizioni dell’uomo. forse non ci vorrebbe (c’è) una prova migliore della loro necessità e ragionevolezza dal (del) fatto che simili idee si manifestano già per tutto il mondo. e in assoluta indipendenza tra loro. Nonostante una certa differenza nell’attività pratica presso molti artisti più giovani di numerosi paesi, nei #loro# programmi e nelle #loro# opere vengono sostenute le medesime idee fondamentali ed esiste la medesima coscienza della propria situazione, della necessità di una trasformazione della
vocazione d’artista, delle nuove modalità della realtà nonché del modo in cui queste modalità devono riflettersi nell’immaginativa sociale e spaziale (??) dell’artista.

citiamo l’esempio molto caratteristico e significativo del gruppo dei giovani artisti padovani (Gruppo N), studenti di architettura, la cui molteplice e multiforme attività nonché una (ci impressiona non meno che la loro), maturità di opinione #ci impressiona#.

Ecco un brano (significativo) dal (del) loro articolo (scritto) nel quale si riassume l’evoluzione dell’arte moderna verso la nuova concezione spaziale: “La concretizzazione dello spazio figurativo dell’arte neoplastica e razionale si determinò per una espansione della zona centrale verso la periferia della tela. l’accettazione della bidimensionalità della superficie risolse il problema della continuità temporale nello svolgersi degli spazi. però lo studio sempre più oggettivo delle figure spaziali in natura dimostrò che queste si formano per una doppia tensione che parte dal centro e vi ritorna. il mezzo pittorico tradizionale si rivelò in-adatto ad una simile raffigurazione. la guerra e l’informale hanno offuscato queste ricerche. contemporaneamente, la tendenza surrealista e più tardi la tachista, arrivarono all’espressione dell’inconscio attraverso le esperienze automatiche che hanno eliminato le sovrastrutture personalistiche dell’individuo e ne hanno dimostrato la parte collettiva e ritmica interna. il mezzo di espressione tradizionale e il procedimento pittorico risultò rivoluzionato. nella creazione dello spazio bidimensionale il punto di partenza e quello d’arrivo perse ogni significato. la luce tornò nel quadro no più come interpretazione personale ma come fatto fisico che distrusse la limitazione bidimensionale della superficie. oggi esistono i presupposti per una nuova plastica, il cui spazio sarà al di fuori della dimensione individuale, impersonale e privo di ogni punto di origine come di fine. le nuove materie che il mondo attuale produce sono i mezzi adatti per vivere in questo nuovo spazio. La tenenza razionale degli individui si svilupperà in maniera essenziale, scientifica, indeterminata. l’artista opererà in maniera analoga al tecnico che crea la macchina. sarà accusato di avere una concezione della scienza e non dell’arte, ma la scienza e l’arte hanno le stesse leggi : “battendo le mani una contro l’arte si produce un suono: qual è il suono di una sola mano?”.

Quando l’artista esprime o difende un’etica di vita collettiva, “l’arte per l’arte”, “l’arte attraverso l’arte” e ogni estetica muore(muoiono). verso la fine della pittura: la pittura è destinata a finire; quello che poteva essere un mezzo adatto alla rappresentazione di un mondo concepito de terministicamente non è più sufficiente a esprimere l’indeterminatezza dei nostri giorni. la complessità molteplice della vita attuale non #ci# permette di fermarci (si) a contemplare e interpretare la natura come potesse darci la ragione del nostro esistere, e nemmeno possiamo astrarci a presentare il nostro mondo interiore così intimo e incomunicabile. un quadro che come pezzo unico pende alla parete non serve a niente nella nostra società. un oggetto che possa essere riprodotto in molte copie o che si unisca all’architettura esprime molto più efficacemente le necessità della nostra vita#”.

L’attuale realtà sociale nonché la coscienza collettiva, si trovano esse veramente a poca distanza da simili modi di concepire ? ovvero questi rappresentano pure illusioni, qualcosa come “vox clamantis in deserto?” Se consideriamo quali abitudini, quali interessi, quali errori, quale miseria regnano ancora nel mo(n)do, se ci rassegniamo che anche il nostro pensiero si perda tra questo inferire di elementi e confusioni, allora ci sembreranno illusorie pure le idee di cui è pervasa l’immaginativa delle più giovani generazioni. ma se siamo veramente sensibili per (a) tutti quei (i) profondi spostamenti (che si verificano) nelle fondamenta della civiltà moderna, per l’enorme entusiasmo che sgorga dalle fessure di questa nonché per le prospettive che si aprono verso le sue cime, (allora) dovremmo in #una# maniera del tutto diversa sentire queste aspirazioni (sentire queste aspirazioni in mnaiera del tutto diversa), accogliere questo messaggio, assolutamente sobrio, cosciente e preciso, dei (sui) primi albori di un mondo che viene. MEŠTROVIĆ MATKO

Letter from Meštrović of January 14th 1963. «Carissimo Signor Apollonio, molte grazie della sua Lettera e della correzione fatta nel mio articolo. lei ha trovato dei posti veramente non molto chiari. proverò di chiarirli, nel resto la sua interpretazione è giusta. ho fato la traduzione della sua conferenza. come per la lunghezza del testo non era possibile di trasmetterlo integralmente, ho tradotto soltanto otto pagine concludendo con la proposizione “Per tutto questo occorre un
orientamento preciso che leghi l’uomo alla sua società e non lo tenga distaccato nel proprio io.”
Forse non ho fatto bene? Mi sembrava questa la parte più importante della conferenza. è stata trasmessa da Radio Zagreb il 17 dicembre. ho proposto anche alla rivista Čovjek i prostor di pubblicarla illustrandola con le opere degli artisti citati».
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: se mai di questo tema, cioè di valore ideologico in quanto si tratta di un’arte accertata, si può parlare,…
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… da ciò che è premessa e che sta venendo. /Il futuro/
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… distendiamo la sua portata. / - nel senso di allargarla
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… stati d’animo esistenti nella società contemporanea,
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… sia quella romantica, cioè quella che esalta la sua parte, che quella tragica la quale lo riduce a uno stato senza aiuto e di disperazione, …
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… nell’immaginativa sociale e spaziale dell’artista, nel senso della possibilità del suo (stendimento) inserimento nella vita della (comunanza) comunità e nel senso della sua concezione e interpretazione (plastica) figurativa dei rapporti spazio-tempo.
Paragraph 3.

Équipe 57 (Espagne): Juan DEOCA, Angel DUART, José DUART, Agustin TRAJO, Juan DOUSKAN.

Groupe de Recherche d’Art Visuel (Paris): GARCIA MIRANDA, Julio LE PAM, François MORELLE, FrancisCO GOMBLO, Joël STEIN, YVARAL.

Groupe 3 (Hradec): Alberto BLAS, Enrique CHICIO, Eduardo LAND, Manfredo MARABOSSON.

Groupe 2 (Milan): Giorgio ANGHIOLI, Davide BOGLILIO, Gianni COLOMBO, Gabrielle SEVERINO, Giovanni CORSI.

La décision défavorable a été basée sur une majorité de 70 % des voix. Cette décision n’est pas un courant absolu et dans la prochaine rencontre internationale, en pourra naître en repro-

sabilité toutes les situations à la lumière d’autres prédic-
sions et de nouvelles œuvres.

Voici, très bref, les raisons d’exclusion dans chaque cas en particulier:

Marco ADRIAN: transformation par déplacement basé sur la compos-
sition libre. Problème formel de l’art constructiv-
tif.

Vojin BAKIĆ: problème de la sculpture traditionnelle. Possibi-
été de développement dans l’œuvre exposée.

Maria BERTO: Pas de clarté du problème traité.

GROUP DEUX: Transformation par déplacement basé sur la composi-
tion libre. Problème formel de l’art constructivis-
tif.

Piero DURAN: ordination hachée mais attachée à l’exécution

GARCIA MIRANDA: pas de clarté du problème traité.

Rudolf HARRER: Pas de clarté du problème traité.

Julie HREIF: Problème formel de l’art constructiviste.

Heinz HÖCK: Pas de clarté du problème traité.

Herbert GEHE: Ordination formelle art concret.

Benk PEETERS: Ordination régulière mais attachée à des variati-
ons semblables.

Otto PIENE: Tableau traditionnel.

Alexander GREK: Pas de clarté, superposition de problèmes.

Helge KOCKERBROCK: Pas de clarté du problème.

Miroslav KÜTZL: Pas de clarté du problème.

Günter HOCKE: Pas de clarté de position.

En analysant l’actuelle situation de la "N.T. recherche conti-
nuelle" dans le contexte social, on a été conscient des dangers
existants: danger d’absorption de la "N.T. recherche continu-
elle" dans le circuit artistique,

et par une ose des formules (nouveaux académi-
ques), danger de transformer les recherches en œuvres d’art,

danger de la mise en vedette des compense (comme en d’arti-
iste),

danger de suranniriser le rôle du spectateur au profit de l’œuv-

re en soi,

En conséquence, on a d’accord pour affirmer les caracté-
ristiques à l’appui de ces dangers: primitif de la recherche,

dépersonnalisation,

communication ose, travail collectif,

developpement d’un ensemble d’idées visualisées et théoriques

communes qui pourrait amener à l’œuvre unie

Vie-à-vie de certaines critiques d’art qui classent, arbitrent,
déterminent ou donnent un caractère à la "N.T. recherche conti-
nuelle", en lui attribuant des provenances de tel ou tel courant,
ou en le signalant comme un nouveau géomatique, ou une nouvelle

gestalt, etc., il faut préciser que:

a - la "N.T. recherche continue" ne reconnaît la paternité

d’emblée mouvement artistique en particulier.

b - son existence est le résultat de diverses origines.

c - sa caractéristique la plus fondamentale est de ne pas s’enfuir

ner dans des formules définitives, et de s’affirmer en tant
que mouvement en continue évolution.
d - la "N.T. recherche continue" refuse d'être classe en tant que mouvement artistique. Bien que certains aspects de son activité se rattachent encore à l'art, une voie est ouverte pour échapper à tout ce qui implique actuellement le mot art.

e - l'acceptation des situations qui sont englobées sous le mot "art" suppose... l'artiste unique et isolé, le culte de la personnalité, la durée de la création, les conceptions esthétiques ou anti-esthétiques contradictoires, l'élaboration pour une élite, la dépendance au marché de l'art.

f - la "N.T. recherche continue", animée par un besoin de clarté, développe chez ses composants une autre attitude : la communication qui s'adapte aux sujets opposés à l'isolement de l'artiste unique qui produit des œuvres uniques.

g - sous cet angle, la "N.T. recherche continue" considère l'œuvre non définitive, l'œuvre multipliable, la distinction au niveau de la réalisation, la classification du procès, l'évolution du spectateur. L'approche en termes plus justes de l'œuvres créateur et la transformation de l'oeuvre plastique en recherche continue sans aucune préoccupation de détruire ou éliminer les premiers éléments pour une autre considération du philosophe artistique.

Pour faciliter la communication, les échanges et l'activité de la "N.T. recherche continue", son mouvement international, il a été formé un comité coordinateur responsable, jusqu'à la prochaine rencontre générale, d'assurer la représentation du mouvement.

Comité coordinateur :
Gerhard von GRAFENITZ
adresses : Arnimilsstr. 55, München - Allemagne.

Julio DE PAIS
adresses : Groupe de Recherche d'Art Visuel, 9 rue Beaurevilans, Paris 9e - France.

Enzo MASI
adresses : 10 Piaza Baracca, Milano - Italie.

Matko MESTIČIĆ
adresses : Beogradski 121 A, Zagreb - Yougoslavie.

Il a été décidé également qu'en cas de décisions à prendre, les coordinateurs se réunissent, dans la mesure du possible, en rapport avec les membres de la "N.T. recherche continue", pour obtenir un critère collectif. En cas d'impossibilité, ils pourront prendre des décisions sur leur propre responsabilité et devront en informer les composants.

En ce qui concerne les composants de la "N.T. recherche continue", ils devront dans chaque occasion favorable à la diffusion du mouvement, s'assurer d'être en effet de la participation à un mouvement (exposition particulière, collective, catalogue, publications, etc...).

Il a été établi le prescrite d'essayer, lors des invitations partielles à des manifestations internationales, d'obtenir une participation complète de la "N.T. recherche continue". A cet égard, la "N.T. recherche continue" sera présente de façon symbolique comme mouvement international.

Des situations confuses peuvent se présenter : élimination arbitraire de membres de la "N.T. recherche continue", manifestations collectives, expositions, séminaires, conférences, etc... s'il est établi qu'il est préjudiciable de participer à une exposition, en principe aucun membre de la "N.T. recherche continue" ne devra présenter son ouvrage.

En outre, l'accord a été fait sur le point que les composants de la "N.T. recherche continue" devront faire des travaux différents de ce qui sera présenté actuellement pour la troisième exposition de Zagreb (dans deux ans), qui doit montrer une évolution ou une position du mouvement.

Observations ou critiques au présentes résolutions, de même que toute sorte de suggestions pourront être adressées aux quatre coordinateurs.

Ce bulletin se vendra périodique, avec un caractère ouvert, seront présentés différents aspects et positions sur le sujet de la "N.T. recherche continue". Il pourrait ainsi faire évoquer des attentes, des événements d'intérêt général comme moyen informatif. Il aurait également présenter des travaux théoriques, même dans d'autres disciplines ayant un intérêt pour la problématique de la "N.T. recherche continue".
Nouvelle Tendance - Recherche continue

Evolution de sa composition

La physionomie du mouvement international "N.T. recherche continue" répond aux circonstances réelles à l'heure actuelle. Elle prend forme, comme il a été dit plus haut, ce n'est pas un mouvement arrêté avec des caractéristiques et composantes fixes. Le mouvement a su peupler une série de rencontres successives (expositions et contacts privilégiés).

Le premier fut l'exposition "Nouvelle Tendance" organisée à Zagreb en 1961 par le Mouvement d'Art Contemporain (Anica Devignier, Makko Medvedev, Vatslav Futor). A cette manifestation avaient exposé:

Marek ADRIAN
Alberto ALIAN
Enrico CASTELLANI
Enrico CHIGIO
Andreas CHRISTEN
Tonu COEN
PierO DOBADO
Gerhard von BREvernK
Rudolf JANER
Sulle KLEINFELD
EDWARD LANDS
Julio le PAYS
Heinz MACK
PierO NARSON

La deuxième avait été organisée lors de réunions partielles tenues à Paris, fin 1960, en présence de Berekov, von BREvENk, et de GROUPES DE RECHERCHE d'ART VISUEL. Cette deuxième liste a été publiée dans la plaque du Groupe de recherche d'art visuel, Paris 1962. Elle comportait les noms suivants:

ALIAN
CASTELLANI
CHIGIO
GERHARD VON BREVENDK
NARSON

Le troisième et dernier acte a été organisé à Paris lors de réunions partielles et successives de la "R.T. recherche continue" au mois de novembre 1962 et janvier 1963.

A ces réunions ont pris part une dizaine de membres de la "R.T. recherche continue":
- Alain ALIAN, Tonu COEN, Makko MEDVEDEV, Vatslav FUTOR,
- PierO DOBADO, Gerhard von BREvENDK, Rudolf JANER,
- Sulle KLEINFELD, Edward LANDS, Julio le PAYS,
- Heinz MACK, PierO NARSON.

Une troisième liste a été établie à partir de ces réunions. Elle comportait les noms suivants:

ALIAN, CASTELLANI, CHIGIO, DOBADO, DOBADO, GARCIA VARGUNO, NARSON, Sulle KLEINFELD, EDWARD LANDS, JULIO le PAYS, Heinz MACK, PierO NARSON.

Les noms de ces artistes ont été publiés dans le catalogue "L'esthétique du groupe de recherche d'art visuel". Espace suivant:

Groupe G: ALIAN, CASTELLANI, CHIGIO, DOBADO, DOBADO, GARCIA VARGUNO, NARSON, Sulle KLEINFELD, EDWARD LANDS, JULIO le PAYS, Heinz MACK, PierO NARSON.

Une exposition "autre la peinture, autre la sculpture, révolte de l'œil visuel", organisée à Paris et en août 1963 à la Galerie La Baleine, comporte un ensemble de noms suivants:

Groupe H: ALIAN, CASTELLANI, CHIGIO, DOBADO, DOBADO, GARCIA VARGUNO, NARSON, Sulle KLEINFELD, EdUARD LANDS, JULIO le PAYS, Heinz MACK, PierO NARSON.
L'exposition internationale "Bove Tendencias 2" (octobre 1963) au Musée d'art contemporain de Zagreb (République SOCIALISTE DE YOUGOSLAVIE) tenait compte, évidemment, de la "R.T. recherche continue". A cette exposition ont participé:

ARJILJEVIC, MARTA BOTO, CASTELLANI, CHRISTIEN, VON DIETZ, BLEZ, SCHIANNI, BIZO, GARCIA BIZOS, GERSTNER, GETULIO, GIBERTI, KLAUS, KNEZ, LACI, LEIB, NICHOLAS, NOLASCO, PIETRI, PIEU, PIETRI, POUL, PRUNELL, RICCI, SERRI, STAHU, SOBOUR, STENGEL, VIVIEN, H. KLEIN, WILDMANN, WILDING, ZERBONI, ILIC, VOS.

GROUPES 5 & 6 (C. BIZO, R. LACI, C. VIVIEN, M. NICHOLAS, H. KLEIN),

GROUPES 7 & 8 (R. LACI, C. VIVIEN, M. NICHOLAS, H. KLEIN, V. ILIC).

A l'occasion de cette exposition, a été renouvelée la liste "R.T. recherche continue", dernière en date: MARDI 9 NOV. 1964.


Elle comporte les noms suivants:

CASTELLANI, GERSTNER, BIZO, GETULIO, VON DIETZ, GIBERTI, KLEIN, NICHOLAS, PIETRI, PIETRI, POUL, SCHIANNI, STENGEL, WILDMANN, ZERBONI, VIVIEN, H. KLEIN, WILDMANN, M. NICHOLAS.

GROUPES 5 & 6: VIVIEN, BIZO, GARCIA BIZOS, KLEIN.

GROUPES 7 & 8: C. BIZO, R. LACI, C. VIVIEN, M. NICHOLAS, H. KLEIN, V. ILIC.
Chapter 5th. Paragraph 1.


Letter from Apollonio to Zita Vismara of September 23rd 1962. «Carissimi, [...] mi interessa molto infatti un incontro con Cadario.[...]se debbo occuparmi quale consulente delle mostre della galleria, allora fissiamo le condizioni e i modi, stabiliamo il programma, operiamo le scelte, precisiamo l’indirizzo, e non se ne parli più»

Unit 5. Letter from Galleria Cadario to Apollonio of December 9th 1962. «Carissimo Apollonio, rispondo solo ora alla tua lettera del 12 novembre, perché Getulio e C. mi hanno, a varie riprese, annunciata una tua visita a Milano. scusami quindi del ritardo. [...]Sono senz’altro d’accordo con te per sostenere il gruppo di “Arte programmata” ed anzi te ne sono grato. il tuo appoggio mi è prezioso e senza riserve per quanto mi riguarda»

Unit 5. Letter from Alviani to Apollonio of March 3rd 1963. «Caro umbro mi auguro tu possa ricevere in tempo questa nostra comunicazione, per poter provvedere a quanto segue: dovresti mandarci per la mostra che stiamo organizzando da Cadario il testo definitivo (ampliato ecc.) che comparirà su Quadrum dal quale stralceremo un breve pezzo che comparirà assieme a quelli di Habasque, Belloli, Dorfles, Cadoresi, eco sul catalogo della mostra nuove tendenze. Spero ti sia cosa facile. Indirizzalo pure direttamente alla galleria Cadario, inutile dirlo al più presto, l’oggetto andrà in macchina il giorno 12, grazie mille»

Unit 10. Letter from Apollonio to Cadario of August 4th 1963. «Carissimo Cadario, mi spiace di non aver potuto venire anch’io a Zagabria: a parte la tua compagnia, avremmo potuto mettere a punto il programma della galleria ed accordarci sulle questioni pratiche. Sulla base di quanto tuttavia ebbimo a discutere a San Marino-Rimini penso che la serie di mostre possa essere definita come segue: Meloni Walberg Werein Piene Mack Getulio Gruppo 0 Toni Costa Harry Kramer [...] Io farei la presentazione ovvero presenterei Mack, getulio, Toni Costa, Gruppo 0, e Harry Kramer. [...] Credo che caratterizzare l’attività della tua galleria su queste esperienze sia ottimo avviso. A parte i primi tre, bisognerebbe insistere su questa linea. E quindi si potrebbe progettare una serie di altre mostre con i francesi delle ricerche visuali, con i padovani del gruppo N, con Kricke, con Mari, con qualche jugoslavo, con gli olandesi e così via. Importante sarebbe poi ottenere Albers, Max Bill, Van Tongerloo, ecc. in questo senso, come tu sai, sono prontissimo a darti la mia collaborazione e la mia consulenza»


Lettera from Argan to Apollonio of February 3rd 1963. «Carissimo, quel titolo “oltre l’informale” non l’ho inventato io, l’ho trovato fatto, e sono d’accordo con le tue obbiezioni. [...] e mi pare che si possa volere solo questo: assumere l’informale come un termine quasi cronologico, un momento storico come tutti gli altri, che ha compiuto la sua parabola e aperto la strada a nuove ricerche, che possono essere sviluppi consequenziali oppure moti polemici, non rari, in nessun caso, marce indietro» Lettera di Apollonio del 20 marzo 1963 al Presidente ed ai Membri della Commissione
per gli inviti alla IV Biennale Internazionale d’Arte di San Marino. [...] Quando si afferma che il titolo “oltre l’Informale” va inteso in senso puramente cronologico e si precisa poi che la scelta è stata compiuta in base alle principali prospettive aperte dalle correnti artistiche che si sono formate oltre l’esperienza dell’Informale, non è chiaro se si voglia puntare su una certa generazione, come parrebbe giusto, data la frase “correnti formate oltre l’Informale”, dove “oltre” sarebbe identificato con “dopo”. Altrimenti si ricade, a mio avviso, su quanto ebbi ad osservare nella mia lettera precedente e cioè che senza una definizione precisa dei limiti dell’Informale non si può stabilire l’area di ciò che ed esso segue. Vorrei dire con alcune indicazioni pratiche, che se si ammettono Saura, Jorn, Appel, Platschek, Alchinsky, e poi Lebenstein o, tra gli italiani, Baj, Romagnoni, Bergolli, Guerreschi, si entra in una zona che potrebbe essere ampliata. A mio modo di vedere Platschek e Alchinsky e Pagowaka e Gliha e Bendini risentono dell’esperienza informale o, per lo meno, creano opere che ne superano radicalmente le precesse. Perché non anche Dova o Parsini o Turcato? Senza contare che Munari e DeLuigi si sono formati assai prima e assai al di fuori dell’Informale. […] perciò propongo le seguenti integrazioni. Svizzera: Karl Gerstener, Paul Talman; Spagna: Manuel Calvo, Equipo 57, Chirino; Scandinavia: AAgard Andersen (copeaghen), Per Olof Ultweld (Helsinki), Erik Olson (Svezia); Polonia: Henryk Stazewsky; Olanda: Costant Nieuwenhus, Andre Volten, J.J, Schoonhoven, Henk Peeters; Jugoslavia: Vojin Bakic, Julie Knifer, Ivan Picelj; Inghilterra: Antony Hill, Kenneth Martin, William Turnbull, Victore Pasmoro; Giappone: Yaidi Kusama; Germania: Oscar Hollwek, Uli Pohl, Gerhard von Graesvenitz, Pphaler, Reinhold Koeehler, Winifred Gaul, Kalus Fischer; Grecia: Nikos (paris) Cantaris (paris); Francia: Jacob Agam (israeliano), Martha Boto (Argentina), gregorio vardanega (italiano); Belgio: Gilbert swimberge, walter Leblanc; Austria: Andreas Uthril Mar Adrian; Argentina: Guyla Kosice; Italia: Getulio, Enzo Mari, Mario Nigro, Dada Maino, Remo Bianco, Ferruccio Bortoluzzi, Antonio Virduzzo, Luciano Lattanzi, Valerio Trubbiani, Giancarlo Sangregorio, Luisa Bemporad, Guianfranco Baruchello. Oltre ben inteso i già citati Turcato Dova Parzini (in questa scelta sono piuttosto dubbi) e lo stesso Aron [...] ha preso metà delle sue idee moderne dalla mia pittura per deformarle e adoperarle nella scalata al potere. Un amico come te che per giunta segue il mio lavoro da molto tempo che Argan, dovrebbe almeno citarmi come anello di congiunzione indispensabile, fra le nuove tendenze e delle ricerche continue, anzi che i singoli creatori, i gruppi, quando esistono: così il “gruppo N” di Padova, il “Gruppo T” di Milano, il “Groupe de Recherche d’Art visuel” di Parigi, “Equipo 57” di Cordoba»


Letter from Dorazio to Apollonio of September 25th 1963. «Carissimo Apollonio, […] il tuo articolo su Quadrum è un’altra beffa. Prima delle mie mostre a Berlino, Dusseldorf, Kassel, Hannover nel ’59 e a Venezia nel ’60, ti assicuro che la ricerca gestaltica non la seguiva nessuno, nemmeno Munari e che nessuno di questi inutili gruppi esisteva. La vera rottura con la pittura tradizionale di gesto, di segno, di materia […] l’ho fatta io e la vera provocazione visiva che ha permesso la nascita e lo sviluppo di tante nuove immagini e tanti diversi esperimenti viene dal mio durissimo lavoro degli ultimi sei anni […] tu sei padronissimo di citarmi in appendice nel tuo articolo […] io però devo dirti che senza la mia pittura il tuo articolo non sarebbe mai esistito […] e lo stesso Argan […] ha preso metà delle sue idee moderne dalla mia pittura per deformarle e adoperarle nella scalata al potere. Un amico come te che per giunta segue il mio lavoro da più tempo che Argan, dovrebbe almeno citarmi come anello di congiunzione indispensabile, fra le nuove tendenze e la pittura di tradizione occidentale […] io stesso fra il 50 e il 55 ho tentato molte esperienze al fi fuori della pittura (rilievi e sospensioni in plexiglass perfino esposti all’Apollinaire e al Cavallino nel ’55), esperienze che sono stato costretto ad abbandonare perché senza un legame diretto con la continuità linguistica dell’arte occidentale. Per questo ho ripreso a dipingere nel 55 e nel 58 ho trovato la soluzione giusta per aprire una nuova strada all’espressione visiva moderna»

Letter from Dorazio to Apollonio of October 21st 1963. «[…] La mostra di San Marino soprattutto per le manovre che erano dietro i quadri, non mi è piaciuta, non l’ho trovata giusta, il titolo “oltre l’informale” non vuole dire nulla. Non si può continuare a sostituire una situazione privilegiata di gruppo con un’altra di un altro gruppo. […] si perde il senso storico dell’arte […] per esempio Argan ha premiato il gruppo “Zero” che non esiste più da tempo e che non è stato mai un “gruppo” nel senso dato da lui a questo termine, quindi si diventa anacronistici, fuori della realtà, provinciali.”
[...] tu mi scrivi come se la protesta l’avessi organizzata e fatta io. Ciò non è vero, la protesta c’era perché tanti altri artisti non ne potevano più. [...]Per quanto riguarda il mio lavoro, non c’è altro legame fra l’”arte concreta” e le così dette “nuove tendenze” che funzioni meglio. Appunto per arrivare a queste ultime esperienze e a Getulio che è bravio, bisogna passare per il mio studio[...]. Altrimenti Vantongerloo (che lo considero un mio maestro e del quale ho fatto una mostra a Roma nel ’52, presentandolo) e Pevsner che è il più grande scultore dopo Brancusi accanto ad Arp, resterebbero senza un cordon ombelicale continuo con quanto di nuovo si fa in Italia; aggiungerei Magnelli, Burri, Viani e Munari. Queste nuove ricerche hanno preso piede e certezza dopo la mia mostra alla Biennale dove sono stato trattato come un cane. [...] ma non ricordi il clima artistico e il “gusto” italiano fra il ’57 e il 60? C’è voluto quel prestidigitatore di Restany per svegliare certa gente! Ti scriverò di nuovo a proposito delle “nuove tendenze” e del tuo articolo che in parte condivido»

Paragrafo 2

Note 45. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT2 73.163NT2.

Letter from Giuseppe Mazzariol to Božo Bek of September 24th 1963. «Ill.mo Sig.r prof. Boko Bek, Questa Fondazione sarebbe lieta di accogliere nelle sue sale la mostra “Tendenze Nuove 2”, che già tanta eco di interessi ha suscitato durante la sua permanenza a Zagabria. Ci permettiamo pertanto, […] di richiederle ufficialmente l’invio delle opere, effettuando la spedizione (le cui spese saranno a nostro carico) nei modi che potranno essere concordati con i signori Landi e Massironi. In concomitanza con la Mostra, questa Fondazione ha in animo una serie di manifestazioni (conferenze e “tavole rotonde”) alle quali sarebbe di vivo interesse la presenza Suva e del prof. Meštrović qualora l’epoca della mostra (in linea di massima: 15 novembre – 15 dicembre 1963) coincidesse con una loro eventuale venuta a Venezia»

Type letter from Secretariat to artists hosted at Nove Tendencije 2 of October 10th 1963, to allow to move their works, signed by Božo Bek:

«Cher Monsieur, Déjà pendant la durée de l’exposition “Tendences nouvelles” à Zagreb, dans notre Galerie d’art contemporain, l’on pouvait remarquer une vive propension à faire passer cette exposition à Venise, ensuite à Leverkusen et enfin à Rio de Janeiro. Sur l’initiative du groupe « ENNE » de Padoue, il est convenu que l’exposition soit immédiatement transportée à Venise, où la Fondation « QUERINI STAMPALIA » serait chargée de son organisation. […] Nous vous prions de vous adresser, désormais, pour tous les renseignements nécessaires y afférants au « Gruppo Enne » Padova, via Dante N°4 »


Letter from Božo Bek to Getulio Alviani of October 15th 1963. «Caro Getulio, tutte le opere ricevute per via delle autorità doganali jugoslave, le abbiamo innanzitutto fatto imballare eppoi consegnare al nostro spedizioniere JUGOŠPED, affinché le mandi […] all’indirizzo “Querini Stampalia” Venezia. Invece le opere da te personalmente trasportate non possono essere spedite nello stesso modo, non essendo noi in possesso di qualsiasi documento indispensabile all’importazione. Pertanto ti prego di voler provvedere alle modalità di spedire le rimanenti opere a Venezia, ove sarà organizzata la mostra “Tendenze nuove 2”»

Letter from N Group to Bek of October 3rd 1963. «Egregio Signor Božo Bek, spero che sia già arrivata alla galleria l’invito ufficiale della fondazione “Querini Stampalia” di Venezia. La prego quindi di far pervenire al più presto i clichés del catalogo al mio indirizzo, dopo li trasmetterò all’editore. Per ciò che riguarda la spedizione degli oggetti senza imballo, cioè quelli del gruppo “enne”, quelli del “gruppo t”, quelli di Getulio e Costa, la chiediamo se le è possibile trovare un camioncino che li porti a Venezia o per lo meno alla frontiera; se non le fosse troppo disturbo informarsi di tale possibilità, le chiediamo di inviarci una risposta sul prezzo di trasporto. Se tutto questo non sarà possibile, verremo entro la fine del mese a Zagabria per prendere gli oggetti»

Letter from Manfredo Massironi to Matko Meštrović, undated but filed in Zagabria in November 21st 1963. «Caro Matko, abbiamo assolutamente bisogno delle notizie bibliografiche che ti sono state trasmesse da ognuno dei partecipanti nelle schede di adesione. Sarebbe molto importante che tu inviasse queste schede subito ad Umbro Apolloni o a Venezia perché deve curare le notizie bibliografiche della Nuova Tendenza»

Note 55. ASAC archive, Venice, Historical Found. Curators. Folder Umbro Apollonio. Unit 5.

Letter from Apollonio to Giancarlo Vigorelli («Europa Letteraria») of February 19th 1963. «Caro Vigorelli, ti faccio avere un articolo di Matko Meštrović che illustra l’attività delle nuove tendenze d’arte visuale. Meštrović si dedica con intelligenza all’esame e alla diffusione di questo movimento. sta anzi preparando a Zagabria una grande mostra a carattere internazionale»

Letter from Apollonio to Lorenza Trucchi («Europa Letteraria») of March 29th 1963. «Cara Trucchi, […] per quanto riguarda l’articolo di Meštrović le sarai grato anzi tutto se potesse restituirmelo visto che non ritiene di poterlo pubblicare su “L’Europa Letteraria”. io avevo mandato questo articolo soprattutto per l’argomento che trattava e che ritenevo meritasse di essere fatto conoscere[…]»

Letter from Apollonio to Guido Montana («Arte Oggi») of May 18th 1963. «Caro Montana, uno studioso d’arte jugoslavo che si interessa in modo particolare al problema delle nuove tendenze di arte visuale mi prega di vedere se è possibile pubblicare in Italia un suo articolo su questo argomento. a me sembra che l’amico Meštrović rivelì ed esami con intelligenza questo movimento e che il suo scritto meriti di essere conosciuto»


Note by Gian Alberto Dell’Acqua, of January 15th 1965. «Mostra 'Arte d'Oggi nei musei': il progetto di una speciale Mostra che, nell'ambito della XXXII Biennale, potesse sostituire le mostre storiche e retrospettive allestite nelle precedenti edizioni e fosse dedicata ai musei d'arte contemporanea nei vari Paesi ha avuto origine dalle consultazioni promosse nei primi mesi del 1963 dal prof. Italo Siciliano con i membri della Commissione per la
partecipazione italiana alla VII Biennale di San Paolo del Brasile. Fu in particolare il prof. Giulio Carlo Argan a proporre un tipo di Mostra che documentasse l'attività dei musei nel campo degli acquisti d'opere d'arte contemporanea e ne caratterizzasse al tempo stesso la fisionomia, lasciando ai vari istituti la sostanziale responsabilità della scelta delle opere da esporre a Venezia. [...] fu subito iniziato un vasto sondaggio, interrogando novantotto musei di tutto il mondo per conoscere quante e quali opere, eseguite non anteriormente al 1950, fossero entrate a far parte delle loro raccolte per acquisto o donazione»


Draft of May 13th 1964. «Nella seduta del 13 maggio il Consiglio di Amministrazione della Biennale ha preso in esame alcuni punti del Regolamento da diramare per la XXXII Esposizione. […] Il presidente ha infine riferito su alcune consultazioni da lui avute con studiosi e critici d'arte circa la struttura e l'orientamento della prossima Biennale. Da tali consultazioni sono emersi vari suggerimenti e proposte, tra cui, di particolare interesse, quella concernente l'allestimento di un'ampia rassegna intesa a documentare i più recenti sviluppi dell'arte contemporanea nel mondo mediante opere di data non anteriore al 1950 entrate a far parte dei Musei e delle pubbliche raccolte nei vari Paesi[…]. La Sezione italiana, propriamente detta, potrebbe opportunamente comprendere, sempre secondo il parere degli esperti consultati, una serie di personali di artisti già affermati (da 10 a 15 sale), ed una organica documentazione delle ultime ricerche e tendenze della giovane pittura e scultura italiana. Data la convenienza di configurare questa mostra con la massima chiarezza di disegno, la Sottocommissione per le arti figurative potrebbe avvalersi della collaborazione di critici particolarmente “engagés” nei vari settori di ricerca»


Letter from Apollonio to Lorenza Trucchi of March 29th 1963. «Cara Trucchi, […] ritengo che per la collaborazione che vi interessa lei potrebbe rivolgersi, anche a nome mio se crede, alla Vera Pintarić Horvat, Subiceva, 64, Zagreb II, certamente uno dei critici d’arte jugoslavi più preparati e aggiornati»

Letter from Apollonio to Horvat-Pintarić, of September 13th 1963. «Cara Vera, mi sono trovato l’altra sera con il Dr. Francesco D’Arcais Direttore della rivista romana “Civiltà delle Macchine”. Egli sta raccogliendo una serie di panorami sull’arte moderna in alcuni paesi. Si è pensato che quello riguardante l’arte moderna in Jugoslavia potrebbe essere scritto da te: 15 cartelle dattiloscritte, 10 foto in bianco e nero, 10 color slides. Eventualmente potresti proporre l’artista cui affidare l’esecuzione della copertina (Gliha?). dovresti anche sapermi dire quando saresti in grado di consegnare il materiale. Il saggio sarà ampiamente ricompensato»

Letter from Horvat-Pintarić to Apollonio of September 20th 1963. «Carissimo Umbro, ho ricevuto le due lettere Ti ringrazio molto per tutto che stai facendo per me. Ho scritto subito a Roma al Dr. D’Arcais accettando la tua proposta»
Note 92. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 8.

Letter from Apollonio to Crispolti of May 25th 1964. «Caro Crispolti, ho letto, evidentemente, il tuo articolo sull’ultimo “Verri” e, altrettanto evidentemente, discordo con molte tu osservazioni, […]. Credi che mostre dell’Aquila fossero la perfezione assoluta? / finché non saremo problematicamente esauiuti ossia fino a quando non avremo trovato un centro sul quale convergere, vivremo appunto solo di alternative, saremo privi di una scelta decisa. […] Tu, mi pare di capirlo, sei ancora per una sorta di “individualità” a carattere autoritario, dominante, per nulla dialogico, in quanto il dialogo presuppone un interlocutore, e se vi è un interlocutore si ha la prima base per una comunità organizzata. […] da parte mia i visceri messi a nudo, ostentati, le interiora esolate con sconvolgente fisicità, mi fanno orrore, e ritengo tutto ciò un inutile esibizionismo. […]»

Reply Letter from Crispolti to Apollonio of June 12th 1964. «Caro Apollonio, […] prendo atto ancora una volta della tua fede incondizionata verso la cosiddetta “arte programmata”: […] Ma ammiro certo il tuo entusiasmo, che mi sono comunque permesso di dire “improvviso”: che non vuol dire “improvvisato”, proprio con quel carattere di sorpresa con il quale ci è stato offerto, mentre, almeno per quanto riguarda i ragazzi milanesi, il lavoro era già in modo da qualche anno, e negli stessi termini. […] credo alle cose relative, dialettiche e relazionate, e non certo agli assoluti messianici.»

Note 93. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 8.

Letter from Herman De Vries to Apollonio of October 20th 1964. «Cher monsieur Apollonio, pas que je suis en ce moment en procès justitionelle sur quelques droits, dans laquelle il est très évaluale pour moi en ce cas, d’avoir une définition de mes activités artistique. Pour ce raison je vous demande instamment d’être si honnête de m’envoyer une bref déclaration dans laquelle vous écrire que je suis un artiste qui travaille au tendance nouvelle, spécialement d’idée zéro/nul. Si possible pour vous aussi avec une (bref) définition du mouvement artistique N.T./zéro/nul.»

Replay from Apollonio of October 27th 1963. «DICHIARAZIONE. Per quanto è a mia conoscenza diretta ed in base anche ai documenti conservati presso questo archivio, Herman de Vries svolge un’attività artistica che si inserisce in quell’orientamento compreso sotto il titolo di “nuove tendenze”. Le “nuove tendenze” si caratterizzano per una ricerca nel campo della cinevisualità e della struttura della percezione. In questo senso Herman de Vries opera per dare oggettivazione a tali realtà e contribuisce con le sue proposte ad allargare la sfera della sperimentazione estetica.»

Note 98. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 6.

Letter from Gatt to Apollonio of May 8th 1964. «Caro Apollonio, […] ti invio un elenco di nomi di artisti da invitare al prossimo “Premio Avezzano”. Naturalmente, si tratta di una primissima nota che spero tu vorrai integrare e completare servendoti della tua molto ampia formazione. “Gruppo T”; “Gruppo N”; “Gruppo 1”; “Operativo R”; “Sperimentale P”; “Tempo 3”; MUNARI (sarebbe possibile organizzare un vasto “Omaggio”?); Getulio; Di Blasio; Simeti; Gagliardi; Riccetti; D’Eugenio; Martinez. Come da tua promessa, conto su di te per interpellare e convincere il “Gruppo T” e il “Gruppo N”: come puoi immaginare, la loro presenza è di fondamentale importanza. Ti sarei anche molto grato se potessi farmi sapere qualcosa a proposito della sala per Munari.»

Letter from Gatt to Apollonio of May 23rd 1964. «Carissimo Gatt, […] Circa Avezzano, mi interessò presso “N” e “T”: speriamo bene! Sono assai difficili (detto così, devo tuttavia manifestarti le mie perplessità su ciò che riguarda i gruppi segnalati. Non credo molto a “1” – vedi le delezioni e le origini –, a “R”, “P” e “3”. Mi interessa molto sempre il lavoro di Guarnieri). Giacché, però, siamo sulla stesso linea, ti raccomando il “Gruppo Atoma” (Livorno, via E.Rossi 80) con Bartoli, Graziani, Lacquaniti e Spagnoli) e non dimenticare il vecchio Calderara. Che ne diresti poi se si concedesse credito a due triestine: Karaian e Tamaro (vedi foto a parete)? Scrivo anche a Munari. Mi pare assolutamente doveroso un omaggio piuttosto ampio, anzi, ne farei il centro della
rassegna, e sarebbe ottima occasione per celebrarne i meriti di carattere estetico oltre che quelli di maestro, diciamo così»

Letter from Tempesti to Apollonio of May 29th 1964. «Egregio Professor, [...] per quanto riguarda Munari, il Suo punto di vista è anche quello del Prof. Argan e nostro. Se Ella riuscirà, pertanto, a convincere Munari a mandare un folto gruppo di opere, Le sarremo veramente grati. Il Gruppo “Atoma” di Livorno ci era stato già segnalato da Dorfles, e, quindi, abbiamo provveduto ad inviare l’invito. La prego, inoltre di volermi cortesemente inviare l’indirizzo di Calderara, Karayan e Tamaro, onde permetterci di far loro pervenire l’invito, nonché quelli del gruppo N e T»


Letter from Apollonio to Munari of June 2nd 1964. «Caro Munari, [...] in tale rassegna si vorrebbe dare particolare rilievo alla tua attività. Mi rivolgo quindi a te perché tu voglia aderire a tale iniziativa e rispondere affermativamente al desiderio anche degli amici Argan, Battisti, Gatt, Mazzariol, Calvesi e Dorfles assicurandomoci l’invio di un notevole gruppo di opere. [...]»

Replay from Munari to Apollonio of June 16th 1964. «Carissimo Apollonio, ti ringrazio [...] purtroppo non ho materiale abbastanza per fare una mostra sono molto impegnato [...] Io e il mio amico Marcello Piccardo stiamo facendo molte ricerche proprio di struttura della visione, nel campo cinematografico (come tu sai il cinema è l’arte d’oggi e non più la pittura o le altre arti statiche) se vuoi posso mandarti alcuni [...] films sperimentali che attualmente sono in proiezione alla triennale ogni giorno»

Letter from Apollonio to Munari of June 30th 1964. «Caro Munari, [...] adesso mi interessa molto che tu possa essere presente alla mostra di Avezzano. Scartata purtroppo l’idea di una tua, sia pur ridotta “personale” ti pregherei di fare il possibile per essere presente almeno con 4/5 opere»

Paragrafo 3


Letter from Enzo Mari to Apollonio of January 1st 1965. «Caro Apollonio, dato che avevo ritardato la mia partenza per la Jugoslavia, al ritorno (22/12) non mi sono fermato a Venezia come le avevo promesso sapendo di non poterla trovare. Comunque le mando una copia del testo che ho preparato per la 3° manifestazione N.T. per quanto creda che lei abbia già ricevuto il testo ufficiale in francese. Spero di essere riuscito ad impostare il problema con sufficiente chiarezza nonostante le mie ingenuità letterarie e spero che lei sia d’accordo se non sui particolari almeno sulle intenzioni e sullo spirito della cosa. La prego quindi di partecipare nel modo che riterà più opportuno sia nella sua qualità di storico, sia divulgando questo programma e sia sopra tutto nella sua qualità di critico – favorevole o meno. Ritengo che la sua partecipazione sia di estrema importanza per la buona riuscita della manifestazione. Le sarò grato se mi farà sapere qualche cosa. [...] [Segue in allegato il progetto dattiloscritto di NT3, in basso vi è in calce “Enzo Mari 1964”]»

Nuova Tendenza 3

“Divulgazione delle esemplificazioni di ricerche”.

Premessa.

Per la preparazione della 3° manifestazione Nuova Tendenza di Zagreb si è costituito un comitato composto da: Božo Bek, direttore della Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, quale Presidente del comitato; Enzo Mari, ricercatore e designer; Matko Meštrović, critico; Radoslav Putar, critico; Vjenceslav Richter, ricercatore e direttore del centro del disegno industriale di Zagreb.

Analizzati i risultati, non tanto delle esposizioni avvenute in questi ultimi anni in Europa a cui hanno partecipato individualmente i ricercatori della Nuova Tendenza, ma considerando in modo particolare quelle alle quali essi stessi hanno contribuito per l’organizzazione o comunque con un
programma comune, si è constatato universalmente che questo tipo di esposizioni risulta attualmente inadeguato.

Inadeguato forse perché, a parte una generica volontà di rinnovamento delle possibilità di espressione, a parte una generica insoddisfazione per le attuali strutture di divulgazione e a parte una generica necessità individuale di presentare il proprio lavoro, non esisteva una profonda consapevolezza di intendere i diversi problemi.

Questo accadeva perché, per ragioni contingenti, si è sempre anteposta l’urgenza dell’essere comunque presenti ad una più approfondita preparazione. E si mascherava questa mancanza di consapevolezza col fare della Nuova Tendenza un mito.

Dato che comunque si pensa che esistano delle ragioni reali e fondamentali per la continuazione di questo movimento, si ritiene indispensabile iniziare un’opera di revisione e di analisi sistematica di tutti quegli aspetti che in qualche modo accomunano i ricercatori della Nuova Tendenza.

Dato che è impossibile, sia per ragioni di tempo per la mancanza di uno schema generale, che non può evidentemente esistere adesso, impostare il problema nel suo complesso, si propone che ad ogni occasione di incontro venga analizzato un singolo problema nel modo più approfondito e maniera da risolverlo unitariamente, o se questo non è possibile, per lo meno da individuarne i diversi aspetti e comunque predisporne un vocabolario comune.

Si propone per questa III° manifestazione il problema della divulgazione delle esemplificazione delle ricerche in quanto sembra essere quello che pur non toccando i punti fondamentali della ricerca, me condiziona, per i suoi aspetti sociali ed economici, l’esistenza stessa.

Si è pensato di articolare l’esposizione in tre sezioni:

nella I° sezione verrà organizzata una rassegna storica sia delle idee che delle esemplificazioni delle ricerche sulla percezione visiva.

Nella 2° sezione verranno raccolti tutti quei contributi che servono ad illustrare il problema, quali; scritti, progetti, esemplificazioni.

Nella 3° sezione verranno confrontati i progetti e i risultati di un concorso impostato sul tema della mostra.

La 1° e 2° sezione sono curate dalla Galleria Suvremene Umjetnosti. La 3° sezione è curata dal CIO, centro del disegno industriale di Zagreb.

L’indirizzo della segreteria di tutte le tre sezioni è: 3° manifestazione Nuova Tendenza, Galerija Suvremene Umjetnosti, Katarinin Trg 2, Zagreb.

La mostra si inaugurerà il 13 agosto e si chiuderà il 19 settembre 1965. Durante i giorni dell’inaugurazione verranno tenute libere discussioni sul materiale raccolto. Per l’inaugurazione sarà pubblicato un catalogo sulla prima e seconda sezione. Un secondo volume, con gli aspetti riguardanti la terza sezione e con i risultati delle discussioni avvenute durante i giorni dell’inaugurazione, sarà pubblicato entro il 1965.

Per migliorare la conoscenza del fenomeno dell’arte e poter aprire nuove possibilità di espressione, gli “artisti” della Nuova Tendenza si sono imposti il limite di una ricerca sperimentale soggetta a continua verifica.

Attualmente le ricerche sono rivolte ai problemi della percezione visiva e si esemplificano, per la maggior parte, con modelli tridimensionali.

La loro divulgazione, sia per gli aspetti culturali che per quelli economici, presenta molte difficoltà. Le esemplificazioni non possono essere riprodotte adeguatamente con i mezzi di diffusione tradizionali:

la fotografia non permette la lettura delle strutturazioni tridimensionali, delle interferenze luminose, delle deformazioni ottico-dinamiche, delle mutazioni cinetiche, ecc.

la cinematografia, pur essendo un mezzo più appropriato, è limitato dall’alto costo, dalla mancanza di una tecnica adeguata e dalla scarsità dei canali di distribuzione; in ogni caso si toglie allo spettatore la possibilità di intervenire direttamente come è richiesto da gran parte di queste ricerche. La riproduzione mediante quelle tecniche della tradizione classica quali i calchi e le fusioni sono impossibili per la natura stessa delle opere: uso di cinematismi, eterogeneità dei materiali, complessità strutturali, ecc.

Scartati questi mezzi, attualmente non resta al ricercatore che quello di riprodurre personalmente di volta in volta copie della sua esemplificazione.
Se in alcuni casi queste successive riproduzioni sono anche giustificate al livello della ricerca da modichie e migliorie necessarie, generalmente questo procedimento, oltre ad essere estremamente dispersivo, si presta ad equivoci.

Premesso che queste ricerche per esemplificazioni richiedono una raffinata esecuzione tecnica, in quanto i fenomeni della percezione visiva sono dio natura tale che la più piccola imperfettone può disturbare o annullare l’effetto desiderato; che le tecniche inerenti ad una stessa ricerca oltre ad essere eterogenee (meccanica, elettronica, ottica, ecc.) possono essere a loro volta sperimentali; che gli stessi ricercatori, formatisi per la maggior parte alle scuole di belle arti, hanno una preparazione tecnica inadeguata e che questi sono nell’impossibilità di richiedere la collaborazione dei veri esperti necessari, sia per ragioni economiche che per la mancanza di istituzioni appropriate; date queste premesse, il ricercatore è costretto a risolvere questi problemi tecnici con un grande spreco di energie e di tempo, distogliendo gran parte della sua attenzione dai problemi fondamentali della propria ricerca.

Se qualche volta questa situazione è accettabile in quanto l’unica attualmente possibile per quanto riguarda la messa a punto del prototipo, è inammissibile che una tale quantità di energia venga consumata per l’esecuzione delle successive copie.

La soluzione di fare realizzare di volta in volta le copie a degli esecutori, a parte le considerazioni di ordine economico, è limitata anche dalla difficoltà di interpretare correttamente le incerte soluzioni tecniche adottate.

D’altra parte è assolutamente necessario riprodurre gli esemplari per poterli inserire negli attuali canali di divulgazione (mostre, musei, collezioni), in modo da avvicinare l’opinione pubblica e reperire i fondi necessari ad una più approfondita continuazione delle ricerche.

A questo proposito occorre aggiungere che questo inserimento è reso spesso difficile dalla loro fragilità, tale da richiedere un’assistenza continua.

Infine l’esecuzione “manuale” delle esemplificazioni e delle copie origina un grave equivoco in quanto sembra avvallare la mistificazione del tocco personale dell’”artista” esecutore che i ricercatori della Nuova Tendenza rifiutano nel modo più assoluto.

Arrivati a questo punto le soluzioni possibili sono:

A

Inserimento di un unico esemplare perfettamente risolto sia per gli aspetti della ricerca che per quelli tecnici in un luogo di grande prestigio quale può essere un importante istituto di ricerca o museo, oppure integrazione nel tessuto urbanistico (come i monumenti in età classica).

Questa soluzione, che permetterebbe di avvicinare automaticamente una grande quantità di persone, è per ora molto aleatoria, in quanto occorre ancora avvicinare e convincere quelle poche che hanno la qualità di rendere questo possibile.

B

Integrazione completa nel mondo industriale, intendendo con ciò non solo l’utilizzazione delle sue tecniche e strumenti (cosa che in parte avviene già), ma anche i suoi aspetti economico-sociali per quello che riguarda la divulgazione.

Questa integrazione dovrebbe permettere al ricercatore di fare veramente il ricercatore e non l’artigiano, l’agente pubblicitario, lo spedizioniere, il commerciante, in quanto, devolvendo queste funzioni ai rispettivi esperti, egli, oltre alla ricerca pura, si dovrebbe occupare unicamente della progettazione esecutiva, della quale in ultima analisi se ne potrebbe incaricare un tecnico.

Utilizzando il procedimento della ripetizione in serie si ha l’evidente vantaggio di ammortizzare il costo delle attrezzature e degli stampi sulla totalità degli esemplari prodotti, attrezzature e stampi comunque indispensabili per la perfetta esecuzione di un unico esemplare se costruito senza quelle imperfezioni dovute alla fattura artigiana a cui si accennava prima.

Premesso che per questo tipo di produzione non esiste un’utilizzazione pratica di qualsiasi tipo, e in un certo qual modo neppure in senso decorativo, la quantità dei pezzi prodotti in serie dovrà essere necessariamente limitata, in quanto attualmente solo una piccola categoria di persone è in grado di apprezzare una “merce” di questo genere.

Occorrerà quindi trovare quei tipi di organizzazione che oltre ad avere buone possibilità di realizzazione tecnica e canali di distribuzione appropriati, possano unire ai fini puramente commerciali quello del prestigio culturale.
Scelto il tipo di esemplificazione si progetterà la serie selezionando quei materiali, tecniche, tempi di lavorazione e dimensioni, che pur rispettando al massimo la ricerca originale, terranno conto dei costi minimi di lavorazione, delle possibilità di imballo e spedizione, della resistenza dell’usura, della facilità di riparazione.

Fra i pericoli che questa soluzione può comportare se ne possono indicare alcuni:
dato che il mondo industriale è dominato dai problemi commerciali e della concorrenza, è estremamente facile che l’acquiescenza ai gusti medi del pubblico porti alla produzione di quelle esemplificazioni di ricerche che essendo già note e scontate o comunque edulcorate, non hanno culturalmente alcuna necessità di essere divulgate, a discapito di quelle veramente nuove e reali.

Un altro limite è rappresentato dall’impossibilità di mettere in produzione qualsiasi tipo di esemplificazione in quanto dovranno essere scartate tutte quelle che non risponderanno ai normali parametri requisiti: basso costo di fabbricazione e dei materiali, semplicità di montaggio, possibilità di reperire i materiali richiesti, resistenza all’usura, possibilità di spedizione, ecc.

Questo fatto oltre ad essere un limite diventa facilmente un pericolo in quanto il ricercatore può essere invogliato a scartare quei tipi di ricerca che pur essendo necessari per l’approfondimento di un certo problema non hanno così la possibilità di autofinanziarsi. (A questo proposito occorre ripetere che non esistono attualmente istituzioni pubbliche che permettano una ricerca disinteressata come avviene per la scienza).

C. 

Esiste un ultimo modo di utilizzare gli strumenti industriali: quello di riprodurre non tanto le copie nel loro insieme ma di prefabbricare i singoli elementi modulari ( a basso costo) in modo da permettere al ricercatore una facile e libera composizione dei protoripi, delle loro varianti e copie.

Enzo Mari novembre 1964


Replay letter from Apollonio to Enzo Mari of February 6th 1965. «Carissimo Mari, la ringrazio per la sua lettera del 15 gennaio scorso […]. Non le nascondo, anzi tutto, che nell’insieme progetto e dichiarazioni mi sembrano un po’ complicate, ciò che alla fine, a mio modo di vedere, minaccia di pregiudicare proprio quella chiarezza e linearità che la terza edizione di “Nuova Tendenza” si propone di raggiungere. […] Ma N.T3 sarà poi su questa linea auspicata, se si preoccupa di massima degli aspetti economici e sociali che possono favorire l’esistenza e, quindi, la prosecuzione delle ricerche sulla percezione visiva?]. […]È vero, c’è tutta una parte che abbia di apparecchiature motorie e per le quali la tecnica ha importanza fondamentale. Viene per altro ammesso che già si usano strumenti e tecniche industriali. E allora? Pensi al caso della scorsa Biennale di Venezia: gli oggetti […] degli N o dei T si sono guastati dopo una settimana e non c’è stato modo di ripararli. Vuol dire che non vi presiedeva una sufficiente accuratezza esecutiva, un sufficiente scrupolo, una sufficiente serietà. E penso che se la esemplificazione originale fosse preparata con la dovuta precisione, allora anche le copie successive non comporterebbero spreco alcuno. La questione è tutta nell’impadronirsi della tecnica e nel non dare un progetto fino a quando non è verificato in tutti i suoi effetti ed in tutte le sue parti costitutive. Bisogna passare dall’empiria, per non dire faciloneria, all’esattezza rigorosa: e questo è stato in tutti i tempi come in tutti i movimenti. […]Quanto ai costi, discorso per certo grave, non bisogna esagerarne la portata: un quadro è costato meno che una scultura in bronzo, per cui ci voleva l’aiuto e la collaborazione del fonditore. A ogni modo N.T3 vuole occuparsi della divulgazione. Anche per la pittura tradizionale il problema della divulgazione era difficile: una foto, anche a colori, non sostituisce l’originale. Ma sempre abbiamo giudicato sugli originali: sia andandoli a vedere sui muri nel caso di affreschi o mosaici. […]È sempre l’originale che conta, l’originale reale, e se viene riprodotto in serie, come una posata, è sempre originale, allo stesso modo che gli esemplari di un’incisione sono sempre originali. (la proposta di dare elementi prefabbricati con i quali formare varie composizioni mi sembra un po’ speciosa, nel senso che alla fin fine tutto si ridurrebbe ad una facile gioco di combinazioni.) quindi, in conclusione, a mio avviso, il problema della divulgazione delle ricerche estetiche della N.T. non può avere allo stato attuale altra soluzione che quella più normale (le cose normali sono sempre le più efficienti) delle mostre (bene selezionate) in cui espongano originali e modelli e progetti eseguiti, come si dice, a
regola d’arte. [...] un’opera di Rauschenberg o di Del Pezzo è in un certo modo altrettanto irripetibile quanto una di Mari o di Getulio. Ma il problema di fondo è completamente diverso: la ripetizione di Rauschenberg o di Del Pezzo è come la copia di un Raffaello o di un Picasso, mentre alla base del concetto di una creazione di Mari o di Getulio si trova proprio la sua ripetibilità ovvero l’idea che l’unicità non è indispensabile. Ma se questo è vero, come io penso, come la mettiamo allora con un concorso che prevede l’edizione di soli 55 esemplari? Il concorso doveva prevedere una edizione in mille è più esemplari, il cui costo sarebbe stato ridotto e quindi la divulgazione dell’oggetto sarebbe stata tanto più vasta, com’è, appunto, nei principi delle ricerche. Non me ne voglia, caro Mari, per queste critiche un po’ aspre, ma lo sono soltanto per la schiettezza con cui sono state espresse, perché lei sa, io spero, con quanto interesse e con quanto entusiasmo io mi stia da qualche tempo occupando di questi problemi. [...] Io so perfettamente che una delle sue sfere trasparenti possono trovare una destinazione idonea, direi anche una estensione nel senso della misura, molto più significativa. eppure, anche così piccola, anche così modestamente esposta in una sala d’esposizione essa assolve una funzione precisa, insostituibile, nella cultura del nostro tempo e lo stesso potrei dire delle sue costruzioni alveolari. siamo oramai in molti a conoscere questi testi, e questo già basta, almeno per il momento, a soddisfare le istanze della civiltà in via di formazione»

**Note 110.** ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 7/ MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od1 do 250.

Letter from Apollonio to Secretariat of Nova Tendencija 3 of February 19th 1965. «Ho ricevuto il programma della “Nuova Tendenza 3” e desidero farvi pervenire la mia adesione di massima per la partecipazione alla stessa. Mi riservo di precisare più avanti il modo con cui potrò dare la mia collaborazione e che penso dovrebbe avvenire o mediante una relazione sul tema della manifestazione o partecipando alle discussioni che nell’ambito della stessa sono state previste»

Replay letter from Boris Kelemen and Matko Meštrović of March 17th 1965. «Cher monsieur, nous avons reçu votre lettre de 19 février 1965 avec une grande satisfaction par laquelle vous exprimer votre intention de participer à la manifestation NT 3. Nous voudrions recevoir votre contribution écrit de la manière à être convenable pour la publication dans le catalogue»

**Note 113.** MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od 1 do 250 – od 251 do 699, 1965.

Letter from Biasi of March 1st 1965. «Spettabile Segreteria Nova Tendencija 3 in relazione al vostro programma e alla mia nuova situazione di artista isolato, in seguito allo scioglimento del gruppo enne, posso assicurare la mia presenza alla manifestazione Nova Tendenacija nella seguente forma: a) partecipazione alla I sezione come gruppo enne [...]; b) partecipazione alla II sezione come anonimo [...]; c) non partecipazione motivata alla III sezione»

**Note 115.** MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od 1 do 250.


**Note 116.** MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od1 do 250.

Letter from Božo Bek to Palma Bucarelli of March 18th 1965 «Madame, [...]La proposition que vous avez offerte dans votre lettre est considérée par nous comme très intéressante parce qu’elle soulève la question qui est en rapport direct avec la problématique de la promotion radicale de muséologie contemporaine ainsi que de la pratique de musée. Cette préposition, nous la préserverions dans le cadre de la 2eme section de la manifestation NT3. Se fait jour le besoin que
vous lui donnez sa forme finale, car le catalogue de même que la représentation elle-même l’exigent. Votre pro position est tenue être de telle importance que nous lui donnerions place à l’ordre du jour à l’occasion de l’ouverture de la manifestation à la conférence. Aussi examinerons-nous tous les possibilités de la réalisation de votre idée concernant une conférence de directeurs des musées d’art contemporain vivant à considérer en détail la problématique mentionnée»

NT3 br.89 od251 do 699.

Letter from Božo Bek to Miodrag B. Protić, the director of the Moderna Galerija in Beograd and Zoran Kržišnik, the director of the Moderna Galerija in Lubiana, of May 11th 1965. «Poštovani druži direktore, U prilogu Vam dostavljamo prijevod pisma i teksta kojeg nam je uputila dr.Palma Bucarelli stručni suradnik Nacionalne galerije moderne i suvremene umjetnosti u Rimu, kao svoj doprinos manifestaciji “Nova Tendencija 3” koju pripremamo ove godine u Zagrebu, u Galeriji suvremene umjetnosti. Dr. Palma Bucarelli iznijela je veoma zanimljiv prijedlog o sastanu skupa direktora muzeja moderne umjetnosti koji bi razmotrio pitanja suvremene muzeografije u svjetlu aktuelnih vizuelnih istraživanja i iskustava. Molim vas da se s tim prijedlogom upzate i da nam saopćite svoje mišljenje, osobito ako vidite neku mogućnost da se nešto u tom smislu kod nas poduzme»

Note 117. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od1 do 250.

Letter from Bruno Munari of April 11th 1965. «Vi comunico la mia adesione alla manifestazione Nuove Tendenze con 4 films sperimentali di breve durata. Darò tutto il materiale a Enzo Mari[…].

NT3 br. od 251 do 699. Letter from Bek to Munari of September 2nd 1965. «Cher Monsieur, A notre grand désemparrement les films que vous avez promis d’envoyer pour la manifestation NT3 n’ont pas parvenus jusqu’à ce jour-ci. Monsieur Piccardo qui a du les apporter n’est pas venu à Zagreb à l’ouverture[…]. Comme nous avons un vif intérêt à présenter les films en question à Zagreb, nous vous prions de mieux de nous renseigner immédiatement s’il est encore possible de faire présenter ces films»

Replay letter from Munari of September 8th 1965. «Cher monsieur Božo Bek, tornando dalle vacanze, ho trovato la lettera del 2 settembre e sono rimasto molto meravigliato nel sapere che il mio amico Piccardo non era venuto con i film da voi. Ho telefonato a Piccardo (che sta a Como) e lui mi ha detto che i film sono ancora fermi alla dogana svizzera e non sa quando potrà riaverli perché aspetta un documento da Roma. Piccardi dice di aver telefonato a Mari ma questi era già partito. Sono quindi molto spiacente per questo ritardo e per questa impossibilità da parte nostra di mantenere una promessa che avevamo fatto fidandoci troppo della burocrazia. Non si quindi quando potremo riavere i film, e ne abbiamo una sola copia»

Note 118. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od1 do 250.

Letter from Uno Group (Carrino, Frascà, Uncini) to Meštrović of April 8th 1965. «Caro prof. Meštrović, Fino ad oggi non abbiamo avuto l’opportunità e il piacere di partecipare a nessuna delle manifestazioni di Nuove Tendenza a Zagabria, manifestazione che consideriamo fra le più interessanti realizzate in quest’ambito di ricerche artistiche e critiche. Personalmente ci siamo conosciuti a S. Marino in occasione della Biennale del 1963[…]. La nostra ricerca ci sembra si sia andata chiarificando da allora e ha preso un aspetto più evidente il problema della percezione intesa in un modo forse non troppo esteriorizzato ma non meno reale, se non andiamo errati. Nella speranza di scambiare personalmente impressioni sul nostro lavoro e di averne l’occasione in questa prossima manifestazione di Tendenze[…].

Replay letter from Kelemen and Meštrović of April 14th 1965. «Chères collègues, nous sommes réjouis de votre désir de participer à la manifestation NT3. Nous regrettons que votre adhésion n’ait pas arrivé plus tôt. Cependant nous espérons que vous arrive à temps tout de même. Nous voudrions attirer votre attention sur le fait, (comme on peut s’en apercevoir en étudiant les propositions publiées dans “Domus”) qu’il ne s’agit pas d’une exposition conventionnelle mais que
le programme de la manifestations NT3 est complexe et différencié d’après le section qui traitent en partant d’aspects différent, le thème unique: “la divulgation des exemplaires des recherches»

Letter from Uno Group to Meštrović of April 21st 1965. «Caro Meštrović, La ringraziamo della Sua risposta[...] Speriamo comunque di essere ancora in tempo; della manifestazione di Nuova Tendenza siamo stati informati molto inn ritardo e ce ne siamo resi conto leggendo il numero che Lei ci ha indicato di Domus. Abbiamo letto le norme; ci dispiace di non poter partecipare alla 3.a sessione, quella del concorso, che ci sembra particularmente interessante ed utile, ma dovendo progettare un oggetto, non ci sentiamo di farlo in fretta, ovvero superficialmente. Comunque pensiamo che potremmo partecipare alla 2.a sezione se il materiale che vi indiciamo è adatto ad essa ed è di vostro interesse. Le nostre ricerche fin dal 1962 si sono sviluppate nell’ambito percettivo-geometrico, per cui il materiale che abbiamo è in questa direzione»

Letter of engagement from Kelemen and Meštrović April 23rd 1965. «Chères collègues, Nous acceptons en principe le propositions pour votre participation à la deuxième section de la NT 3. Pour le moment nous envisageons qu’il sera possible que chacun soit présentée par 2 tableaux et par le matériel documenté. Le choix définitif ne pourra être fait par nous qu’en moment où tous les autres matériaux arrivent et quand nous aurons su quelle quantité d’espace reste à notre disposition. En tout cas le critérium déterminant sera que les ouvrages doivent s’approcher le plus du thème principal de la manifestation, c’est dire “le divulgation des exemplaires des recherches visuelles”. […] Aussi voudrions-nous que vous participiez dans la 3eme section et pour cela nous vous accordons exceptionnellement une prolongation du terme jusqu’au 20 mai»

Reply letter from Uno Group to Meštrović of May 4th 1965. «Caro Meštrović, […] vi ringraziamo […] di averci concesso la proroga a partecipare alla terza sezione di NT. Purtroppo gli impegni che avevamo precedentemente assunti non ci permettono, come d’altronde avevamo previsto e comunicato, di partecipare come ci piacerebbe e con l’attenzione dovuta alla Vostra manifestazione.[…]. Come d’accordo spediremo i quadri (n°6) e il materiale teorico stampato oltre ad altri appunti. Se èn possibile gradiremmo ulteriori […] precisazioni […] per quanto riguarda il titolo stesso della manifestazione. Che cosa precisamente si intende – per esempio – come “Divulgazione degli esemplari delle ricerche attuali”? la loro possibilità di applicazione in campo industriale da un punto di vista progettuale, o già i modi con cui gli operatori (noi per esempio) hanno applicato i propri principi teorici in campo pubblicitario, architettonico, di industrial design?»

Note 119. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9.

Letter from Nino Calos to Apollonio of April 10th 1965. «Chiarissimo professore, […] le mando le foto di qualcuno dei miei mobiles lumineux[…]nella mia precedente, ricorderà, le dicevo ch’ero stato invitato a Nove Tendencije 3 di Zagreb; ebbe ne, mi capita una cosa molto curiosa: una lettera del segretario dell’organizzazione (mi permetto di inviargliene una copia), mi comunica che l’invito rivolto mi viene annullato, e adduce, quale giustificazione, il fatto che le mie opere “non rispondono alla concezione dell’esposizione”. Quale assurdo pretesto. io conosco le opere di tanti degli artisti che hanno partecipato alle edizioni precedenti di Nuova Tendenza e di qualcuno invitato a questa terza edizione ed vedo benissimo che non è vero che le mie opere “non rispondono alla concezione dell’esposizione”. Come si fa ad inviare un invito ufficiale per poi ritirarlo senza temere di mancare di serietà? O allora mi domando chi ha potuto avere interesse ad eliminarmi?

Letter from Kelemen March 29th 1965 (n.01-89/99). «Cher monsieur Calos, nous avons reçu votre lettre du 19 mars 1965. Quoique nous vous avons déjà envoyés l’invitation officielle de participer à la manifestation NT 3, le comité organisateur a constaté pendant la révision des matériaux déjà reçues que vos œuvres ne répondent pas à la conception de l’exposition. Pour cette raison nous vous prions de vouloir bien nous excuser et de ne pas nous en vouloir»
Nota 120. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br.89 od1 do 250.

Letter from Kelemen and Meštrović to Lev Nusberg of May 5th 1965. « Cher camarade Nusberg,
La lettre que vous avez envoyé à Umbro Apollonio est arrivée entre nos mains par l’intermédiaire de vos connaissances qui ont séjourné à Zagreb ces jours-ci. Votre lettre avec les photographies de travaux de vos camarades sera poursuivie à Apollonio à son adresse de Venice [...]. Par chance nous avons appris de l’existence de votre groupe « Dvizenije », de son travail, de ses efforts, des idées lesquelles nous sont très proches. En effet, on a tenu à Zagreb, dans cette Galerie en 1961 la première exposition internationale « Nove Tendencije »/Nouvelles Tendences/ laquelle avait ressemblé des nombreux membres et groups du mouvement progressif venant de pays différents se rencontrant pour la première fois et dont les idées et les possibilités tendaient vers les nouvelles visions dans l’art plastique. Cette exposition a devenu l’exposition biennale de caractère permanent. Elle a eu lieu en 1963. Sous le nom « Nove Tendencije 2 »/Nouvelles Tendences 2/ et in l’a transmis a Vénice et à Leverkusen. [...] Nous y tenons beaucoup et cela nous causerait la grande joie si le groupe « Dvizenije » prenait part dans notre manifestation[...]. Peut-être qu’y pourrait concourir la médiation de la Commission Yougoslave pour les relation culturelles avec l’étranger. Cette Commission airait probablement payé une partie des dépenses»
On a prévu que notre programme reçoit une analyse critique de la situation générale dans le cadre du mouvement des nouvelles tendances, sauf que ce n'était pas à une exposition plus ou moins conventionnelle. Je voudrais qu'on discute avec eux ensemble les thèmes prévus avant qu'en sorte en détail qu'il a accompagné la réalisation du programme.

Le thème principal de la manifestation — la divulgation des exemplaires de recherches — a été proposé en premier chef pour qu'on examine dans quelle mesure l'accroissement médiatique serait nécessaire à la recherche de perception visuelle qui est adopté de fait et donc quelle mesure l'aspect esthétique seulement. Ainsi, on a voulu examiner comment est-ce qu'on peut trouver ainsi l'exempleaire de la recherche visuelle dans la réalité des choses du monde contemporain et si elle peut être partagée de manière à pouvoir les ressources au-delà de l'objet dans le contexte d'espace.

Le thème principal a été scénarisation basé de laquelle on débute vers une compréhension plus large des possibilités de travail dans ce domaine.
Cela m'a incité à Brahm Nolas de souligner quelques distinctions à être notées concernant le phénomène de l'œuvre d'art. Il s'agit de compléter la notation traditionnelle d'une exposition d'art.

Sur quoi Ed Sommer a fait l'observation :

Le renseignement ne s'est pas observé par commodité une fois de plus du phénomène de la divulgation :

Dans l'héritage le poste du postérieur est une question suivante :

Brahm Nolas est répondu :

Pour continuer la pensée qui a été exposée par Mario, le professeur Apollonio a indiqué quelle immense différence existe entre la poétique et l'œuvre d'art même comme résultat :

Sur cela Mario a exprimé ce qui était contenu dans l'idée originale des Nouvelles tendances :

Cette partie de la discussion était conclue par Vjenceslav Richter :

La discussion s'est déroulée en tenant compte des questions de possibilité de travail effectifs par la sociétés aux conditions croissantes de la recherche y compris le travail dans le laboratoire, le professeur Abraham Nolas a établi d'autres projets de recherche et il a indiqué plusieurs possibilités concrètes :

Mastrovié a salué la proposition du professeur Abraham Nolas et a mentionné que les recherches faites jusqu'ici dans le cadre des Nouvelles Tendances étaient désorganisées :

Par suite Brahm Nolas a établi une possibilité concrète d'une collaboration internationale plus intense :

Alors battant le représentant du groupe T a donné une idée sur les conditions dans lesquelles il a été réalisé le travail de son groupe jusqu'à ce moment :

Le professeur Nolas a aussi touché de question de la terminologie en faisant débat sur le sujet des problèmes qui restent ouverts à la recherche.
Direi che proprio quella volta l'allestimento stesso della manifestazione, che non aveva a che fare con una vera e propria raccolta di persone, ha messo in luce il modo in cui le azioni e le situazioni possono essere considerate come strumenti di comunicazione, come il film tocca espressamente, ma con un linguaggio che ha un carattere di realtà e di realtà necessariamente inimici della maniera in cui vengono presentati i fatti di un film. Le persone che vedono il film nel teatro di una sala, credo, possono vivere una esperienza di verità, ma non è possibile replicare questo tipo di esperienza nelle situazioni di presentazione del film. Inoltre, il film è un'opera che richiede una particolare attenzione e felicità, e questo è il modo in cui il film può essere visto come un'opera di comunicazione, non come una reale e diretta esperienza della realtà.
Méostrovic: Je remercie le professeur Nolos et propose qu'on continue la discussion en mettant à ce moment-là un des thèmes principaux et c'est le rôle de l'objet dans la civilisation contemporaine. Comme Red Sommer a exposé ce thème dans son article pour notre catalogue qui est encore en cours d'être imprime, je le prélève de développer cette partie de son texte qui se réfère justement au destin de l'objet ou à ce soit un objet industriel ordinaire ou que ce soit un objet esthétique.

Sommer: Je considère qu'un objet esthétique est un objet utilitaire un objet à fonction. La différence entre par exemple un ovale, une forme asthétique qui importe quel objet utilisé d'un côté et de l'objet esthétique d'autre côté est que l'objet esthétique a des fonctions même définies ou indéfinies. C'est à nous de définir ses fonctions, les difficultés auxquelles le crée lui sont dûes, nous en sommes actuellement dans la Nouvelle Tendance même prouvant ainsi de fait que l'art engagé n'a pas au travers du champ de l'art programme dans le moyen de l'art et qu'au contraire de l'art et dans la situation de la direction du consommateurs par l'objet manufacturé centralise des fonctions sur des régnes et des dimensions bien différentes.

Redovit: D'un côté il a une fonction sur notre organisme psychologique. Il y a des dimensions psychiques et des dimensions intellectuelles activées par l'objet, et je ne nous pourrions pas ce qui est créé et développé par le même temps. Cela est considéré comme une œuvre d'art qui est réalisée pas seulement par un objet de manière mais de changement de la société même à

Méostrovic: Je remercie à Red Sommer et je donne la parole au professeur Wolf Redovit.

Redovit: Le problème le plus important dans mon opinion c'est le questionnement de la conception théorique. C'est un plus sur tout en premier nous avons un objet et après nous vont sa conception théorique, mais on a part pour une véritable recherche visuelle d'une œuvre expérimentale on doit définir précédemment le conception de l'objet. L'objet n'était la connaissance de cette conception. Ce n'est pas l'objet qui est le premier.

Il y a plusieurs phénomènes qui sont décrits dans les objets de la JT, mais de l'autre côté ce sont des phénomènes de très connus de part de la science esthétique, de la science psychosomatique, et nous sommes pas par exemple il y avait de l'intérêt à émettre des phénomènes déjà connus il a sans mal, je devais faire un art expérimental et démocratiser l'approche précédemment défini les catégories de cette expérience et de savoir le but et après je pourrais faire un objet qui dérégulait cela ce qu'un a voulu dire.
Leggi e dimetti che non c'è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.

Maestroide: Se proponessi a un momento come questo non considerare la scienza raffrontata da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.

Bonario: Ritengo che il problema fondamentale, come si è parlato anche in questa discussione, è la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.

Maestroide: Se proponessi a un momento come questo non considerare la scienza raffrontata da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.

Maestroide: Se proponessi a un momento come questo non considerare la scienza raffrontata da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura, un momento che rappresenta il passaggio da un'altre figura. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.

Bonario: Ritengo che il problema fondamentale, come si è parlato anche in questa discussione, è la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità. La scienza non è una vera e propria transizione di uno stile d'arte a quello successivo. Tutti gli arricchimenti d'elementi possono essere interpretati come intervento in scienza e come intuito in arte. È la scienza che da una esigenza di ordine e di formalità che può essere trasformata in una esigenza di ordine e di formalità.
conseillons il est conduit à reconsidérer le même problème au départ par un processus d'itération à un autre niveau de décomposition du stimulus élémentaire, et l'on rencontre infiniment jusqu'à obtenir une satisfaction suffisante à l'échelle où il n'est plus. Ce niveau est dépendant de la structure psychologique ou sociologique de l'analyse de cette œuvre. Par conséquent ce modèle permet par itération successive de rendre compte du phénomène de Gestalt à un niveau précis, puis à une suite de niveaux.

En bref cette analyse résulte deux éléments essentiels:
1. L'importance du concept d'originalité ou de quantité d'improvisation. Cette quantité d'improvisation est mesurable dans des conditions parfaitement définies. Cependant l'importance d'un optimum d'originalité et ciu est extrêmement utile pour les expériences d'art visuel. Si le stimulus ou l'œuvre proposée est trop complexe c'est-à-dire trop originale la valeur sensibilisatrice est trop faible. Si l'objet est trop simple, c'est-à-dire trop trivial est il est dépourvu d'intérêt et par conséquent il lui aussi une faible valeur sensibilisatrice. Une certaine quantité optimum de stimulus est donc nécessaire.

2. Il peut être un outil pour une exploitation dans le casine des nouvelles tendances. C'est le moyen d'évaluer l'œuvre du spectateur. On entendu cela ne se fait qu'à un niveau bien défini et doit être retenu à d'autres niveaux. Il en résulte la possibilité de faire des essais ouvrages qui utilisant simultanément plusieurs niveaux différents de la sensibilité. Cela est indispensable car les objets ne sont pas seulement développés dans les groupes de nouvelles tendances. Toutefois, cette investigation est l'importance de la simulation par ces modèles. Et l'emploi systémique de la machine programmée fournit des modèles du spectateur, modèles mécaniques du spectateur inclus le dernier point c'est le problème de la sensibilité du spectateur à un grand nombre de niveaux historiques et de l'explication naturelle de l'objet optimum à ces niveaux. Ce problème est tout d'abord pour être abordé directement en lui-même c'est un problème complexe. Le décomposi-

Je remercie le professeur Helene Sassenmann sur son discours compréhensif qui est vraiment précieux pour notre auditoire. Il me semble que de ce point de vue le discours peut prendre deux directions.
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firstement, il est difficile d'assurer une simplicité dans quel sens est-il possible de développer les recherches en dehors de l'objet, et l'ouvrir à la réflexion, il est aisé d'opérer dans l'opinion du représentant du groupe ARCHITECTES DE JOUR. En effet, pour cette raison, je préfère d'abord insister, Hewitt, le membre du groupe ARCHITECTES DE JOUR, qui est ici de dire son opinion sur ces problèmes.

It seems that the difference between the American and the European viewpoint is becoming clearer as we see it more clearly in Europe, not just in London, Amsterdam, Berlin and other cities. The research we have done in America is more based on results of American psychology and the tendencies in Europe seem to follow the impulses of psychology. And in America we have a little to do with theory of information and we are more interested in determining the perception of space and try to use this subject in the making of object. And we are certainly not involved ourselves in actual movement but only with part-on-part and part-space. The difference as I have seen in Europe is that more complex objects are being constructed and more complex problems solved. A professor from Bologna has stated that it is not fair research. It would be that the tendency of this second wave should be to study problems of research and not to concern ourselves purely with artistic objects. There is a growing tendency or growing practice to be concerned only with the dynamic objects.

11

Je reconnais à Monsieur Hewitt sur son bref exposé et je proposerais qu'on considère le problème de la recherche en dehors de l'objet.

Le destin de l'objet dans la société contemporaine est déterminé par la plupart des pays de l'Europe du nord, le quadrant du marché, le quadrant du marché, le quadrant du marché qui sont-ils possibles de développer les recherches qui servent des tendances du quotidien de même que dans des documents de commerce et d'architecture, mais certains ont pourvu à certaines recherches qui sont présentes dans ces objets fantaisistes, mais dans des œuvres d'artistes qui ne sont que des scènes plus scientifiques. Je soulignerai justement dans ce contexte, que le projet de recherche de celui qui est possiblement de nouvelles possibilités de création et de réalisation, que les spectateurs ces réactions devraient être réactives par le biais des possibilités qui s'ouvrent en abandonnant l'objet sans savoir exactement, cette connaissance, c'est-à-dire, le jury de la troisième section, est-ce dire du concours pour l'exécution en série d'un objet au lieu d'avoir un instrument. L'instrument rend possible la plus grande participation du spectateur qui peut développer une recherche à partir, naturellement, l'intérêt du spectateur pour quelque chose de semblable n'existe pas encore, mais on n'est pas en dehors de cette possibilité avec raison dans le choix par le jury.

Je voudrais éclaire l'objet une autre possibilité de développement et d'applications d'expériences suivant sur le domaine de l'architecture et d'urbanisme. Hans Richter et l'architecte Horowitz ont essayé à Genève d'établir une structure architecturale seule qui s'accompagnerait d'une manière idéale avec les principes de la préfabrication dans la production industrielle, et à Hargrave l'architecte Victor H. Richter a appliqué certaines connaissances de nature purement plastique sur la problématique de l'urbanisme. Il serait bon d'entendre la discussion sur ces deux exemples qui ne sont pas suffisamment appréciés même si dans le cadre des nouvelles tendances, je prévois les auteurs de ces exemples de faire connaître leurs points de vue sur ce problème. Veuillez prendre la parole camarade Richter.

Hans Richter: La préoccupation dans le domaine de l'urbanisme doit être la réduction d'une analyse systémique, c'est-à-dire du point de vue qui ne distingue pas entre les systèmes sociaux qui vont devenir de plus en plus des éléments négatifs même de la vie urbaine qui sont communs, à tous les systèmes sociaux, la caractéristique de ces attitudes vers la vie urbaine est l'introduction de la dimension temps dans la vie urbaine. Cette double nécessité est de savoir où se situe la valeur de l'apport à cette dimension temps.

Je suis d'accord que les catégories de la vie continue et individuelle pratique qui n'ont pas de lien direct avec les problèmes sont-ils les nouvelles tendances. Je souhaite particulièrement que dans le domaine de la plastique pour l'architecture et pour le travail, les plastiques de la situation des objets dans les œuvres, mais il semble que nous ayons un certain nombre de problèmes qui sont seuls scientifiques. Je soulignerai qu'il se rapporte tout à fait directement dans le domaine de l'architecture et de l'urbanisme, et c'est ce problème qui est le suivant comment atteindre à un volume plastique qui va grand dans lequel les éléments de linéisme ou d'un autre espace particulier disparaissent comme une grande formalisation, le loge devient un petit en comparaison avec un ensemble que se transmutation en avant ou en arrière ne change pas la forme globale mot permet de réaliser de nouvelles possibilités structurées. On a démonté l'application des possibilités structurales dans les œuvres qui ne sont pas étudiés encore, mais de style, il faut des améliorations qui sont possibles suivant les modèles de ces études de penser la phase contemporaine. Il est donc nécessaire de connaître les possibilités tout à fait nouvelles de former l'espace intérieur se matérialement.
Je crois effectivement qu'il y a un élément important, c'est notre changement de position vis-à-vis de l'objet. Prénons un exemple très simple, actuellement si on veut seubrer sa cuisine ou se changer un nom, on va chez un vendeur, on achète, un rechange à ses côtés pour le groupe créé pour être réuni dans la cuisine, c'est bien plus facile, on va le faire. Mais, on peut appeler un atelier, il semble que dans l'indépendance on a dessiné aussi bien les maisons qu'on désigne souvent les maisons actuellement comme une boîte, en même un verre ou un rechange. C'est tout simplement par dire que le problème qui s'interesse personnellement c'est le lien entre les objets, et il est certain que l'assemblage de ces objets resterait une forme d'environnement en ambiance. Ceci introduit donc nos recherches, les relations d'ambiance, et je suppose que je rejoins là le propos tenu par René Vacher lors de l'ouvrage je pense qu'il tenait compte de temps et de place. Il est clair que dans le domaine de ces études d'ambiance, donc je voudrais énoncer une constatation de la discussion signaler l'importance de ces cas dans le débat sur la prévision, la réalisation urbannistique ou architecturale de ces relations d'ambiance.

Enzo Mari propose que pour l'appartement, on forme des groupes à partir desquels on continuerait la discussion indépendamment selon les problèmes entités. Il est, je pense à ce moment une autre question, dans ce cas nous avons acquitté à droite et c'est la relation entre le programme de la manifestation et ses résultats. Il est vrai que la relation qui correspond dans une manière au programme, la question se pose parfois et il est clair que ce qui est bien des relations dans le matériel présenté, je considère que je joue dans un système de divulgation, je pense que pour un certain nombre de gens qui peuvent constater que le niveau de culture technique des participants de la nouvelle idée de déficit à l'exposition, il n'est pas seulement que l'on n'a pas envisagé le programme. Vrai d'abord à la question des relations de la culture technique et humaine, il est clairement que dans le cas, il existe des différences plus ou moins sensibles chez les pertinence en formation et l'adoption. Les plans d'eau ne prennent pas des académies classiques d'actes mais seulement des aspects peut-être que le type classique de l'édifice ou culture, il est clairement que dans le cas de recherche, que nous pouvons perdre d'elle.

Il me semble que la profession du designer est celle qui a répondu le mieux. C'est le designer reste lié à la production industrielle ou à une autre œuvre et de pouvoir à la libre recherche indépendante. En la société, on n'y a pas de possibilité de trouver une autre organisation de la société, que propose. Le représentant du groupe n'est pas de penser. Alors enfin ce qui est comme une condition des gens qui sont les conditions de travail dans leur organisation.

Le problème qui se rapporte à cette édition de la nouvelle idée et le problème de la divulgation. Précisément, quand quelqu'un pose une question qui est devoir portée de la même personne à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose. J'ai une proposition que je vais dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose à dire quelque chose.

L'initiation du discours sur que nous abordons cette matinée, le président Apollonio et le président Rubi ont présenté la possibilité de dévoiler ce qui se mettent de plus ou de mettre une nouvelle idée de divulgation comme une manière particulière des choses.

Aller dans ce cas nous abordons un problème que le rapport à la médiation aux systèmes de divulgation qui utilisent tous les/et produits où il est nécessaire de mesurer, nous avons accueilli le problème du rapport avec la médiation aux diverses cultures et civilisations de sens.

Si mettons dans le sujet de l'intervention du signe, nous avons découvert que la science de la divulgation des résultats de la nouvelle idée qui permettent de penser et de penser avec une bonne idée, qui est clairement que dans la médiation aux diverses cultures et civilisations de sens.

Je pense que, ayant des intentions de la diversité de sens opposées à la même idée que nous avons mis dans l'intérieur de tous les défis de cette matinée. Il se peut qu'il y ait un type de dévoiler la même idée.

Le président Rubi a dit aussi diversité, est-ce que les diverses cultures et civilisations de sens. C'est le même idée que nous avons mis dans l'intérieur de ce matin et dévoiler un type de diversité et la même idée.

Le président Rubi a dit aussi diversité, est-ce que les diverses cultures et civilisations de sens. C'est le même idée que nous avons mis dans l'intérieur de ce matin et dévoiler un type de diversité et la même idée.
Je voudrais essayer de répondre à cette. Tout à l'heure j'ai donné une mesure qui est basée sur la dialectique du simple et du complexe. L'information, ce que l'on appelle la quantité d'information ou quantité d'originalité est mesurable dans une mesure commune par des spécialistes. Je vous cite les travaux de Shannon, Wiener et ce que j'ai écrit moi-même. La simplicité est en réalité la capacité de projeter les formes, c'est-à-dire de prévoir le message. Elle est mesurée par le concept de redondance qui est lié directement à la quantité d'information et non l'inverse. En fait, l'originalité et forme, l'originalité et intelligibilité constituent une dialectique. Ceci est la réponse à la première question. C'est qu'on compte en théorie quand on dispose d'une bonne analyse des éléments mesurés en termes abstraits, mais, pour l'instant, l'expérience ou la quantité de simplicité ou de complétude dans un sens ou dans l'autre. Une méthode pratique consiste à faire des plusieurs plans d'échelles épistémiques, des comparaisons. Et, dans certains domaines on a fait de belles échelles dans les expériences visuelles.

La deuxième question que vous posiez était le fait que d'une part il existe de différentes natures de redondance, chacun d'eux il y a répertoire différente, et que d'autre part la quantité de simplicité complexe ou de simplicité acceptable respectivement est dépendante de la nature du spectateur. C'est effectivement une difficulté. D'une part il existe dans ce domaine des valeurs moyennes, d'autre part il y a une dispersion de ces valeurs. En fait cette dispersion dépend des caractéristiques culturelles, c'est-à-dire de l'éducation antérieure. Il n'existe donc pas une règle parfaite pour tout le monde. Voici pour dire qu'il existe une réponse pour une société donnée dans un état donné et un optimum de pratique. Ceci est le bas de la réponse à la troisième question. On éduque les différentes couches culturelles et sociales et les valeurs optimum de redondance d'origine acceptable dans d'autres couches. Ce problème, il devrait être très compliqué dans le domaine musical ou dans le domaine de l'art classique, et il y a beaucoup de niveaux de valeurs intermédiaires. La théorie de l'information et de modèles n'a pas encore résolu le problème parce qu'il est trop difficile
travailler sur l'intelligence artistique.

Gagnon : Comment est-ce que la notion de phénomène artistique s'arrête-t-elle dans le cas des œuvres d'art ?

Mesutrois : Il y a une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.

Gagnon : Je vois que vous parlez de l'intelligence artistique. Quelle est la différence entre cette intelligence et la créativité ?

Mesutrois : La créativité est une dimension de la créativité, mais elle est plus spécifique à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. L'intelligence artistique est une capacité à percevoir et à comprendre les phénomènes artistiques qui sont créés par l'artiste.

Gagnon : Il y a aussi une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.

Mattrois : Qui veut continuer la discussion ? Si quelqu'un de nous qui sont présents n'est pas le participant direct à la manifestation et veut exprimer son opinion ou poser des questions il est libre de le faire.

Gagnon : Je vois que vous parlez de l'intelligence artistique. Quelle est la différence entre cette intelligence et la créativité ?

Mesutrois : La créativité est une dimension de la créativité, mais elle est plus spécifique à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. L'intelligence artistique est une capacité à percevoir et à comprendre les phénomènes artistiques qui sont créés par l'artiste.

Gagnon : Il y a aussi une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.

Mattrois : Qui veut continuer la discussion ? Si quelqu'un de nous qui sont présents n'est pas le participant direct à la manifestation et veut exprimer son opinion ou poser des questions il est libre de le faire.

Gagnon : Je vois que vous parlez de l'intelligence artistique. Quelle est la différence entre cette intelligence et la créativité ?

Mesutrois : La créativité est une dimension de la créativité, mais elle est plus spécifique à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. L'intelligence artistique est une capacité à percevoir et à comprendre les phénomènes artistiques qui sont créés par l'artiste.

Gagnon : Il y a aussi une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.

Mattrois : Qui veut continuer la discussion ? Si quelqu'un de nous qui sont présents n'est pas le participant direct à la manifestation et veut exprimer son opinion ou poser des questions il est libre de le faire.

Gagnon : Je vois que vous parlez de l'intelligence artistique. Quelle est la différence entre cette intelligence et la créativité ?

Mesutrois : La créativité est une dimension de la créativité, mais elle est plus spécifique à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. L'intelligence artistique est une capacité à percevoir et à comprendre les phénomènes artistiques qui sont créés par l'artiste.

Gagnon : Il y a aussi une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.

Mattrois : Qui veut continuer la discussion ? Si quelqu'un de nous qui sont présents n'est pas le participant direct à la manifestation et veut exprimer son opinion ou poser des questions il est libre de le faire.

Gagnon : Je vois que vous parlez de l'intelligence artistique. Quelle est la différence entre cette intelligence et la créativité ?

Mesutrois : La créativité est une dimension de la créativité, mais elle est plus spécifique à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. L'intelligence artistique est une capacité à percevoir et à comprendre les phénomènes artistiques qui sont créés par l'artiste.

Gagnon : Il y a aussi une notion de phénomène artistique qui s'arrête à la fois à la création et à la perception de l'œuvre d'art. C'est-à-dire que ce qui est considéré comme un phénomène artistique est ce qui est créé par l'artiste et perçu par l'auditeur ou le spectateur. Cela inclut les éléments sensibles qui sont perceptibles par l'auditeur ou le spectateur.
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nel programma, che il modo di esporre queste opere sia alla realtà precisa di queste opere - lo penserò sarebbe utile se doveste fare un rassegna di queste opere - proiettare, per ottenere un minimo sparatoria.

Hessovidi:

En ce qui concerne mon point de vue personnelle je dois vous permettre que la limitation dans le programme sur un thème a une justification méthodologique. Mais je ne rends compte qu'en se pourrait considérer séparément n'importe quel problème sans à ce moment-la rendre implicite aussi tous les autres problèmes qui comme nous l'avons vu sont assez nombreux. Pour cela je propose à la discussion deux propositions: ou on discute cette approche en somme le thème de la divulgazione ou des problèmes différenti seront discutés en groupes particuliers. Si on vaut à accepter cette deuxième proposition je proposerait alors que ces groupes se forment durant le dîner. N'eusse Molses veut dire quelque chose.

Holes:

Très brievement je voudrais revoir à ce fameux problème de la divulgazione et de reproduire un peu à certains des termes de Hohner Hacken en rappelant simplement que les anciennes à une époque passée de l'art qui fut une étude assez exigeante du concept de labyrinthe. Le labyrinthe est un événement à l'espace-temps, une séquence d'événements simples et de l'exploration d'un choc d'une certaine personne par une série d'obstacles dont on constitue justement une belle séquence, c'est le développement de certains des métodes qui ont été proposés par l'exposition. Les événements qui caractérisent les différents types des stimuli qui sont proposés comme les cartes mixtes. Comme le pense NT dans cette manifestation que dans le travail actuel actuel des diverses tendances le dégré d'activation obtenu reste en général au-dessous du niveau optimal. Par conséquent autre problème essentiel est plutôt de retenir le ton d'activation que de l'émotion. Et dans ce domaine il s'agit de plaçant la conscience de la technologie en second, la technologie de la communication du plaisir que le cerveau interne si critique et agit sur les ensembles.

Hessovidi:

Nous avons accepté à ce qu'on continue le travail dans trois groupes qui considéraient les thèmes suivants a) le thème de la divulgazione b) le thème de la recherche hors l'objet et c) la présence historique et ses conditions de travail.

Cependant pour raisons techniques il est peut-être plus convenable que nous discutions toutes essentielles à travailler ici, même si toutefois on a tendance a parler de deux thèmes séparément. Comme on a prévu que le premier groupe sera pour la présentation au professeur Apollonio et l'inse Marie je leur donne la parole.

Apollonio:

(verso)

Non ho niente di aggiungere a quello che ho detto prima, per momento.

Mari:

(verso)

C'è una cosa molto importante che ho visto nella divulgazione verso il pubblico, se come la divulgazione fra i ricercatori. Questa attente abbiamo perduto il tipo di comunicazione di esso abbiamo perso del tipo più importante di comunicazione - che precede tutte le altre e che è la comunicazione fra i diversi linguaggi. Questo attente presuppone il problema di un linguaggio comune. Questa attente si è visto che questo linguaggio come non esiste affatto. Si è visto anche esattamente che il termine sapere tendenze che era stato preso singolarmente, negli ultimi tempi - all'inizio si era preso sempre delle diverse tendenze - è insospi. Occorre riprenderlo ancora di nuova tendenza, di miglio di vescica tendenza. Questa attente si è puramente di portata, di tecnica della comunicazione della poetica. Forse è anche questo perché è importante sulla divulgazione, che non si debba che il problema più importante sia il problema dell'educazione dei ricercatori. Questi ricercatori hanno preparazione assolutamente insufficiente vescica, che forse tutti conoscere. Per cui si vede che il fine principale di queste discussioni e di questa manifestazione è sopratutto quello di migliorare la preparazione tecnica e di conoscenza dei ricercatori. Questo si può far solamente eseguendo in comune la diversi esperienze, quando m.

Questa cosa possibile per un miglioramento della possibilità tecnica e di conseguenza delle possibilità di ricerca e di conseguenza impossibile per i ricercatori è quella di trovare un linguaggio comune. Questo linguaggio è molto difficile trovare di parte degli stessi ricercatori, in quanto possano conoscenza di una tecnica non loro, la tecnica della comunicazione del pensiero che è comune interne ai critici e agli studiosi presenti. Per tanto la credo che il miglior criterio con cui questa persona possono dare è quello di collaborare direttamente a determinare ricerca e conoscere di osservare da vicino il lavoro dei singoli ricercatori e o dei gruppi di ricercatori, e non alla fine ma all'inizio, la necessità di questo, il si vede observare il materiale esposto alla mostra. Siamo tutti a vedere che i risultati e le qualità di questo materiale non corrisponde affatto alla selezione tecnica dei diversi ricercatori. È cosa grave, un gran parte di questo materiale è ben evidente una di essere molto lungo o difficile per la ricerca, ma è solamente limitazione di una ricerca.
Cependant pour raisons techniques il est plus facile de montrer que nous devrions être ensemble à travailler ici, mais que toutefois on admettrait ce thèse séparément. Comme on a prouvé que les premiers groupes pourraient le prouver, le professeur Apollonio et moi, lui donner la parole.

Non ho niente di aggiungere a quello che ha detto primo, per momento.

Apollonio:

Marti:

Mi sembra molto importante per questa visione del pubblico, ma come si può vedere, fra i ricercatori, questa matica non è stata parlata dal punto di vista più importante di comunicazione che possano avere tutti. Mi sembra che si è punto molto importante per la comunicazione fra i diversi...Inoltre, se si considera che nella comunicazione è il luogo di ogni...Per farci ideare di cosa si tratta, in questo momento è stato detto che la preoccupazione è dovuta per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutte...Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...Io vorrei chiedere se è vero che gli addetti ai lavori conoscono veramente di cosa si tratta, o ho qualche dubbio. Mi sembra che si tratta di un problema di una materia...Ma ha detto ora che la preoccupazione deve essere per il pubblico normale e non per gli addetti ai lavori, in questo caso esistono tutti...
tutto quello che Lei dice bisogna conoscere, o
pure se, come è stato detto, che le poesie pel
sono delle intenzioni, delle intensioni valutatorie,
pensano anche non conseguire un risultato di quel
livello che è formulato nel testo della poesia.

Mari: Forse si può rispondere ad Appallone in questo modo: d'essere dico c'era non credo ci sia ancora la
presunzione da parte dei ricercatori della nuova
tendenza non tanto di importare una nuova poesia,
as di iniziare una ricerca di tutti i valori nes-
saggi per la costruzione, per la sua costruzione
alla nuova attività tecnologica. Più in generale le
poesie hanno costituito ovvero le poetiche presen-
ti. C'è un verso in particolare del ricercatore
nuova tendenza il desiderio di costruire
definitiva un nuovo mondo, e di costruirlo
la profondità con un meccanismo, non solo con indi-
cazioni delle cose possibili da fare, ma di costruir-
lare veramente, ma volle per tutto, per far questo
occorreva risolvere nel modo più assoluto tutte
quella espressioni che vanno sotto il nome di poetiche,
di originalità, di affascinazione.

Domenico: I ricercatori della nuova tendenza si preoccupano del problema di rifiutare l'intuito, ma di analizzare e
di affrontare questi problemi della percezione visiva,
del linguaggio industriale, e comunque tutti i problemi
e che riguardano lo spazio, in uno scenario simile ad
alcune discipline scientifiche.

Lo sono d'accordo con Appollone, ma nella realtà di quel
approccio che è stato spesso fra poesia, fra
intenzioni e i risultati. Ancora mi sembra
non sia stato successo storico affermazione, per contro, penso che se lo, alle realizzazioni prigioniere, come la
poesia era molti poeta, ma si volle far
solo qualche riscatto di magia o qualche costruzione
artigianale, molte reali, oppure di risultati.

Comunque in generale qui si può accettare questa
approccio a storie delle opere, a storie del risul-
tati, che penseremo che sono
e diventa una cosa, cioè che l'ottenezione oggetto di un
certo valore venga mantenuto il livello delle
poesia. Se è qualche cosa che va più nel
che no, e di questi, in generale, non solo, quanto a lo
Mari all'isola, credo di poterlo dire, ma più in questo piano,
cio è la questione interne, il
ricercatori e fra i tanti che possono degli
sforzi culturali, di quello molto scritto questo linguaggio conosce,
questo - anche l'have accetto se è perito non

Sommario:

concretamente di una scuola di una scuola di una scuola
Richter: No, e questo sarebbe

tesi. Ecco una cosa che è importante perché potrebbe garantire l'autonomia
nuova tendenza, perché anche i contributi che
possono venire da discipline affini, sono particu-
lari e non si dà che questi contributi finirebbero col in-
trappolare nuove tendenze in istituzioni che già
lo sono. Forse No dovrebbe essere un istituzione
organizzata, funzionale, organizzata, ma però autonoma.
Ma come No utilizzare, a mettere insieme cont-
triti di altre discipline che non queste discipline
utilizzare nuova tendenza.

On parte naturalmente che noi dovessimo sanzioni
nuova tendenza che none può aver più a desiderio qual-
se è nostro è l'ottenezione che can fa le
le realizzazione di una realizzazione che ha e
se è come primaria e sarà l'ottenezione che vo
le utente non può dare, le informazioni che c'è in informa-
le dimensioni differenziate. Queste
direzione può essere il rapporto di tendenze within
di scienza e non può essere la
un'ottenezione che c'è è sempre in se non
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Par rapport au problème de la divulgation il
consiste les choses d'un aspect présences multilté
raire de tous les facteurs qui conditionnent un
notre créateur. Une présence multipliant le
ne se décide en créateur. Tout le reste par rapport
e le consommateur est la fortuité. La fortuité en
tant que cause consommateur vient devant l'objet
aussi apparaître psychique, avec ses avantages
spécifiques, la possibilité spécifique de lire et
de comprendre. Un acte de toute divulgation est le
création de l'idée, qui n'est pas le choix, le choix
Ainsi ce qu'on attend de l'expérimentation de l'artiste
que le public compris son acte est un effort
desapriori, desapriori quant à l'autenticité de la
transmission du message. Pourtant je suis plus
s'exprimer justement dans la déformation condi
cée par l'histoire de pensées primaires, initiales,
e d'ou l'artiste est le principal acteur presque
superflu.

Extrait:

Je crois que nous avons mis le point sur
première chose, qu'il est raisonnable d'examiner
rent de cette conclusion. Il était prévu que pour
deuxième thème on discute de recherches faite
l'objet. On fait, il est possible que ce qui se tire de
ceux, dans le cadre des recherches faites dans
à prévoir, qui tendent vers les recherches d'expér
ou les recherches dans l'espace de sorte que l'
objectif est pour le débattre se n'avance plus
come étant suffisamment efficace. En outre, la
ont été inclus dans les conditions du marché
étaient connues qui facilitent l'attirance idées
conventionnellement. Pour cette raison, le sens
que les recherches dans le domaine de l'objet
se voir peu de ceux dans les alliances expérimentales
sont une partie de ce domaine qu'on doit considérer.
Pour cette raison aussi, il est possible de parler
à un niveau plus large. Il s'add
raîts continuer la discussion jusqu'à cette évolution.

Extrait:

Il y a un point très important qu'on doit mentionner.
C'est cette notion de recherche sur laquelle il
s'agit de savoir que le mérite de ce qui
serait* objectif.* Recherche signifie essentiellement
ce qu'il est, c'est un travail de laboratoire. C'est un
recherché doit porter sur l'esthétique doit être
conduits en liaison entre le créateur d'idées et les
psychologues expérimentaux qui sont obligés de souder
l'approfondir et renforcer des idées de cette façon du
collection pour cela dans l'exposition que nous avons vu
un grand nombre d'idées et de telles expériences sont
propres. Mais de telles expériences ne sont pas d'
expériences. L'expérience est la source d'une nouvelle
de sujet, bien choisi selon les règles communs d'expé
l'expérience doit être un stimulus et une_machine de
de telle façon à extérioriser certaines idées, sous
les expériences. Il est donc nécessaire et utile
e le thème correspond à une suggestion de
stimulus et se reproduire en son et les courts. Il
est devenu.
C'est la méthode scientifique et
peut être pratiquée avec succès en particulier entre le groupe
HT et des laboratoires qu'ils soient universitaires ou
non-universitaires. C'est un travail long et qui
exigeait. Je pense une répartition internationale et
par conséquent l'établissement d'un plan. C'est un des
premiers points importants. Le deuxième point que je
voudrais exprimer ce thème est le problème de
l'expérimentation des types d'expériences utilisées. L'assembl
de l'exposition HT 2 se poursuit s'essayer
connaître les sensations dans le cadre visuel. Il existe beaucoup de
expériences, il existe beaucoup de sensibilité. En particulier, une seule des canaux
sonore tes connues et ont été bien étudiées, mais les
canaux sonores essentiellement de ces diverses, nouveaux, tendances
thématicques, aphorismiques, etc. C'est une autre façon de
canaux sonores qui ne sont pas de nouvelles tendances
signifiant "sensations" à l'exploration systématique
des canaux de la sensibilité et de leurs combinaisons.
Enfin sur le problème de la fatigue. La fatigue du
spectateur est un problème important qui est lié au
problème de l'insertion dans le vie sociale et des
recherche en tant que voie d'accès de savoirs de
test et présentent la disponibilité esthétique.

Extrait:

Il ne semble que le remarque faite par le professeur
Moles qu'il faut considérer la question de la reparti
ion internationale dans l'organisation de ce travail
est actuelle. Cela ne se rapporte pas là où il se
mesure la disposition et le degré d'organisation des
recherches entreprises jusqu'ici présent est effectué et
réellement désorganisées. Il est ce qui est au
sentiment d'efforts individuels et ce n'était que de temps en
temps qu'elle a été organisée dans le cadre de certaines
groupons. Il est donc pour voir y a que les recherches
Nous avons rassemblé un programme de mesures visuelles dans lequel les différents éléments d'originalité devraient entrer dans quelle mesure il provoquait le plaisir chez les spectateurs. C'est le procédé d'affacturation. Notre travail a été réalisé en collaboration avec des divers spécialistes duquel nous avons l'appréciation que cette collaboration a pu se produire. Il nous a été possible de développer une collaboration possible dans d'autres domaines, par exemple, l'architecture, l'urbanisme, ou encore des systèmes plus significatifs que nous sommes les seuls à utiliser superficiellement ou les objectifs optiques.

Depuis longtemps, nous avons constaté que le produit des formes de la profession des ingénieurs n'ont pas la même importance que le caractère industriel, l'architecture, l'urbanisme ou encore des systèmes plus significatifs que nous sommes les seuls à utiliser superficiellement ou les objectifs optiques.

Dès lors, nous avons préféré chercher le différend en matière d'architecture ou des îles de l'analyse de l'objet qui nous intéresse, car nous avons l'opinion que cette collaboration a pu se produire. Il nous a été possible de développer une collaboration possible dans d'autres domaines, par exemple, l'architecture, l'urbanisme ou encore des systèmes plus significatifs que nous sommes les seuls à utiliser superficiellement ou les objectifs optiques.

Cela porterait à des chercheurs dans le domaine de la recherche à venir utiliser une organisation plus simple, comme nous avons l'opinion que cette collaboration a pu se produire. Il nous a été possible de développer une collaboration possible dans d'autres domaines, par exemple, l'architecture, l'urbanisme ou encore des systèmes plus significatifs que nous sommes les seuls à utiliser superficiellement ou les objectifs optiques.
Maitrovid: Je tient qu'à la fin nous devrions arriver à quelques conclusions et à la fin de la conférence approche de la. Est-ce que vous considérez qu'il serait d'abolir quelques personnes qui pourraient le faire?

Hélas: Les différents groupes présenteraient essayer de mettre sur le papier quelques propositions, de les proposer aux groupes organisateurs de nouvelles tendances, puis en une minute, une réunion, un espace pour se rencontrer et pour étudier la modélisation des éventuels essais d'essayer de voir si on peut aller plus loin. Même dans les situations, au bout des problèmes posés. Voilà l'expérience, voilà la théorie sur laquelle elle est basée etc., ce serait pour le vérifier.

Mairovid: Je revois Monsieur Hélas de sa proposition, je propose que des groupes particulièrement formulent indépendamment leurs propositions pour qu'à la fin nous puissions en faire une synthèse, de ne pas sur ci nous avons déjà entamé le troisième thème, le thème de possibilité du travail pratiquement. Il se semble que tout de même nous nous sommes rendu compte de quelques uns d'entre eux.

Hélas: Cette association de somme d'argent financière et elle n'a aucune différence que celle des contributions de ces membres mais c'est un élément important, son but est en tout cas de reunir des membres appartenant à tous les laboratoires d'esthétique en de psychologie d'intérêt d'esthétique mais un but est d'être d'être, par exemple en partant, en particulier avec des membres qui peut être représentera un point de vue particulier et de rejoindre de l'ensemble des différents groupes en question. Le bureau est actuellement à Paris prévoit d'aller à l'Institut de l'esthétique, le secrétaire provisoire est Dominique Delasor, dont but est de coordonner et surtout de connaître les différents groupes qui se posent des problèmes d'esthétique expérimentale. C'est donc le premier des croise qui peut être de prendre contact avec cette association et d'autre part de recruter un certain nombre de ces membres au sein de la NF. Et il se nomme d'essayer de voir quelles sont les premières propositions qui pourraient être traitées dans les laboratoires, en particulier comme sujet de thèses pour des jeunes chercheurs que voilà il y a besoin de financer, de prendre en compte que voilà il y a besoin de financer. Et le travail de recueil du matériel des différents instituts dans différents pays est quelque chose d'important.
Note 129. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3_ Umjetnici_D_Dvizenje. Letter from Dvizenje Group to Apollonio of April 20th 1965. The original was written by Russian, we quoted the Croatian translated version.
Letter from Apollonio to Bek of June 11th 1965. «Egregio direttore, ho appreso da fonte attendibile che le sarebbe stato consegnato da persona proveniente dall’URSS un plico a me indirizzato con la preghiera di curarne l’inoltro. A parte il fatto che tale plico non mi è stato mai ancora recapitato, risulterebbe che esso è stato aperto, che la lettere che lo accompagnava è stata letta e tradotta, che dei documenti a me destinati sono state eseguite copie fotostatiche. Se ciò è effettivamente avvenuto senza che vi fosse preventiva autorizzazione da parte del mittente, lei deve rendersi conto che è stata commessa una grave in fraught. Oso ancora sperare che ciò non risponda a verità, ma nella deprecabile previsione che simile offesa mi sia stata di fatto arrecata, desidero tutelare fi d’ora i miei diritti nel modo più formale. Diffido perciò chiunque dal fare diffusione qualsiasi e con qualsiasi mezzo alle lettere, notizie, documenti, fotografie, ecc. che facevano parte del plico a me destinato e la prego di informare di ciò chi, a sua conoscenza, fosse in possesso di copie del materiale di cui sopra. Mi scuso per avere dovuto scriverele in tali termini, ma lei comprenderà le legittime ragioni che mi hanno costretto a cautelarmi, nel caso si fosse verificata la grave mancanza lamentata e materiale di studio a me riservato fosse stato messo a disposizione altrui prima che io ne avessi visione e senza eserarne stati autorizzati»

MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 Br.89 od 251 do 699/ ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 7 and Unit 9.

Letter from Bek of June 12th 1965. «Stimatissimo Signor Apollonio, Com’è noto, quest’anno organizziamo la nostra terza Mostra delle tendenze nuove. Quale giorno d’inaugurazione è fissato il 13 agosto prossimo. Dopo di ciò, a Zagreb avranno luogo dei colloqui in merito ai problemi ritenuti attuali in questo momento dai teoretici, critici e altri partecipanti alla mostra. Dato che la Sua presenza all’inaugurazione stessa e la Sua comparteecipazione ai colloqui sarebbero di eccezionale rilievo, mi è gradito invitarla, a nome del Comitato organizzatore e a nome della nostra Galleria, a venire visitare Zagreb in quel tempo. Durante il Suo soggiorno sarebbe ospite della Galleria della Città di Zagreb. Nel contempo, approfittando dell’occasione per Farle pervenire la lettera di Lev Nusberg, membro del gruppo di Moca “Dvizenije” come pure 17 fotografie della loro prima mostra tenutasi nel dicembre 1964 a Mosca. Tale lettera, assieme alle dette fotografie mi è stata consegnata dalle studentesse russe venute, alcuni giorni fa, a visitare il nostro Paese»

Reply from Bek to Apollonio of June 18th 1965. «Ho ricevuto la Sua lettera un giorno dopo della Signora dott. Vera Pinatrić Horvat la quale, secondo un’informazione del suo marito, avrebbe ricevuto una copia della lettera indirizzatami. Dopo aver letto la Sua lettera sono rimasto sorpreso. E la mediazione della Signora e del signor Horvat, non l’accetto. Tuttavia, il Suo reagire sarà dovuto a informazioni fornite dai Suoi amici che indubbiamente non hanno un atteggiamento bene intenzionato verso di me. D’ora in poi non desidero aver contatto con loro. La lettera e le fotografie, me le hanno portate tre ragazze che non si erano presentate (per motivi almeno per me comprensibili) e che erano venute, assieme a un gruppo di turisti sovietici nel nostro Paese. Chiedevano parlare esclusivamente con me e mi hanno consegnato una lettera e alcune fotografie senza plico, esigendo che, nella loro presenza, io legga la lettera e che io richieda all’occorrenza spiegazioni, e dopo di ciò consegui tutto il materiale a Lei, supponendo che Lei lavorasse da noi (sic!). dopo aver dinnanzi a loro letto la lettera, ho ricevuto una serie di informazioni che non si trovavano nella lettera. Ne contem po ho dato a loro certi schiarimenti alle rispettive domande, ho dimostrato alla loro richiesta, certe opere acquistate alle mostre “Tendenze Nuove” finora tenutesi, nonché le opere arrivate per l’èa terza mostra della “Tendenza nuova” e ho promesso di mettere loro a disposizione il giorno successivo tutti i rispettivi cataloghi e pubblicazioni. E ciò che ho fatto, anche se le ragazze dovevano continuare improvvisamente, il loro viaggio, il giorno successivo, alla volta della Dalmazia. Al secondo incontro, rapite di quanto avevamo visto e ottenuto, hanno annunziato la possibilità d’una partecipazione del gruppo “Dvizenije” alla mostra “Tendenza nuova 3”. Invece, fino ad oggi non è giunta alcuna notizia a tal proposito. Per quanto sopra, vorrei constatare con tutta la precisione: 1° che non ho ricevuto alcun plico chiuso per Lei; 2° che, di
conseguenza, non ho potuto aprire senza autorizzazione il plico (Lei pensa forse ch’io mi sia servito di tale metodo?); 3° che non si tratta di contravvenzione; 4° che il materiale non è stato semplicemente consegnato a me personalmente, ma che mi è stato consegnato con la possibilità di utilizzarlo; 5° che ho fatto fotocopiare tale materiale, ma non senza autorizzazione; 6° che non ho pubblicato tale materiale e che neppure ho l’intenzione di pubblicarlo, tenendo presente innanzitutto la situazione in cui il gruppo “Dvizenje” svolge attività (ho vissuto due anni nell’Unione Sovietica e per ciò molti argomenti mi sono chiarì) e poi, beninteso, la sua priorità; 7° che nessuno di noi pubblicherà tale materiale senza ottenere l’autorizzazione dello stesso gruppo “Dvizenje”. In base alla presente informazione, resta a Lei egregio Signor Apollonio, a decidersi per una delle due parti. Nei confronti di quell’altra, il mio atteggiamento sarà da oggi chiaro»

Replay from Apollonio to Bek, June 30th 1965 «Caro Božo Bek, ha avuto modo molto piacevole che l’incontro di Zagabria abbia chiarito diversi equivoci ed abbia quindi rimesso i nostri rapporti sui propri binari di cordiale collaborazione che già esistevano e che ci permetteranno di contribuire validamente all’affermazione della cultura contemporanea nei suoi aspetti più qualificati e meglio progressivi. Desidero soltanto precisarle ancora che la mia lettera è stata originata soltanto dal fatto che da più parti italiane e jugoslave – ma non dai Signori Horvat, glielo assicuro – mi si parlava di questo invio da diverso tempo e che tutti più o meno erano a conoscenza del testo ed avevano visto le foto. Quando lei mi dice che è stato autorizzato a leggere e ad eseguire fotocopie, ogni mia protesta non ha più ragione di essere. Le rinnovo poi i ringraziamenti per l’invito rivolto all’inaugurazione ed ai colloqui di NT3 e sono lieto di confermarle la mia adesione. Le preciserò più avanti la data del mio arrivo, ma esso sarà quasi sicuramente il giorno 12 agosto»

Note 145. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 Cirkularna psima.

Letter from Putar to Vergine of October 14th 1965. «Chère Madame, aujourd’hui j’ai reçu deux exemplaires de la revue “La Fiera Letteraria” ou Votre texte sur la NT3 est apparu. Je vous en remercie cordialement. A propos de l’intervention symptomatique de la réduction qui a donné à Votre texte un titre arbitraire je ne peux que Vous consoler: le même se passe pas si rarement un peu partout. Ainsi ici chez nous. Heureusement le sen set la orientation de tout le texte témoignent de Votre intention qui se trouve avec le titre en une controversions évidente. Le catalogue est encore sous presse set on espère de Vous pouvoir envoyer vers la fin du mois d’octobre»

Note 146. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9.

Letter from Germano Celant – undated – to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro,[…] da Zagabria ho avuto tutto il materiale riguardante il convegno, è molto bene e a giorni lo passerò a traduttore. Non ho però avuto il materiale riguardante i russi, per questo ho già scritto a Meštrović. Non so della lettera da tradurre in russo, scrivi a Mussio in modo che te la spedisca.[…] tra quattro giorni ti spedirò i miei pezzi per la biennale»

Letter from Germano Celant – undated – to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro, […]Attualmente credo che mi rinchiuderò in casa e terminerò al più presto i vari impegni presi sia con te, vedi Biennale, sia con altri giornali e rivistine, ed infine con Casabella per cui devo recensire il libro del Gillo. Ho ricevuto da Meštrović un po’ di materiale, alquanto striminzito, ma interessante, specialmente la relazione di Moles, mi mancano ancora gli interventi di Argan, Gatt, Apollonio ed altri che credo mi permetteranno di fare una buona antologia su Marcatre. Cosa di cui necessito sono le fotografie, ma spero di averne scrivendo direttamente agli artisti. Su Zagabria da parte mia cercherò di redigere dei pezzi su vari giornali sul corriere mercantile a Genova, e sul segnacolo a Bologna»

Letter from Germano Celant – undated – to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro, eccoti finalmente il materiale promessoti. Dagli articoli per la biennale alle relazioni, ahimè molto scarne per ora, del convegno sulla cibernetica tenutosi recentemente a Genova. […] A Genova farò uscire una rivista, il titolo “modulo”, - sovvenzionata per la massima parte dalla pubblicità, che mi viene reperita da uno staff di giovani molto preparati e precisi in materia. Il primo numero dovrebbe uscire alla fine del mese di novembre sarà dedicato alla poesia concreta e credo che lo
presenteranno Max Bense, Gillo Dorfles e un amico di Max Bill di cui non ricordo il nome. Il secondo numero sarà interamente dedicato a Zagabria con tutte le traduzioni delle relazioni e del convegno, con in fondo un’antrólògia di interventi degli stessi artisti su un loro progetto (Get, Scheggi, Massironi, Biasi, Picelj, Richter, Wilding, Sommer, ecc.). Naturalmente questo numero lo dovrai presentare tu. E se lo troverai giusto potremo inserire il mio pezzo su Zagabria per la biennale.[…]»

Letter from Germano Celant to Apollonio of October 5th 1965. «Caro Umbro,[…] oggi stesso ti spedirò il pezzo […] su Zagabria per la Biennale»

Note 147. MSU archive, Zagreb. NT Found, Folder NT3 br89 od 251 – do 699.

Letter from Celant to Meštrović of September 27th 1965. «Caro Meštrović, ho ricevuto il materiale da lei speditomi, ma da un computo approssimativo mi sembra che tra le relazioni manchino quelle I Argan, Gatt, Apollonio ed altre. Gli atti invece del convegno sono alquanto interessanti e visto che è sfumata la possibilità di pubblicarli sulla rivista modulo cercherò di inserirli sul Marcatre. Dovrebbe essere così gentile da inviarmi al più presto tutto il materiale rimanente e una serie completa di fotografie (tra quelle infatti che mi sono pervenute non ho trovato né la Riley, né gli italiani, né Vedova, né tutta la documentazione riguardante gli spettatori alla mostra di Leningrado, né altri stranieri di cui ricordo l’opera; non si può infatti dare una documentazione incompleta sul Marcatre è necessario quindi che lei rifaccia fare le foto o eventualmente le reperisca attraverso gli artisti. […] l’uscita del prossimo marcatrè è annunciata per la fine del mese e il successivo non uscirà che a dicembre[…]. Intanto sulla biennale farò un articolo sulla manifestazione e cercherò di farne altri per alcuni giornali»

Reply letter from Meštrović to Celant of October 14th 1965. «Caro Celant, […]i testi completi avrò fra qualche giorno. In quanto riguarda le fotografie, purtroppo, per dirle francamente, la galleria non ha più dei soldi disponibili. Io non posso pagarle perché per me sono molto care – 1,800 dinari una. Dunque, se il Marcatre può farlo, avrà tutto quanto lei desidera. Mi dispiace, ma non c’è altra soluzione»


Letter from Božo Beck to Apollonio of August 17th 1965. «Caro amico, desidero anzi tutto ringraziarla per le innumerevoli attestazioni di stima e di cordialità che mi ha dimostrato durante il mio soggiorno a Zagabria e che considero tali da avere stabilito tra noi un proficuo rapporto di amicizia e di collaborazione. Non credo sia il caso di riprendere il discorso sui risultati di “Nuova Tendenza 3”, che sono stati ampiamente riconosciuti come del tutto inadeguati non solo rispetto al programma iniziale, ma anche nei confronti della importanza dell’iniziativa e dei fini che essa persegue. Bisognerà certamente tenere conto dell’esperienza fino ad ora compiuta in modo da preparare un “Nuova tendenza 4” veramente all’altezza della situazione del prestigio che ad essa deve competere. Intendo questo non solo sul piano della esposizione stessa (le cui manchevolezze sono state esplicitamente riconosciute nei tre fogli ciclostilati distribuiti), ma anche sul piano organizzativo sopra tutto per quanto concerne la tempestiva pubblicazione del catalogo e dei testi destinati al convegno, e l’articolazione del Convegno medesimo cos’ che esso non diventi troppo dispersivo e inconcludente. Mi permetto di consigliarle la più sollecita trascrizione delle registrazioni del Convegno, in modo da poterle trasmettere in tempo a Germano Celant, affinché questi le possa esaminare e valutare per gli eventuali estratti da pubblicare sulla rivista “Il Marcatre”. Si otterrebbe in tal modo una divulgazione abbastanza larga e importante di quanto è stato discusso. Voglia usarmi la cortesia di trasmettere i miei saluti e i miei ringraziamenti anche a Meštrović, Putar e Kelemen, i quali hanno dato il meglio di sé per la riuscita della manifestazione»

Letter from Gaspero Del Corso a Boris Kelemen of September 15th 1965. « Nous nous engageons, avec cette lettre, de régler les artistes directement, suivant les prix que vous avez nous donné. […] S’il est possible pour vous d’imprimer sur le catalogue pour tous les objectes que nous achetons la mention « Coll. Galleria dell’Obelisco, Roma » ça serait très apprécié de notre part. dans ce cas nous vous prions de nous réserver une certaine de copies à notre charge »

Letter from Bruno Danese to secretariat of September 15th 1965. «Messieurs […]Je pense que l’exposition soit terminée et par conséquent je vous prie, comme déjà mentionné dans ma lettre du 4 aout de bien vouloir expédier les exemplaires numérotés LIII et LIV de « Un instrument visuel » à M. Michel Fadat en nous confirmant l’expédition dès que vous l’aurez effectuée»

Replay Letter from Kelemen to Danese Gallery of September 25th 1965. « Cher Monsieur, nous […] portons à votre connaissance que l’exposition est – pour le moment – prolongée jusqu’au 3 octobre prochain. Quant aux objets de M. Michel Fadat, cette question sera regrée par Mss. Matko Meštrović et Enzo Mari»

Chapter 6th. Paragraph 1st.


Letter from Apollonio to Argan of October 24th 1964. «Carissimo Argan, […]Se alcune notizie giuntene non sono errate, tu avresti escluso un tuo intervento diretto, preferendo mantenere posizione analoga a quella tenuta ad Avezzano. […]Personalmente tengo molto alla prossima mostra, che stimo possa essere un contributo adeguato al problema di cui si dettero i primi, se pur confusi, elementi di informazione e di giudizio nella rassegna “Oltre l’Informale”. Sono convinto dell’avviso però che la prossima debba essere limitata o decisamente rivolta alle indagini di strutturazione dinamica della percezione visiva. […] anzi, a me pare che nel 1965 a San Marino sia da allestire un primo rapporto sulla operatività indirizzata a sistemazioni programmate. Voglio dire che, dato il precedente non sufficientemente chiaro del 1963, mi sembra quanto meno improbabile poter realizzare una rassegna rigorosamente storica, pur augurabile, a causa delle difficoltà che incontreremo nell’ottenere l’adesione di determinati artisti (p.es. Albers o Vantongerloo) e di determinati musei e collezionisti, senza il concorso dei quali il panorama storico risulterebbe gravemente deficitario. Una mostra con i precedenti si presenterebbe invece più facile nel 1967, quando sarebbe dovunque nota la direzione che San Marino intende intraprendere ed affrontare. Allo scopo appunto di assicurarci le garanzie necessarie per il futuro, ho pensato ad un certo tipo di mostra, in ciò confortato dal consenso di alcuni amici che operano nel senso della programmazione. Mostra di rodaggio dunque, e non introduttiva: ciò che dovrebbe essere dichiarato apertis verbis nell’introduzione al catalogo, dove dovrebbe essere pure accennato al progetto avvenire. In sostanza ho diviso una mostra che esemplifichi tre direzioni di ricerca operativa: una grosso modo costruttivista, una basata sul movimento effettivo, una centrata sulla cinevisualità. Ad ognuno di questi tre filoni mettere a capo un anziano e già celebrato creatore ovvero Bill, Munari,
Vasarely. Gli altri sei che, anche nell’allestimento, dovrebbero illustrare il proseguimento di problema analogo (non mai pedissequi imitatori od epigoni) sono stati scelti con il criterio del maggiore livello qualitativo nell’ordine di affini propensioni immaginative, distinte anche dalla tecnica impiegata. Mentre i tre anziani dovrebbero partecipare con un complesso di 20 opere (scelte così da riassumere tutto il percorso creativo), gli altri dovranno presentare 10 opere, in maggioranza eseguite nell’ultimo lustro (lasciando però ad ognuno la più ampia libertà di decisione circa la sala loro concessa). Vedi nel foglio unito il progetto della mostra. Sul piano organizzativo la mostra dovrà avere un Comitato Promotore con la tua presidenza, assolutamente indispensabile; una Commissione Esecutiva composta da Umbro Apollonio, Božo Bek, Sigfried Giedion, Guy Habasque, Udo Kulterman; un Segretario Generale: Gherardo Filiberto Dasi; un Direttore Tecnico: Giuseppe Gatt»

Letter from Elisa De Benedetti (for Argan) to Apollonio of November 4th 1964. Attached to a letter to prof. G.C. Argan, DD. 10.24.1964. «Caro Apollonio, Argan, che è ora in Spagna per un ciclo di conferenze, mi ha incaricata, partendo, di informarla che è assolutamente d’accordo con il Suo progetto e che ha già scritto a Dasi, proponendogli di renderlo sen’altro esecutivo:

«Delibera della commissione Governativa per il Turismo nella seduta del 5 marzo 1965 u.s., concernente la [omissis] impostazione da dare allo svolgimento della V° Biennale d’Arte di San Marino […] 2) Il secondo contatto è stato preso con il prof. Marco Valsecchi. La formula proposta da questo illustre critico d’arte consiste in una mostra-incontro con la partecipazione di artisti provenienti da Italia, Germania, Francia, Russia, Polonia, Jugoslavia, tutte le tendenze dovrebbero essere rappresentate affinché la manifestazione inizi veramente un discorso valido e completo il più possibile sul piano internazionale. È anzi opportuno precisare che l’esposizione non verrebbe allestita col criterio della divisione per nazione, ma dell’accostamento delle varie tendenze.[…] Così facendo si sgancerebbe il nome della nostra massima manifestazione artistica da un orientamento, prima che l’orientamento stesso si esaurisca o si identifichi con essa. […] 4) La quarta ipotesi, illustrata dal relatore, è quella prospettata da Umbro Apollonio ed accolta da Giulio Carlo Argan. Come è stato esposto nelle relazioni inviate a tutti i membri della Commissione dai suddetti critici e come è stato ribadito ai membri del Comitato dal Signor Dasi, fattosi portavoce di tale indirizzo, la prossima Biennale dovrebbe proporre ( si cita dalla relazione scritta, individuata da Umbro Apollonio in data 10 febbraio 1965): “Una mostra che facesse perno su tre protagonisti della cosiddetta nuova tenenza o arte programmata altamente qualificati e di larghissima stimazione quali Bill, Munari e Vasarely e si affiancasse una selezione di necessità ridotta di altri esponenti che operano in quella direzione” si tratterebbe cioè di documentare ulteriormente il modo più specifico una delle tendenze e cioè il neo-costruttivismo già apparso nella precedente biennale. In una saletta a parte, potrebbe eventualmente trovare posto una retrospettiva figurativa»

Letter from Apollonio to Corpora of May 3rd 1965. «Caro Corpora, […] Per San Marino io avevo proposto una mostra esclusivamente dedicata alle “nuove tendenze” mediante una scelta di alcuni esponenti che facesse centro su Bill, Vasarely e Munari. Era quindi una mostra parziale, che io avevo in animo di allestire, e con lo scopo preciso di mettere in rilievo i momenti autentici e qualitativamente più elevati delle “nuove tendenze”, non che di esemplificarne le tre diretrici principali. Questo per mettere un po’ d’ordine in uno schieramento creativo che, come sempre succede, minaccia d’essere compromesso da infiltrazioni dilettantesche ed epigoniche. Non mi arrego di certo facoltà profetiche tali da poter decidere se l’avvenire dell’arte sarà “soltanto” nella pittura di gruppo o in quella standardizzata di una civiltà meccanica, come tu dici, ma per un complesso di ragioni, che ho più volte recentemente manifestate e che mi pare perciò superfluo ripetere, credo che l’informale sia stato una stagione brevissima e per nulla importante, che “nuova figurazione” e “pop” siano fenomeni superficiali e altrettanto transitori, mentre la “nuova tendenza”, rifacendosi ad una tradizione storica, che per vari motivi, anche di ordine autoritario, fu trascurata, rappresenti una direzione più attuale e meglio idonea alla civiltà in via di formazione. Il mio punto di vista, o il mio convincimento, se vuoi, si fonda sulla trasformazione in atto delle società, che richiede nuove strutture, anche linguistiche, e le quali si trovano proposte e formulate, a mio avviso, appunto negli esempi della “nuova tendenza”. La cos’ detta “generazione di mezzo”,
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alla quale mi lega l’essere coetaneo, ed alla quale non ho mai negato la mia considerazione, ha svolto la sua funzione meritoria, e chi vi ha fatto seguito non ha raggiunto affatto quel livello. Adesso dovrebbe subentrare il tempo della “nuova tendenza”. Tutto questo beninteso, sul pianto di una visione storica severa e rigorosa, il che non esclude la presenza, qua e là, di elementi degni d’interesse, meritevoli d’essere segnati, anche se piuttosto rielaboratori di schemi istituzionalizzati che promotori di ricerche originali. Alla linea Morandi-Birolli-Dorazio si affianca la linea Prampolini-Reggiani-Alviani, che si incontra per l’appunto nei termini finali»

Note 10. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 8.


Reply letter from Apollonio of September 7th 1964. «Caro Livigni, […] ho pensato, anche assieme all’amico Alviani, che la mostra che lei desidera per la sua galleria dovrebbe essere composta mediante due opere di ciascuno dei seguenti artisti: Castellani, Scheggi, Varisco, Boriani, Colombo, Costa, Mari, Munari, Alviani, più quattro serigrafie del Gruppo N di Padova. La mostra potrebbe intitolarsi “Proposte Strutturali”. È assolutamente indispensabile che si provveda alla stampa di un catalogo all’importanza della mostra. Catalogo la cui impaginazione va affidata ad Alviani. Poiché io devo assentarmi in questo periodo per diverso tempo, Alviani si occuperà per informare gli artisti e raccogliere le opere, pretendendo contatto con lei»


Letter from Edoardo Manzoni to Apollonio of March 23rd 1965. «Egregio professore, […] Biasi mi aveva scritto che mancava la presentazione per la cartella ma vedo con piacere che Lei ha provveduto e per questo la ringrazio. Ai primi di giugno come lei sa, allestirò qui a Genova una mostra del gruppo “N” (per ottobre ho già combinato per presentare la stessa mostra a Torino) e come le dissi a Padova sarò ben lieto di poter contare sulla sua presentazione. Lettera di Edoardo Manzoni della Polena ad Apollonio del 26 maggio 1965. Caro Apollonio, […] ieri martedì ero a Milano per definire l’operazione cartella che dovrebbe uscire finita il 5 giugno, data dell’inaugurazione della mostra del gruppo “enne 65” qui alla polena»


Letter from Edoardo Manzoni, to Apollonio of November 8th 1964. «Egregio professore mi scuso innanzi tutto per il mio prolungato silenzio, dovuto al fatto che l’organizzazione di proposte strutturali plastiche e sonore, mostra da lei suggerita, stava procedendo, ma mancava ancora la certezza che si potesse realizzare definitivamente. Solo oggi posso assicurare che tutto procede per il meglio. La mostra si terrà in varie città d’Italia, prime fra tutte Palermo e Firenze, e il catalogo, curato dal grafico milanese Fronzoni, sarà pronto alla fine del mese. Tutto questo si è potuto realizzare in collaborazione con Germano Celant, da me interpellato per curare e coordinare i contatti, il catalogo e l’organizzazione logistica di tutta la mostra, e del pittore Getulio Alviani»

Letter from Germano Celant – undated – to Apollonio. «Al prof. Umbro Apollonio, come certamente avrà saputo dal gallerista Manzoni mi sto occupando in collaborazione con Getulio Alviani dell’organizzazione logistica e tecnica della mostra da lei proposta, cioè proposte strutturali plastiche e sonore. Le ho scritto quindi per informarla che le cose procedono per il meglio. La mostra sarà ospitata in varie città d’Italia e avrà un catalogo curato graficamente dal designer Fronzoni, di cui certamente Getulio le avrà parlato. Per la presentazione da inserire nel catalogo ho
pensato di stralciare una serie di pezzi da civiltà delle macchine inserendo altresì un appunto sul pittore Rocco Borella. Allegato: presentazione proposte strutturali plastiche e sonore»


Letter from Germano Celant to Apollonio of April 3rd 1965. «Caro Apollonio, mi scuso per il lunghissimo silenzio, ma speravo di poterle scrivere ed annunciare la buona notizia della mostra palermitana, che a tutt’oggi risulta ancora non completamente definita. Sembra infatti che dopo il fallimento della Biennale palermitana gli enti turistici e comunali siano decisamente contrari a finanziare manifestazioni di tal genere. Si aggiunga poi la proposta degli organizzatori della Biennale della Nuova Musica e del Gruppo ’63, la quale verte ad allestire una mostra dedicata alla pop-art italiana. Come al, solito, almeno a parer mio, vi entreranno gli ultimi recuperi della corrente neo-figurativa, compreso forse Guttuso, e gli ultimi orecchianti di una situazione americana. Come vede le cose non procedono molto bene, tenuto conto anche della Biennale di San Marino, che, avendo rifiutato la sua proposta, alleggerà quella pseudo-mostra. Il momento sarebbe quindi propizio alla “Situazione ’65”, ma come le avevo precedentemente detto, per ora i vari Livigni e Carbone sono alla ricerca del finanziamento[…]. La mostra proposte strutturali plastiche e sonore avrà come prossima tappa Torino, alla Galleria Il Punto; si inaugurerà il 29cm»


Letter from Gatt to Alviani of June 15th 1965. «Caro Getulio, ricevo la tua del 10 c.m. e sono lieto di avere l’occasione per chiarirti alcune questioni non del tutto marginali. Per quanto riguarda gli “operatori”, non mi sembra proprio che io ne accosti “un po’ troppi” all’area delle ricerche visive o gestaltiche. Probabilmente, l’equivoco è sorto da un catalogo-manifesto dell’”Aquilone” di Firenze stampato e compilato senza alcun mio intervento diretto: d’altronde, se tu hai letto il mio testo ivi pubblicato te ne sarai reso conto. Inoltre, quando io concessi la sigla editoriale dell’Ateneo” per il catalogo di detta mostra, gli espositori dovevano essere solo Cannilla, Pierelli, Gagliardi, Martinez. A cose fatte, ne ho trovati 18! Ma, a parte quanto sopra, devi tener presente che qui a Roma ( e nel sud in genere) abbiamo una situazione molto difficile da sostenere: da una parte, la santa alleanza cattolico-comunista che sul piano poetico ci inonda di uno strano neosurrealismo contaminato di neorealismo e nuova figurazione (!) (crispolti, Micacchi, Morosini, Trombadori, etc. con l’appoggio dei cattolici); dall’altro, un incontrollabile proliferare di “pop” artisti che, a parte qualche eccezione abbastanza interessante, sono del tutto scadenti e confusionari. Pertanto, dobbiamo in qualche modo sostenere quei gestaltici (o pseudo tali) che almeno lavorano con un po’ di “pulizia”. Ciò non toglie, comunque, che qualcuno di esse se la cavi discretamente e qualcun altro prometta bene per l’avvenire»

Note 22. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found, Curators, Folder Umbro Apollonio, Unit 9.

Letter from Cesare Bacelli (L’Obelisco Gallery) to Apollonio of March 6th 1965. «Egregio professore: il signor del Corso partendo per Parigi questa mattina mi ha incaricato di ringraziarla per la Sua lettera del 3 corrente e per la gentile offerta dei suoi due Vasarely per la nostra mostra “Perpetuum Mobile”. Lettera di Apollonio del 11 marzo 1965 a Gaspare del Corso. Caro Del Corso, faccio seguito alla lettera del 6 corrente per informarti che ho fatto spedire due litografie su metallo (cm 35x32) numerate 6/25 di Victor Vasarely per la mostra “Perpetuum Mobile”. Tali opere sono affidate alla tua responsabilità a titolo di prestito per la Mostra suddetta. Se è necessario indica solo collezione privata. Lettera di Del Corso del 3 aprile 1965 ad Apollonio. Carissimo Apollonio, ho ricevuto in perfetto ordine i tuoi Vasarely e te ne ringrazio»
Letter from Germano Celant – undated– to Apollonio. «[...]Nella mia permuta lettera ti accennavo alla situazione della mostra di Torino di cui forse avrai avuto notizie da Getulio, tutto procede per il meglio e spero di riuscire ad organizzare una cosa alquanto interessante, se hai tempo, visto che non potrai essere a Torino per il convegno, potresti preparare uno scritto da inserire nel catalogo; da parte mia stenderò due o tre cartelle sul problema dell’interrelazione delle ricerche visive a livello del prodotto industriale, dell’imballaggio, della grafica e della ricerca pura, che ti invierò dopo Zagabria in modo che tu possa segnarmi le cose che ritieni poco pertinenti od errate»

Letter from Germano Celant – undated– to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro, eccoti l’elenco che ti avevo spedito per una tua approvazione, l’ho inviato a Gillio Dorfles per i designer e i grafici [...] la mostra si inaugurerà i primi di settembre

[... ] Pininfarina carrozzeria, Mangiarotti orologio, Sottsass jr. olivetti tecne 3, Munari portacenere danese, Bernasconi cabina box per telefono, Bonetto vegli borletti, Fratelli castiglioni macchina da caffè cimbali e orologio gavina, Nizzoli macchina a a cucine necchi, Spadolini aspiratore lesa, Vignelli servizio in melamina, Rosselli poltrona artflex, Zanuso televisore doney

Sezione imbalaggi
Confalonieri Negri Carboni Iliprandi Steiner Mari Grafiche
Tovaglia
Provinciali

Sezione grafica
Dagrada copertine rizzoli Ricci manifesto della provincia di Parma Noordia segnaletica della metropolitana Ufficio rinascente manifesti moda Muarini esempio di titolazione programma Castellano depliant Grignani alfieri Lacroix Klinz copertina saggiatore dedicata a johnson arc. Confalonieri marchio galleria milano Iliprandi uomo rinascente Negri ibm Pintori serie di manifesti olivetti Tovaglia manifesti bassetti Testa Punt e mes Brunazzi manifesto fiat Bighi manifesti IBM Ballmer olivetti sintesi Vignelli manifesto 32 biennale Immagini luminose al neon omega

Sezione Design Zanuso televisore doney Bonetto contaminati borletti Sottsass jr. olivetti tecne 3 Ballmer pannello calcolatore elettronico elea Munari serie portacenere danese Castiglioni
Letter from Celant to Apollonio August 22nd 1965. «Caro Umbro, ho ricevuto l’indirizzo di Calos ed ho provveduto a spedire l’invito, spero giunga in tempo in modo da avere un suo oggetto in mostra. […] invia per favore urgentemente la presentazione della mostra del punto dobbiamo impostare il catalogo[…]

Letter from Germano Celant – undated – to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro, […]Altro fatto la consulenza; poiché la rivista avrà un comitato direttivo formato da Beringhelli, Celant, Zaffiri (il musicista) e Totino (che ha curato il num. Sulla poesia concret a) e il comitato redazionale, vorrei aggiungere una serie di consulenti, tra cui avrei pensato Umbro Apollonio, cosa ne pensi? Gli altri potrebbero essere Dorfles, Bense, Franz Mon, Calvesi, Ceccato ed altri. Seconda notizia in ordine di importanza. Ai primi di dicembre si aprirà a Genova un centro di informazione artistica “la bertesca” (nel medioevo significava galleria percorribile) che dovrebbe presentare una serie di mostre a livello internazionale, da me curate. Il centro diretto dallo stesso staff che mi procura la pubblicità vivrebbe sulla vendita degli oggetti di serie del deposito e di danese, e promuoverebbe conferenze dibattiti e mostre informative, non a scopo di lucro[…].

Letter from Germano Celant – undated– to Apollonio. «Caro Umbro, […]sabato 13 novembre[…], appena ritornato da Milano, sono stato all’inaugurazione della mostra di Morandini al deposito e nella sera stessa insieme a Carmi ho parlato col Get ad Udine[…]. Adesso passi ai vari impegni nei tuoi confronti. […]

Modulo[…]. A proposito di nuova tendenza tre, secondo numero di modulo, appena avrò tutti i testi tradotti sarà mia cura spedirti il materiale per la presentazione.

Letter from Apollonio to Kržišnik of April 2nd 1965. «Caro Zoran, a proposito della mostra di Industrial Design per la quale vi mancavano informazioni più precise sui polacchi, ti segnalo tutto il gruppo che opera attorno alla rivista “Projekt”.[…] Mi paiono molto ben orientati e aggiornati su tutti i problemi che interessano questo settore»


Replay letter from Apollonio May 24th 1965. «Caro signor Gnamus, faccio seguito alla mia lettera del 2 aprile ed alla sua del 29 dello stesso mese per segnalare il nome di Elka Nenova, studiosa veramente qualificata, culturalmente aggiornata e provvista di larga informazione internazionale sui problemi e sui progetti dell’industrial design. Essa fa parte del gruppo dirigente
dell’Associazione degli Industrial Designers di Bulgaria ed ho potuto valutarne le doti durante il soggiorno da lei trascorso nel nostro paese. Penso perciò che essa potrà esservi molto utile per la vostra manifestazione»

**Paragraph 2nd.**

**Note 107.** Adriano Olivetti Foundation archive, Ivrea. Folder Giorgio Soavi.

Letter from Soavi to Mari of July 8th 1964. «Caro Mari, con la presente ti comunico ufficialmente che la nostra Direzione ha deciso di inviarti a New York come incaricato della Olivetti per l’allestimento e la buona riuscita della prima mostra di Arte Programmata che si terrà alla New York University. La mostra come ti è noto, è stata organizzata in collaborazione con la Smithsonian Institution. Ti confermo anche che le spese di viaggio sono a carico della Olivetti […] per le altre spese, ti è fissata una diaria di 150 dollari complessivamente. Abbiamo già dato disposizione ai nostri colleghi della Olivetti-Underwood di New York affinché tu sia ricevuto all’aeroporto […]. A New York tu potrai fare capo al dr. Pizzoni- Aedeman, o in sua assenza, al dr. Mario Rossi […]»


Letter from Chalette Galllery by Mrs Chalette Lejwa to Apollonio of August 21st 1964. «Dear Mr. Apollonio, very much to our regret we must inform you that our project of an exhibition on the subject of the “Nouvelle Tendance” or “Arte Programmata” had to be cancelled. As you know, after left Venice we went to visit the artists belonging to this group in various places. Naturally, we went to Paris to discuss with the French artists their participation in the exhibition. But the attitude of some of these artists was so presumptuous and their demands so excessive that we were forced to abandon the project. It seems to be a common belief among some European artists that Americans “manufacture” money and that one may, therefore, make demands on Americans which one would not dare to make in one’s country or any other European country, where one wishes to exhibit. This, however, is far from the truth. […] you cannot imagine with what disappointment we left Paris and returned to New York. For a while, we were seriously considering arranging the exhibition without the French group. Then, however, we learned that the Company Olivetti has organized an exhibition of the Italian “Arte Programmata” which opened in New York last month and is destined to tour the United States for two years under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution. Naturally this enterprise makes our project impossible. Therefore, with deep regret we have come to the conclusion that it must be abandoned completely. We are especially sorry about this, because we were looking forward to a collaboration with you on the subject and hoped to be able to have a symposium organized here during our exhibition»

Reply from Apollonio of November 20th 1964. «Caro signor Lejwa. […] la notizia che lei mi comunica circa la rinuncia alla Mostra della “Nouvelle Tendance” in certo modo non mi sorprende: infatti ancora quest’estate, quando se ne parlava, conoscendo che la Olivetti aveva organizzato una mostra di “Arte programmata” itinerante per gli Stati Uniti, e che il Museum of Modern Art di New York stava preparando una grande mostra su questa corrente “The responsive eye”, ritenevo piuttosto difficile poter mettere insieme una rassegna non dico completa, ma comunque bene articolata nei suoi esempi più significativi. Tali mie perplessità erano in ogni modo corrette sia dall’entusiasmo che Lei aveva dimostrato, sia dal fatto che si era già procurato mediante acquisti un certe numero di opere. Se si continuava su tale base e se non avesse incontrato le difficoltà di cui Lei mi parla presso gli artisti francesi, saremmo riusciti a comprorre la mostra e a presentarla con notevole anticipo rispetto a quella del Museum fo Modern Art di New York. Le ragioni che Lei mi espone nella Sua lettera mi trovano senz’altro consenziente sulla necessità della rinuncia, benché di ciò non possa non rammaricarmi, considerato che sarebbe stato di grande soddisfazione avere presentato per primi tale tendenza»
Paragraph 3.

3° l'esposizione "il computore e le sue possibilità".
4° l'esposizione "il lettereino riguardante i computer e le ricerca visuale".
5° un convegno sul tema "il computore e le risorse visuali", ma in un contesto di confronto relative alla realizzazione del programma al termine del 2006.

La nostra "il computore e le risorse visuali" viene realizzata alla maniera ed è sistemata in una struttura didattica.

Le prestazioni tecniche e culturali erano e sono connesse alle metodologie didattiche, senza connotazioni estetiche, né alla quotidianità, e non connotate di nessuna inverosimiglianza che al momento del problema, che si svela, diverrebbe non, ma nel passato, e di un'opera che si conosce per appartenenza fatica, non connotata da quell'aura che si provoca e che si richiede all'autore e a tale da caratterizzare tutte le opere visive.

2° che l'introduzione degli apparati televisivi nel per se stesso non avrebbe rivoluzione né come dei renomati artisti con la necessità della lingua, connessa alla lingua, l'introduzione dei cervelli elettro-sonici, che avvenne nel mondo del lavoro, della ricerca scientifica e artistica, risulta di un'opera in cui si esprime l'idea di un'opera artistica, e nello scritto in cui l'opera degli artisti di essere avvenuti di elettrosonici e in cima a scopo di elettrosonici e non artisti in uno stato di elettrosonici e non artisticici, che si richiede e all'avvento della lingua ma di svi-

Mentre a scritto al discorso, a Londra inver, in un clima particolare di sviluppo dei fiocchi, di approssimazione e di inoffensiva l'eventuale partnership con la Cybernetic Serendipity una prospettiva un'esecuzione amica le cui celebrazioni, come Cristoforo Colombo, sono ancora a distanza di qualche mese di sventate, cercando un contatto visivo con i cervelli elettrosonici e stigmatizza ed organizza di appartenere al centro di un gruppo di artisti ben noti definiti, la Cybernetic Serendipity rientra un'altra sensazione ammessa ed esalava la visione di uno spazio-arte, a cui appartenere il luogo in cui risiede di alcuni appartenenti a critico di utilizzare l'arte come attività fantastica e liberale per cui la scrittura e un esercizio di visione su cui la ricerca. Forse per questo alcune patenti letterarie di cui si manifesti le loro evoluzioni più a essere dirette sul grado leciterable che hanno scritto moliere per le riserve sui cervelli elettrosonici hanno scritto in buone esposizioni, che il cervello nell'arte elettrosonica, è a essere conosciuto, è passaggio di clergi e soprattutto, le carte soprattutto elencate incontinente e un momento leggibile il fini di una società.

In questo senso la scrittura anche il bellissimo articolo di D'oberto non appare millenariae/y volta, la quale per esempio il quest simbolismo del futuro è dovuto proprio alla conclusione che gli avvenuti possono avventurarsi sul sogno che l'espressione del disegno sperare e sfuggire che servono seccamente a permettere un certo sistema di vita.

2° che è l'articolo che la lotta comune non la cattiva capa del movimento organico e un'idea di immortalità dellaonde di livello degli artisti.
Note 137. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Series Visual Arts, Unit 142.

Letter from Kurt Martin to Mario Marcazzan of June 17th 1966. «[...]è sembrato che l'attuale divisione dei premi ufficiali tra artisti italiani e artisti stranieri poco risponda al carattere internazionale dell'Esposizione e che sarebbe opportuno abolirla [...]. inoltre, poiché è in atto una poetica di, “arte programmativa”, che si esprime attraverso la collaborazione di più artisti riuniti in gruppi, la Giuria si augura che nel Regolamento, in quale oggi prevede l'assegnazione dei premi soltanto ai singoli artisti, sia inclusa la possibilità di prendere in considerazione il lavoro di gruppo. Si auspica anche che sia dato posto all'architettura e ai problemi dell'integrazione delle arti e del “disegno industriale»

Note 138. ASAC archive, Venice. Historical Found. Series Visual Arts, Unit 140.

Letter from Giulio Carlo Argan to Gian Alberto Dell’Acqua of October 20th 1965. «[...]non ti sembra indiscreto, da parte mia, segnalarti per gli inviti alla Biennale un caso, uno solo: quello del Gruppo Uno, uno e trino, perché composto da Frascà, Uncini e Carrino. Ho seguito il lavoro del gruppo fin dai primi passi; ne ho veduto i progressi, e li vedrai tu stesso alla Quadriennale; ho avuto modo di apprezzare tutta la serietà di una collaborazione, critica e non meccanica, non distruttiva della ricerca individuale. Malgrado le sollecitazioni, i tre del gruppo, non hanno mai ceduto agli adescamenti del mercato; vivono insegnando, persuasi che la funzione sociale degli artisti oggi, sia nella scuola o, tutt'al più, nella collaborazione al mondo della produzione. Tu sai bene che l'austerità non è il modo migliore per ottenere la popolarità,e poiché, a battere la via dell'austerità, possono essere stati indotti dai miei consigli, questi tre artisti voglio segnalare a chi, come te, all'argomento austerità non puà essere insensibile. Credo che se, vorrai sostenerli, troverai il consenso di Capogrossi, di Viale, di Mascherini, forse di Ponente [...]»


Letter from Mario Mazzacan to Italian Embassy in Beograd of March 2nd 1966. «La nostra Ambasciata a Belgrado ha inviato alla Biennale, che ha organizzato a Bucarest per incarico di codesto onorevole Ministero [Dегli Affari Esteri] la Mostra “Artisti Italiani d'oggi”, il seguente telegramma [del 25 febbraio 1966]: “prego far conoscere telegraficamente che nulla osti da parte della Biennale che quest'Ambasciata cerchi organizzare esposizione “artisti italiani di oggi” presso Museo di Arte Contemporanea Belgrado approfittando fatto che opere attualmente esposte a Bucarest dovranno transitare per Jugoslavia diretta Italia ogni spesa che comporterà tale sosta verrà sostenuta in loco prego in caso affermativo comunicare quanto tempo quadrupleranno sostare Belgrado – Incarica d’Affari De Benedictis”. In relazione ad esso mi pregio comunicare che questo ente , non ha per parte sua, nulla in contrario al progettato temporaneo trasferimento a Belgrado delle opere degli artisti italiani oggi esposte a Bucarest»

d'Italia, Belgrado. oggetto: Mostra di scultura e pittura contemporanea in Romania, Richiesta di trasferimento da Bucarest a Belgrado. Le autorità jugoslave hanno chiesto che la Mostra in oggetto, dopo Bucarest, venga esposta anche a Belgrado. La Biennale di Venezia, presentata per le vie brevi, ha dato parere favorevole all'estensione della mostra le spese di trasporto e di prolungamento di assicurazione della quale sarebbero sostenute da parte jugoslava. Questo Ministero si impegna invece a sostenere le spese di trasporto del materiale da Milano a Venezia»

Letter from Italian diplomat in Zagreb to Marazzan of March 24th 1966. «Signor presidente, la mostra “Artisti Italiani d'oggi” preparata dalla Biennale di Venezia, dopo essere stata a Bucarest, si allestisce attualmente a Belgrado. Sarebbe davvero un peccato se una mostra così importante, una volta che è giunta in Jugoslavia, non venisse presentata anche a Zagabria, che è uno dei maggiori centri di cultura del paese. Le sarò quindi grato se vorrà consentire che, dopo Belgrado, dove penso essa rimarrà fin verso la fine di aprile, la mostra venga anche a Zagabria, per rimanervi durante la prima metà del mese di maggio»

Reply from Marazzan of April 6th 1966. «[...] In proposito, pur rendendomi conto dell'importanza di Zagabria come centro di cultura in cui è particolarmente vivo l'interesse per la nostra produzione artistica attuale, non posso non farle presente le difficoltà di ordine pratico che si frappongono alla realizzazione di questa nuova iniziativa, prima fra tutte l'impegno assunto con gli artisti per la restituzione delle opere, restituzione che dovrà essere già considerevolmente differita per la sosta a Belgrado, in un primo tempo non prevista»

Letter from Roberto Ducci, Italian ambassador to Beograd, to Marazzan of April 6th 1966. «[...]L'esposizione – che avrà degna sede nel da poco inaugurato e funzionale Museo d'Arte Contemporanea di Nuova Belgrado – sarà inaugurata il 20 aprile prossimo e rimarrà aperta fino al 10 maggio. Vi è già molto interesse per questo evento e la televisione jugoslava ha assicurato che dedicherà ad esso una trasmissione»

Telespresso n. 2800/1080 from Italian embassy in Beograd to Foreign Ministry and Autonomous Body “La Biennale di Venezia”. «[...]in merito all'inaugurazione a Belgrado della mostra “Artisti italiani di oggi”, trametto accusa una relazione compilata dal prof. Mario Sintich sullo svolgimento della manifestazione e sui commenti della stampa jugoslava. Allego inoltre le traduzioni dei principali articoli di critica. La manifestazione, come si può rilevare dalla documentazione allegata, ha riscosso il più vivo successo:

RELAZIONE Mostra “Artisti italiani d'oggi” a Belgrado. La mostra si è inaugurata a Belgrado il giorno 20 di aprile. Il direttore del Museo di Arte moderna, Mjodrag protic, ha salutato gli invitati con alcune parole di circostanza. Il prof. Guido Ballo dell'Accademia di Brera di Milano ed uno degli organizzatori della mostra, ha risposto al saluto del Direttore del museo ed ha parlato brevemente sulle principali correnti dell'arte contemporanea in Italia di cui la Mostra voleva essere un documento antologico. [...]Il critico Aleksa Čelebonović ha espresso un giudizio altamente favorevole sulla mostra e, a suo avviso, gli stimoli che essa ha lasciato sugli artisti che l'hanno visitata non resteranno senza eco. E ciò pare ovvio, sia perché la pittura contemporanea italiana si trova in una posizione avanzata rispetto a quella jugoslava, sia perché gli artisti jugoslavi guardano e seguono oggi soprattutto i movimenti e le correnti artistiche italiane. [...] Non par escluso che la Mostra all'inizio abbia incontrato qualche difficoltà di interpretazione fra i critici, in parte sorpresi e in parte prudenti dinanzi a un tipo di arte che gli organi politici non hanno mai incoraggiato troppo. Il “Politika” [...] ha salutato la mostra affermando “che una mostra di arte contemporanea italiana a Belgrado rappresenta, senza dubbio, un avvenimento culturale degno della maggiore attenzione”. Dopo l'apertura i giornali si sono ritirati in una cauta indolenza [...] sul “Borba” del 23 e del 24, che ha pubblicato anche le riproduzioni fotografiche di alcuni quadri (Vedova, Gutttuso, Fabbri, Baj, Gentilini). Il 24 aprile il “Dnevnik” di Novi Sad, dopo aver affermato che “gli autori sono stati scelti in base ad un criterio critico già catalogato nella storia dell'arte”, si pone la prudente domanda: “perché è morta del tutto la scuola di Leonardo?”Il giorno 3 maggio [...] i critico Djordjevic scrive in articolo piuttosto generico e corredato di alcune riproduzioni sul “Borba”. Il
10, giorno di chiusura, appare sul “Politika” un articolo misurato e non privo di qualche riserva col titolo “La Mostra dà solo un immagine parziale della pittura italiana d'oggi”. Il giorno 15 maggio [...] Protic [...] sul “Politika” [...] conclude il suo lungo articolo affermando che “la Mostra è stata una delle manifestazioni d'arte più importanti a Belgrado dopo la guerra perché ha indicato le qualità precipue delle costanti della cultura italiana [...]»

Folder 1966 Beograd exhibition. Participants: Andrea Cascella, Mauro Reggiani, Umberto Mastronianni, Giorgio Bompadre, Achille Perilli, Sergio Dangelo, Guido Biasi (Il Centro Galleria d'arte Contemporanea), Umberto Milani, Romano Notari, Getulio Alviani, Mario DeLuigi (Galleria d'arte del Cavallino), Francesco Franco, Francesco Somaini, Giuseppe Santomaso (Lucia Santomaso), Franco Angeli, Emilio Vedova, Moreni, Morlotti (Galleria Blu), Scanavino, Capogrossi (Galleria del Naviglio), Sergio Vacchi, Enrico Castellani (Galleria dell'Ariete), Luciano Minguzzi, Luciano De Vita, Giuseppe Guerreschi, Dorazio, Alik Cavalkiere, Pasquale Santoro, Novelli, Alfredo Chighine (Il Milione), Mimmo Rotella (Galleria Tartaruga), Giulio Turcato, Arnoldo Pomodoro, Luigi Parzini, Agenore Fabbri, Franco Francese, Ettore Colla, Enrico Baj, Aldo Calò, Concetto Pozzati, Birolli (Guglielmo Achille Cavellini), Renato Barisani, Renato Bruscaglia, Renato Guttuso, Giannetto Fieschi, Mario Radice, Lorenzo Pepe, Del Pezzo, Adami, Schiafno (Studio Marconi).


1. Svanje dobava

Svanje dobava nastoji se u izradavanju ili osnovivanju materijalnih predmeta sa pokušaj ljudskih potrebi. Izvrsna smanjenja dobava nakon proizvodnje.

2. Svanje dobava

Svanje dobava nastoji se u izradavanju ili osnovivanju materijalnih predmeta sa pokušaj ljudskih potrebi. Izvrsna smanjenja dobava nakon proizvodnje.

3. Svanje dobava

Svanje dobava nastoji se u izradavanju ili osnovivanju materijalnih predmeta sa pokušaj ljudskih potrebi. Izvrsna smanjenja dobava nakon proizvodnje.
...
Ovo čvrstočvrsni termin sistem rezultat je povezivanja struke regulacije se struan proizvodnje.

**STROJ ili sekcija (section)**

Stroj je snagu mehanizma povezanih odelina koji se jednoznačno djelovanjem daju teških rezultata. Opremljen on obično sredstvima i materijalima, alatima, naređenima i podobnim uređajima. Strojev se mora raditi na vlastiti napaj (npr. otvaranje zavreza), strojevima se ne može obavljati samo jedna operacije (pilo ili mnogostrani proizvodni proces (automatski prskanje vlažkom). U medicinskom strojovima varira od čitavog do celine do lećenja. U proizvodnji strojevima se ne može obavljati samo jedna operacija.

Oprezna ili ambalaža

Operacije su distinktna sestava koje se obavljaju da bi se prošle željene rezultate ili efekti (npr. uzgoj, izbora, aferaža). Operacije mogu doći do podrijetla na izlazi studije tvojnog u svrhu izvođenja vode, a u novi se ne može obavljati npr. podizanje dijela, otvaranje dijela u sklopu, osnovne ambalaže.

Oprezne se naga funkcionalne kategorije tipi kao:

1. bitanje materijalne
2. obrina
3. isbiranje
4. montaža
5. testiranje
6. pakovanje

Ambalaža je oblik operacije koji implicira da se kontinuirano stvaraju željene rezultate. Ovača ambalaža omogućava da se izbora ili modifikacije izvode teži bez aktivne kontakte sa ambalažom. Tako može biti ambalaža opreme, ambalaža ploča, ambalaža jedinjenja i ambalaža usluga.

U prostorii se termini često brzaju.

**Alat**

Najbitniji manometar po računa termina i proizvodnje je alata. Alat je stvar koja se nade izradom proizvoda ili radova, formama ili oblikovanja. U obavi ili strojovima se mehanizma različite alate, a u ambalaži štete izlazi operacije.

Puše svevanje alata obično se obavlja operacije osnovne ambalaže i ambalaže ambalažom i ambalažom.
zašto da se vidi što oznacenih stvari ne mjesto koja oni izvoditi dovode i smotre s obzirom na to da se napomene brzine poznami s novima provođena.

Zad.
Zad je odgovor na pitanje koja se slaže s predagom i odnos se na primjeru manje strogije ili ljudsko manje ili ujame manje da bi se utvrdila korana dobra i nežna.

Elementi proizvoda
Proizvodu odgovora korisnicu po洽alji od pitalina na strojevima energije i informacije. Ta je dužnica za proizvođenjem usluga, otkazivanjem, registracijom, nadziranjem, a proizvodnja materijalnih dobara trebana je i treći elementi: materijale.

Elementi materijale
Jedinične, gradić bloka i materijalne jedinice treba posebno uznositi. To se proizvodnja koja su konkretni ne sasvim da komade flexibilni raspostav koji odgovora unutarnja. Ideja upoznajemo zamjenjiva standardizirana jedinica ko- raste i proizvođe konkretne tehnike za regulaciju procesa, proizvodnja elektronika, sekcije kompjutera.

Projekat koordiniran konstrukcija proizvoda, procesa proizvodnje, proizvođenja i radova.

1. Funkcija blok ili sistem izravno se promeni prvo sime što na radi ili bi morao raditi (tj. radnici). Zbog sve shvaća ili vredna.

2. Funkcija mjenjajuci razmjenje, a u svakog svakog i vredna.

3. Funkcija mjenjajuci razmjenje, kako se održava neka funkcija proizvodnje ili regulacije ili metode ili nekih (nemog) najveća djelovanja. Stoga gledato operacije upo- vodovance na neku alternativne procese i vrednovanje faktora na svi aspekti odgovorni načine i optimi- naste metode.

Postoji aspekt lijevo se određene opreme, tj. samih potrebnih operatori koji su neophodni da se operacije odbi-
moraju imati koristi svi: petrolozi, rađaoci i visnici.